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2ABSTRACT
For this analysis, the area of research was the verbal 
extensions of Shisa, a dialect of the Baluyia in Western Kenya.
The hypothesis was two-fold; (1) There is operative a complete 
set of case functions in Shisa, a language having no surface case 
inflections, and (2) a semantic/surface-syntactic description which 
included the category of case would be adequate for providing the 
grammatical context for lexical entries.
Sixty-one base verbs, as they occur in uniclause, initiating 
sentences (sentences which initiate conversation), were collected 
from informants and examined at seven levels of classification 
(which included number, kinds, and behavior of NP's with which a 
verb could be associated, plus the semantic features of animacy, 
inanimacy, number, and so on).
The verbal extensions were then investigated according to 
pertinent criteria. The result; Four major types of contrastive 
clauses were identified: Descriptive, Agentive, Entailing, Stative,
in all of which occur--co-existently--varying types of syntactic 
patterns and numerous semantic classifications of verbs (i.e. verbs 
associated with animate/inanimate, singular/plural, and so on, NP's). 
Altogether a set of eighteen case and ten compound-case functions 
operative within Shisa were identified.
The grammatical component of each syntactic pattern was sum­
marized in schematic form, and a set of symbols was arranged, 
providing for the indication of the grammatical context for each 
lexical entry.
This thesis has made these contributions: (1) Fifteen verbal
3extensions were identified (only six were treated of in this analy­
sis). (2) A set of eighteen case and ten compound-case functions 
was identified. (3) A means of identifying these case functions 
through observance of semantic and surface syntactic behavior, 
rather than by deep structure, was provided. (4) A degree of gram­
matical analysis adequate for the lexical entries of Shisa verbs 
and their extensions was attained. (5) It has provided a set of 
symbols for indicating the grammatical context of each lexical 
verb entry.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTORY
1.0. Introduction
This study is concerned with the verbal extensions of the Shisa 
dialect of the Luyia language in Western Kenya. The following are 
pertinent facts concerning the Shisa people and concerning this 
s tudy.
1.1. Locus of the Study
The Shisa are a tribe of the Baluyia, a cluster of eighteen 
closely related Bantu-speaking peoples occupying North and Elgon 
Nyanza in Western Kenya, a territory extending from southern latitude 
0°0'--exactly on the equator--north 64.6 miles to Mt. Elgon--0°56' 
and from 34°5' eastern latitude near Busia on the Uganda Border east 
sixty-four miles to 34°59' on the Nandi escarpment. This territory 
covers an area of 2,684 miles, according to Wagner (1949, p. 4).
The population of the Baluyia is ca. 1% million and of the Shisa 
people, ca. thirty-nine thousand, according to the last census.
The Shisa people are a part of Guthrie's (1948) classification, 
which he termed 'Hanga, Zone E, Group 32a.1 It was among these 
people that research for this thesis was done.
1.2. Need for the Study
In conjunction with the research for the syntactic behavior of 
Shisa verbs and their extensions, it was also sought to list them 
as lexical items. One cannot study Shisa verbs without becoming
18
aware of the problems the verbal extensions^ pose. For example, 
some verbs are associated obligatorily with a certain number and kinds 
of objects, others cannot be associated with any, and still others 
are optionally associated with one or more. But when these same
O
radicals are extended, all this may be changed. Thus it was neces­
sary not only to provide a sound method for making lexical entries
o
for base-verbs, but also for their extended forms. For a proper 
lexical entry provides the grammatical context of those items.
Professor Whiteley (1968, pp. 3-4) pointed up the problem very 
clearly for Swahili (and the problems of Shisa are very like those 
of Swahili) by advocating the improvement of lexicographic descrip­
tion by means of more careful attention to the known syntactic 
properties of the entries. Said Whiteley (Ibid.),
Two areas in which the existing dictionaries are 
particularly weak are those of transitivity and verbal 
extensions. There is, for example, no indication of 
whether a verb may 'take' an object-prefix or not; nor, 
despite the inclusion of many extended forms, is it 
clear from the absence of a particular form whether 
this means that it cannot occur, or simply that there 
is nothing remarkable about its usage and hence it 
does not need special mention. Again, it is not 
clear on what basis the listed forms have been 
selected, whether the aim has been exhaustiveness or 
selectivity... the field of verbal extensions is a 
vast and complex one which has received very little 
attention from Swahili scholars until the last year 
or two. But the preparation of a major dictionary 
seems an appropriate time to try and reach some 
generalizations about patterns of transitivity, both 
for minimal and extended radicals, and this will in­
volve a re-examination of the whole basis for the 
classification of verbal extensions.
Another problem posed by the verbal extensions was that of 
determining types of subject and object NP's (a problem also in 
base-verb sentences) in sentences in which extended forms of the 
verbs occur. A proper classification of these noun phrases must 
be based upon semantic syntactic behavior of the items in question,
19
for only a native speaker could give a truly intuitional treatment.
In this area Fillmore (1968) was most helpful, although his work is 
intuitional. Still, several of his ideas could be put to syntactic 
use.
1*3* Purpose of the Study
Clearly, research in depth into the verbal extensions was 
necessary. The hypothesis of this research, then, was this: (1)
There is operative a complete set of case functions in Shisa, a 
language having no surface inflections, and (2) a semantic/surface- 
syntactic description which includes the category of case will be 
adequate for providing the grammatical context for lexical entries 
for verbs and their extensions.
A methodologically sound means was sought to identify the cases, 
to provide an adequate description of the grammatical component, and 
to present a way of indicating the grammatical context in lexical 
entries for verbs and their extensions. These purposes were to be 
attained by giving careful attention to the syntactic and to a 
certain extent, semantic behavior of base verbs and their extensions, 
by summarizing the grammatical component in an economical manner, 
and by means of sets of symbols to provide a schema for making 
lexical entries.
1.4. Limitations of the Study
In the beginning nearly one hundred verbs were researched.
Their extensions have been classified into fifteen extensions. At 
first, it was thought there would be only eleven such classifica­
tions. Such a scope proved to be far too great for intensive study. 
The sample was then cut to a list of sixty-one verbs, investigated
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in their base shapes and in six of these extensions. It was found 
that all verbs do not occur in all extensions. The reasons for 
this fact were not ascertainable with a corpus of these proportions.
All conclusions were based on the findings from this sample of 
sixty-one verbs. Such conclusions cannot, of course, be final for 
all the verbs in Shisa, but for the purposes of this study they 
were considered adequate. Any future research could begin where 
this attempt has ended.
It was discovered that what, in the past, was classed as the 
'applied1 or 'prepositional' extension was, in fact, a homophonous 
group of three distinct extensions, which are termed here as 
follows: (1) Benefactive, (2) Instrumental, and (3) Locative. The
same was true of what had been termed the 'reciprocal' extension. 
These three extensions are here termed as follows: (1) Reciprocal,
(2) Back-and-Forth, and (3) Comitative. These six are the extensions 
which are presented in this analysis.
The extent of the research went so far as to determine the 
grammatical component and a method for making lexical entries of 
the sixty-one verbs and their extensions. Use was made of Fillmore's 
suggestion concerning case frames with the exception that all was 
determined according to surface syntactic behavior and certain 
semantic features.
1.5. Method of Research and Sources of Data
In the beginning of the research, the assistance of two Shisa 
informants (Mary Wycliffe and Dorina Anunda) was obtained. Each, 
separately, gave two hours a day to the work.
Each verb was written at the top of two sheets of paper,
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written in the active form (or untransposed form, see p. 36). Then, 
about two-thirds of the way down, the same verb was written in the 
passive extended shape. Each informant was given a sheet of this 
paper and asked to write sentences using that particular verb in 
the way she used it (if she employed it in her idiolect), both in 
the active form and in the passive extended shape. This was one 
way in which base-verb sentences were secured. These sentences were 
then checked with various groups of Shisa people and with individ­
uals. If there were differences of opinion, they were discussed 
with all groups until all were agreed on what really should be.
Where there was doubt or continuing disagreement, the sentences 
were eliminated or checked for other forms of occurrence.
When the informants employed 'secondary' word categories (i.e. 
adjectives, demonstratives, adverbs, and such), a further check was 
made with these categories eliminated from the sentence. If the 
informants1 consensus was agreeable thereto, these word categories 
were omitted from the sentence, leaving, wherever possible, 
sentences containing only 'primary' word categories (i.e. nouns and 
verbs). Thus it was possible to obtain and analyze, for the most
part, only what was necessary to 'minimal sentences' (see p. 27 for
Whiteley's definition of a minimal sentence).
Another set of papers was duplicated for the extensions. The 
verb was written at the top. In a column on the left side of the 
page were the names of the extensions. In another column, to the 
right of the extension name, the verb form for each extension was 
written. And in a wide space to the right of that, each informant
was asked to write sentences, using the verb form on the left, if
ever she employed such a word in her speech. Many, many spaces were
22
left blank by her. These sentences of each informant were combined 
and checked with other individuals and groups. Only those for which 
there was substantial concurrence were included in the corpus. Often 
one of the sentences of an informant was totally rejected, but 
another using the same word shape was given in its place. If this 
checked out satisfactorily with other informants, it was retained 
in the corpus instead of the first one.
After intervals of two or three weeks, a final choice of 
sentences was again checked with the two informants and then with 
other individuals and groups for any gaps or inaccuracies.
All sentences in the corpus were checked for tone with one 
informant, Mrs. Mary Wycliffe.
Other sources of material for the corpus were as follows:
1. Mundaalo tsiamanani, by Miriam Wandai (a book of folklore of 
the Baluyia)
2. Akabaluyia Bemumbo, by Daniel Wako (a book of the customs of 
the Sarnia tribe of the Baluyia)
3. Sermons of Shisa pastors, recorded on tape
4. Conversations, accounts of customs and folktales recorded on 
tape and told by an elderly Shisa man, who does not speak 
English.
1.6. Overview of the Remainder of the Thesis
Since the purpose of this research was not to present an 
analysis of the phonological system of Shisa, it was thought the 
brief observations of that part of this work should appear as an 
appendix to this thesis (see Appendix II).
Likewise, the section on morphology is presented in
23
Appendix III Verb lists indicating lexical entries for each verb 
are given in Appendix IV.
The body of the thesis itself is divided into three principal 
sections: (1) Introductory material, (2) The basic chapter
(Chapter 2), in which generalizations applying to the corpus of 
material are given, and a treatment of base-verbs in Chapter 3:
(a) Sample sentences, (b) their grammatical component, and (c) the 
method for making lexical entries in which case frames, largely as 
suggested by Fillmore (1968), are employed. A brief treatment on 
'case' and a statement of the position of this thesis in relation 
to it is presented at the end of Chapter 2.
Section (3) consists of six chapters, one devoted to each 
of the six extensions expounded in this thesis.
In a final, brief section some conclusions are drawn. Abbrev­
iations, conventions, and notes are presented at the end of 
Chapter 11, the concluding chapter.
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CHAPTER 2 
BASE-VERB SENTENCES OF SHISA
2.0. Introduction
Units which expound levels of grammatical description may be 
divided into five categories: morpheme, word, phrase, clause, and
sentence. If all units were arranged on a scale of rank (level), 
according to which the ’highest' level would be the sentence and 
the 'lowest' would be the morpheme, it could be said that the units 
of a higher rank are composed of units of a lower rank, or that 
units of a higher rank could be analyzed into units of the rank 
below it. (Lyons, 1969, pp. 170-71; Gleason, 1969, pp. 66-67)
In other words, each rank can be described in terms of its structure.
Every type of structure (specifically, NP, PNP, V, and so on; 
see pp. 284-85 for abbreviations) within each of these categories 
is characterized by particular kinds of relationships, for structure 
presupposes relationships; and relationships presuppose co­
occurrences, a linguistic phenomenon manifested in patterns of 
selectivity and sequence. This thesis will be concerned with three 
of the five categories mentioned above (i.e. words, phrases, and 
clauses/sentences; see the following three pages for definitions of 
clauses/sentences as used in this study), and the relationships 
existing between the constituent members of each, i.e. in terms of 
selectivity and sequence. Clause and/or sentence structures are 
treated in this chapter. The treatment of word and phrase structures 
is given in Appendix III.
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In this chapter also, criteria for the classification of verbs
(see p. 29), various kinds of NP's (noun phrases), and clause types
will be set forth; the category of case will be introduced (and 
more fully treated in Chapter 3). Verbs will be tested and classi­
fied according to (1) number and kinds of NP's with which each can, 
or must, be associated, (2) whether or not the verb can, or must, 
be associated with an object prefix (OP)--or in the case of a 
locative object, with a locative suffix (locS)--when object NP's 
occur in their pronominal forms (see pp. 38-43), and (3) whether 
there are univalent, multivalent, and polysemous verbs. All this 
testing will be done to determine whether verbs can be identified 
with various clause types. Such testing should also make it
possible to identify the various types of basic clauses to be found
in Shisa sentences.
For if it can be established that some verbs occur in some 
type(s) of clause(s) and some in other types, the first element of 
lexical entries will have been ascertained--the clause type(s) of 
each verb. If kinds and numbers of NP's with which each verb can/ 
must be associated are determined, a second element of the lexical 
entry can be ascertained--the type of syntactic pattern occurring 
within a particular kind of clause. Since, as was stated on 
page 18, the main purpose of this study is to find a way to make 
lexical entries giving an adequate grammatical context for verbs, 
this procedure in the analysis will, it is hoped, yield the desired 
results.
However, before proceeding further along these lines, it will 
be necessary now to define the terms sentence and clause as em­
ployed in this thesis.
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2.1. Sentences
It would be well at this point to establish the position of 
this thesis concerning the terms 'sentence1 and 'clause.1 Lyons 
(1969, p. 171) gave the traditional grammarian's definition of 
'sentence': "...the sentence...was traditionally defined in terms
of 'subject' and 'predicate'," and of a clause: "A group of words
with its own subject and predicate, if it is included in a larger 
sentence, is a clause." Bloomfield (1935, pp. 170-1) defined the 
sentence as "an independent linguistic form, not included by virtue 
of any grammatical construction in any larger linguistic form."
Lyons (Op. cit., pp. 172-3) summed it up by stating, "The point of 
Bloomfield's definition can be stated more concisely as follows: 
the sentence is the largest unit of grammatical description. A 
sentence is a grammatical unit between the constituent parts of 
which distributional limitations and dependencies can be established, 
but which can itself be put into no distributional class. This is 
equivalent to saying that the notion of distribution, which is 
based on substitutability, is simply not applicable to sentences."
Whiteley (1966, p. xxiv) defined the concept of 'sentence1 as 
follows:
The concept of sentence... is an intuitive one....
The intuitive nature of the concept is associated 
with a recognition on the part of the speaker--and 
perhaps more importantly, on the part of the linguistic 
community of which he is a member— that in discourse 
there are accepted points at which he may start afresh, 
dr give way to a second speaker. Such points may be 
viewed as positive/negative choices imposed on him 
by the patterns of his language. The patterns them­
selves are conditioned grammatically and their 
conclusion is marked by the onset of periods of non- 
speech which are not conditioned grammatically, but 
are nevertheless generally accepted. The patterned 
units of discourse which are separated by such 
periods I shall refer to as sentences....
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Minimal sentences, i.e. those which cannot be 
contracted further without loss of identity as 
sentences, can be classified..,.
Whiteley's 'minimal sentences' could be roughly equated to the 
'simple sentence' of traditional grammar, i.e. a uni-clause unit 
of grammatical description. The stance of this analysis regarding 
the definition of a sentence agrees with Bloomfield, Lyons, and 
Whiteley, as set forth in the preceding paragraphs. Additionally, 
it applies the term clause to four types of 'minimal sentences' 
operating according to definite rules of syntactic behavior and 
capable of being included 'in a larger sentence', although in this 
corpus the 'larger1 sentences do not occur, for in this analysis 
only minimal sentences of the uni-clause, uni-verbal type have been 
chosen for description and analysis. Beginning with the greatest 
possible number of NP's with which some base-verbs are associated 
(the optional locative NP possible with all verbs is here excluded) 
and continuing to the smallest number possible, base-verb sentence 
patterns are given as follows:
S -* NPj_ + V 4- NP2  + NPg + NP^ Sara aniina tsikhwi khumusaala (nomukhono).
Sara she-climbs tree for firewood 
(with one hand).
S NP^ + V + NP2 + NP^ Dobi areka omubero (neshisaala),
Dobi he-sets trap (with stick).
* s *
S -’NP^ + V + NP2 Sara abisa omwana. - Sara she-hides child.
*
S -*NP^  + V Omundu usinjiile. - Man he-has stood up.
The verb is treated as the focal point of the sentence, and the 
analysis will be concerned with the constraints imposed by particular 
sets of verbs on their co-occurrent nominal and/or pronominal 
phrases. These phrases may be realized as all nominals, all pro- 
nominals, or as combinations of each, and in each case the verb will 
be referred to as a one-, two-, etc., nominal verb. These constraints 
are described as follows:
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1. the number of NP's with which the verb is associated in a 
sentence
2. whether or not the verb is associated with an object prefix
1
(OP), or, in the case of a locative noun object, with a 
locS
3. whether OP's, locS's, and NP's may occur in combinations, 
and if so, in what combination(s)
4. whether or not the verb is capable of occurring in a clausal 
affiliation, (see p. 37 for definition of affiliation as 
used here), and if so, which kind(s)
2.2. Uni- and Multi-nominal Verbals
Some verbs are associated with only one nominal, the subject 
NP, a nominal with which all verbs are obligatorily associated in 
the traditional type of declarative sentence (the only type of 
sentence occurring in the corpus of 'referent' sentences— see 
pp. 26, 30--the material gathered for this analysis). Other groups 
of verbs may be associated with two or more nominals in various 
types of syntactic patterns, as shown on the preceding page. Verbs 
which are associated with only one NP are termed 'uni-nominal,' and 
those which are associated with more are termed 'multi-nominal.'
Additionally, verbs may occur in sentences in association (1) 
with nominals only, (2) with pronominals only, or (3) with nominals 
and pronominals in combinations. As long as the nominal is repre­
sented--whether by the nominal itself or its pronominal substitute 
--the verb will be classified accordingly, i.e. one-nominal, two- 
nominal, and so on.
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2.21. I. Uni-Nominal
The following sentences were studied:
* A *
1 . Qmutoka lcwitsanga.
Motorcar it-is coming.
* ^• Qmutoka kwitsanga omundu.
Motorcar it-is coming a man.
3. Omus rani ahulilanga.
Boy he-hears.
* * f
Omusiani ahulila omwana.
Boy he-hears child.
*Note: Starred sentences are sentences which were unacceptable to 
Shisa informants.
Sentence 1 is composed of NP + V and is acceptable to the 
Shisa. The pattern of sentence 2 is NP^ + V + the NP^ 4- V
being the same elements as those of sentence 1 . NP2  is an object 
noun, but this second sentence was rejected by the Shisa informants. 
Sentence 3 is represented by this pattern: NP-^  + V, and 
sentence 4 is composed of the same NP's and the same V plus an 
object NP. Both sentences 3 and 4 were accepted by the informants.
Results of this study showed that some verbs are always uni- 
nominal, i.e. one-nominal verbs only, and some are sometimes uni- 
nominal and sometimes multi-nominal. Also evident was the fact 
that uni-nominal verbs can be classified into two groups: (1 )
those always associated with only one NP and (2) those sometimes 
associated with only one. (Por lists of such verbs see Appendix I, 
p. 299).
2.22. II. Multi-Nominal
Another set of sentences was studied:
A.*l. Omwana abisa.
Child he-hides.
2. Omwana abisa amaramwa.
Child he-hides bananas.
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*3. Omwana abisa amaramwa neingubo.
Child he-hides bananas with cloth.
4* Omuleli asaaba amakhono.
Nursegirl she-washes her hands.
5. Omuleli asaaba amakhono nende isaabuuni,
Nursegirl she-washes her hands with soap.
6 . Omuleli asaaba omwana amakhono nende isaabuuni.
Nursegirl she-washes child’s hands with soap.
C•*7• Dobi aha eshisaala.
Dobi he-gives a stick.
8 • Dobi aha Sara eshisaala.
Dobi he-gives Sara a stick.
9. Dobi aha Sara eshisaala namakhono.
Dobi he-gives Sara a stick with his hands.
D.10. Sara ahomanga.
Sara she-is smearing (mud).
11. Sara ahoma obutoyi/obwelu.
Sara she-is smearing mud/floor.
12. Sara ahoma obwelu obutoyi,
Sara she-smears the floor (with) mud.
r \ / v #
13. Sara ahoma obwelu obutoyi namakhono.
Sara she-smears the floor (with) mud with her hands.
In studying the above sentences, it was found that in group A, 
-bis- 'hide' is always associated with only two nominals (except 
for an optional locative NP--locNP--common to all but one or two 
verbs. Locative NP's are treated in chapter 7). In group B,
-saab- 'wash (body part)' is a two-, three-, or four-nominal verb.
In group C, it was found that -h- 'give' is always at least three- 
nominal and may be four-nominal. In group D, -horn- 'smear' may be 
associated with one, two, three, or four nominals. Thus, some verbs 
are always only two-nominal, others may be two-nominal or more, 
still others are at least three-nominal (and maybe more), while a
fourth group may be one-, two-, three-, or four-nominal. It should
be borne in mind that at this level of classification the attempt is
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being made to determine only which verbs are one-nominal, which are 
two-nominal, and so on. (See Appendix I, pp. 299-310 for classifi­
cation of verbs according to kinds associated with various numbers 
of nominals)
Since it has been shown that verbs vary in their ability to be
one-nominal (always, sometimes), two-nominal (always, sometimes),
and so on, another set of sentences was studied.
1 . Omundu ukhamile.
Man he-has disappeared.
*2. Omundu ukhamile omutoka.
Man he-has disappeared motorcar.
3. Omukhasi abisa amaramwa.
Woman she-hides bananas.
*4. Omukhas i abisa amaramwa n^shikapu.
Woman she-hides bananas with basket.
5- Omusaatsa akona omukhasiwe.
Man he-sleeps with his wife (sexually).
6 . Omwana akona (tsindoolo).
Child he-sleeps (sleep).
*7. Qmw&na akona (tsindoolo) (nende tsimoni).
Child he sleeps (sleep) (with eyes).
8 . Omwechi asooma (elieko) (mSmwoyo).
Pupil he-reads (lesson) (aloud— with voice).
9. Dobi areeba (abeechi) (amareebo) (nbmunwa).
Dobi he-asks (pupils) (questions) (aloud, orally--with voice).
1 0 . Omusiani areka omuber'o (nende omukoye) .
Boy he-sets trap (with rope).
1 1 • Omwibi arema (omundu)+(omukhono) (nolupanga).
Thief he-slashes (man1s)~Khand) (with machete).
 ^ A *. >
12. Dobi aniina (tsikhwi)H-(khumusaala) (nende omukoye).
Dobi he-climbs to get (firewood)+(in tree) (with rope).
13. Okwemba aha Tsuma eshisaala (namakhono kabili),
Okwemba he-gives Tsuma stick (with both hands).
This second set of sentences shows that verbs are not only one-,
two-, three-nominal, and so on but that some verbs are univalent
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(e.g., -kham- 'disappear' and -bis- 'hide') and others are multi- 
valent (e.g., -kon- 'sleep/sleep with (sexually)/lie down’). Verbs 
in sentences 1-4 are univalent; others may be multivalent, i.e. 
capable of occurring in more than one syntactic pattern, like 
sentences 5-13, p. 32.
2.23. Polysemous Verbs
It was also noted that still other verbs are capable of 
occurring in one- and two-nominal, and so on, constructions in which 
meaning makes a difference, e.g., -kon- 'sleep/sleep with (sexually)/ 
lie down'. See sentences 5-6, p. 32. In sentence 5, -kon- is an 
obligatorily two-nominal verb. In sentence 6 it is obligatorily 
one-nominal and optionally two-nominal. In 5 the meaning is 'sleep 
with sexually,' in 6 it is 'lie down' or 'sleep.' With NP2 the 
meaning is to 'sleep sleep.'
Two stances are possible in relation to these verbs. One is 
that they are different verb radicals because their semantic inter­
pretations are different. The other stance is that they are the 
same verb but that their meanings differ. The second is the stance 
adopted in this thesis: These verbs will be referred to as poly­
semous. This classification, then, provides a subcategory. See 
Appendix I, pp. 299-310 for the complete list of these verbs and 
their meanings. Verbs, then, can be divided into groups as follows:
2.221. Classification according to univalence
a. obligatorily one nominal only 
-kham- 'disappear'
b. obligatorily two nominals only 
-bis- 'hide'
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2.222. Classification according to multivalence
a. Minimum 1 Maximum 2
-raats- 'flow/leak1
b. Minimum 1 Maximum 3
-sooiit" 'read/attend school1
c. Minimum 1 Maximum 4
-reeb- *a-sk/question’
d. Minimum 2 Maximum 3
-relc- 'set (trap) 1
e. Minimum 2 Maximum 4
-rem- 'chop/slash'
*-niin- 'climb to get/climb'
f. Minimum 3 Maximum 4
-h- 1 give'
2.223. Classification according to polysemy
a. Minimum 1 Maximum 2
-kon- 'sleep/sleep with (sexually)/ lie down'
b. Minimum 1 Maximum 3
-lol- 'see (ability)/see (something)'
c. Minimum 2 Maximum 2
-lind- 'wait for/watch over'
d. Minimum 2 Maximum 3
-relc- 'set (trap) 1
e. Minimum 2---Maximum 4 
-niin- 'climb for/climb'
See Appendix I for these classifications.
*Note: In sentence 11, the verb -niin- 'climb to get/climb' may be
associated with a locative noun (locNP) as its fixed object 
(roughly equivalent to the direct object in traditional grammar).
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In the research for this study, it was found that all verbs can be 
associated with an optional locative NP. Locative NP's are treated 
in detail in chapter 7, pp. 187-243. Therefore, only locative 
NP's which are fixed objects of verbs will be treated of elsewhere.
This analysis of verbs according to the number of NP's with 
which each may be associated is useful and enlightening, but 
numerous problems remain: What kinds of NP's occur in the position
to the right of the verb? to the left? How do these NP's behave 
in other syntactic patterns? Can they occur in other positions, 
if so in what shapes? Is word order important? Clearly many 
problems remain to be solved.
Of importance is the fact that in 'initiating' sentences (i.e. 
sentences which initiate a conversation--a term employed by Guthrie, 
1949a, p. 17, fn. 1) the grammatical-subject NP (i.e. NP^) is
o
obligatory with all verbs, but in subsequent utterances the SP + V 
sequence suffices (SP for 1st person, singular -'I'- is here regarded 
as part of class 1, as did also Professor Guthrie). (See p. 37,
1. 24.) Pronominal forms and their possible occurrences and co­
occurrences with NP's must yet be considered.
2.3. Definition of Terms 
At this point it is necessary to introduce and define some new 
terms which will be extensively employed in this analysis. Certain 
'sets' of sentences coexist in a language. They represent ways of 
expressing the same event, for example:
a. Omuslani aliile inyama. - Boy he-ate meat.
b. Inyama yiliilwe nende omuslani. - Meat it-was eaten by boy.
c* Achiliile. - He ate it.
d. Yiliilwe ninaye. - It was eaten by him.
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Sentences a and b coexist. Who can say whether a is sequential
to b, or vice versa? Both describe the same event. Sentence c
presupposes sentence a, and d presupposes b.
Since the term transformation(s) is so firmly associated with
the concepts of ’deep' and ’surface’ structure in generative
grammar, and since this study seeks to prove certain hypotheses by
means of surface, syntactic behavior (except for the considerations
given to some semantic features), it would seem inappropriate to use
the terms ’pronominal transformations,’ ’passive transformations,’
and so on. X, therefore, propose to employ the term used by
Professor Whiteley (1968, p. 10), who stated as follows:
It is a property of items participating in an object- 
relationship that they also participate in a subject- 
relationship, and one way of exposing differences of 
transitivity is to transpose the item(s) in the 
object-relationship with those in the subject- 
relationship while retaining the same lexical items....
The sentences involved in such an operation I regard 
as constituting an ’affiliation-set.’
I propose to use Professor Whiteley’s term ’affiliation set(s)’ in 
this study to apply not only to the transposition of subjects and 
objects but also to apply to these same sentences in their pro­
nominal forms. By the term ’affiliation’ is meant those sentences 
having the same vocabulary items, but with different structures, 
such as arrangements of items, changes in such function words as 
verbs and nouns, or other structure markers; or the occurrence of 
a vocabulary item in a different form, such as nouns being repre­
sented by their ’pronominal’ counterparts, to use a term from 
traditional grammar.
In any description of this sort, it is necessary to have some 
point of reference. I propose, therefore, to apply the term 
’referent sentence(s)’ to those members of sets which occur in 
contrast with other members of the same set in structure and/or in
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form. For example, in a certain set of related sentences, one 
structure will be termed the 'passive affiliation.' Another 
sentence of the same set will be termed the 'pronominal affilia­
tion' with its sub-sets of 'sequential' and 'mixed' pronominal 
affiliations. The structure in a set which has undergone no pro­
nominal, passive, and so on, change will be termed the 'referent' 
sentence, rather than, for example, the ambiguous 'active' as 
opposed to 'passive' terminology, for some sentences seem to be 
neither 'active' nor 'passive.'
Such terms, then, as 'referent sentence(s),' 'passive affilia­
tion^), ' 'entailing affiliation(s),' 'sequential affiliation(s),' 
and so on, will be employed throughout this study.
Sentence a on page 35 is, according to this analysis, the 
'referent sentence'; sentence b on page 35 is a 'passive affilia­
tion' ; sentence £ is a 'sequential pronominal.affillation' of a, 
and d is a 'sequential pronominal affiliation' of b. More will be 
said about the various affiliations as each is presented on the 
pages that follow.
Sentences occur in various types of syntactic patterns. A 
syntactic pattern, as here defined, consists of a verb plus the 
particular number and kind(s) of nominals with which it may be 
associated arranged in a sequence of co-occurrences, each element 
bearing a definite relationship to the verb and to each of the other 
elements of the sentence. Of great importance also, in a Shisa 
non-imperatival syntactic pattern is the subject prefix (SP)--a 
particle which is in agreement with the grammatical subject, is 
obligatorily prefixed to the verb, and is in the system of gram­
matical control.
2.4. Affiliations
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2.41. Introduction
On page 29, some criteria for testing and classifying verbs 
were given. The first criterion was for classifying verbs ac­
cording to the number of NP's with which a verb could be associated. 
The result of that testing showed that some verbs are one-nominal, 
two- or three-nominal, and so on (some of them always and some of 
them s ome t ime s).
A further level of testing showed some to be univalent (i.e. 
always occurring with a set number of nominals), and others to be 
multivalent (i.e. verbs occurring in syntactic patterns in which 
they are associated with varying numbers of NP's). Also during 
this second-level testing, it was noticed that some verbs are poly- 
semous and that with differences of meaning occurred differences 
in syntactic patterns. The first-level testing term will still be 
referred to at times, but the more exact classification according 
to univalence, multivalence, and polysemy will be used, at least 
for some time, in further testing.
2.411. Pronominal Affiliations 
Now the second and third criteria listed on p. 29, that of 
pronominal affiliations, will be applied in testing. For the sake 
of convenience in testing, affiliations will be divided into two 
general groups: (1 ) pronominal and (2 ) clausal.
Criteria 2 and 3 on p. 29 indicate that testing is to be done 
for pronominal affiliations to determine (2 ) whether or not these
i
verbs are associated with an object prefix (OP) type of object, 
or in the case of a locative object, with a locS-type of object 
(These together with SP--subject prefix--will be termed 'sequential
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affiliations'), and (3) whether OP's, locS's, and NP's occur in 
combinations and, if so, in what combination(s) (These will be 
termed 'mixed affiliations'--if any occur).
The unstarred sample sentences presented on pp. 31-32 will now 
be observed for pronominal affiliations, both sequential and/or 
mixed. The arrows indicate the item in the nominal form and its 
pronominal counterpart, or nominal form if the NP remains. SP in 
both sentences of the set is also marked with arrows at each end 
of a line.
The unstarred sample sentences presented on pp. 31-32 will now be 
observed for pronominal affiliations, both sequential and/or mixed.
1. Omundu ukhamile. - Man he-has disappeared.
Ukhamile. - He has disappeared.
3. Omukhasi abisa amaramwa. - Woman she-hides bananas.
Akdfcisa. - She them hides.
5. Omusaatsa akona omukhasiwe. - Man he-sleeps with his wife (sexually.)
Amukona. - He (with) her sleeps.
% * * %
6 . Omwana akona (tsindoolo). - Child he-sleeps (sleep).
Akona (tsindoolo) . - He sleeps (sleep).
8 . Omwechi asooma (elieko) (nomwoyo). - Pupil he-reads lessons 
""'f “P? (aloud--with voice).
Alisooma ninakwo. - He it (lesson) reads with it (voice).
9. Dobi areeba (abeechi) (amareebo) (nomunwa). - Dobi he-asks pupils 
A.■ T ( q u e s t i o n s )  (orally* 
1 / with mouth) .
A^a~)reeba f  (ninakwS) . - He(them<children^asks
/kaAj | abeechi f (them ( quest ions j)
g r i d
10. Omusrani_ areka omubero (nomukove). - Boy he-sets trap (with
s tr ing) .
Akureka (ninakwo). - He it (trap) sets (with it--string).
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11.•frQmwibi arema (omundu)-Komukhono) (nolupanga). - Thief he-slashes
t
' P ttlS. (VAi:—#rema<
-IMS u
omikhono ninalwo 
omundu ninalwo
his own/man's hand 
(with machete).
(hand
;•} ‘ H4 i“ hand^ s lashes£an' s ] 
J (with it).
*Note: If omundu 'man', i.e. object NP-^  does not occur, the meaning
is that the thief slashes his own hand. If this word does occur, 
the meaning is that the thief slashes the man's hand. Such behavior 
patterns will be referred to as 'inalienable possession one' (IP-^ ) 
and 'inalienable possession two' (IP2 ), respectively. In IP-^  the 
subject NP is the animate possessor, and the fixed object (NP2 ) is 
the possessed body part. In IP2 > NP2 is the animate possessor, 
and NP^ is the inanimate possessed body part.
12. Dobi ^niina (tsikhwi)-Kkhymusaala) (nomukoye). - Dobi he-climbs
, ' tree (with rope) to
get firewood.
Atsiniinakhwo (ninakwo). - He climbs it (tree) to get it
(firewood) (with it--rope).
13.
Here is a summary of the results of a study of these sentences. 
The terms 'one nominal,' 'two nominal,' and so on, which were used 
in classifying verbs in their capacities to be associated with 
various numbers and kinds of nouns, are also employed here as a 
means of identification.
All verbs are obligatorily associated with pronominal SP in 
declarative sentences, whether or not the subject NP occurs. The 
SP without the occurrence of subject NP will be considered to be a 
pronominal form, a sequential affiliation form of the subject NP.
Sentence 1, p. 32, contains a one-nominal, univalent verb 
(-khjun-'disappear'), which is capable of occurring only in the 
SP + V sequential affiliation pattern.
Okwemba aha Tsuma eshisaala (namakhono kabili). - Okwemba he-
Tsuma stick (with 
both hands).
  'j(ninako) . - H e ^ m^  g i v e s ^ ^ ^  (with ^
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Sentence 3, p. 32, contains a two-nominal, univalent verb 
(-brs-'hide'), which may occur in the following two-nominal sequen­
tial affiliation pattern: SP + OP + V.
Sentence 6 , p. 32, contains a minimum 1 maximum 2 NP multi-
valent verb (-kon- 1 sleep/lie down1), which may occur only in the 
SP + V + NP affiliation. The nominal in the fixed-object position 
to the right of the verb may not occur in pronominal form.
Sentence 8 contains a minimum 1 maximum 3 NP multivalent
verb (-soom- 1 read/attend school1), which may occur in the following 
affiliation patterns: SP 4- V; SP + OP + V + PSAP.
Sentence 9 contains a minimum 1— -maximum 4 NP multivalent 
verb (-reeb-’ask/question'), which may occur in the following pro­
nominal affiliation patterns: SP + V; SP + OP + V + NP + PSAP;
SP + OP + V + NP + PSAP; SP + OP + V + NP + PSAP. The + PSAP may 
never occur in a position to the left of the verb, nor may an OP 
occur in a position to the right of the verb. Neither may two OP's 
co-occur. However, one OP may occur in a position to the left of 
the verb concurrently with a NP in a position to the right of the 
verb.
Sentence 10 contains a minimum 2 maximum 3 NP multivalent
verb (-relc-rset (trap)’), which may occur in the following pro­
nominal affiliation pattern: SP + OP + V + PSAP.
Sentence 11 contains a minimum 2 maximum 4 NP multivalent
r
verb (-xfiffi-’chop/slash'), which may occur in these pronominal 
affiliation patterns: SP + OP -f V + PSAP; SP + OP + V + NP + PSAP.
Two, three, or four nominals may be associated with it, but when 
two fixed-object nominals co-occur, they may co-occur only as OP-NP 
or as two NP's. The pattern OP-OP may not occur.
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Sentence 12 also contains a minimum 2 maximum 4 NP multi-
valent verb (-niin-’climb to get/climb1). The first object is in 
the shape of NP, and the second in the shape of a locNP. This 
verb may occur in these pronominal affiliation patterns: SP + OP +
V + locS + PSAP; SP + OP + V + PSAP; SP + V + locS + PSAP. Both 
object NP’s may co-occur in the pronominal forms of OP-locS.
Three of the sixty-one verbs studied may be associated with locS- 
type fixed objects: -niin-'climb„' -huny- 1 smell/take whiff of,’
and -bul-'not be.'
Sentence 13 contains a minimum 3 maximum 4 NP multivalent
verb (-ji- 1 give'), which may occur in the following pronominal 
affiliation pattern: SP + OP + V + NP + PSAPj. Both object
nominals co-occur obligatorily with this verb. Either may occur 
pronominally as OP, but only one OP to a sentence in this pattern 
of OP-NP.
A verb of different behavior patterns emerged at this point, 
the verb -bul- 'not be(present)/not have.' These sentences were 
studied:
1. Mama abulaho. - Mother she-is not here (present).
The nominal to the left of the verb is the grammatical subject in 
both sentences. In sentence 2, the nominal in the position to the 
right of the verb is a type of object but does not occur as either 
OP or locS. Only the SP sequential affiliation may occur with the 
verb in either sentence, but in sentence 1 the locative -ho is 
obligatory in both the referent sentence and in the pronominal 
form. Only the subject pronominalizes in both sentences. This is
Abulaho. - She is not here
2. Mama abula obusie. - Mother she-has no flour.
Abula obusie. - She has no flour.
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a polysemous verb and seems to require a special classification-- 
at least at this point. It will be considered again later.
2,412. Pronominal Form of Instrumental NP 
Here also mention should be made of a special kind of sequen­
tial affiliation--that occurring in connection with the final 
nominal of multivalent verbs capable of being associated with the
instrument nominal, for example: (neshisaala 1  with/by means
of stick.
, \ J  
* nende eshisaalaj
The structure of this PNP is na-/nende + NP and indicates the
instrument with which a process or an activity is accomplished.
These NP’s will be termed 1 instrumental noun phrases' (NPj/PNPj)
see p. 284. In sequential affiliations in which these occur
(SAP]-/PSAPj--see list of abbreviations on p. 284) these structures
can be described as -nina- + absolute pronoun. For example,
nina + shio = ninashio. In passive affiliations (to be studied
later) this phrase may occur optionally, and alternatively (but
never concurrently), with agentive PNP (PNP /PSAP as PNPT/PSAPT).
a§ ag i x
A summary of the pronominal affiliations noted in the above 
sentences is given in the following section.
2.42. Classification of Pronominal Affiliations--A Summary
From the analysis of the above pronominalized sentences, it 
was found that the pronominal affiliations can be divided into two 
principal groups: (1 ) those in which only pronominal forms occur,
termed in this study 'sequential affiliations,' and (2 ) those in 
which there is a mixture of pronominal and nominal forms in a 
pattern, termed here 'mixed affiliations.' The following is a sum­
mary of each type:
1. Sequential affiliations
a. SP + V
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b. SP + OP + V
c. SP + OP + V + PSAPI
d. SP + OP + V + PSAPt
e. SP + OP + V + locS + PSAP-j.
f. SP + V + locS + PSAPj
2. Mixed affiliations
a. SP + V + NP
b. SP + OP + V + NP
c. S P + O P + V + N P +  PSAPI
d. SP + V + locS + NP + PSAPj
e. SP + OP + V + NP + PSAPX
For lists of verbs in these classifications, see Appendix I, 
pp. 299-310.
2,43. Summary of Section
Through the analysis of verbs for sequential and mixed affilia­
tions, especially through testing for pronominal forms of objects, 
another level of delicacy in verb division was introduced, a level 
which shows verbs to be associated with pronominal object forms 
according to the following constraints: (1 ) some verbs are associ­
ated with no object forms, that is, neither in the nominal nor in 
the pronominal manifestations; (2 ) other verbs are associated with 
OP pronominal-type objects (or, in the case of locNP, with the locS 
pronominal-type); (3) a third group of verbs is associated obliga­
torily with object NP's, but these NP's may not occur in pronominal 
forms; (4) a fourth group is associated optionally with object NP's, 
but these NP's also do not occur in pronominal forms.
The question now to be answered is whether the last two groups 
of verbs must remain separated into two groups, whether there is
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still an overlapping of verb groups which should be separated into 
yet another division, or whether completely new groupings should 
be made. Further testing will be necessary.
Also noted were the following:
1. When an animate and an inanimate object co-occur, the animate 
object precedes the inanimate.
2. An animate NP may precede an inanimate body part NP, producing 
a combination called ’objects of inalienable possession.’ If 
the subject of these verbs is the animate possessor of a body 
part, the combination of the subject NP and the inanimate 
body-part-object NP forms IP^ . If the first object NP is the 
animate possessor for the body-part NP^ , this combination is 
termed IP2 *
2.44. Clausal Affiliations
The fourth criterion listed on p. 29 to be tested was stated
as follows: "whether or not each verb is capable of occurring in
a clausal affiliation, and if so, in which kind(s)” (see p. 3 7  for 
definition of affiliation as used here).
An attempt was made to interchange NP's in the subject and 
object positions. Verbs were again grouped according to univalence 
and multivalence, and the following sentences with their possible 
clausal affiliations were studied. (Arrows indicate position of an 
NP and the SP in the referent sentence and the position of the
same items in the transposed clause.) 
la. Omutoka kwitsa. - Motorcar it-is coming.
*b.  _________ kwitsa omutoka. - It is coming motorcar.
2a. Mama abula obusie. - Mother she-has no flour.
*b. Obusxe bubulwa nende Mama Flour it-is not had (by Mother).
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c, 
*d,
Dob i_ abulaho. - Dobi he-is not here.
habula^ n^nde Dobi. - Here is not being present (by Dobi) 
Ddbi ^ajbrala (omurengo). - Dobi he-is ill (with fever)
Omurengo
lwalwa
nende Dobi. - Fever it-is being illed
(by Dobi).
Mama yabisa amaramwa. - Mother she hid bananas.   ^  yj-------
Amaramwa kabiswa (nende'^Mama). - Bananas they-were hidden
(by Mother)
3a. Dobi aha Tsuma eshisaala (namakhono kabili). - Dobi he-gives
Eshisaala shi Tsuma
stick (with both 
hands).
v  ^  ^  i f  '\  , C eshisaala) /naDobi 
eefrwr' * '-Y-nSmakhono 
kabili
CTsuma he7 , . . fsticO^by Dobi "7
Stick itj 1 8  belnS 81Ven £ TsumaJ (with both handsj ’
4a.
b.
c.
Omwana ahunya khushimuli namoolu. - Child he takes whiff of
flower with nose.
Flower it-is smelled 
. - of by child/with
nose.
Khushimuli -khu*^  CAomwana
C huny^akhwo J \
Eshimuli shi V / namoolu
Omwana aniina tsikhwi khumusaala (nomukoye). - Child he-climbs 
\  / r ~7~\ tree (with rope)
d. Tsikhwi tsiniinwa khumusaala
nom 6^ na
to get firewood.
e.
n^omukoyelj* ” firewood it-is 
 ^ J climbed for in tree
\ \ \ ' (by child/with rope).
r ^  * V V  V  \  %
^Khumusaala /jchu^  n l l l { w a k h w 8  tsikhwi fn°j|yana ^  _ Tree/In tree
^Omusaala ku jj---------------- |nomukoyej it_is climbed in
it for firewood 
(by child/with 
rope).
5a. Omwami achaaka omuse (n^mashieesi). - Chief he-begins council
A meeting (with greetings)
b. Omuse kuchaak^. - Council
or,
c.
L/ vi/ >J '•
Omuse kuchaakw nontwami y 
namashiees
meeting it-begins.
A -
- Council meeting it-is begun 
(by chief/with greetings).
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d. Mama ateekha amapwoni (nomulilo omukali). - Mother she-cooks
potatoes (with 
^  , hot fire).
Mama at nomu ilo omukali). - Mother she-cooks (with
hot fire).
Amapwoni kateekh^. - Potatoes they are cooking.
or
g. Amapwoni kateekhwa / "1. - Potatoes they-are
^nomulilo omtikalij being cooked (by
6 a. Omusfani asamba .
T
or
inzu 
dfnakhono
c mwana\ amakhono
amakhonob. Omulilo kus
amakhono
Inzu
akhono komwana tea
being cooked (by 
Mother/with hot fire)
(nomulilo). - Boy he-burns
' ^iouse
Jhis hands 
(child's hands 
(with fire).
- Fire it-burns 
Aiouse
<boy's hands , 
/child's hands^
3
C ~ Js •“) fchild'\ nomu si a m  I k
|nomulilo
s hands they- 
are being} 
it-is beingj 
Durned (by boy/with 
fire).
0 V ^  1)
Amakhono komusiani kasambwa (nomulilo). - Boy's hands they-
are being burned 
(with fire).
7a. Isiongo yiraatsa amjttsi. - Waterpot it-is leaking water, 
b. Amatsi karaatsa musilongo. - Water it-is leaking from the
waterpot.
A study of these sentences reveals a number of facts. Verbs 
associated with only one NP--the subject NP, in sentences la,b-- 
occur in sentences incapable of clausal transpositions. These are 
the one-nominal, univalent verbs and will be termed 'descriptive 
verbs.'
In sentences 2a-h, several interesting phenomena occur. In 
sentences 2 a-f -bul- 'not be/not have' and -lwal- 'be/become ill' 
occur, but permutation of NP's may not occur, nor may the -ho 
suffix of -bul- 'not be' occur in any other position. The verb
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-lwal- ’be/become ill' is obligatorily one nominal and optionally 
two nominal. The verb -bul- 'not have' is obligatorily two nominal. 
Here also permutation of NP's may not occur. Also, as was noted in 
the section on pronominalization above (p. 38, -kon- (tsindoolo), 
and p. 40, -bul-), no object NP's are of the OP-type. Since neither 
pronominal nor clausal affiliations may occur (except the SP affilia­
tion) in structures associated with such verbs, these verbs will be 
termed 'stative verbs.' The verb -bul- 'not be/not have' is poly- 
semous and univalent in each of its meanings. It will be considered 
a two-nominal univalent verb, and -kon- 'sleep' and -lwal- 'be/become 
ill' will be classified as multivalent.
In sentences 2g-h, the verb -bis- 'hide' is obligatorily only 
two nominal but permits of a permutation of its nominals as follows: 
Affiliation A^ (sentences 2g-h, p. 46) :
1. The object NP becomes fronted grammatical subject.
2. The SP is in concordial agreement with the new subject.
3. The verb occurs in the passive extended shape.
4. NP-l occurs optionally as PNP (termed here 'agentive preposi­
tional noun phrase'--PNP --indicating the agent by whom/whichag
the action identified by the verb is performed) in a position 
to the right of the verb.
Sentences 3a, b appear to be variations of 2g, h. The follow­
ing constraints obtain here:
Affiliation A£ (sentences 3a-b, p. 46):
1. Either object may occur as fronted grammatical subject with the 
other object remaining as an object NP in a position to the 
right of the verb.
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2. The SP is in concordial agreement with the new subject.
3. The verb occurs in the passive extended shape.
4. PNE^  and the optional PNP^, either one, may occur optionally,
but not concurrently, in a position to the right of the verb.
Sentences 4a-e also appear to be variations of 2g~h and 3a-b.
In 4a-e locative object NP's occur with the following constraints.
Affiliation (sentences 4a-e, p. 46):
1 . L0 CNP2 occurs as fronted grammatical subject, occurring either as 
a locNP or as a NP without the locative prefix, the usual pre- 
prefix or full prefix occurring instead.
2. SP is in concordial agreement with the locNP as locSP if the locNP 
occurs, or as SP with the non-locative noun form if the simple
NP occurs.
3. The verb occurs in the passive extended shape.
4. A locS in concordial agreement with the fronted locNP--whether 
it occurs in the shape of locNP or simply as NP— is suffixed to 
the verb.
5. Either PNPag or PNP^ may occur optionally in a position to the 
right of the verb, alternatively but not concurrently.
A variation of the above constraints occurs according to the
following criteria.
Affiliation A^ (sentences 4a-e, p. 46):
1. Either object NP2  or NP^ (as locNP or simply as a NP) may occur
as fronted grammatical subject. The other NP remains in object 
position to the right of the verb.
2. SP is in concordial agreement with the new grammatical subject.
3. The verb occurs in the passive extended shape.
4. If locNP occurs as fronted grammatical subject, a locS in con­
cordial agreement with the locNP is affixed to the verb.
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5. Either pNPag or PNP^ may occur optionally in a position to the 
right of the verb, alternatively but not concurrently.
Sentence patterns for affiliations A]_, A2 , A^, A4 , respectively, 
together with their active, referent forms are given here.
Affiliation A^:
51 "*■ ^l(ag) + V + NP2
5 2 _> ^ 2  + V(+ -w-) ± PNPl(ag)
Affiliation A2:
S1 - NPl(ag) + V + NP2  + NI-3 + PNP4(i)
S, 4 NP2]+ V/+ + ( “ £ 1 +  f ™ PKag)7W ( W> TO ~ Kd) 3
Affiliation A^ :
S 1  - OTl(ag) + V + ® 2 (loc)
S2 ■+ NP2(+1oc) + V(+ -W-) + locS — PNPl(ag) 
(-loc)
Affiliation A^a and A^.
S1 - KPl(ag) + V + <“ 2 ) + <®3<locp± PNP4(I) 
Affiliation A^ :
S2  NP„ + V
2  + V  -W-) ± NP3 (Xoc)
or,
Affiliation A ^
S 3 -  N P 3(+1oc) +  v (+ -w -) +  1°CS +  NP2 + fPNPl(ag)
(-loc) |PNP4^
Such sets of permutations will be termed the 'passive affilia­
tions^  and NP^ will be referred to as 'agentive1 NP (NPag^. Verbs 
capable of undergoing such transpositions will be termed ’agentive1 
verbs,
Sentences 5a-g (pp. 46-47) show further types of clausal
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permutations which some agentive verbs can undergo. In addition to 
occurring in passive affiliations, such verbs can occur in one or 
two other types of affiliation.
Affiliation B-^ (sentences 5 a-c, p. 46):
1. The inanimate object of the referent sentence becomes the fronted 
grammatical subject of a one-nominal construction.
2. NP does not occur.
ag
3. SP is in concordial agreement with the new subject NP
4. The verb radical remains unchanged, i.e. no suffix is added 
except the usual tense suffix.
Affiliation B£ (sentences 5d-f, -teekh- ’cook’, p. 47):
1. Agentive NP^ or the inanimate object NP of the referent sentence 
may occur as the grammatical subject in one-nominal structures.
2. SP is in concordial agreement with whichever NP is the gram­
matical subject.
3. The verb radical remains unchanged (the same as in affiliation
B^ above).
4. If NP^ is the subject, the optional PNP^ may also occur, but 
not if inanimate NP2 is the subject.
Verbs which behave as those in Affiliation B^  and Affiliation 
B2 above do will be termed ’ergative’ verbs, and the affiliations in 
which they occur will be termed 'ergative affiliations.’
Sentences 6 a-b (p. 47) show still another type of clausal 
transposition which some other agentive verbs may undergo. In addi­
tion to occurring in the passive affiliation, the verb -samb- 'burn' 
can occur in another type of affiliation as follows :
Affiliation C (sentences 6 a-c, p. 47):
1. Instrumental NP (not in the shape of PNP) occurs as fronted 
grammatical subject.
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2. SP is in concordial agreement with NPj, the new, fronted subject.
3. The verb radical remains unchanged.
5. Other NP('s) remain unchanged in shape and in position(s).
Such an affiliation as this will be termed the 1 instrumental 
affiliation.'
Note: It was also observed in sentences 6 a, c, (p. 47) that when an
IP-^  type of object occurs as fronted grammatical subject in passive 
affiliation, both the possessor noun and the possessed body part must 
co-occur in a genitive construction, the same as TP 2 objects in the
Both co-occur also as objects in the instrumental affiliation:
!
omuslani amakhono - boy's hands ^ 
omwana amakhono - child's hands \
It was observed that sentences 7a-b (p. 47) involve other types 
of verbs having a clausal affiliation with constraints as follow. 
Affiliation D:
1 . NP2 occurs as fronted grammatical subject.
2. SP is in concordial agreement with the new grammatical subject.
3. No change occurs in the verb radical.
4. NF^ in its new position to the right of the verb occurs as a 
locative NP.
Sentence patterns for affiliation D structures are as follows:
Such a set of interchanges will be termed the 'entailing affili­
ation, ' and NP^ will be considered a locative NP even though the
4. Animate NP does not occur.
ag
passive affiliation: C Amakhono komuslani - Hands of the boy (IP-^ )
)Amakhono komwana - Hands of the child (IP2 ) 
S 1 NP! + V + ^ 2
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locative does not occur when this NP is in subject position.
The study of this set of sentences produced the following 
conclusions:
1. Univalent, obligatorily-one-nominal-only verbs do not undergo 
clausal transpositions and will be termed 'descriptive1 verbs.
2. The verbs -bul-, -kon-, and -lwal- may not, as two-nominal verbs, 
undergo clausal transpositions. They will be termed 'stative' 
verbs.
3. Verbs in sentences 2g-h, 3a,b, and 4a-e occur in the passive 
extended shape when any permutation of subject and object NP's 
occurs. Such verbs will be termed 'agentive' verbs.
4. Two sub-classes of agentive verbs occur in two other general 
types of affiliations:
a. Sentences 5a-g show not only the passive affiliations of two 
agentive verbs (-chaak- 'begin' and -teekh- 'cook'), but also 
two other types of changes termed 'ergative' affiliations.
Such verbs will be termed 'ergative' verbs.
b. A second type of agentive verb (~s£mb- 'burn') occurs in the 
passive construction and also in a set of changes termed the 
'instrumental affiliation.' This verb is always obligatorily 
at least two»-nominal and active constructions in which it 
occurs may also occur in passive constructions.
5. Sentences 7a-b involve two other verbs (-raats- 'leak/bleed' and 
-atikh- 'crack') in which a permutation of subject and object 
NP's may occur, but when it does, the verb root remains unchanged, 
and NP^ occurs as locNP in object position to the right of the 
verb. Such verbs will be termed 'entailing' verbs.
Verbs in sentences 2e-f through 7b are all multivalent verbs and 
vary in their minimum and maximum capacities to be associated with 
varying numbers of NP1s.
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2.441. Summary of Section
Findings of investigations reported in the last three sections 
can now be summarized by a chart of comparisons (see p. 55). From 
these comparisons it will be seen that certain constraints are im­
posed by particular sets of verbs on their co-occurrent nominal 
phrases.
It is now possible to classify these verbs according to types 
of clauses in which they may, or must, occur. The chart on p. 55 
indicates criteria for distinguishing four types of clauses. Con­
straints governing these clause types are summarized in the follow­
ing section. References to the sample sentences are given in 
parentheses to the right of the clause name.
2.5. Clause Types
2.51. Descriptive Clauses (sentence 1, pp. 32, 45)
Eight of the sixty-one verbs are associated obligatorily with 
only one nominal. Some polysemous and some multivalent verbs may 
also occur in some one-nominal constructions. Criteria governing 
these constructions are as follows.
1. All are associated with only one nominal, the grammatical 
subject.
2. They are not associated with OP or locS affiliations.
3. They do not occur in any other affiliation except the SP 
sequential, and some in the imperative--to be discussed 
later.
Sentences whose verbs impose such restraints will be termed 
'descriptive' sentences or 'descriptive1 clauses.
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Affiliation Classification Chart of Verbs
According to 
association 
with nominals 
only
According to Affiliationsi
Pronominal Clausal
Sequential: SP/SP-OP/
SF-locS/SP-OP-locS
(PSAPj)
Mixed: SP + OP
-NPCPSAP-j-WlocS
-NP-(PSAPI )^
A. According to 
univalence
SP-0 0 0
I.One nominal 
obligatory:
Always— Polysemous: 
-siniil- -huny-:
II.Two nominals 
obligatory: 
Class 1: -bul- 
Class 2: -brs-
SP-0
SP-OP
0
0
0
Passive
Hl.One nominal + 
obligatory locS: 
-bul- 'not be1 SP-locS: -hS 0 0
B. According to 
multivalence
SP-0
SP-0
SP-OP
0
0
0
Entailing
0
Passive
I.Min. 1— Max. 2
1.-raats-, -atikh-
2 .-Icon-, -Iwal-
3.-kon-
II.Min. 1— Max. 3
1 .-huny-
2 .-lol-, -ilukh-
3.-chaak-, -teelch-
SP/SP-locS-(PSAPI\ 
SP/SP-OP-(PSAPjn 
SP-OP-(PSAPj)
^  SP-0 
^  SP-PSAPT
0
0
0
0
Passive 
Passive 
Pas s ive
Ergative
III.Min. 1— Max. 4 
-reeb-, -hom- SP/SP-OP-(PSAP-j-) SP-OP-NP(PSAPX) Passive
IV. Min. 2 — Max. 3 
-mal-, -rek- SP-OP-(PSAP-j-) 0 Passive
V.Min. 2--Max. 4
1 .-niin-
2 .-rats -
3.-sSmb-, -rats-
4.-samb-
SP-locS-pSAPj)
SP-OP-(PSAPX)
SP-OP-locS-(PSAPI) 
SP-OP-(PSAPX)
SP-OP-(PSAPx)
SP-OP-(PSAPx) (IPx)
SPx-OP
SP-OP-locNP-
(PSAPx)
SP-locS-NP-
(PSAPi)
0
0
SP-OP-NP-
(PSAPx)
SP-OP-NP-
(PSAPx) <IP2 ) 
SPx-OP-NP
Passive
Passive
Passive
Passive
Passive
Pas s ive
Instrumental
VI.Min. 3--Max. 4 
-h- 0 SP-OP-NP-(PSAPj) Passive
== sub-group affiliations. Oblique / indicates alternate forms.
Parentheses ( ) indicate optionality. 0 indicates non-occurrence.
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2.52. Agentive Clauses (sentences 2, 3, 5, 8 , 9-13, p. 32;
2g-6c, pp. 45-47)
The majority of verbs occur (some obligatorily, some option­
ally) in constructions of two or more nominals and operate 
according to the following constraints:
1. All are associated with one, or two, OP-type objects (or 
in the case of locative-noun object, with locS).
2. These objects have the capacity to occur as grammatical 
subjects in a position immediately to the left of the 
verb (and will be termed fronted grammatical subjects) in 
passive constructions. The SP is in concordial agreement, 
then, with these subjects.
3. All these verbs are associated with what is here termed 
'agentive subject NP' in referent sentences. This NP is 
usually animate and occurs optionally in passive construc­
tions in a position to the right of the verb in the shape
of PNP* In this position it is identified as PNP and mayng
occur alternatively to, but never concurrently with, 
optional PNPj.
4. The verbal radical occurs in the passive extended shape 
when an object NP occurs as fronted grammatical subject.
Clauses whose verbs impose such constraints on their NP's will 
be termed 'agentive clauses.'
In addition to the capacity of this group of verbs to occur in 
passive affiliations, two sub-groups are capable of occurring in two 
other types of affiliations: (1) The ergative affiliation and (2)
the instrumental.
2.521. Ergative affiliation (sentences 5a-g, pp. 4.6-47)
These verbs occur in two sub-subgroups, (a) and (b). The group 
here termed (a) contains the one verb -chaak-. For group (a), the
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ergative affiliation is formed according to these criteria:
1. Inanimate N? 2  becomes fronted grammatical subject.
2. SP is in agreement with new grammatical subject.
3. The verb radical does not change.
4. NP^ does not occur, thus making the clause one-nominal.
In group (b), the one verb -teekh- occurs in transposed
sentences according to the following criteria:
1. Either NP]_ or NP£ may occur as grammatical subject.
2. SP is in concordial agreement with whichever occurs.
3. No change occurs in the verb radical.
4. Either NP + V forms a one-nominal construction, but if 
NPl is subject, PNP^ may occur optionally in a two-nominal 
construction.
2.522. Instrumental affiliation (sentences 6 a-e, p. 47)
In the instrumental affiliation of an agentive clause the fol­
lowing constraints obtain:
1. Instrumental PNP becomes fronted grammatical-subject NP.
2. SP is in concordial agreement with instrument NP.
3. No change occurs in the verb radical.
4. Object NP('s) occur in usual position(s), i.e. immediately 
following the verb.
5. Object #1 may be animate or inanimate.
6 . If object #1 is animate and object #2 is a name or body 
part of object #1 , the combination forms the objects of 
inalienable possession 2  (IP2 ).
7. The transposed clause can occur in a further passive 
affiliation.
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2.53. Entailing Clauses (sentences 7a, b, p. 47)
A third group of verbs imposes the following constraints upon
NP's with which they are associated:
1. Verbs are obligatorily of the one-nominal class (i.e. the 
grammatical subject NP) of the pattern
S -> NP1 + V
and optionally of the two-nominal class of the pattern 
S -*■ NP-|_ + V + N? 2
2. Verbs are not associated with OP or locS affiliations (but
they are associated with SP affiliation).
3. These clauses have the capacity to undergo the entailing 
affiliation, by which operation occur the following 
patterns of co-occurrences:
NP^ and NP£ interchange positions with these results :
(a) The SP of the verb is in controlled relationship with
np2.
(b) The verb root remains unchanged.
(c) These verbs do not tolerate locative noun shapes in 
subject position (but they may occur in other positions).
(d) When NP^ occurs in the position to the right of the 
verb, it occurs as locNP,
Clauses whose verbs impose such constraints on their NP's will 
be termed 'entailing clauses.'
2.54. Stative Clauses (sentences 7, p. 31; 2a, c, e, p. 32; pp. 45-46) 
Three verbs occur in this group. Two of them (-kon- 'sleep'
and -lwal- 'be/become ill1 may occur in association with two nominals, 
and must occur with one, the grammatical subject, in referent 
sentences.
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The other verb of this group is polysemous and as such occurs 
in two syntactic patterns. The verb is -bul- 'not be/not have.'
When its meaning is 'not be, 1 it occurs in this type of syntactic 
pattern:
S -*■ NP + V + locS + -ho 
When the meaning is 'not have,' it occurs in an obligatorily two- 
nominal construction:
S NPj^  + V + NP2 
The verbs -Icon- 'sleep' and -Iwal- 'be ill (with)' are obligatorily 
one-nominal and optionally two. Constraints imposed upon clauses 
containing these verbs are as follows:
1. SP affiliation occurs, but no other sequential affiliations 
occur.
2. No OP, mixed, or clausal affiliations occur.
3. The verb radicals undergo no changes.
Clauses whose verbs impose such constraints on their NP's will be 
termed 'stative clauses. 1
2.55. Summary of Section
Through the last three sections of analysis, it has been 
possible to narrow verb classifications to the point of identifying 
them with certain general types of clauses: (1) Descriptive, (2)
Agentive with subgroups (a) ergative and (b) instrumental, (3) En­
tailing, and (4) Stative. The first lexical-entry item can now be 
determined: The particular type of clause(s) in which a verb may
occur.
These clause types were identifiable according to two general 
types of criteria:
1 . association of verbs with nominals
Note
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a. univalence
b. multivalence, with obligatoriness and/or optionality
c. polysemy
2. capacity of verbs and their associative nominals to occur 
in affiliations
a. sequential
b. mixed
c. clausal
d. problem verb (-bul-)
The following diagram illustrates these clause types:
V
Uni-Nominal
Des
Multi-Nominal
sriptive Agentive Entailing *
I
Stative
(-1- NPX - NP ) (+ NP-l + NP2-- (+ NPX + NP2)
+ np3/± np3)
r
(a) (1?) (c'
(+ NPX H- locS) (+ NP^ + NP2) (+ NP1 + NP2) 
: Interpretations of symbols are as follows:
= sequential and/or mixed affiliations 
* = other affiliations (i.e. passive, entailing, etc.)
+ = obligatoriness 
+ = optionality 
- - non-occurrence
NP-^  = grammatical-subject NP
NP£ = an object-type NP
Since marked sentences 
do not occur in this 
study, these NP 
numberings indicate
-- + NPg = possible second object-type NP, sequential position.
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2.6. Verb Classes Within Clauses
Verbs can be said to be involved in a system of classes, sub­
classes, sub-subclasses, and so on. Each successive division 
operates within the framework of the last. A hierarchy of verb 
classes occurring at six levels is proposed here. At each level of 
classification similarities within, and contrasts between, each class 
are stated. Differences within the similarities are accounted for in 
subclasses, i.e. within the next level of classification. As was 
seen in the diagram above, in classifying verbs three general features 
of distinctiveness (i.e. three levels of classification) are observed:
(1) the contrasting divisions into uni-nominal and multi-nominal verbs,
(2) contrasting divisions into univalent and multivalent verbs, (3) 
potential, or non-potential, association with OP and/or locS-type 
objects in sequential, mixed, and/or other affiliations, and (4) 
capacity for occurring in contrastive clauses: Descriptive, Agentive,
with sublevel groups (a) ergative and (b) instrumental, Entailing, 
and Stative. Only at this fourth level of classification was it 
possible to determine the first lexical item: the type(s) of clause(s)
in which each verb may occur.
From the sample sentences on pp. 30-32 and 45-47, it was 
observed that some verbs have the capacity to occur in only one syn­
tactic pattern and others in more than one. Since a lexical entry 
should indicate the grammatical context of a verb and since syntactic 
patterns are in the grammatical category, verbs should also be classi­
fied according to the syntactic patterns in which they may occur (i.e. 
according to the number of NP's with which a verb may be associated). 
This, then, will be the fifth level of classification of verbs, and 
it will be the second item in the lexical entry.
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From a study of the referent sentences (pp. 30-32, 39-40, 45-47), 
it was also observed that some verbs were associated with animate and 
some with inanimate subjects; some with animate objects, some with 
inanimate objects, and some with either or both. Examples:
I* Oroukhasi ateekha amapwoni. - Woman she-cooks potatoes.
2* Islongo yiraatsa amKtsi. - Waterpot it-leaks water.
3. Omusiani aniina tsilchwi khumusaala. - Boy he-climbs (to get)
firewood in tree.
4. Omuleli asaaba omwana amakhono. - Nursegirl she-washes child('s)
hands.
These phenomena required another sub-subclassification of verbs, 
a classification according to animacy, i.e. + animate, - animate, or 
+ animate. This classification yielded a third lexical entry, an entry 
according to animacy. Features of animacy, singularity, and so on are 
on the semantic level and are included in deep structure. But my argu­
ment here is that while there are syntactic structures and semantic 
features, and so on, in the deep structure of language, and while these 
structures are intuitionally perceived, there are also surface structures 
and features of these same items, and it is the surface structures and 
features which I am treating. Therefore, this third lexical entry is 
valid. Also, in a classification of such items, it will be necessary 
to move from the syntactic to the semantic level and back frequently 
and freely. However, it must be kept in mind that these are two dif­
ferent and distinct levels.
2.61. Verb Classes in Descriptive Clauses
Only obligatorily one-nominal verbs, polysemous verbs which in one 
of their semantic interpretations are one-nominal, and multivalent 
verbs in one-nominal patterns occur in descriptive clauses. All verbs 
of the obligatorily only one-nominal and polysemous groups occur in only 
one syntactic pattern: S'* NP + V, in which the grammatical subject
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noun occurs as the sole NP. Other than the fact of uni-nominality, 
there is, therefore, no basis for comparing behavior of NP's in an 
interchange of positions in a sentence.
However, it was found that these same verbs are also character­
ized by the capacity or incapacity to imperativize and are 
accordingly termed imperatival and non-imperatival verbs, for 
example:
Verb Radical Imperative Affiliation
Singular Plural
-sinjil- 'stand up1 Sinjila! Sxnjile!
-its- 1 come1 Y^itsa! Yitse!
-choony- 'become tired' 0 0
Note: *Initially verbs may have vowels or consonants; they will be
termed vowel-stern verbs which have initial vowels and consonant- 
stern verbs which begin with consonants. Consonant-stem verb 
imperatives are formed by suffixing -a to the verb radical for the 
singular and for the plural. Vowel-stern verb imperatives follow 
the same rules and, in addition, Y- is prefixed to the radical.
Some of these verbs are activity oriented, i.e. they identify 
an action which the grammatical subject performs. Those which 
possess this semantic feature can also occur in the imperative af­
filiation. Such verbs will be termed 'imperatival' verbs. Some of
these NP's are obligatorily animate and others, optionally so.
The second group of verbs does not imperativize. These are
process or condition oriented, i.e. they identify a change which is
taking place, or a condition existing, in the grammatical subject. 
Therefore, this group will be termed 'non-imperatival.' Some of 
their subjects have the semantic feature of animacy, and the others 
that of inanimacy.
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The following illustration shows the levels of verb subclasses 
as they occur in the syntactic patterns of descriptive clauses. 
(Capital letters, for all types of clauses, indicate types of syn­
tactic patterns in which the indicated phenomena occur.) The starred 
forms are multivalent verbs which occur here as one-nominal, and x 
indicates polysemy.
Des V
Imperativ. Aff. 
Syntactic Pattern 
Obiect
+
.... only one: —1/2 ’ “'
Animacy (+/ “ /+) 1 + + ' I + -
Verbs -siniil-
*
-kham-
% *
-choony- -saal
1s tand up1 'disappear' 1 tire' 'sizzle'
it -ilukh- 'run' -its- -khul- -fub-
*x —lol— ’see' 1 come1 'grow' 'spoil
(ability) (in cooking)1
X -hulil- 'heari -bol-
(ability) 'rot/decay'
X -onoon- 'sin' * -atikh-
X -kon- 'sleep' ’crack1
* -bool- 'talk1
* -soom- 'read'
it -reeb- 'ask'
it -horn- ' smear
(mud )1
it -lwal- 'be/
± 1
-huny- x 
1 smell 
(bad)1 
-raats- 
1 bleed/ 
flow/ 
leak'
become ill'
There are a few verbs (e.g., -chaak- 'begin’ and -teekh- 'cook') 
which in certain affiliations occur in one-nominal constructions.
Such verbs are not included in these classifications. Only as they 
occur in referent sentences are they classified as above.
2.62. Verb Classes in Agentive Clauses
Agentive clauses are characterizied by the following criteria:
a. an agentive grammatical-subject NP
b. one, or two, OP-type objects (or, in the case of locative- 
noun objects, with locS-type objects)
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c. the capacity of OP/locS-type objects to occur as fronted 
grammatical subjects of the passivized verb, and
d. the capacity of NP to occur, optionally (and alternatively 
to, but not concurrently with, PNP-j-), as PNPag (or in 
sequential affiliation as SAP , i.e. nina- + Abs Pron) in
a position to the right of the verb in a passive sentence
e. the ability of the verb to occur in passive form.
It has been stated that polysemous verbs in one of their semantic 
interpretations occur in descriptive, or agentive, clauses. Similarly, 
these same verbs in another semantic interpretation and many multi- 
valent verbs occur in other types of clauses, most of them in 
agentive clauses, obligatorily with two nominals and some of them 
optionally with three or four. Since the agentive NP is common to 
all and its behavior is the same in all, it needs no further con­
sideration in this classification. The occurrences, non-occurrences, 
and co-occurrences of various object nouns and their sequential or 
mixed affiliations account for the great variety of syntactic 
patterns in these clauses. It is these object nouns, OP's, locS's, 
and PNP-J-/PSAP-J-, which will be given consideration at this point.
2,621. Instrumental phrase (NP^/PNP^/ PSAP^).
In referent agentive clauses the instrumental phrase occurs as 
an optional, prepositional noun phrase (PNP-j-). In sequential affili­
ations it occurs in the shape of prepositional, instrumental, 
sequential affiliation phrase (PSAPj). With one verb it may occur 
in a transposed sentence as the fronted grammatical subject in the 
shape of instrument noun phrase (NPj). The following chart shows 
comparisons of relationships of agentive with other types of clauses 
in order to point up more clearly OP, locS, and PNP>£ objects in 
relationship to the verbs.
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A perusal of this chart brings several facts into focus:
1. All agentive clauses must be at least two nominal.
2. OP and locS type and instrument objects occur only in 
agentive clauses.
3. Passive constructions co-occur only with verbs which are 
agentive.
4. Verbs occurring as 'minimum one-nominal1 and as 'maximum 
two-, three-, or four-nominal' are either polysemous or 
multivalent. As one-nominal representations they occur in 
descriptive clauses (according to the position taken in 
this analysis). As two-nominal verbs they occur in agentive 
clauses if NP2 is obligatory and has the capacity to occur 
in sequential affiliation as OP (if not, the verbs occur
in entailing or stative clauses). As three- or four- 
nominal verbs they are agentive.
5. One group of agentive verbs may occur in agentive clauses 
and further in another clause affiliation of the agentive 
clause in ergative clause affiliations.
6. Another agentive verb may occur in a further clause affi­
liation of the agentive clause, which here is termed the 
instrumental affiliation.
7. With five groups of verbs two object NP's are capable of 
occurring as OP-types, but not concurrently. One of these 
groups is in B-III. The group under V, 1-2-3, has the 
capacity to occur with objects of inalienable possession 
and under IV, 4, a co-ordinate object may occur. The two 
objects under III occur obligatorily in some syntactic 
patterns, and only one object is obligatory in others. The 
two under VI are obligatory.
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8. Two verbs have the capacity to occur with locS object, one 
obligatorily (-hilny-), the other alternatively or con­
currently with an OP-type C-niin-) .
9. All agentive verbs permit of two very broad divisions:
(a) those which can be associated with instrument objects
and (b) those which cannot. The chart on pp. 67-68 illus­
trates these facts as well as other syntactical features 
of objects, together with a sample of verbs occurring with 
each classification. As with descriptive verbs, features 
of animacy are indicated, and capital letters for syntactic 
patterns are employed.
The ’object' chart brings the analysis much further; it clari­
fies syntactic patterns, i.e. the number of nominals, OP- and locS- 
type objects possible with various classes of verbs in sentences, 
the behavior of PMPj- in sequential affiliations. The classification 
of verbs according to the semantic features of animacy also increases 
the adequacy of the description thus far, making possible the third 
item in the lexical entry. But several problems remain: More under­
standing of obligatory and optional word order is needed. If, as 
Fillmore (1968, p. 21) stated, the particular relationship of a verb 
with a particular NP (termed case relationship by him) can occur only
once in a sentence, what are the two relationships existing between
the two possible OP’s and the verb in some sentences? Sometimes one 
is animate, and the other is inanimate, but in other sentences with 
other verbs both are inanimate. What sorts of objects are these? 
Clearly, the analysis needs to continue further.
However, for the moment, the other types of clausal syntactic 
pattern analysis will now be presented, together with the features 
of animacy and inanimacy.
III 31 ?l I
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2.63. Verb Classes in Entailing Glauses
A third group of clauses is characterized by the following 
criteria:
1. Verbs are obligatorily of the one-nominal class (i.e. the 
grammatical-subject NP) of the pattern
S NPX + V
and optionally of the two-nominal class of the pattern
S W l + V + np2
2. These clauses have the capacity to undergo the entailing 
affiliation by which operation occur the following patterns 
of co-occurrences:
NP^ and NP^ interchange positions, by which operation
a. the SP of the verb is in controlled relationship 
with NP2
b. the verb root remains unchanged.
(Such verbs do not tolerate locative noun shapes in
subject position.)
c. when NP^ occurs in the position of NP^, i.e. in a
position to the right of the verb, it occurs as a
locative NP.
Clauses occurring in such patterns are here termed ’entailing' 
clauses. The pronominal shape of any locNP is locS (locative 
suffix).
It can be seen, then, that these verbs cannot be classed as 
'descriptive,' for their grammatical subjects (in the referent 
sentences) are not actor subjects. NP2 is the actor occurring as 
grammatical subject in the entailing affiliation. These verbs may
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occur in one-nominal constructions, but they will be considered
entailing verbs here.
It is a common occurrence for fronted locNP's to occur as
grammatical subjects with, or without, the locative prefix (see
p.190, for example:
Omusiani aniina khymusaala.
Boy he-climbs (in) tree.
may occur thus:
Khumusaala khuni inwakhwo nende omusiani. 
in-tree it-is climbed in it by boy.
or,
Omusaala kuniinwakhwo nende omusiani.
Tree it-is climbed in by boy.
the point being that a locative NP (with or without the locative)
as grammatical subject in non-entailing clauses is the subject of
the verb in its passive form. Both classes of these verbs (i.e.
those of entailing and of non-entailing clauses) require that, in
certain circumstances, the NP in the position to their right be in
the shape of locNP in the referent sentences.
At this point it should be explained that locatives indicate
two positions: They indicate (1) 'location' and (2) 'direction'
and are here termed 'locational' (L-^ ) and 'directional' (L^ )
locatives, respectively. Whether a NP is locational or directional
depends upon the nature of the verb and the meaning of the sentence.
Some verbs indicate directional movement, i.e. movement toward a
goal (e.g., -its- 'come,' -yil- 'take (to a place)'). Other verbs
indicate only process, movement, or activity within a given area.
In such circumstances the locNP will be termed locational. If the
verb and goal indicate movement toward the goal, the verb will be
termed directional and the 'goal' locNP will be termed a directional
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locNP. All verbs capable of being associated with directional loca­
tive NP's also have the capacity to be associated with a locational 
locNP within a larger area capable of containing the complete move­
ment indicated. Examples:
Directional: Omusiani yeelukha khwiluuka.
Boy he-runs to shop.
Locational: Omusiani yeelushila khunjila.
Boy he-runs on road.
Both may occur concurrently:
Directional
and
Locational: Omusiani yeelushila khunjila khwiluuka.
Boy he-runs on road to shop.
With regard to the distinction of time and space, they are
neutral. "The distinction between 'to' and 'from1 is a second
distinction within 'directional,"' asserted Lyons (1969, p. 300).
These facts will be referred to at various times in this thesis.
Both the 'locational' (loc-^ NP) and 'directional' (I0 C2 NP) locatives
occur in entailed clauses, which can be described by these
patterns:
Unentailed:
S1 - NP1 + Vx + NP2 / S2 -> NP1 + V2 + NP2
Entailed:
'V /S1 -* NP2 + Vx + loc1NP1 / S2 -» NP2 + V2 + loc2NP1
The following illustration gives a summary of entailing clauses 
and the verbs occurring in such clauses:
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Clause: Ent Cl
+ 1
Syntactic Patterns: - A -
Case related 
functions and 
semantic features 
of animacy
+ + +
r — r
loc2Act
NP
Act
NP
Verbs: -atikh- 'crack
* *
-raats- 'bleed/
leak/flow1
Only two verbs occur in entailing clauses.
2.64. Verb Classes in Stative Clauses
A fourth group of verbs is distinguishable in two classes, 
one of which can be divided into two subclasses. All are two- 
nominal verbs. Class 1 verbs are obligatorily associated with locS 
or with + NP£. Those of class 2 are obligatorily associated with 
NP^, the grammatical subject NP, and optionally with NP2 **-referred 
to here as a co-ordinate object. There occur no affiliations in 
these clauses except for SP sequential affiliation. One verb C-bul- 
'not be/not have') occurs in class 1 in two syntactic patterns, 
and two verbs (-lwal- 'be/become ill; -kon- 'sleep/lie down') occur 
in class 2 in one syntactic pattern. They can be demonstrated in 
re-write patterns thus:
1, (a) S “5* NP-^  + V + locS (-bul- 'not be present')
Clauses occurring in such behavior patterns are termed 'stative' 
clauses.
The following illustration summarizes stative clauses:
(b) S -> NPX + V + NP2 (-bul- 'not have')
2. S -* NP-. + V + NP„ f-lwal- 'be/become
1 -kon- 'sleep'
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Clause: Sta Cl
Suntactic I |
Patterns: A B
Case related
functions and ^ 7 + 4- £ ?
semantic St. locS St. Obj St. Obj
features of NP, /.>,+ locS NP, NP, / ♦ \ NP, .+ NP..
animacy: <&/l) (a/l) (a/l) <a>~ U.co-otd.)
Verbs: -bul- 'not be' -bul- 'not have' -lwal- 'be ill'
-kon- 'sleep'
2.65. Summary of Section
As was stated on page 61, six levels of description have been 
expounded thus far in this description:
1. Uni- and multi-nominal divisions
2. Association or non-association with OP- and/or locS-types 
of objects in sequential, mixed.5 and clausal affiliations
3. Occurrence of contrastive clauses: Descriptive, Agentive
--with sublevel groups (a) ergative and (b) instrumental 
— Entailing, and Stative
4. The range of syntactic patterns in which a verb may 
participate
5. The semantic/syntactic role of various NP's in such syn­
tactic patterns
6. The subclassification of verbs according to their ability 
to be associated with animate or inanimate NP's, or with 
both.
Item five has been partly described, but there still is no 
complete clarity concerning the particular roles of the various NP's 
in the syntactic patterns. Which NP's are 'fixed objects'? Which
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is the semantic 'receiver* of the action? Is one object 'bene- 
factive'? What of the two inanimate OP-type objects possible in 
association with -horn- 'smear'? Clearly another step in the analysis 
is needed.
Since a description of a language should include not only that 
of the grammatical component, but of the lexical component as well, 
a further level of analysis is necessary in order to complete the 
lexical description. For lexical entries should serve as the con­
text for rules in the syntactic component of the grammar (Scotton, 
1967, p. 255), As a final step, then, in this analysis, I propose 
the addition of a classification of NP's according to their case 
functions in sentences.
2.7. The Category of Case in Shisa Verbs
At this point it would be well to clarify the relationship 
between syntactic and case functions. Syntax deals with the rules 
governing the combinations of NP's and verbs in sentences. Basic­
ally, syntax is the theory of 'putting together' these elements 
into acceptable sentence patterns. The rules of syntax treat of 
such relationships as 'subject1 and 'object.' 'Case' treats of the 
role of each NP within a syntactic pattern. It identifies the 
semantic-syntactic function which the individual NP performs in the 
sentence. In fact, case is subsumed in syntax. To borrow a figure 
from the realm of sport, it could be asserted that syntax is con­
cerned with the rules of the game, and case is concerned with the 
roles of the players. Syntax is grammatical, and case is lexical 
in the sense that the grammatical component consists, at least in 
part, of a classification of verbs according to the number and
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kinds of sentence patterns in which they can occur; and the lexical 
component, as a context for the grammatical component, indicates 
(besides the syntactic patterns in which a verb can occur) the case 
functions (placed in case frames in this analysis) of the NP's 
within each syntactic pattern. This does not mean that the two 
elements are separate. They only permit of separate types of 
classifications. In reality, syntax deals with the relationships 
existing between components of a sentence, such as 'subject,1 'verb,1 
and 'object1; and case classifies the functions of NP's, such as 
'agentive,' 'instrumental,' 'benefactive,' and so on.
2.71, Background of 'Case' in Literature
From antiquity, grammarians have considered 'case' as "that form 
of a noun or pronoun which marks it as the subject of a verb, or as 
the object of a verb, adjective, or preposition, or as playing the 
part of an adjective or an adverb." (Curme, 1935, p. 127) Even 
generative grammarians and linguists looked upon "case markers, i.e. 
morphological inflections, as surface structure reflexes, introduced 
by rules, of various kinds of deep and surface syntactic relations." 
(Fillmore, 1968, p. 5)
"Traditionally," asserted Robins (1964, p. 248) "the category of 
case has been considered to be a property of the so-called 'case 
languages,' such as Latin, Greek, Sanskrit, and so on, whereby speci­
fic syntactic relations between nouns and nominal groups and other 
sentence constituents demand specific forms of the words involved." 
Robins continued (Ibid., p. 282), "From the time of classical anti­
quity, the different cases have been labelled by reference to some 
semantic characteristics, and these labels are still with us in the 
traditional terms: nominative, vocative, accusative, genitive, dative,
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and ablative.,r Some linguists, such as Hoclcett (1958, p. 235), add 
the ergative case, and many add the instrumental. Each of these 
labels refers quite clearly to one of the semantic functions assigned 
to it, but not to all of the functions operating when a particular 
case form occurs. Host of the traditional case studies sought one 
comprehensive meaning to cover all the behavior of one inflected form, 
rather than recognizing the possibility that there might be several, 
distinct, but homophonous, cases.
Hockett (Ibid., p. 234) defined case: "Cases are inflected forms
for nouns which fit them for participation in key constructions rela­
tive to verbs." Cassidy (1937, p. 244) stated, "’Case’ will be 
properly used and will continue to have some meaning only if the as­
sociation with inflection be fully recognized." Even Lyons (1969, 
p. 218) as late as 1969 thought of ’case' only as a surface phenomenon. 
He claimed, "'Case1 (in the languages in which the category is found) 
is not present in 'deep structure1 at all, but is merely the inflex­
ional 'realization' of particular syntactic relationships."
Yet, with all these notions, there has remained an awareness of 
the fact of 'case.' Hjelmslev (1935, cited by Fillmore, o£. cit., 
p. 3) suggested that, if we abandon the assumption that an essential 
characteristic of the grammatical category of case is expressed in 
the form of affixes on substantives, the study of cases can be pursued 
quite fruitfully. Lyons (1969, pp. 301-2) displayed a certain aware­
ness of the notion of case outside the traditionally recognized in­
flected forms when, in treating of prepositions, he stated that they 
"may be regarded as cases of the nouns they govern, if the term 'case' 
is not restricted to inflexional variation.... No language has yet 
been studied in sufficient detail from a generative point of view for 
it to be possible to say just how much of the coincidence between the
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more clearly 'local' and the more clearly 'grammatical' functions of 
cases and preposition is synchronically relevant in a particular 
language."
Fillmore (1968, p. 3, fn. 2) made the most sweeping and most 
revolutionary statement of all when he asserted, "My claim is...that 
a designated set of case categories is provided for every language, 
with more or less specific syntactic, lexical, and semantic conse­
quences, and that the attempt to restrict the notion of 'case' to the 
surface structure must fail." Fillmore also emphasized "the central­
ity of syntax" (Ibid., p. 3) in any treatment of the category of case. 
He traces case through two levels, from the deep structure to the 
surface realization by means of the assignment of prepositions to NP's 
in the deep structure, thus identifying case functions in English.
His approach is the use of "the term case to identify the underlying 
syntactic-semantic relationship...in a particular language...." Ibid., 
P. 21)
2.72. The present meaning of 'case'
In his entire revolutionary essay, Fillmore failed to define the 
term 'case.' Whiteley did so (in a tutorial session, May 20, 1971,) 
at SOAS): "'Case' is a device for classifying intrasentential rela­
tionships." Case frames are employed in this study to indicate the 
particular case functions NP's perform within sentences.
The question now arises: What are case frames? Therefore, an
explanation of case frames is now given: Each sentence provides
either a simple case function or an array of such functions, depending 
upon the number of NP's with which a verb is associated in the sentence 
and the semantic/syntactic role (e.g., agentive subject, or bene- 
factive object) each NP plays. Fillmore (1968, p. 27) termed this 
array of cases a 'case frame' and presented it in the visual form of
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a set of brackets, inside and to the left of which was a long dash 
for the verb and capital letters joined by a 4- sign. Some letters 
were inserted in parentheses to indicate optionality.
Examples: For the word open he gave the following frames:
[____  0 + A! - 1, John opened the door.
C____  0 + l3 - 2. The wind opened the door.
£____  0 + I + Aj - 3, John opened the door with a chisel.
Fillmore (Ibid., pp. 24-25) suggested six general case names: 
Agentive (Ag), Dative (D), Benefactive (B), Factitive (F) Locative 
(L), and Objective (0), but he added, "Additional cases will surely 
be needed." Also he wrote, "It is important to notice that none of 
these cases can be interpreted as matched by surface-structure rela­
tions, subject and object, in any particular language." Fillmore 
began the sentences for his argument in deep structure and by a series 
of transformations and the use of prepositions brought them to the 
surface.
This present study consisted of surface-structure testing and 
sought to show surface case functions. Thus the idea of Fillmore’s 
frames do not indicate the order in which NP's and their respective 
case functions occur. This study presented each case function of an 
NP (represented by a capital letter within the brackets) in the order 
in which it occurs in the referent sentence, the long dash for the 
verb occurring in the position in which it occurs in the referent 
sentence in order to show the sequentiality of the sentence items, 
as well as the case functions involved. For example, CAg_^„ D + 0 (L)3. 
Thus the agentive NP occurs to the left of the verb, then the verb, 
then the animate object, followed by the inanimate object, and lastly 
the optional locative NP. See p. 284 for a list of abbreviations for 
case functions.
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In this analysis the following case function items from Fillmore 
(Ibid.) have been adopted: Agentive (A) Instrumental (I), Dative (D)
--animate object. The Objective (0) is usually the inanimate object 
unless otherwise specified for behavioral reasons. Locative (L) is 
used, but with differences as will be seen later. Other case
functions will be named as they occur in the study.
2.73. The position of this analysis on 'case'
This thesis accepts Fillmore's challenge "that a designated set 
of case categories is provided for every language" (and will seek to 
show that there is a set for the Shisa language and that syntax should
be at the center). It accepts Whiteley's definition that 'case' is a
device for classifying intrasentential relationships, and Hjelmslev's 
suggestion that the assumption be abandoned that an essential charac­
teristic of the grammatical category of case is expression in the 
form of affixes on substantives. However, this thesis will differ 
from Fillmore in that it will not treat of the deep structure of the 
Shisa dialect. It will seek to identify the various case functions 
of Shisa by investigating the behavior of such surface phenomena as 
various types of syntactic patterns; their ability to occur in affi­
liations, such as pronominal, passive, entailing, imperatival, and 
so on; word order; sets of behavior patterns governing their various 
types of NP's; anaphoric processes; and so on. In the domain of 
semantics, such selectional restraints as animacy vs_ inanimacy, 
meaning, and others to be indicated as the study proceeds will be 
employed as a set of secondary criteria for identifying sub­
categories of case functions, such as identifying specific types of 
subject and object functions. In this analysis, then, transitivity 
is subsumed in the presentation of semantic/syntactic case functions.
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2.74 Divisions of this description
There are two divisions of description: (1) the grammatical
component, using, to a large extent, the conventions employed by Dr.
C. M. M. Scotton (1967, pp. 255-6, 261) although otherwise her ap­
proach and findings are not followed, for she works from deep structure 
and this study works from surface structure; and (2) the lexical 
component. The latter component provides the context for the former. 
The lexical component will consist of six entries for each base verb 
and seven for each extended form of the verb: (1) verb entry, (2)
meaning in English, (3) type(s) of clause(s) in which the base-verb 
may occur (i.e. Des., Ag., Erg., Instr., Ent., and Sta.--all abbrevi­
ations for Descriptive, Agentive, Ergative, Instrumental, Entailing, 
and Stative clauses, respectively), (4) and of syntactic pattern(s) 
in which a verb can occur (represented by capital letters), (5) 
class of verb according to animacy, plurality, and so on (represented 
by Arabic numerals), and (6) the case frame(s). In lexical entries 
for the extended forms of the verbs, Roman numerals will be inserted 
before abbreviations for types of clauses, according to the classifi­
cation of the particular extended form. The following examples are 
lexical entries for (1) a base verb, and (2) a benefactive extended 
verb :
(1) base verb
-bis- 'hide' Ag. A. 1. [Ag   (D$0) (L)1 *
*Note: See pp. 286-7 for conventions,
(2) benefactive extended form
-bisil- 'hide for' I. Ag. A. 1. CAg ____ B (D $ 0) (L)]
A 'read back' of the lexical entries for the verb -bis- and its 
benefactive extended form -bisil- follows.
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(1) base verb:
-bis- = the base-verb entry 
'bide* = meaning in English
Ag. = Agentive clause, the type of clause in which -bis- may occur
A. = syntactic pattern in which it may occur (this will be learned 
from the study of grammar)
1. = class of verb according to semantic features of animacy, 
plurality, and so on.
In the brackets:
Ag = Agentive case function for instigator of action indicated 
by the verb
  = verb
D = Dative case function of animate object 
0 = Objective case function of inanimate object 
($ ) = optionality, i.e. either object may occur 
(L) = optional locative NP case function
(2) benefactive extended form
-bisil- = benefactive extended shape of -bis-
'hide for1 = meaning in English
I. = benefactive extension of the verb
Ag. - Agentive clause, the type of clause in which -bisil- may 
occur
A. = syntactic pattern in which -bisil- may occur
1. = class of verb according to semantic features of animacy, and 
so on
In the brackets:
Ag = Agentive case function, instigator of action of verb
  = verb
B = Benefactive case function of first object NP 
The other entries are the same as in (1) above.
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYSES OF BASE-VERB CLAUSES IN SHISA
3,0, Introduction
In chapter two, six levels of description were attempted, the 
sixth level being the semantic level of animacy and inanimacy, The 
other levels were expounded according to syntactic orders. It was 
then found that an additional level of delicacy was needed in order 
to describe more adequately the semantic/syntactic roles of NP's 
associated with various classes of verbs within different syntactic 
patterns. For this reason it was decided to carry the analysis a step 
further to determine the case function of each NP in the corpus of 
material.
To ascertain the case function of an NP, it will be necessary 
to define its semantic role, such as the 'doer of the action,1 
'the receiver of the action1 (the 'fixed object1 NP, as it will be 
termed here), 'the benefactive receiver of the action1 of the 
verb, and so on. Features of animacy will be important in deter­
mining such roles and will be indicated by +/-/+ animate . Other 
items will be described in much the same format as that employed 
by Scotton (1967, pp. 225-256, 261, see p. 291). Her format is 
basically Chomskyan, which of course involves 'deep' and 'surface' 
structures of transformational grammar. However, such is not the 
use here, for this analysis is concerned with semantic/syntactic 
description, the syntax being determined from surface phenomena and 
the three features of semantic domain (1) animacy, (2) semantic role 
of NP's in association with the verb in sentences, and (3) meaning.
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The use of Scotton's conventions is simply a more adequate and 
economical way of presenting the description desired here (see under 
"Notes on chapters," Chapter 3, Note 1, p. 291.) In the attempt to 
attain to explanatory adequacy, the following order of presentation 
has been adopted for sentences under each clause-type:
Classification of Syntactic Pattern (A, B, Ap etc.)
1. The Grammatical Component
a. formula for syntactic pattern stated
b. sample sentences illustrating the syntactic pattern
c. necessary explanations
d. application of criteria
e. semantic/syntactic schema
2. Lexical Entries
a. lists for each class of verbs and verb meanings
b. symbol of clause classification (Des./Ag./Ent./Sta./ 
etc. for base-verb clauses plus Roman numerals for 
extends-ion clauses)
c. symbol of type of syntactic pattern (A, B, etc.)
d. indication of class of verb (1, 2, 3, etc.)
2e. case frame (semantic roles in abbreviations)
(1) case function of subject
(2) dash ( -_--") to indicate verb entry
(3) case functions of other NP's, including where
necessary features of animacy, optionality, and/or
O
obligatoriness-’
The sample sentences in this chapter contain only base verbs.*+ 
Extended verb forms will be treated in subsequent chapters. Base
verbs are here classified according to the types of clauses in
which they occur: Descriptive, Agentive-~with two of its non-passive
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clausal affiliations— Entailing, and Stative. Subsclassifications 
are made according to kinds of subjects or objects and their 
attendant features of action or process, animacy, and so on.
3.1.» Descriptive Clauses
3.11. Syntactic Pattern A^
Descriptive clauses occur in only one syntactic pattern (i.e.
S NP + V) , but because of the syntactic features of imperativi- 
zation and non-imperativization (see p. 63), the verbs are divided 
into two classes: (1) Syntactic pattern A-^, in which occur verbs
that imperativize, and (2) syntactic pattern in which occur the 
verbs that do not.
3.111, Grammatical Component
The more elements of this pattern are subject + verb. As is 
true of all syntactic patterns, an optional locNP, which has no 
syntactic distinctiveness, may occur. Only where necessary will 
this NP be discussed, after its treatment in this section; but, for 
the sake of completeness, it will be included in the case frames 
under lexical entries.
Sample sentences:
Class 1
Ndiili usiniiile. - Ndiili he^has stood up.
Class 2.
% *
a. Omwana ukhamile. - Child he-has disappeared.
b. Amatsi kakhamile. - Water it-has disappeared.
Verbs in class 1 in this corpus are characterized by actor, 
obligatorily animate subjects, and in class 2 by actor, optionally 
animate subjects. An optional locNP can become a fronted, grammatical
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subject in all descriptive sentences. But in this affiliation, all 
verbs except -siniil- ’stand up' occur in the locative extended 
form--if the locative is locational. This extended form can, in
V
turn, occur in the passive affiliation. The verb -siniil-. on the 
other hand, can occur in both the entailing and passive affilia­
tions by fronting of + locNP to become grammatical subject, with 
or without an additional locative extension. Thus, —siniil" poses 
problems. It can occur as follows:
Active form (in traditional grammar terms)
Ndiili usiniiile hamuliango.
Ndiili he-has stood up near door.
Entailddffoimn
*- A
Hamuliango hasiniiileho Ndiili.
Near-door it-has - stood up near it Ndiili.
Passive form
Hamuliango hasiniiilweho (or, hasiniiliilweho) nende Ndiili. 
Near-door it-has been stood up near it by Ndiili.
A possible explanation of this behavior is that -siniil- is a 
verb having an ending identical in shape with that of the -il- 
extension of other verbs in the same vowel harmony group. (See 
Appendix II, pp. 313-314.) This verb behaves the same as do other 
verbs in their base forms and also the same as other verbs in their 
-il-/~el- extended forms, with one exception: It may occur in the
passive affiliation either as -siniilw- with fronted locNP subject, 
or as -siniililw-. the -il- extended form for it. It is probable 
that an original base=verb ^ -sing- has disappeared, and the ex­
tended form has replaced it as the base-verb with the-n.il- 
extension behavior continuing in some circumstances. Also, it is 
possible for some verbs to occur in a double (i.e. -ilil-) extended
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form in Shisa, which fact could account for the form -siniililw-, 
a shape which is also identical with the persistive passive exten­
sion having a different semantic interpretation.
The following schema illustrates the semantic-syntactic sub­
categorization rules for the grammatical component of syntactic 
pattern A]_. The form of the schema is, with some variations, the 
same as that employed by Scotton (1967, pp. 225-226, 261). See 
pp. 286-87 for explanation of the conventions used.)
0,0 Simple Descriptive Base-Verb Shapes
{
Actor., Descriptive Base-Verb Shape 
(Glass 1)
Actor« Descriptive Base-Verb Shape 
(Class 2)
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Actor Subjects -
Doer^ of the Action) ( + animate
ionj aniDoer,, of the Act  
2
Formal Realization of Actor Subjects 
IvOiiraActor Subject
S *Nominal^ + Subject Prefixj 
I Subject Prefix
mate
+ Simple Descriptive
Base Shape + locNP + #
*Note: Since all subjects of base-verbs are formally realized in these
two shapes, they need not be presented again.
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Actor Subject
of Action
of Action
l -i ? ' ■ " ' }
J ^Glass
+ Descriptive 
Shape + locNP + #
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Because locative objects do at times need to be considered, 
their grammatical schema will be given here.
2.0 Locative Objects -*
•^ Locus of the Action^h animate^ + #
Formal Realization of Locative Obiects
[Nominal final 1 
/Locative Suffix\
Simple Descriptive Base Shape 
+ — '— h #
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1,0 + Locative object
^Locus of Action^ jl jlctor Subject^
Class 11
T + Descriptive Shape 
Class 2j
+ 1 $
3.112. Lexical Entries (Starred forms are multivalent; forms
marked x are polysemous in that they may indicate subjective 
physical ability— as in this classification, or objective 
capability as agentive verbs.)
1. Verbs of Class 1 
-siniil- 1stand up1 
*-ilukh- 'run'
*x-lol- 'see (be able)1 
x-hulil- 'hear (be able)' 
x-onoon- 'sin' 
x-lcon- 'lie down/sleep'
*-bool- 'speak'
 ^/ I f
*-soom- read 
*-reeb- 'ask'
*-hom- 'smear (mud)1
Des. A^ . 1* CAct — --- (L)3
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2. Verbs of Class 2 
-kham- 'disappear'
-its- 'come' Des. A^ . 2. ^ ctr_ — (L)]
3.12. Syntactic Pattern A^
3.121. Grammatical Component 
Syntactic pattern A^ provides for these core elements: Subject
+ verb.
Sample Sentences:
Class I
Mukayjsi uchoonyile. - Mukayisi he-has become tired.
Class 2
Invama vibolile. - Meat it-has spoiled.
Class 3
a, Omusfani ahttnvanea. - Boy he-smells bad.
b. Ljseelo lihunyanga. - Hide it-smells bad.
Subjects in this pattern are not actors. They are the objects
in which the process or condition identified by the verb develops.
They will be termed 'process' subjects. Some of these verbs
require animate subjects, others inanimate, and still others are
associated with either.
The following schema illustrates the rules for the grammatical
component of syntactic pattern A2 .
0.0 Simple Descriptive Base-Verb Shapes
I Process- - Subject Descriptive Base-Verb Shape 
I (Class 1)
J Process., - Subject Descriptive Base-Verb Shape 
(Class 2)
Process - Subject Descriptive Base-Verb Shape 
(Class 3)
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Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Process subjects
[ Receiver^ of the Process J [ + animate
Receiver^ of the Process/ \ - animate 7 * + #
^Receiver^ of the Process^ / + animate 
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Process subjects -»
Process^ Subject ] _ /'Class 1
Process^ Subject • Class 2/ + Simple Descrip-
Process^ Subject \ ^ [Class 3j tive Base Shape +
locNP + #
3.122, Lexical entries
1. Verbs of Class 1 
-choony- 'become tired1 
-khul- 1 grow1
*-Iwal- 'be/become ill' Des. A . 1. [P^ - (L)l
2. Verbs of Class 2 
-bol- 'rot/decay'
-fub- 'spoil (in cooking)'
-saal- 'sizzle'
**-atikh- 'crack' Des. A . 2. [P ------- - (L)]
3. Verbs of Class 3 
x-huny- ' smell '(bad) '
**-raats- 'bleed/flow/leak' Des. 3, £pc «—  (L)j
** It is not certain as to whether verbs marked ** are really 
descriptive verbs or whether they belong in some other classifica­
tion. They may occur in a syntactic pattern identical with that 
of a descriptive verb (i.e. subject + verb), but further investigation
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is needed to determine whether the subject NP's perform the case 
function of process or actor, or whether they perform the role of 
some other case function. They will later receive further investi- 
fation in association with two nominals (p. 118).
3.2., Agentive Clauses
Syntactic patterns in agentive clauses are in accordance with 
the divisions and classifications indicated in the chart on 
page 70.
3.21. Syntactic Pattern A
3.211. Grammatical Component 
Syntactic pattern A provides for these core elements: subject
+ verb + object.
Sample sentences:
Class JL
(a) Kuuk.hu abisa omwana. - Grandmother she-hides child.
Cb) Kuukhu abisa amaramwa. - Grandmother she-hides bananas. 
Class 2
Qmusaatsa akonile omukhasiwe. - Man he-slept with his wife
(sexually).
Verbs in syntactic pattern A are obligatorily associated with no 
instrumental NP's. The subject is obligatorily animate.
NP^ is the fixed object, is semantically the receiver of the 
action, may be animate or inanimate with class 1 verbs, and is 
obligatorily animate with class 2 verbs.
Pronominal affiliations
The object is OP-type and can become pronominalized thus:
M f ^ blsa - She (Grandmother) hides ^ f 111 ^^Hd) t./them (bananas a
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Clausal affiliations
This object can also become a fronted grammatical subject in 
passive construction, as follows:
Omwana ava.n- - } biswa (nende Kuukhu). - j*'8 being
Amaramwa kaT ----    {Bananas they-arej
Omwifnaa ^
hidden (by Grandmother).
The following schema illustrates the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules of syntactic pattern A to be employed in the 
grammatical component:
0.0 Simple Agentive Verb Shapes
TAgentive Subject Base-Verb Shape L 
^  (Class 1, 2) j
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1
(Receiver of the Action 
^Receiver^ of the Act
y
ionj
+ animate
4- animate1+ #
Formal Realization of Object #1 
Cobject Prefix^
^Nominal j
Simple Base-Verb Shape + — ■*+ #
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules 
1.0 Object #1 "*■
(^ Receiver of Actio
Receiver of Action 
v  2
§Agentive Sub j Class 1 Class 2 
+ Base-Verb Shape + —  -f $
3,212, Lexical entries 
Some verbs are capable of occurring in more than one type of 
syntactic pattern; these would, therefore, have more than one
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lexical entry in the dictionary. In this work, however, each entry 
will be made with the presentation of each syntactic pattern in the 
lexical entries for that particular pattern.
1. Verbs of Class 1 
-bis- 'hide'
-ching- 'carry1
~yil- 'take (to a place)'
-lind- 'wait for'
-leer- 'bring' Ag. A. 1. [Ag _  (DX 0) (L)]
2, Verbs of Class 2
-kon- 'sleep with (sexually)' Ag. A, 2. [Ag ■ D (L)3
3.22* Syntactic Pattern B
3.221. Grammatical Component 
The core elements of syntactic pattern B are subject + verb + 
object #1 + object #2.
Sample sentences:
Class JL
A A
Omusiani amala emilimo (nende olupanga).
Boy he-finishes work (with machete).
Class 2
Papa anina Senie (namakhuwa amanii).
Papa he-scolds his sister (with many words.
Class 3,
a, Obwora aboha ing1ombe (nende omukove).
Obwora she-ties cow (with rope).
b. Obwora aboha ts ikhwi (nende omukove).
Obwora she-ties firewood (with rope).
Class 4
/ v .
a. Dobi aniina khumusaala (nomukoye).
Dobi he-climbs tree (with rope).
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b. Dobi aniina khupunda (nomukoye).
Dobi he-climbs on donkey (with rope).
Class 5,
Qmulesi asaaba amakhonoke (nende isaabuuni).
Nursegirl she-waahes her hands (with soap).
Class _6
Qmusiani aratsa tsimbasi (neshilenie eshibii).
Boy he-kicks kicks (with bad foot).
In sentences of classes 1-5, object #1 is the receiver of 
the action (the 'fixed object1), and object #2 is an optional instru­
mental phrase. The fixed objects in classes 1, 2, 3, 5 are of the 
OP-type; the object in class 5 is a body part and thus IP^ object. 
Class 4 objects are locative, whose pronominalized forms are of the 
locS type.
At this point it will he necessary to interpolate an explanation: 
When a verb and an object with which it can be associated have the 
same root, this object is termed by traditional grammarians (e.g., 
Jespersen, 1933, p. 109) a 'cognate object,' e.g., 'dance dances' in 
English, or okhwimba olwlmbo 'to sing song1 in Shisa. Not only do 
these two constituents have the same root, but there also exists a 
semantically cognate compatibility between the two.
This same sort of semantic compatibility also exists between 
some verbs and certain of their objects, even when the two are not 
derived from the same root in a language. (However, the same con­
cept in another language may possess this cognate element, e.g.,
(1) 'ask questions' in English is r^lba amareebo in Shisa; (2) 'kick 
kicks'--pure cognates in English--is ratsa tsimbasi in Shisa.)
Where this semantic compatibility between a verb and its object 
exists— whether or not they derive from the same root--such objects
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will be termed ’co-ordinate1 (C) objects. Now to return to the 
analysis.
With class 6 verbs, then, object #1 is a cognate object in the
English interpretation, but it is not a cognate in Shisa. However,
the same semantic compatibility prevails. Therefore, it will be 
termed a ’co-ordinate1 object.
Pronominal affiliations
Class 1, 2, 3, 5, 6: Class 4:
Achimala - He finishes it. Aniinakhwo - He climbs it.
Passive affiliations
Class 1, 2, 3, 5, 6: Class 4:
Chimalwa nina4 L * Khuniinwakhwo nina rf y *
l^lwo J jjcwo j
It (work) is being finished It (tree) is being climbed
Vby him (boy)  ^ (by him (boy) ? t
|with it (machete)) Vwith it (rope)j
Either type of object can become fronted grammatical subject
in a passive construction.
The following sketch indicates types of objects, features of
animacy in relation to each verb, and other semantic and syntactic
features;
0.0 Simple Agentive Verb Shapes
(Agentive Subject Base-Verb Shape 
(Class 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
Since all agentive subjects are described as those in syntactic 
patterns A and B, no further descriptions of them will be given in 
the sketches.
i
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Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1
Receiver^ of the Action
\ Receiver,, of the Action
Receiver*, _ of the Action\ 
Receive 
V Co-ordi
■ %_ ^ j ,  v w j .  u .    ,I loc \
I rps  ^of the Action
■ordinate Receiver of
the Action J 
Formal Realizations of Objects
1.0 Object #1 -*
- animate
+ animate
+ animate
+ animate
- anima te
+ body part
Nominal^ (of objects)fObject Prefix (OP) 
Locative Suffix 
Locative Nominal 
Nominal^ + poss. Adj.
Simple Base-Verb Shape
+ ~--—  + PNP_ + #
- 1
2.0 Instrumental Object ->
Preposition (na/nende) + Nomina^) 
Preposition (nina-) + Abs Pron
Simple Base-Verb Shape 
Object #1 + — —  + # 
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -+
^Class 1 
Class 2
\R
/Receiver^ of Action^ 
| Receiver^ of Action
eceiver^ of Action agentive
ion'A
Subj
Receiver, of Actior loc
Receiverpg(j of Action
Co-ordinate Receiver
of Action^v _
Class 3
Class 4
Class 5
Class 6
+ Base-Verb Shape + + PNP1 + #
2.1 Object #2 -*
^Instrument of Ac tioi^ |J'jAgentive Subject^ ^Class 1 - 6^
+ Base-Verb Shape + Object #1 + — + # 
Since instrument object always behaves the same, it will be 
be given full treatment each time.
3.222. Lexical entries
1. Verbs of Class 1 
-mal- 'finish1 
-rek- 'set (trap)'
-funak- 'break/snap'
-chet- 'strain'
-fung- 'loc k'
-fumb- 'fold'
-khuul- 'pull-out'
-soom- 1 read'
-ilukh- 'run1 
-bool- 'say/speak'
*-hom- 'smear (mud)'
-buul- 'tell/guess' Ag. B. 1 [Ag —-- - 0(1) L j
2. Verbs of Class 2 
-nin- 'scold'
-sinv- 'irritate'
-reeb- 'ask'
-fwal- 'dress’
-rekg 'set (trap) for/trap' Ag. B. 2, [[Ag — — - D (I)
3. Verbs of Class 3 
-rats- 'kick'
-lol- 'see'
-kul- 'buy/exchange for'
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(L)]
-rem- 'chop/slash1 
-bbh- 1 tie/bind1 
-meet- 1 add1 
-khup- 1 strike'
-env- 'want/desire'
-lttnd- 'follow'
-nyal- 'be able/equal to1 
-khaab" 'seek/hunt'
- tsom- 'insert'
-fuub- 'throw'
-b3mb- 'stretch and fasten'
-many- 'know'
-lind- 'watch over'
-hulil- 'hear/feel/taste/understand'
-heng- 'look'
"onoon- 'spoil'
-samb- 1 burn'
-nyool- 'find'
-kha.y- 'refuse' Ag. B. 3. [Ag ---  (DXO)/(X) (X.) ;
4. Verbs of Class 4 
-niin- 'climb'
-huny- 'smell/take .-whiff of Ag. B. 4. [Ag  -L (I)
5. Verbs of Class 5 
-saab- 'wash (body partX 
~heng~ 'look at'
-khup- 'strike'
-samb- 'burn'
-rats- 'kick'
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(L)]
100
-rem- 'slash/cut'
-boh- 'tie/bind1
-khuul- 'pull out1 Ag. B. 5. £G  0 (I) (L) 3
6. Verbs of Class 6 
-rats- 1kick’
-fwal- 'dress/put on (garment)1
-reeb- 'ask/interrogate1
-khup~ * s trike1
-rem- 'slash1
-onoon- 1s in1
"soom- 1read1
-ilukh- 'run1 Ag. B. 6. [Ag-  --- C (I) (L)3
3.23 Syntactic Pattern C
3.231. Grammatical Component 
The core elements of syntactic pattern C are these: subject +
verb + object #1 + object #2 + object #3. Since the instrument 
object (object #3 here) is optional in all agentive clauses and be­
haves the same as shown in syntactic pattern B, it will not be 
described again in this section, except in the case frames and when 
instrumental affiliations are considered.
Sample Sentences:
Class JL
a. Okwemba aha Tsuma omwana (nende omukhono omusaatsa).
Okwemba he-gives Tsuma child (with right hand).
b* Okwemba aha Tsuma omupxila (nende omukhono omusaatsa).
Okwemba he-gives Tsuma ball (with right hand).
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Class 2
a, Omusiani aniina omwana khupunda (nomukhono nebilenie).
Boy he-climbs on donkey (to get) child (with one hand and
his feet).
b. Omusiani aniina tsikhwi khusaala (nomukhono nebilenie).
Boy he^climbs in tree (to get) firewood (with one hand and
his feet).
Class 3
Omusiani akhupa omwana amakhono (nende olusaala). 
Boy he-hits child's hands (with stick).
Class 4
a, Omwavi aratsa inR1ombe tsimbasi (neshilenie eshilavi). 
Herdboy he-kicks cow kicks (with his good foot).
•S +  f  ^  V  f ,
b. Omwavi aratsa omupiila tsimbasi (neshilenie eshilavi). 
Herdboy he-kicks ball kicks (with his good foot).
Class 5
Omwechesia areeba abeechi amareebo (nende omunwa)#
Teacher he asks pupils questions (orally--with mouth).
Class 6.
Sara ahoma indubi obutovi/nobutovi (nende olusaala).
Sara she-smears basket (with) mud (with stick).
All subjects in all classes are animate. Object #1 varies with
all classes as follows:
Class 1: + animate Class 4: + animate
Class 2: + animate Class 5: + animate
Class 3: + animate Class 6: - animate
With class 1 verbs, object #1 is obligatorily animate, precedes
object #2 (which may be animate or inanimate) and follows the verb
immediately, is obligatory with this verb and with object #2.
The£fe criteria are valid for the benefactive object. Object #1 will,
therefore, be termed a benefactive object (B). With all other verb
classes, object #1 occurs obligatorily in this pattern, but it
may occur as the sole fixed object in other patterns. (This is
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also true of object #2). For this reason, it may not be the bene- 
factive object because the benefactive object may not occur without 
the co-occurrence of object #2,
With class 2 verbs, object #2 is a locative NP and denotes the 
thing climbed. It will, then, be termed the fixed object--the receiver 
of the action. Object #1 states the purpose of the climbing— to 
get the child, to get firewood--and will here be termed the object 
of 'purpose1 (P). Also with class 2 verbs, either object may be 
animate or inanimate.
With class 3 verbs object #1 is obligatorily animate and the 
possessor of inanimate body-part object #2. These objects are, 
then, identified as objects of inalienable possession 2 (IP2 ) with 
object #1 the animate possessor and object #2 the inanimate 
possessed body part or name, and so on of object #1.
With class 4 and class 5 verbs, object #2 is a co-ordinate 
object; the only difference between these two classes is that object 
#1 with class 4 is optionally animate, and with class 5 it is 
obligatorily animate. Object #1 with both classes will be considered 
the fixed object,and, therefore, referred to as animate dative (D) 
object or inanimate objective (0) object, as the case may be.
With class 6 verbs, both objects are obligatorily inanimate.
Object #2 may occur in two shapes--NP or PNP. It is also possible 
for these objects to interchange positions, but when they do, object 
#1 occurs obligatorily as locNP and object #2 may occur only as NP, 
not as PNP (i.e. when only nominals co-occur):
Sara ahoma obutovi mundubi (nende olusaala).
Sara she-sraears mud in basket (with stick).
Object #1 and object #2 of class 6 verbs are the only objects 
of the entire six classes which may interchange positions. Since
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indubi. i.e. object #1, is the receiver of the action of smearing 
mud, it will be termed the inanimate fixed object (0), and since 
obutoyi, i.e. object #2, is the material used for smearing, object 
#2 will be termed object of 'material used' (M).
Pronomina1 affiliations
These clauses may occur in the following mixed affiliations: 
Class 1_, 5,
A fjgl ha.^fl|||aV ninakWcf. - H e p m gives
*--------- 1 Chim (child) .
jhim (Tsuma)](with •
Class 2
^ n l l n a k h m ,  (ninablq). - Me
it (tree) (with them).
A niinakhwo io H  for(!^m .^climbs
Class j3
Amukhuna amakhono (ninalwo). - He it (child) strikes hands (with
it--stick).
Class 4
a\
I  j \ . u  1 ■ — -  ■ '■ — — ■" " •  ~f' f  J - «- v
(with it--good foot)
or,
^^j^ratsa tsimbasi(ninashic^. - He^£ fball^hicks hicks
Atalrataa M ) ' He them <kicks> klcks[^!l]
(with it--good foot).
Class _6
Achihoma obutoyi/nobutoyi (ninalwo). - She it (basket) smears
mud/with mud (with it--stick).
or (sequential affiliation),
Abuhomamwo (ninalwo). - She it (mud) smears in it (basket)
(with it--stick).
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Clausal affiliations
These clauses may occur in passive affiliations as follows:
Class JL
Either object may become fronted grammatical subject in the 
passive affiliation, but the other one must also occur either as an 
OP or as an NP:
S,
e.g,
Tsuma aheebwa nende j f g g g f o  om usaatsa]-
Tsuma he-is being given 0 ^  Okwemba
£ball J {with right han<^
S0 - NP0 + V-, N + NP0 etc.
2 3 (,+ -w-) 2.
e.g,
^ % &
\ O m w a n u M
— C heebwa Tsuma, etc.( a a_") iOm.upli.la ku t
Ochild he} . .
/Ball it \ 1S being S^en Tsuma, etc.
Class 2
When the locative object occurs as grammatical subject of the 
passive verb, object #1 occurs as the object in a prepositional 
phrase of purpose in which an infinitive phrase occurs:
^K^p^d^ ^  khuniinwa khwo nomuslani. (khulwa) okhunyoola
jon-donkeyj it: is beins climbed Lt b^  b°y* to 8et^ firewood^-
*Note: Khulwa "for the sake of," a preposition used before the infini­
tive giving the meaning 'for the sake of getting,1 or 'to get,1
The passive construction in this pattern re-inforces the concept 
that object #1 is an object of purpose (P). Object #1 may also occur 
as fronted grammatical subject, in which case the locative object 
occurs as a locative NP:
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VOmwana a/ .. ,, , , < . vH“““ — * . TV nnnwa khumusaala (nende omusiani).) Twikhwi tsi C --------------- --------------
iChild he V foeing climbed for in tree (by boy).
^Firewood it \
Class _3
The objects of class 3 verbs are IP2 0 bjects, i.e. object #1 
is animate, and object #2 is a body part. Object #1 is the possessor 
of object #2, the possessed. Either object may occur as fronted 
grammatical subject, but when object #2 occurs as such, object #1 
follows in the shape of a possessive phrase.
Omwana akhupwa amakhono nende ^ Yufslla^ *
Child he-is being struck (his) hands ^ with°stic^‘
or.
Amakhono komwana kakhupwa nende Comusiani*^ 
lolusaalaj *
Hands of child they-are being strucky^Y^boytick^'
These patterns occur with all IP2 passive constructions.
Class 4, _5
In sentences in which class 4 verbs occur, object #1 may be 
animate or inanimate, and object #2 always stands in a semantically 
compatible relationship with the verb. (See p. 95) Therefore, it 
will be called a co-ordinate object.
With such verbs having two objects, either object may occur as 
fronted grammatical subject in the passive affiliation:
ratswa , ].
(Tsimbas 1 tsjL J ^mg ombej ^eshilenie eshilavi^
{Cow it is t u • 1 • r j STkicks) (by herdboy Dkicks they arej exn§ C1C ^  |cow J^with good foot)*Class 6
With class 6 verbs, either object has the capacity to occur 
as fronted grammatical subject with the other co-occurring as NP 
in a position to the right of the verb:
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^Indubi , Cobutoyi/nobutovi7 nende) fsara ")
^ObutSxl buj |indubi_________ 3 ^olus§51a5 *
YBasket7 . . . .  . Omud/with mud? (by Sara 7
£Mud J lt: 1S einS smeare ^(on) basket J l^ with
The fact that object #2 can occur in two shapes--as NP or as
PNP--dif ferentiates it from object #1. Semantically, object #2 is
an object of material used and will be termed so (NPm/PNPm/M).
Object #1 is the receiver of the act of smearing mud, as identified
by the verb, and is thus termed the inanimate fixed object (0).
The following schema illustrates the rules to be added to the
grammatical component for syntactic pattern jC. All subjects are
agentive, and PNP^ behaves the same as in other patterns. Therefore,
these two constituents will not be included in this schematic
description.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #li
/jBenef active Receiver of the Action
\ Purposive Receiver of the Action 
) Possessor of Object #2 in the Action 
I Receiver-! of the Action
rReceiver^ of the ActionReceiver^ of the Action
2.0 Object #2
Receiver^ of the Action 
Receiver^c of the Action 
Receiver^^ of the Action
Co-ordinate Receiver of the Action 
Material used in the Action
amma te
animate
+ animate
c
+ animate
+ animate
L - animate^
r± animate *
1
animate
r- animate
body par
- animate
V.
anima te
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General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 _>
/Benefactive Receiver of Action
I Purposive Receiver of Action
\ Possessor of Object #2 in Action,
ml Receiver, of Action 
/
I Receiver^ of Action
I Receiver^ of Action
Class 1 
Class 2 
Class 3 
Class 4 
Class 5 
Class 6
jjAgentive
Subject + Base-Verb Shape +■ + Object #2
+ Object #3 + #
2.0 Object #2
r Receiver^ of Action 
\ Receiver^oc of Action 
ml Receiver^^ of Action
/ Co­ordinate Receiver of Action!
^Agentive Subject
I Material Used in Action
Class 1 
Class 2 
Class 3 
Class 4, 5 
Class 6
+ Base-Verb Shape' Object #1 + 
+ Object #3 + #
3.232. Lexical entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-h- 'give1
2. Verbs of Class 2
-niin- 'climb'
3. Verbs of Class 3 
-samb- 'burn'
-khup- 'strike1 
-rats- ’kick'
Ag. C. 1. [Ag —  B (D $ 0) (I) (L)]
Ag. C. 2. [Ag —  P L (I) (L)]
-boh- 'tie/bind1 
-khuul- 'pull out (teeth)'
-heng- 'look at'
-tsom- 'insert'
-many- 'know (name)'
-saab- 'wash (body part)' Ag. C, 3. [Ag — . G 0 (I) (L)j
4. Verbs of Class 4
-rats- 'kick'
-khqp- 'strike'
-rem- 'slash' Ag. C. 4. [Ag —  (DXO) C (I) (L)II
5. Verbs of Class 5
-fwal- 'dress/put on (garment)'
-reeb- 'ask (question)1 Ag. C. 5. [Ag  -D C (X) (L) ]
6. Verbs of Class 6
-horn- 'smear (mud)' Ag. C. 6. [Ag --- 0 M (I) (L)3
Since it has been ascertained that object #2 of class 6 verbs 
is an object of material used, a new class of verbs should be added 
to syntactic pattern B, class 7, in which -horn- 'smear1 occurs with 
one object, but this time with inanimate object of material used (M), 
and the following lexical entry should be made:
Ag. B. 8. [Ag ----M (I) (L)]
This verb has already been classified under syntactic pattern B with 
class 1 verbs with object #1 occurring as inanimate fixed object 
(0). Now this further classification completes the base-verb 
description of -horn- in its role as a two-nominal verb.
Also, since object #1 of class 2 verbs has been termed object 
of 'purpose' (P), another lexical entry for syntactic pattern jB 
should be made for class 7 verbs as followss
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-niin - 'climb for1 Ag. B, 7. [Ag — - P (I) (L)j 
See. p. 101,
3.24* Clauses of Subgroups of Agentive Verbs
3.241, Ergative Clauses
3.2411, Syntactic Pattern A
As has been stated, ergative clauses are affiliations of
agentive clauses in which occur verbs capable of particular patterns
of behavior. Some ergative verbs are capable of occurring in one
affiliation only, and others in two. This fact indicates that there
are two classes of verbs, but the number of constituent members
within the ergative clause may be the same. Differences are a
matter of arrangement. For example, the syntactic patterns of class
1 verbs are as follows:
S -» NP + V + NP ag ag nom
S, -> NP + V(.com. nom erg)
3.24111. Grammatical Component 
The agentive clause in which verbs of this class occur provides 
for these core elements:
subject + ergative verb + object #1 + object #2 
Sample Sentence
% /  A  #
Omwami achaaka omuse (nende amashieesi).
Chief he-begins council meeting (with greetings).
Syntactic behavior for these verbs is the same as for verbs of
class 1 in syntactic pattern B (pp. 94-98), i.e. object #1 is the
OP type:
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Akuchaaka (ninako). - He it begins (with them--greetings).
Object #1 can occur as grammatical subject in the passive 
construction:
The agentive subject is animate. Both objects are always 
inanimate. Because object #1 may occur as grammatical subject in 
the ergative affiliation^a special name has been assigned to it 
by grammarians, i.e. nominative NP.
In the ergative affiliation, object #1 occurs as the grammati­
cal subject, SP is in concordia1 agreement with the nominative 
subject, and the verb root remains unchanged. ^ ag an  ^PNPj do not 
occur. Thus the core elements provided for in this pattern of 
ergative affiliation are: (Nominative) subject + verb.
Sample Sentence:
Class JL
Omuse kuchaalcanga. - The council meeting it is beginning. 
Pronominal affiliation
Only the SP sequential affiliation is possible:
The grammatical schema for the agentive clause of these verbs 
is the same as for class 1 verbs of syntactic pattern B, and the 
lexical entries also, on pp. 94-98.. But the sketch for the 
ergative affiliation of these verbs is as follows.
0.0 Simple Ergative Base-Verb Shape -*
tv i . , ComwamiKuchaakwa nende < ■ '
Kuchaalcanga. - It is beginning.
Nominative Subject Base-Verb Shape
(Class 1)
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
Ill
1.0 Nominative subjects
^Receiver of the Proces s}{- animate 3 + #
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Nominative subject ~>
\ Receiver of the Process? nProcess SubjectrHClass IV + Base-Verb
* J ^  Jl I shape + #
3.24112. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1 
-teekh- 'cook1
-chaak - 'begin/start' Erg. Ag. A. 1, [Ag N (I) (L)3
In ergative affiliated clauses:
Erg. A. 1. [N---- (L)]
3.2412. Syntactic Pattern B
3.24121. Grammatical Component 
In addition to occurring in a clause of the pattern A type 
described above, the verb teekh- 'cook' proves its ergative multi­
valence by its ability to occur in a second type of ergative 
affiliation. Core elements of this affiliation are these: Agentive
subject + verb + instrumental object. The agentive syntactic 
behavior is the same as shown in the agentive syntactic pattern of 
A above.
Sample Sentence 
Class _1
Mama ateekha (nomulilo omukali). - Mother she-coolcs (with hot fire) 
The subject is animate agentive, and the instrument object 
is inanimate and optional.
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Pronominal affiliation
This clause occurs in the sequential affiliation:
Ateekha ninakwo. - She cooks with it.
This schema for the ergative affiliation shows the rules to be 
added to the grammatical component.
0.0 Simple Ergative Base-Verb Shape ->
Agentive Subject Ergative Verb
 ^ (Class 1)
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Agentive subjectfDoer of the Action ■ animate k + #
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules 
1.0 Agentive subject -*■
Doer of Action + Base-Verb
Shape + #
3.24122. Lexical Entries
1, Verb of class 1
-teekh- 'cook Erg B. 1. [Ag —  (I) (L)]
3.24123. Summary of Lexical Entries of Ergative Verbs
Verb:
-chaak" 'begin/start' Erg. Ag. A. 1. CAg — - N (~K
Erg. A. 1. [N —  (L)] ^
Erg. Ag. A. 1. [Ag —  N (V 
Erg. 1. A. 1. [N —  (L)]
Erg. 2. B. l.[Ag —  (I) . . _
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3.242. Instrumental Clauses 
The one verb (-samb-) occurring in the instrumental affiliation 
has been observed as an obligatorily two-nominal and optionally 
three-nominal verb in agentive syntactic pattern B as a class 3 
verb and as a verb of IP^ in class 5. It was also observed in 
agentive syntactic pattern C as a verb of IP£ in class 3. As an 
obligatorily two-nominal verb in both class 3 and 5 of syntactic 
pattern B, its object is of the OP type, occurring in the sequential 
affiliation, or in a mixed affiliation when PNPj occurs concurrently 
with object #1.
In syntactic pattern C, it may occur in mixed affiliations, 
and in all these patterns and classes it can occur in passive affilia­
tions .
3.2421. Syntactic Pattern A
3.24211. Grammatical Component 
Syntactic pattern A provides for these core elements:
(Instrument) subject + Verb + object #1 
Sample Sentences 
Class _1
a* Omulilo kusamba omwana. - Fire it-burns child, 
b* Omulilo kusamba inzu. - Fire it-burns house.
The object may be animate or inanimate. The subject is 
always instrumental.
Pronominal affiliations
Object #1 is of the OP type:
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Ku A“" ........ .samba. - It (fire ^ itm (tiSuse^ burns.
Passive affiliations also occur:
il^O^yi'i faende omulilo). - f^use itj is bein§ burned
C  J  ^ (with fire).
The following sketch illustrates the rules to be added to the
grammatical component.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 ->
^Receiver of the Action^ <|+ animate^ + #
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -*■
^Receiver of Action^ | ^Instrument Subject^ i^ Class 1^ + Base-
Verb Shape -f-----1- #
3.24212. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-sjmb- 'burn1 Instr. A. 1. Cl  —  C°XO) (L)3
3.2422. Syntactic Pattern B
3.24221. Grammatical Component 
Syntactic pattern B provides for these core elements: 
(Instrument) subject + verb + object #1 + object #2 
Sample Sentence 
Class 1
Omulilo kusamba omwana amakhono. - Fire it-burns child's hands. 
The subject is the instrument. Object #1 is animate possessor 
of object #2, and object #2 is inanimate body part. Therefore, the 
two objects form objects of IP2 *
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Pronomina1 affiliations
Object #1 is the OP type:
Kumusamba amakhono. - It burns his hands.
Clausal affiliations
Either object may occur as grammatical subject in the passive
affiliation, but with differences:
^ # *
jOmwana asambwa amakhono } , v . .. n  ......./"a— TTT — , ' *■'— ; T r (nomulilo). Child s hands are/Amakhono komwana kasambwa I . . . ^C. J being burned (.with fire).
The following semantic/syntactic subcategorization rules obtain
for the rules to be added to the grammatical component.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object $1
^Possessor of Object #2^ animate^ + #
2.0 Object #2 *-*•
^Receiver  ^of the Actions i- animate v + #
body partj
General Semantic/Syntactic Subca tegor iza tion Rules
1.0 Object #1 ->
^Possessor of Object #5^  ^ Instrument Subject^ ^ Class 1^ +
Base-Verb Shape H —— I* Object #2 + #
2.0 Object #2 -*
^ReceiverpS(j of Actioi^ || ^ Instrument Subjec tj £da ss 1^ +
Base Verb Shape 4- Object #1 + * P #
3,24222. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-samb- 'burn' Instr. B. 1-[I---  G 0 (L)H
3.23223. Summary of Lexical Entries of Instrumental Verbs
Verb:
-samb- 'burn' Ag. B. 3. CAg —  (D) (0) (I) (L)
Instr. A. 1. Cl 
Instr. B. 1. Cl
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0 (1) (L)35.
3.
This concludes the description of agentive base-verbs in this 
study.
3.3a Entailing Clauses 
3.31, Syntactic Pattern A
3.311. Grammatical Component
Syntactic pattern A provides for these core elements: subject
+ verb + object #1.
Sample Sentences:
Class 1
f *
Ljloba liatikha tsinzafwa. - Ground it-crabks cracks.
Class 2
* /
a. Omukhasi araatsa amatsavi. - Woman she-bleeds blood.
h. Isiongo viraatsa amatsi. - Waterpot it-leaks water.
Both objects are co-ordinate objects, inanimate. They are 
neither OP nor locS types and, therefore, do not occur in pronominal 
affiliations, but the subject may occur in a SP affiliation.
Clausal affiliation. Object #1 may occur as a fronted gram­
matical subject in the entailing affiliation in an interchange of 
positions with NP^ of the referent sentence. In this affiliation, 
NP^ in the object position to the right of the verb occurs as a 
locative NP; SP is in concordia1 agreement with the new subject, 
and the verb radical remains unchanged:
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a. Liloba liatikha tsinzafwa. - Ground it-cracks cracks.
b. Tsinzafwa tsiatikha mwiioba. - Cracks they-crack in ground.
Object #1 of class 1 verbs is the fixed object.
It will be termed the 'co-ordinate receiver' of the process (Pc(0
of the action indicated by the verb and,, therefore, performs a co­
ordinate actor case function (Act^ ). The subject locNP is 
directional locative (l^)» but these verbs do not tolerate locNP's 
in subject position.
The following schema shows the semantic/syntactic subcategori­
zation rules to be added to the grammatical component.
0.0 Simple Base-Verb Shapes -*
( Locativei-Subiect Base-Verb Shape )
\ (Class 1) /
I Locative^-Subject Base-Verb Shape \
(Class 2) J
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Subject ->
identified by the verb, and NP^ (particularly in its entailed 
position as locNP) indicates the locus of the action (L^). 
Object #1 of class 2 verbs will be termed the 'co-ordinate doer
of the Actior
of the Actior' ) I - animate^
II- 3
2.0 Object #1 -»
Co-ordinate Receiver of the Process
Co-ordinate Receiver of the Action ) /+ animate
animate
+ #
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.1 Object #1 -3
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("----------------   j-i---------------1
Co-ordinate Receiver of Process] (Locative- Subject^ (class 1
r \ tiCo-ordinate Actor of Action \ /Locative^ SubjectJ/Class 2,2 __
1_____________ ^__ I t---------------- 1
+ Base-Verb Shape H 1 #
3,312a Lexical Entries
1, Verbs of Class 1
-atikh- 'crack' Ent. A, 1, [L -^--- PcG (L)3
2. Verbs of Class 2
-raats- 'bleed/leak1 Ent. A. 2. [L^--- ^Ctc
It can now be seen that these two verbs are not truly descrip* 
tive--as we tentatively thought on p. 91, where they occur in 
syntactic pattern It is only as these verbs are observed in
relationship to the maximum number of nominals possible to them 
that these facts are evident. What have heretofore been termed 
descriptive lexical entries will now be termed verbs of syntactic 
pattern B of entailing verbs, as follows:
1, Verbs of Class 1
-atikh- 'crack1 Ent. B. 1. CL -^- - - (L)3
2. Verbs of Class 2
-raats- 'bleed/leak' Ent. B. 2. CL2 ---- (L)3
3.4. Stative Clauses 
3.41. Syntactic Pattern _A
3.411. Grammatical Component 
Only one verb, -bul- 'not be,' occurs in this pattern. The 
core elements are subject + verb + locS.
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Sample Sentence:
Class JL
a. Omukhaana abulaho. - Girl she-is not here.
b. Omutoka kubulaho. - Motorcar it-is not here.
This is a polysemous verb, and with the semantic inter­
pretation of 'not be' occurs obligatorily with locS in the referent 
sentence. It occurs in no transposed forms, except sequential SP 
affiliation. The subject may be either animate or inanimate.
The following schema identifies the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules for syntactic pattern A, which should be added 
to the grammatical component.
G.O Simple Base-Verb Shape ->
^Stative-Subject Base-Verb Shape 
(Class 1)
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Subject ~»
^Stative Subjec * H + animate + #
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Subject ->
+ Base-Verb Shape + 
locS + #
^Stative Subject^ jj^ — ^ ijciass 1^
3.412 „ Lexical Entries
1, Verbs of Class 1
-bul- 'not be' St. A. 1. *[St ------ Lgt (L) ]
*Since L represents 'stative locative suffix,1 it will be placed 
on the verb underline space near the end.
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3.42* Syntactic Pattern B
3.421. Grammatical Component
Core elements for this pattern are these: subject + verb +
object #1 .
Sample Sentences:
Class JL
a. Omukhasi abula tsingokho. - Woman she-has no chickens.
b. Omukhasi abula obusxe. - Woman she-has no meal.
c. Omutoka kubula omundeleba. - Motorcar it-has no driver.
/  A  f  f
d. Omutoka kubula omupiila. - Motorcar it-has no tyre.
Class 2
Omwana akona tsindoolo. - Child he-sleeps sleep.
Polysemous verb - bul-. when, its ..meaning is ’not have, 1 requires 
an object. The subject and object HP's may be either animate or inani­
mate. The position assumed here, with the knowledge that there are 
differences of opinion (see Lyons, 1969, pp. 301, 390-395), is that 
the ’have not' verb -bul- is a negative verb of state or condition, 
the subject being stative and the object being dative or objective 
in case function.
Only two verbs (-kon- 'sleep' and t?lwal- 'be/become sick') 
occur in class 2. The subject is obligatorily animate and is the 
item in which the process or condition identified by the verb takes 
place. Therefore, the subjects will be termed 'stative process' 
subjects.
The object of class 2 verbs is obligatorily inanimate. It is 
a co-ordinate object: 'sleeping sleep,' 'sick a sickness.'
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Glauses in which these stative verbs occur (i.e. verbs of 
class 1 and 2 of syntactic pattern B), do not occur in any pro­
nominal or other affiliations, except the sequential SP affiliation.
The following sketch indicates the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules for syntactic pattern B to be added to the 
grammatical component.
0.0 Simple Base-Verb Shapes-*
Stative Process-Subject Base-Verb Shape
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1
Possessed Item in the Condition) [ + animate
+ animate
Forma1 Realization of Co-ordinate Obiect
1,0 Object #1 -*
^Nominal| Simple Stative Base-Verb Shape H f #
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -*■
Possessed Item in Condition
Stative Co-ordinate Object in Process
Stative
+ Stative negative
Base-Verb Shape -----+ #
3,422* Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-bill- 'not have St. B. 1. * [St— _ (Dst X 0 Bt) (L)]
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*St = Stative, D  ^= animate stative object, 0  ^= inanimate stative ’ st J ’ st
object, Pcst = process-stative, C = stative co-ordinate object,
2. Verbs of Class 2
-lwal- 'be/become sick' St. B. 2. CPco1______C . (L)3
S L S t
-kon- 'sleep’
3.5. Conclusion
In this chapter the largest unit of description has been the 
sentence of the uni-clause, uni-verbal type, following the classi­
fication of verbs into four general clause types and two subtypes:
(1) Descriptive, (2) Agentive (with subtypes: (a) ergative and
(b) instrumental), (3) Entailing, and (4) Stative. A further division 
yielded syntactic patterns (i.e. number of NP's occurring within 
clause types). A still further subdivision within syntactic 
patterns classified verbs according to kinds of NP's (i.e. animate/ 
inanimate, meaning; etc.) with which they could be associated 
semantically, Word order was also found to be important. A final 
classification was the semantic-syntactic role of each NP associated 
with a verb in a syntactic pattern. These constraints yielded the 
following results:
3*51. Descriptive Glauses
1. One syntactic pattern
2. Two verb classes based on ability or inability to imperativize
3. One NP--the subject NP--of two kinds: Actor and Process
4. Case functions: (a) Actor and (b) Process
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3.52„ Agentive Clauses
1. Three syntactic patterns and two subgroups, one (the 
ergative) occurring in one syntactic pattern as agentive 
and one as ergative; and in the second subgroup (the 
instrumental) occur four syntactic patterns, two agentive 
and two instrumental.
2. Fourteen verb classes and two subclasses were distinguish­
able (based on optionality and/or obligatoriness of 
occurrence of kinds and number of NP's and affiliations) 
from three types of syntactic patterns and four patterns 
in the subclasses.
3. The subject of all general classes was found to be agentive. 
In the subclasses was one agentive, two nominative, and
one instrumental.
4. Syntactic patterns varied as follows according to kinds 
and number of NP's and according to optionality and 
obligatoriness of each:
Syntactic Pattern 
and No. of NP's
Kinds of NP1s, obligatoriness and 
optionality of occurrence
a. A- - 2 Subject + object
b. B--3 Subject + object + ENPj-
Subject + Obj. #1 + Obj. #2 + PNP-,.c. C— 4
Erg.
A— 1 Subject (agentive/nominative)
B— 1-2 Subject ± ENPj/NPj^
Inst.— 2-3
A— 2
B— 3
Subject (instrumental)
Subject + object #1
Subject + object #1 + object #2
Note: In their agentive syntactic patterns, ergative
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verbs occur in syntactic pattern B, and instrumental verbs 
occur in patterns B and C.
5. Case functions represented
a. Subject: Agentive (and Nominative and Instrumental)
b. Objects:
Syntactic Pattern
A: D, 0, (+ L -- This occurs in all)
B: D, 0, I, L, G, M, C, P
C: B, D, 0, I, G, M, C, P, L
Ergative: N
Instrumental: D, 0, G
Note: See pp. 284-285 for abbreviations.
It was found that in agentive clauses, together with their 
subclasses, eleven case functions are identifiable:
Agentive, nominative, instrumental, dative, objective (the 
inanimate counterpart of animate dative), obligatory 
locative, benefactive, genitive, purpose, co-ordinate, 
material, and the optional locative common to all types 
of clauses. These case functions may be added to the actor
and process case functions found in descriptive clauses. Case 
functions determined so far total thirteen.
3.53 Entailing Clauses
1. Two syntactic patterns
2. Four verb classes based on types of locatives and objects
■occurring in syntactic patterns, and on features of
animacy and/or inanimacy of NP's.
3. These verbs occur in two syntactic patterns: (A) S — ^
subject + verb + object, and (B) S — ^subject + verb.
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4. Case functions
a. Subject: and L2
b. Objects: Co-ordinate - Actor (Act^ )
Co-ordinate - Process (Pc^ )
Four subcategories of case functions have now been determined.
3.54* Stative Clauses
1. Two syntactic patterns occur
2. Verbs are classified according to kinds and number of 
NP's with which they can be associated in these syntactic 
patterns:
Syntactic Pattern Kinds of NP's and
and No. of NP1s obligatoriness of occurrence
a. A--1 + locS Subject + locS (-h6  )
b. B-2 Subject + object #1
3. Case functions
a. Subject: Stative (St), Processgt (Pcgt)
b. Objects: (According to syntactic pattern)
A: locS (Lstl)
B: Dst> °st» Cst
Six more subcategories of case functions have now been determined,
making a total.of thirteemcase functions :andstendsiibcategories of 
case functions'^  -
The classifications of verbs according to clause types, syn­
tactic patterns, semantic features of animacy and/or inanimacy-- 
and others, and case functions of kinds of NP's with which they can 
be associated, yield for base verbs a description adequate for 
the grammatical component and for proper lexical entries (i.e. 
lexical entries which indicate the context of the grammatical
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component). These factors will be observed in the analysis of these 
same verbs occurring in their various extended forms in syntactic 
patterns in the chapters which will follow. Comparisons and con­
trasts will be noted, as well as new factors which may occur.
3.55. Summary of Facts of Base Verbs
Testing base verbs according to the specified criteria produced 
these results:
3.56, Descriptive Clauses
A. Kinds of verbs
1. There were eight uni-nominal verbs
2. Some verbs proved to be polysemous. With one meaning they 
occurred, for example, in descriptive clauses; with the
other they occurred in other clause types or in other syntactic 
patterns. There were six such verbs occurring in descriptive 
clauses: -kon- 'sleep/lie down,' -lol- ’see, 1 -hulil- 'hear,'
-onoon- 'sin/spoil, 1 -ilulch- 'run, 1 -huny- 'smell (bad),' and 
others in agentive clauses,
3. Other verbs were found to be multivalent, occurring in 
syntactic patterns of only one nominal + verb, and again in 
multi-nominal patterns of other clause types, for example, 
-reeb-, 'ask,' -saab- 'wash,' -horn- 'smear (mud).'
B. Syntactic patterns
There was only one basic syntactic pattern (i.e. subject NP 
+ verb) with two variations: Actor subjects with imperativizing
verbs and process subjects with nonimperativizing verbs.
C. Case Functions
Two case functions were identified: Actor (Act) and process
(Pc). It was later established that the subjects of referent 
sentences in which the verbs -raats- 'bleed/leak' and -atikh-
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'crack' occur do not fulfill the case functions of actor and 
process subjects in the same ways other subjects of verbs occurring 
in the descriptive group do. The syntactic patterns in which they 
occur can be the same as those of descriptive verbs (i.e. subject 
+ verb), but the case functions are locative, rather than actor 
or process. Also, a permutation of NP's (when two NP's occur) 
is possible with these verbs, and not with descriptive verbs.
They can, then, be said to be descriptive verbs only in so far as 
they may occur in the same type of syntactic patterns, i.e. one 
nominal + verb; but as far as case function is concerned, they 
belong to the entailing group and were finally placed in that 
classification,
3.57* Agentive Clauses
A. Kinds of verbs
1. There were 50 agentive verbs.
2. Nine were polysemous: those in the descriptive group which
were polysemous, plus three agentive verbs: -lind- 'wait for/
watch over,' (minimum two-nominal and maximum three, depending 
upon meaning); -niin- 'climb/climb for,' (minimum two-nominal 
and maximum four); and -lond- 'follow,' (minimum two-nominal, 
maximum three).
3. Forty-six are multivalent, occurring in more than one type 
of syntactic pattern, most of them in the agentive group.
4. Two verbs (-chaak- 'begin' and -teekh- 'cook' occur as a 
subgroup of agentive verbs: Ergative.
5. One verb (-samb- 'burn') occurs in another subgroup of 
agentive verbs: Instrumental.
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6 . Four verbs are univalent: -bis- 'hide,' -chxng- 'carry,'
-yil-. 'take, 1 4eer- 'bring,' occurring only as two-nominal 
verbs.
B. Syntactic patterns
Typical of agentive non-transposed clauses is an agentive 
subject--usually-animate--and one or two obligatory, fixed objects, 
either of which is capable of sequential affiliations or--in the 
case of two fixed objects--of mixed Affiliations, and a verb 
which is capable of occurring in the passive form in the passive 
affiliation. Possible also are affiliations of the two subgroups 
of verbs
Agentive: These verbs occur in three syntactic patterns with
five or six subclassifications of verbs according to their 
ability or inability to be associated with animate and/or in­
animate NP's--or with other types of object NP's, such as co­
ordinate, locative, or IP, and so on, objects.
3.571.. Subgroup 1: Ergative. Ergative verbs occur in one or two
syntactic patterns, depending upon the verb type, for example:
an agentive clause of the pattern Subject 4- Verb + NPnom +
PNPj may occur as an ergative affiliation of the pattern (1 )
Subject NP + Verb, or (2) Subject + Verb + PNPT. (See J nom ’ J — I
pp. 221-223.)
3.572* Subgroup 2: Instrumental. Instrumental verbs may occur in
two syntactic patterns: (1 ) in two basic agentive clauses
(i.e. a: NP + V + NP ,. + PNPT; b: NPQ„ + V + NP„ + NP — ag a/r — — ag a
body part + PNPj; (2 ) and in two instrumental affiliations:
(i.e. a.: NPX + V + NPa/..; b: NPj + V + NPa + NP body part).
In affiliation _a there is one object; it may be either animate
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or inanimate; in affiliation b, the combination of two objects 
--an animate object followed by a body part--compose the 
objects of inalienable possession.
C. Gase functions
Eleven case functions in agentive clauses were identified, 
as follows: agentive (Ag), dative (D) (i.e. animate fixed object),
object (0) (i.e. inanimate fixed object), instrumental (I), 
nominative (N) (i.e. ergative object), locative (L), beneficiary 
(B), inalienable possession: genitive possessor (G) + body part 
(0), material used (M), co-ordinate (C), and purpose (P).
3.58* Entailing Clauses
A. Kinds of verbs
% *
There are two entailing verbs: -raats«'bleed/leak' and -atikh-
'crack'.
1. The verb -raats- 'bleed/leak' may be associated either with an 
animate or inanimate locative subject NP--minus the locative 
prefix in subject position.
2. The verb -atikh- 'crack' is associated only with an inanimate 
locative subject NP-~again minus the locative prefix in 
subject position.
3. These verbs occur in the entailing affiliation, and it is 
in this transposed form of the clause that the subject NP's 
(now obligatorily in a position to the right of the verb) 
occur obligatorily in the shape of locNP (i.e. class 1,
-atikh-. as an L^--locational--locNP, and class 2, -raats- 
as an L2 — directional--locNP. The NP2 of the referent 
clauses occurs as fronted grammatical subject in the entailing
affiliation and fulfills the case function of co-ordinate- 
process for verbs of class 1 and of co-ordinate-actor for 
verbs of class 2. No pronominal affiliations occur, except 
SP sequential affiliation.
B. Syntactic patterns
One syntactic pattern occurs: Subject + Verb + NP2 , and
another, formerly classed as descriptive, was identified: 
subject + entailing verb.
C. Case functions
Two case functions were identified: The locational locative
(L-^) and the directional locative (I^); additionally, the coor- 
'dinate^process and co-ordinate-actor case functions are operative 
as NP^ of referent sentences.
3.59s Stative Clauses
A. Kinds of verbs
1. One polysemous verb (-bul- 'not be/not have') occurs.
2. Two multivalent verbs occur (-Icon- 'sleep/lie down1 and
-Iwal- 'be/become ill1; -Icon- 'sleep with' is a second 
meaning of this polysemous verb).
B. Syntactic patterns
There are three syntactic patterns.
1. The verb -bul- occurs in two syntactic patterns, one to
each meaning: (a) Subject + Verb + locS -ho for the
meaning 'not be* (i.e. 'not be here/not be present'). (b) 
Subject + Verb + Object for the meaning 'not have.' The 
two other verbs -Icon- and -Iwal- occur in syntactic pattern 
(b) also.
2, No affiliations occur with any of these verbs, except SP 
sequential affiliation.
C. Case functions
The stative function (St) was identified with stative 
modifications of some case functions: locative-stative (Lst),
process-stative subject (Pcgt), stative-dative (Dst), stative- 
objective (Dgt), and stative-co-ordinate (Cgt).
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CHAPTER 4 
INTRODUCTION TO VERBAL EXTENSIONS
4.0. Introductory
It was stated on page one of the 'Notes for the Introduction 
to Thesis'(p. 288) that if a verb root cannot be contracted, it is 
a minimal root; if it can, it is an extended form, for it is 
possible to suffix certain particles to Shisa minimal verb roots, 
whereby the meaning and the syntactic behavior of the verb is 
commonly altered, i.e. 'extended. 1 Such verb forms are termed 
'extended' verb roots, and the suffixes themselves are termed verbal 
'extensions.' These verbal extensions form a very large and 
important part of the Shisa language, in which there are fifteen 
distinguishable, productive extensions. As with base-verb 
sentences, the sample sentences will be termed 'referent' sentences.
Nine of these extensions (termed here (1) 'benefactive,'
(2) 'instrumental,' (3) 'locative,' (4) reciprocal,' (5) 'back-and- 
forth,' (6 ) 'comitative,' (7) 'neuter,' (8 ) 'passive,' and (9) 
'causative') commonly affect both the semantic and the syntactic 
behavior of the verb. The others are characterized by differences 
in semantic interpretation, rather than by changes in syntax. The 
first six of the extensions listed above will be treated in this 
analysis, with the passive extension being employed as one of the 
criteria for classifying verbs and clauses.
The variety of behavior patterns associated with a single 
shape gives rise to the conviction that there are probably two or
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three homophonous extensions occurring in some shapes. For example, 
in the extension shape -il-/-el-, three distinct sets of syntactic 
behavior patterns occur. Another set of such extensions has the 
characteristic shape of -an-.
Each extension of these sets of three will be treated as a 
separate extension, for example the extensions occurring in the -il-/ 
-el- set will be treated as these three extensions: (1 ) benefactive,
(2) instrumental, and (3) locative. Those occurring in the -an- set 
will be treated as (1) reciprocal, (2) back-and-forth, and (3) 
comitative. The passive extension will be considered with each of 
these six as the analysis proceeds.
The verbal extension shapes to be considered here are listed 
below, together with their Roman numeral lexical symbols, their 
names (as they are here termed), and general meanings of each.
Lexical
Symbol
Characteristic
Shapes Name Meaning
* I -il_-/-e_l- Benefactive 'to/for/from/of’
m*
-il-/-el- Instrumental 'with1
*HI -il-/-el- Locative 'in/by/on/at/etc
IV -an- Reciprocal 'each other'
V -an- Back-and-forth 'b ack-and-for th/
VI -an- Comitative
alternatively' 
'along (take/
br ing)
*Note: Starred forms are governed by the rules of vowel harmony
(See pp. 313-4, Appendix II).
From the lists given above, the various extensions can be 
identified in terms of three criteria: (1 ) a general shape, (2 )
assignable meaning(s), and additionally, (3 ) syntactic-semantic 
behavior. Generally speaking, no one criterion can suffice, for
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any one of these criteria occurs occasionally with base verbs, but 
no base verb occurs with all three concurrently; for example: The
verb of the shape -si.njil- 'stand up' has an ending identical with
that of a dissyllabic verb in the benefactive, instrumental, or
locative extension, but it is a base-verb form. The verb -h- 'give' 
is associated obligatorily with a benefactive object, but it is not 
in the shape of a benefactive extended verb. Also, -h~ is associated 
with a second object, just as a verb in the benefactive or instru­
mental extension behaves, but the shape is that of a base verb. It
is, therefore, necessary that all three criteria be present in
identifying verbal extensions.
The function of an extension can commonly be correlated with 
the capacity of the extended verbal to be associated with (1 ) an 
extra object (the object of the extension.--The object of the base 
verb, where one occurs, often remains.), (2 ) one object less, or
(3) the same number of objects.
Guthrie (1962, p. 205) terms the extra object, the one associ­
ated with the extension, the direct object, and the corresponding 
direct object of the base verb a 'fixed' object. This analysis 
agrees with this view, but since case functions are also being 
investigated, these objects will be analyzed a step further and 
assigned terms according to the semantic/syntactic roles they play 
in association with the verb. For example, the object of an exten­
sion may perform the benefactive, instrumental, reciprocal, and so 
on, case function and will be termed accordingly.
With some extensions the object may be either a nominal or its 
sequential affiliative co-referent OP/locS. With others, the object 
is characterized neither by a nominal nor OP/locS. Rather, it is
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the extension itself with a semantic interpretation and syntactic 
alterations which indicate the occurrence of the extra object, for 
example:
Tsuma aboha Dobi. - Tsuma he-ties up Dobi.
Dobi aboha Tsuma. - Dobi he-ties up Tsuma.
Dobi nende Tsuma babohana. - Dobi and Tsuma they-tie each other
up.
In this case the two objects of two sentences have become 
fronted grammatical subjects, with the extension being a plural 
object occurring as a type of sequential affiliation, substituting 
for the, now fronted, nominal objects: Tsuma and Dobi. In the
extended form of the verb, the subject is plural (two nominals), SP 
is plural (ba- 'they’), and the extension object will be considered 
to be plural-~and here termed 'each other.'
With some verbs the base verb is associated with an object 
nominal, or its sequential affiliation, but in the extended form no 
object occurs, for example:
Omundu afunga omuliango. - Man he-locks door (base verb),
Omuliango kufunjiishe. - Door it-is locked (extended verb).
This might be termed a type of ergative affiliation. In this kind 
of extension, the object nominal of the base verb becomes fronted 
grammatical subject of the extended form.
In some extensions (not described in this analysis) the ex­
tended verb has the capacity to support the same number (and often 
the same kinds) of objects as do their base-verb counterparts.
Other verbs are associated with a certain number of nominals in 
their base forms and with the same number of nominals (but of dif­
ferent kinds) in the extended forms. These are exceptional and
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will be discussed in those chapters in which the particular exten­
sions involved are presented.
In the extension descriptions in the following chapters, verbs 
will be analyzed within clause divisions according to the same 
criteria employed in classifying base verbs, i.e. according to
1 . the number and kinds of nominals with which verbs can be 
associated in the particular extension under consideration
2 . the capacity to occur in sequential or mixed affiliations
3. the capacity to occur in clausal affiliations, i.e. passive, 
entailing, or other
4. Semantic features of animacy/inanimacy
5. the semantic/syntactic role of NP's
Also, sub-divisions of all extended-verb clauses into syntactic 
patterns with the grammatical component and lexical entries of each 
and of verbs according to their association with animate/inanimate 
objects, as well as the case functions performed by the various 
NP's, will continue to be observed in all verbal-extension chapters.
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CHAPTER 5 
THE BENEFACTIVE EXTENSION
5.0. Introduction
It was asserted on page 134 that an extension can be identi­
fied according to three criteria: (1 ) a general shape, (2 ) assign­
able meaning(s), and (3) syntactic/semantic behavior. In the 
benefactive extension two extension shapes occur, -il-/-el- 
(depending upon the rules of vowel harmony), with various patterns 
of syntactic behavior. One particular set of behavior patterns can 
be seen in the following sentences.
1. Omwayi aboha ing1ombe nende omukoye.
Herdboy he-ties cow with rope.
*2. Omwayi aboyela ing'ombe nende omukoye.
Herdboy he-ties-for cow with rope.
*3. Omwayi aboyela omukhasi ing1ombe omukoye.
Herdboy he-ties-for woman cow rope.
4. Omwayi aboyela omukhasi ing1ombe nende omukoye.
Herdboy he-ties-for woman cow with rope.
Sentence 1 is a base-verb sentence, which is acceptable to the 
Bashisa. The pattern is
S - N P + V + N P  + PNP.
Sentence 2 consists of the same pattern, except that the verb 
is in the -il-/-el- extended form. It is not acceptable to the 
Bashisa. Sentence three adds a new object (omukhasi) and changes 
the PNP to NP. This sentence is also unacceptable. But sentence 
4 adds the new object (omukhasi) and retains the PNP. This is now 
acceptable. These facts indicate that some sort of relationship 
exists between the verbal extension -el- and the new object omukhasi.
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This new object is animate obligatorily. It follows the verb 
immediately and precedes the fixed object, which may be animate or 
inanimate:
Omwayi aboyela omukhasi ing'ombe nende omukoye.
Herdboy he-ties-for woman cow with rope.
Omwayi aboyela omukhasi tsilchwl nende omukoye.
Herdboy he-ties-for woman firewood with rope.
The final object is in the shape of PNP and is the instrumental 
object, which has already been identified. The new object may not 
occur without the fixed object. These facts conform to the criteria 
set up earlier for the benefactive object (p. 1 0 1 ); therefore, it 
will here be termed the 'benefactive object,' and the extension will 
be termed the 'benefactive extension.'
The benefactive concept is not always present in the benefactive 
extension. Sometimes it is disadvantageous, or 'away from,' or 'of,' 
or 1about,' rather than simply 'to' or 'for' the object concerned.
For example:
Mukayisi achoonyeele Makokha. would be translated in English 
as'Mulcayisi is tired of (not 'tired to/for') Malcokha. 1
These facts have so far been established: Verbs which occur
in this extended form are commonly associated with a new, an addi­
tional, object. This new object is obligatory with the benefactive 
extension; it co-occurs with the fixed object (i.e. in clauses in 
which a fixed object occurs); it is obligatorily animate, occurs in 
referent sentences only in the position immediately following the 
extended verb as object #1 .
It has not yet been established what type of object it is, 
whether OP, locS, or some other kind possibly. It is not yet known 
if it occurs in affiliations and if it does, in what kinds it
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occurs: Sequential, mixed, passive, or others. It is not yet
known whether all verbs can occur in this extension, nor what the 
behavior is for the various types of clauses in which benefactive 
extended verbs occur. Such features as animacy, obligatoriness, 
and word order need further investigation, and this will now be 
done.
5.1. Descriptive Verbs in Benefactive Extended Shape
5.11. Syntactic Pattern
5.111. Grammatical Component
Core elements of syntactic pattern A-^ are these: subject +
benefactive verb + object #1 .
Sample Sentence:
Class 1_
Oyaalo asinjilila Papa. - Oyaalo he-stands in for Father.
Verbs of this pattern are of the imperativizing group of 
descriptive verbs: Sinjila! (sing.) Sinjile! (plur.). The follow­
ing constraints obtain for clauses in which these extended verbs 
occur:
Class 1_
Subject: 4- animate, actor of the action indicated by the verb
Object: 4- animate, benefactive receiver of the action identi­
fied by the verb 
Pronominal affiliation
The object is of the OP-type and occurs in the sequential affil­
iation:
Amusinjilila. - He for him (Father) stands in.
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Clausal affiliation
The object may occur as fronted grammatical subject in the 
passive construction with the NP subject of the referent sentence 
occurring obligatorily as PNP in a position to the right of the 
verb, which occurs in the passive extended form.
Papa asinjililwa nende Oyaalo. - Father he-is being repre-
The following sketch indicates the rules governing the 
semantic/syntactic operations for the proper production of sentences 
in benefactive syntactic pattern A]_:
0.0 Simple Benefactive Shapes -+
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -*■
^Benefactive Receiver of the Action^ £+ animate ^  + # 
Formal Realization of Benefactive Object
1.0 Object #1 -*■
sented by Oyaalo.
Actor-Subject Benefactive Shape
(Class 1)
Nominal
Object Prefi:
Simple Benefactive Shape + + $
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.1 Object #1
^Benefactive Receiver of Action Actor Subject
+ Benefactive Shape +
5.112. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-slnjilil- ’stand in for' 
-reebel- ’ask for’
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-home1 - 1 smear for1
-sfromel- 'read to/for'
-boolel- 'speak/talk to' I. Des. A^ . 1. [Act ___  B (L)]
5.12. Syntactic Pattern A7
5.121. Grammatical Component
Core elements of syntactic pattern A2 are the same as for A-^: 
subject 4- benefactive verb + object #1.
Sample Sentences:
Class 1_
a. Mukayisi achoonyeele Maltokha,
Mukayisi he-has become tired of Makokha,
b. Mukayisi achoonyeele emilimo;,
Mukayisi he-has become tired of work.
Verbs of this pattern are of the non-imperativizing group. The 
following constraints obtain for clauses in which these extended 
forms occur:
Class 1_
Subject: + animate, and will be termed the process receiver
of the process described by the verb
Object: + animate, and will here be termed the disadvantaged 
benefactive receiver of the process indicated by the 
verb.
Affiliations
Verbs occurring in this syntactic pattern occur in .the same 
kinds of pronominal and clausal affiliations as those in syntactic 
pattern A^.
The following schema indicates the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules to be added to the grammatical component.
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0.0 Simple Benefactive Shapes -»
(Process-Subject Benefactive Shape j
(Class 1) J
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -*■
j*Dis advantaged Benefactive Receiver of the Action^ animatej
+ #
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.1 Object #1
^Benefactive Receiver of Action I H  Process Subject^
£ (Class l)^  4- Benefactive Shape + _____ 4 #
5.122. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-chbonvel- 'get tired of I. Des. A2 . 1. [Pc   B (L)]
5.2. Agentive Verbs in Benefactive Extended Shape
5.21. Syntactic Pattern A
5.211. Grammatical Component 
Core elements of this pattern are these: subject + benefactive
verb + object # 1  + object #2 .
Sample Sentences:
Class 1
a* Kuukhu abisiile abaana orupaka.
Grandmother she-hid kittens for children.
b, Kuukhu abisiile abaana amaramwa.
Grandmother she-hid bananas for children.
The subjects are obligatorily animate. Object #1 is bene­
factive receiver of the action identified by the verb. Object #2
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is the fixed receiver of the action indicated by the verb and may be 
animate or inanimate.
Pronominal affiliations
These sentences occur in mixed affiliations of the OP-NP type:
i she
^ bisiile Cor-u?^ka? au  ^ffor them (children) hid kittens}
Clausal affiliations
These sentences also occur in passive affiliations as follows
— 'I bisiilwe (nende Kudkhu),(Orupaka ru \ “-------  / abaana f  v----- '
[ S ^ t S r ]  they were hidden [fofchildren^ (by Grandmother).
The following sketch illustrates the semantic/syntactic rules 
involved in the production of sentences occurring in syntactic 
pattern B.
0.0 Simple Benefactive Shapes -»
(Agentive-Subject Benefactive Shape 
(Class 1)
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -*
^Beneficiary of the Action^ animate ^  + #
2.0 Object #2 -+
^Receiver of the Action^ animate^ + #
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.1 Object #1 ->
^Beneficiary of Action^ || £Agentive Subject^ £ Class 1^ +
Benefactive Shape + ____ 4- Object #2 + #
2.1 Object #2 -*•
^Receiver of Action^ || ^Agentive Subject^ ^Class 1^ +
Benefactive Shape + Object #1 + _____ + #
5.212. Lexical Entries
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1. Verbs of Class 1
-bisil- 'hide for'
-chxnjil- 'carry for'
-yilil- 'take (to a place) for'
-leerel- 'bring to/for'
I. Ag. A. 1. [Ag ----  B (D j 0) (L)]
5.22. Syntactic Pattern B
5.221. Grammatical Component 
Syntactic pattern B provides for these core elements: subject
+ benefactive verb + object # 1  + object #2 + object #3.
Sample sentences:
Class 1_
Okuyuchi arechela Kuukhu omubero (nende olusaala).
Okuyuchi he-sets trap for Grandmother (with stick).
Class 2
a. Omukhalna aboyela omukhasi ing'ombe (nende omukoye). 
Girl she-ties for woman cow (with rope).
b. Omukhaana aboyela omukhasi tsikhwi (nende olusaala). 
Girl she-ties for the woman firewood (with rope).
Class 3.
a• Omusxani aniinila omukhas i khumusaala (n5mukoye).
Boy he-climbs for woman in tree (with rope) .
b. Omusxani aniinila omukhasi khupunda (nende omukoye).
Boy he-climbs for woman on donkey (with rope).
Class 4
a. Omusxani aniinila omukhasi omwana (nende omukoye).
Boy he-climbs for woman (to get) child (with rope).
b. Omusxani aniinila omukhasi tsikhwi (nende omukoye).
Boy he climbs for woman (to get) firewood (with rope).
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Glass 5
Omukhaana asaabila nyinawe amakhonoke (nende isaabuuni).
Girl she-washes her hands for her mother (with soap).
Class 6 _
Omukhaana ahomela Kuukhu obutoyi/nobutoyi (nolusaala) .
Girl she smears mud/with mud for Grandmother (with stick).
Class 1_
Sara afwalila omukhasi omwana (nomukhono mulala).
Sara she-puts dress on child for woman (with one hand).
Class 13
Sara afwalila omukhasi ingubo (nomukhono mulala).
Sara she-puts on dress for woman (with one hand).
With verbs of syntactic pattern B in the benefactive extended 
shape, these constraints obtain: All subjects are agentive and
animate. Object #1 in all sentences is benefactive (i.e. it must 
follow the verb immediately, it precedes object #2 , is animate, and 
is the benefactive recipient--of advantage or of disadvantage--of 
the action identified by the verb). Object #2 varies according to 
the verb with which it is associated, i.e. according to the degree 
of multivalence of the verb and types of object NP's co-occurring 
with it. For example, -rechel- 'set (trap) for' is, in its base, 
shape only an obligatorily two-nominal and optionally three-nominal 
verb. In the benefactive extended shape, it may occur only in 
syntactic pattern B, as shown above. On the other hand, -homel- 
'smear (mud)' has a wider range of multivalence. In its base shape, 
it has the capacity to occur in one- (descriptive), two-, three-, 
or four-nominal (all agentive) patterns. Each NP co-occurring with 
it performs a separate and distinct case function, differing from 
the case functions of each of the other co-occurring NP's.
In the two-nominal (optionally three-nominal pattern, it may
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occur with only one of its non-instrument objects--either with 
object #1 , the fixed object (i.e. the receiver of the act of smear­
ing mud) or with object #2 (i.e. the object of material used). The 
position assumed in this study in this type of syntactic pattern 
(i.e. where a verb does not occur in its maximum degree of multi­
valence) is that the verb will be classified in one class when it 
occurs only with object # 1  (of its full multivalent capacity), and 
in another class when it occurs only with object # 2  (of its full 
multivalent capacity).
Since optional PNP^ is common to all these agentive syntactic 
patterns, in which only one of these objects occurs, and has no 
further syntactic distinctiveness in these relationships, it is not 
here given consideration.
In accordance with this stance, the following constraints 
obtain for # 2  objects:
Class 1_: - animate, receiver-^  of the action identified by the verb
+ animate, receive^ of action identified by verb
+ animate, locative receiver of the action
+ animate, object of purpose in the action, may co-occur
with the locative receiver of the action (preceding it) 
in class 3 in a syntactic pattern of greater multivalence. 
Class 5_: - animate, body part (IP^ ) receiver object, co-occurring
with genitive agentive subject 
Class 6_: - animate, object of material used in the action identi­
fied by the verb 
Class 1_% + animate, receive^ of action indicated by verb
Class 8_: - animate, co-ordinate object of action of verb
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4
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Pronominal affiliations
All benefactive objects (i.e. object #1) may occur in mixed 
affiliations as OP or as a nominal co-occurring with OP form of 
object #2 or, in the case of class 3 verbs, as OP with the locS form 
of object #2 :
a. ^  rechela (ninalwo) . - He { ^ r a p j
sets I*traP 1
£for Grandmother^
(with it--stick).
or with class 6 ,
b. A home la |°but:6 yl'/n8 but6 yi) f ninalwiJ) . . she for her
_   ^Kuukhu ^ v  it (mud)
mudsmears
for
/with mud
Grandmother
(with it).
c. Amuniinilakhwo (ninakwo). - He for her climbs it (tree)
(with it--rope).
With object #2 these constraints obtain: With class 3, it may
occur pronominally only as locS, as seen in sentence c above. With 
class 6 , it may occur as OP with object #1 nominal in mixed a ~^ 
filiations. With all other classes, object #2 may occur in mixed 
affiliations with object #1 , as in a above.
Passive affiliations
All sentences except those of class 5 may occur in passive 
affiliations as follows:
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Class 3:
lumusaala Rhu") .
Omusaala ku X nlinilwakhwo omukhas i \nSmusiani / 
Omukhas 1 a niinllwa khumusa&la nomukoyo J
•jlree1766 it^ elided in for woman) Xby boy
I Ti7^ -v»^ rt n h o  T o  n 1  i «iT\a A  •P a v  A t~% 4-<ha a  V I r.rn +-T^ v  A n A  '/Woman she is being climbed for in tree \ Lwith rope 
Class 5:
As will be seen later, IP2  sentences may occur in passive af-- 
filiation (but not IPi) together with benefactive object # 1  with the 
benefactive extended shape of the verb.
Class 6_, ]_} 13:
Only the NP form of object #2 may occur as fronted grammatical 
subject in passive affiliation.
All other classes (including class 6 as modified above) may
occur in passive affiliations as follows:
Kuukhu a*) . _ Cormthem'') ("nende omusiani 7     ^Omubero rechelwa nende olusaala
shel . , . (for trap 7 (by boy
]Trap itj xs einS se Jfor Grandmother^ Jwith stick  ^*
\Grandmother sheb - - s. j ^
The following schema shows the semantic/syntactic subcategori­
zation rules to be added to the grammatical component.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -*•
^Beneficiary of the Action i f  animate ^ + #
2.0 Object #2
fReceiver^ of the Action 
I Receiver2  of the Action 
[Receiver^oc of the Action
Purposive Receiver of the Action
< P\ ReceiverpS(^ of the Action 
IMaterial Receiver used in Action 
I Receiver3 of the Action 
Ico-ordinate object of the Action
- animate 
+ animate 
+ animate
+ animate
F  animate 7 
,|+ body par tC
- animate 
+ animate
- animate J
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3.0 Object #3 -*
^Instrument of the Action^
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules 
X.l Object #1 -+
^Benefactive Receiver of Action^ | J  -^ Agentive Subject J 
^Class 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7^  4- Benefactive Shape + 
+ object #2 + object #3 + #
2.1 Object #2
iReceiver-^  of Action Receiverg of Action 
Receiver^oc of Action 
Purposive Receiver of Action
Receiverpgcj of Action 
Material Receiver used in Action 
Receiver^ of Action
-ordinate object of Action
•jAgentive Subject^
i Class 1 Class 2 Class 3
Class 4 V  + Benefactive Shape + Object #1 + 
Class 5|
Class 6 
Class 7 
Class 8^
+ Object #3 + #
5.222. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-teeshel- 1 cook for'
-malil- 'finish for'
-rechel- 'set (trap) for'
- funachi 1 - 1 bre ale f or'
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-chetel- 'strain for'
-funjil- 'lock for'
"fumbil- 'fold for'
-khuulil- 'pull out for'
-soomel- 'read to/for'
-ilushil- 'run to/for'
-boolel- 'say/talk to'
-chaachil- 'begin for'
-reebel- 'ask about for'
-homel- 'smear (mud) for'
-buulil- 'tell to/for'
-onoonel" 'spoil for' I. Ag. B. 1 [Ag   B 0 (I) (L)]
2. Verbs of Class 2
-ratsil- 'kick for'
-lolel- 'see for'
“kulil- 'buy for'
-remel- 'chop for'
-boyel- 'tie for*
-meetel- 'add for'
-khupil- 'strike for'
-enyel- 'want for'
"18ndel- 'follow for'
-nyalil- 'be able for'
-khaabil- 'hunt for'
-tsomel- 'insert for'
-fuubil- 'throw to/for'
-b&nbil- 'stretch for'
-lindil- 'watch over for'
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-huliilll- 'hear for'
-henjel- 'look for'
-s&mbil- 'burn for'
-khayil- 'refuse for'
-ny56lel- 'find for'
-hunyil- 'smell for'
I. Ag. B. 2. [Ag ----- B (D $ 0) (I) (L)]
3. Verbs of Class 3
-niinil- 'climb s.th. for s.o.'
-hunyil- 'take whiff of for'
I. Ag. B. 3. [Ag _____ B L (I) (L)]
4. Verbs of Class 4
-niinil- 'climb to get for'
I. Ag. B. 4. [Ag    B P (I) (L)]
5. Verbs of Class 5
-s&abil- 'wash (body part) for'
-khuulil- 'pull for'
-boyel- 'tie for'
-henjel- 'look for'
-tsomdl- 'insert for'
I. Ag. B. 5. [G    B 0 (I) (L)]
6. Verbs of Class 6
-homel- 'smear (mud) for'
I. Ag. B. 6. [Ag   B M (I) (L)]
7. Verbs of Class 7
-fwalil- 'dress/put on garment for'
-r&dbel- 'ask for'
I. Ag. B. 7. [Ag ____  B D (I) (L)]
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8. Verbs of Class 8
-fwalil- 'dress for'
-reebel- 'ask for'
-sddmel- 'read for'
-ilushil- 'run for' I. Ag. B. 8, [Ag ____  B C (I) (L)]
Of all base-verbs considered in chapter 3, only the verb -h- 
'give' occurred with a benefactive object in the base-verb associa­
tion. This verb does not occur in the benefactive extension.
5.23. Syntactic Pattern C
5.231. Grammatical Component
Core elements of syntactic pattern C are as follows: subject
+ benefactive verb + object #1 + object #2 + object #3 + object #4. 
Sample Sentences:
Class 1_
a. Omwayi aratsila Dobi ing'ombe tsimbasi (neshilenje eshibli). 
Herdboy he-kicks cow kicks for Dobi (with bad foot).
k ■ Oirrfrdyi aratsila Ddbi omdpiila tsimbasi (neshilenje eshibii). 
Herdboy he-kicks ball kicks for Dobi (with bad foot).
Class 2
a• Dobi aniinila omukhasi omwana khumusaala (nomukoye).
Dobi he-climbs tree for woman (to get) child (with rope).
b• D6bi aniinila omukhasi tsikhwi khumusaala (nomukoye).
Dobi he-climbs tree for woman (to get) firewood (with rope).
c• D6bi aniinila omukhasi omwana khupunda (nomukoye),
Dobi he-dlimbs on donkey for woman (to get) child (with rope)
d. Dobi aniinila omukhasi tsikhwi khupunda (nomukoye),
Dobi he-climbs donkey for woman (to get) firewood (with rope)
Class 3
a. Toma aratsila Dobi ing-ombe omurwe (neshilenje eshibii).
Tom he-kicks cow's head for Dobi (with bad foot).
b. T<5ma aratsila Dobi omutoka omupiila (neshilenje eshibii).
Tom he-kicks car's tires for Dobi (with bad foot).
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Class 4
Awinia ahomela Mama indubi obutoye/nobutoyi (neshisaala).
Awinja she-smears basket for Mother with mud (with stick).
Class 5_
Sara afwalila omukhasi omwanawe ingubo (nomulchono mulala).
Sara she-puts dress on woman's child for her (with one hand).
With verbs of syntactic pattern C in the benefactive extended 
shape, the following constraints obtain: All subjects are animate
and agentive. Object #1 in all sentences is benefactive, conforming 
to the criteria recounted on p. 139. Verbs of the greatest 
multivalence occur in this pattern in their maximum capacity for 
multivalence. The status of PNP^ here is the same as in syntactic 
pattern B and, for this reason, will be treated the same as in 
pattern B.
The following constraints obtain for object #2:
Class 1_: + animate, receiver of the action identified by the verb
Class 2_: + animate, purposive object of the action
Class 3_: + animate, genitive possessor of IP2  possessed object
receiver of the action 
Class 4: - animate, receiver of the action indicated by the verb
Class 5_: + animate, receiver of the action indicated by the verb
These constraints obtain for object #3:
Class 1: - animate, co-ordinate object of the action
Class 2_: + animate, locative receiver of the action identified
by the verb
Class ,3: - animate, I? 2  possessed object receiver of the action
indicated by the verb 
Class 4: - animate, object of material used in the action
identified by the verb
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Class 5_: - animate, co-ordinate object of the action 
Pronominal affiliations
All sentences occur in mixed affiliations with more than one 
arrangement of the components possible to each sentence:
Class JL, 5_
A f e  } ratsila (nfnashfo) .
j chi { I Dobi tsimbasi t -------
(for him kicks cow kicks 1 , . , 
lit kicks for him kicks £ (wlth xt)‘
Class 2^
* (mu ") .. ftsikhwi ) , . ,si i:— . i nunilakhwo 4-- , y (nmakwo).| tsi r ----------  |omukhasi \ ------
He for her climbs it (to get) firewood (wlth lt..rope)_
(to get) it climbs it (tree) for woman
Class 3_
a fmu ") Ciug'ombe omurwe*) , . , , ^A <-r, ( ratsila  t  V (nmashio).“ {chiv ---- —  /Dobi omurwe V -------
Except for Class 2 verbs in which object #3 is a locS type of 
nominal, object #3 does not occur as a pronoun in mixed affilia­
tions, rather it is object #1 and #2 which co-occur in the mixed 
affiliations.
Clausal affiliations
Object #1 and #2 can become fronted grammatical subjects in 
passive affiliations (and locative object #3 of class 2) as follows: 
Class 1_, 5_
vfj
Dobi he-is being kicked for, cow (with) kicks? .
Cow it-is being kicked kicks for Dobi j ('Wittl bad toot)'
(Dob
(ins
15 6
Class 2
fOmukhasi a) . ffcsikhwt }
I{T.sikhwl tsij H— ^omukhasij
lykhumusaala lchu") .. .
khumusaala
niinilwakhwo omukhasi tsilchwi
unomuslani)/ 
] (nomukoye )\
£Woman she-is climbed for, for firewood / 
(Firewood it-is climbed for, for woman J m  tree
C(by boy) *5
/(with rope)j
(Tree C xt~xs limbed f°r woman for firewood) v*
Class 3,
•f Omurwe kweing1 ombe kuratsilwa Dobi? Toma) ?
I----------— -------------   j | (neshilenje eshibii)^ '
yCow's head it-is being kicked for Dobi? i^y Tom) £
C J |(with bad foot)Jj *
The following schema illustrates the semantic/syntactic rules
to be added to the grammatical component.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -*•
^Benefactive Receiver of the ActionH+ animate^ 4- #
2.0 Object #2 
/Receiver-^ of the Action!
\Purpose* of the Action I
<  Possessor of object #2 /“ 
I Receive^ of the Action 
\R€
3.0 Object #3
^eceiver^ of the Action
4- animate
4- animate
- animate
4- animate
+ #
<
Co-ordinate object^ of the Action
Receiver^oc of the Action 
Receiverpgcj of the Action
Material used in the Action 
^Co-ordinate object2 of the Action
animate
+ animate
f- animate 71 
(+ body partjj
- animate 
+ animate
+ #
4.0 Object #4
^Instrument object of the Action^
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.1 Object #1 -+
^Benefactive Receiver of Action^ j| ^Agentive Subject^
£ciass 1, 2, 3, 4, sj + Benefactive Shape + _____ + object #2
+ object #3 + object #4 + #
2.1 Object #2 -*
Receiverof Action 
Purpose of Action 
Possessor of Object #2
r tv
<
Receiver2  of Action
cAgentive Subject Class 2Class 3
Class 4
Class 5
+ object #3
lReceiver-£oc of Action 
Receiver^^ of Action
C^lass
Class
^Agentive Subjectj Class
^Receiverg of Action
4- Benefactive Shape + object #1 +
+ object #4 + #
3.1 Object #3 -+
/co-ordinate object^ in Action 
V
Material used in Action 
Co-ordinate object2 in Action
+ Benefactive Shape + object #1 4- object #2 4- ____
+ object #4 + #
One point should be made clear. The sentences in syntactic 
pattern C are all referent sentences and are occasionally used by 
the Shisa but shorter sentences are more common. There is a 
greater inclination to form two sentences rather than one longer 
utterance employing all the constituents given in these sentences.
Class
yClass
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5.232, Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Glass 1
-ratsil- 'kick for1 
-khupil- 'strike for1 
-remel- 'chop/slash for'
I. Ag. C. 1. [Ag ____  B (D 0) C (I) (L)]
2. Verbs of Class 2
-niinil- 'climb for'
I. Ag. C. 2. [Ag ____  B P L (I) (L)]
3. Verbs of Class 3
-khuulil- 'pull out for1 
-khupil- 'strike for’
-ratsil- 'kick for1 
-remel- 'chop/slash for'
-boyel- 1 tie for'
-saabil- 'wash (body part) for'
-s&mbil- 'burn for'
-henjel- 'look at for'
-tsomel- 'insert for'
I. Ag. C. 3. [Ag -----  B G 0 (I) (L)]
4. Verbs of Class 4
-hombl- 'smear (mud) for'
I. Ag. C. 4. [Ag -----  B 0 M (I) (L)]
5. Verbs of Class 5
-fwalil- 'dress for'
-rfe&bel- 'give examination for'
I. Ag. C. 5. [Ag _____  B D C (I) (L)]
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5.24. Subgroups of Agentive Verbs
5.241. Ergative Verbs 
Only the verb -teeshel- 'cook for' occurs in the ergative af­
filiation, and only the sentence with the agentive subject may 
occur.
5.2411. Syntactic Pattern A
5.24111. Grammatical Component 
Core elements for syntactic pattern A are these: subject 4-
ergative benefactive verb + object #1 + object #2.
Sample Sentences:
Class 1_
Qmulchas i ateeshela abacheni (nende omulilo omukali),
Woman she-cooks for guests (with hot fire).
The subject is animate and agentive, as was determined for the 
same type in the base-verb sentences. Since the object is animate, 
follows the verb immediately, and co-occurs with the benefactive 
extended verbal shape and since the benefactive extension occurs 
obligatorily with a benefactive object, the object will be termed a 
benefactive object. Since this is a affiliation, the criterion 
requiring a co-occurring fixed object with base verbs or with the 
benefactive extension of base verbs does not seem to apply here. 
Pronominal affiliations
The benefactive object may occur as OP in the sequential af­
filiation, and the instrumental NP behaves as usual.
Abateeshela (ninakwo). - She for them cooks (with it).
Passive affiliations
The benefactive object may also occur in the passive
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affiliation as a fronted grammatical subject, and the subject NP of
the non-passive sentence occurs obligatorily as PNP in a position
to the right of the verb. PNPj does not occur,
Abacheni bateeshelwa nende omukhas i.
Guests they-are being cooked for by woman.
The following schema indicates the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules to be added to the grammatical component.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -*■
^Benefactive Receiver of the Action^ animate^ + #
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.1 Object #1 -+
^Benefactive Receiver of Action^ JJ £Agentive Subject^ ^Class 1^  
+ Ergative Benefactive Shape + .. . . + object #2 + #
5.24112. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-teeshel- 'cook for'
I. Erg. Ag. A. 1. [Ag ____  B (I) (L)3
5.3. Conclusion
Verbs occurring in the benefactive extended shape co-occur 
obligatorily with a new, a benefactive, object, which is the object 
of the benefactive extension. This new object occurs in a position 
immediately to the right of the extended verb, is obligatorily 
animate, and may not occur without the co-occurrence of a/the fixed 
object of the base verb.
The benefactive object is of the OP type and occurs in sequen­
tial affiliations with descriptive verbs and in mixed affiliations
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when it co-occurs with the fixed object(s) (i.e. object #2 or 
object #3, which in association with base verbs were object #1 and 
object #2, respectively) with agentive verbs.
It occurs in passive affiliations with both descriptive and 
agentive extended verbs in the benefactive extension shape. It 
indicates the person (or animate object) to/for/about/from/of whom 
something is done.
Stative and entailing verbs do not occur in this extended 
shape, and only six descriptive verbs do. Instrumental verbs also 
do not occur, but ergative -teeshel- 'cook for' may occur with the 
agentive subject. For those which do occur with the benefactive 
extension the following constraints obtain:
A. Uni-nominal (i.e. descriptive-clause type) verbs
1. Descriptive verbs occur as two-nominal: subject + bene­
factive object.
2. Criteria for the grammatical subject of referent base verbs 
of agentive clauses obtain here, with one exception (see
5. below).
3. The benefactive object is obligatory, of the OP-type, and 
occurs in sequential affiliations.
4. These verbs occur in passive constructions, the benefactive 
object occurring as fronted grammatical subject, with the 
SP in concordial agreement.
5. Subject NP occurs obligatorily in the passive affiliation 
as PNP in position to the right of the verb, and PNP-j- does 
not occur.
6. Descriptive verbs occur in one syntactic pattern of two 
parts.
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To sum up, descriptive clauses, when they occur in the bene­
factive extension, behave as two-nominal, agentive clauses, except 
that the subject NP of the referent sentence occurs obligatorily as 
PNP in a position to the right of the verb in the passive affilia­
tion. Two-nominal agentive clauses still behave as agentive clauses. 
Ergative clauses with agentive subjects behave the same as minimum 
two- and maximum three-nominal agentive verbs except in the passive 
affiliations in which PNPag occurs obligatorily and PNPj does not 
occur.
B. Multi-nominal Agentive-clause Type Verbs
The criteria for these verbs are as follows:
1. Subject syntactic behavior is the same as in base-verb 
clauses.
2. Subdivision of verbs into classes in which + PNFj occurs 
and into those in which no PNP^ may occur still obtains.
3. The benefactive object is in the position of object #1; 
object #1 of the base verb referent sentence occurs as 
object #2, and object #2, as object #3. PNPj, when it 
occurs, occurs finally.
4. The patterns of optionality and obligatoriness of fixed 
objects remain the same, i.e. the fixed, obligatory object 
of a two-nominal verb of a base—verb sentence is still 
obligatory; objects of 0-to-2-object and l-to-2-object verbs 
(e.g., -reeb- 'ask') still occur in various syntactic 
patterns, and so on.
5. With verbs of the 0-to-2-object class, the benefactive 
object is obligatory (making these verbs now obligatorily 
two-nominal) and can occur as the only object NP, or as
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OP in sequential affiliation or with the other objects in 
mixed affiliations, depending upon their occurrence in 
various syntactic patterns.
6. In all clauses in which other objects co-*occur (except the 
optional instrumental NP), the benefactive object can co­
occur with them in mixed affiliations.
^•4 Summary of Pacts of the 
Benefactive Extension
Forty-seven verbs occur in the benefactive extension (some of 
them in more than one class and/or syntactic pattern), and of these 
only descriptive and agentive verbs occur.
A. Kinds of verbs
1. Three descriptive verbs occur in the benefactive shape: 
-sinjilil-, -itsil-, and -choonyel-, each associated with
a benefactive object and thus occurring as two-nominal verbs 
behaving as two-nominal agentive base verbs.
2. Four of the two-nominal, agentive base verbs now occur with 
the additional benefactive object and are thus obligatorily 
three-nomina1.
3. Thirty-nine other agentive verbs of the grou$ with which 
two, three, or four object NP's can be associated, are, in 
this extension, associated with the additional benefactive 
object and occur in three syntactic patterns. Although the 
Bashisa commonly employ only one fixed object NP concurrently 
with the benefactive object, they do on occasion employ more.
B. Syntactic patterns
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1. Descriptive verbs occur in only one syntactic pattern:
S -* NP , + ben V + NP.
act/pc ben
2. Agentive verbs may occur in three syntactic patterns:
a. S - Npag + ben V + NEben + NEobj.fx.
b. S - ® ag + ben NPben + MPobjifx_ + PNP!
c. S - NPag + ben V + NPfcen + NPobj.fx> + NPobj£x> ± PNP!
Although the Bashisa prefer a maximum three-nominal 
sentence structure, the four-nominal construction may occur 
(and does occur with l ^ 5 co-ordinate, purpose, and material- 
used pbjects). These patterns., therefore, were also treated.
It was noted that the benefactive object follows the verb 
immediately.
C. Case functions
The benefactive case function was identified as occurring 
with many verbs, with which-~in their base shapes— it could not 
be associated. This case function occurs here with certain 
verbs for the first time only, having been identified earlier 
with the base shape -h- 'give1 (pp. 101rl02).
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CHAPTER 6 
THE INSTRUMENTAL EXTENSION
6.0. Introduction
A group of verbs is capable of occurring in the extended shape 
-il-/-el-, which is the same shape as that identified as the bene­
factive extension in the preceding chapter. The number and kinds 
of object NP's, however, differ, which fact would indicate that 
this is a homophonous extension, for example:
1. Qmukhaana aboha tsikhwi nende omukoye.
Girl she-ties firewood with rope.
*2 . Qmukhaana aboha omukhas i tsikhwi nende omukoye.
Girl she-ties woman firewood with rope.
*3. Qmukhaana aboha tsikhwi omukoye.
Girl she-ties firewood rope,
*4. Qmukhaana aboha omukhasi tsikhwi omukoye.
Girl she-ties woman firewood rope.
^• Qmukhaana aboyela omukhasi tsikhwi nende omukoye.
Girl she-ties for woman firewood with rope.
*6, Qmukhaana aboyela omukhasi tsikhwi omukoye.
Girl she-ties for woman firewood rope.
7. Qmukhaana aboyela tsikhwi omukoye.
Girl she-ties firewood with rope.
Among these strings of utterances, sentence 1 is the base-verb 
sentence and occurs in Shisa as an acceptable utterance by the 
Bashisa. Object #1 is the fixed object, and object #2 is the 
prepositional instrument NP, according to terms determined earlier 
in this thesis. In sentence 2 an object has been added in a 
position between the verb and the fixed object, but this sentence 
is unacceptable to the Bashisa. Sentence 3 has the same number of
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objects as sentence 1, but the preposition does not occur. This, 
too, is unacceptable, as is also sentence 4 with the addition of 
the new object and the change in the PNPj to NP^ . Sentence 5, 
though, with the addition of the extension shape to the verb, is 
acceptable. This fact indicates a definite relationship between the 
extension of the verb and the new object. A glance at sentence 6 
shows that the newly extended verb does not tolerate a new object 
and a change in the constituents of PNPj concurrently. However, in 
sentence 7 the extra object does not occur with the extended verb, 
but the preposition has been eliminated from PNP^ -, and this is now 
acceptable. From these findings certain conclusions can be drawn. 
The extended form of the verb tolerates in number or form of the 
constituents only one change at a time in a sentence. It was 
established in the preceding chapter that the type of clause in 
which a new, animate object NP was added (concurrently with the ex­
tended verb) in a position immediately following the verb would be 
termed benefactive; the new object would be termed the benefactive 
object, and the extended form of the verb would be termed the bene­
factive extended form.
Sentence 7 introduces a new syntactic pattern: The fixed
object occurs in the position of object #1 in relation to the now
extended form of the verb and preceding the instrument NP; but with
the non-occurrence of the benefactive object it is now possible for 
PNPj to occur simply as NPj in the same position as formerly (al­
though some Bashisa say it may occur also in a position immediately 
following the verb; however, in the referent sentences they gave, 
it was always in the position following the fixed object).
These facts lead to the conclusion that there is a definite
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relationship between the verbal extension -il-/-el- and the instru­
mental object (NPj) (without the preposition) when no benefactive 
object occurs. For these reason, also, the extension will be termed 
the instrumental extension. The shape, meaning, and (in part) 
syntactic behavior, then, have been established.
But certain problems yet remain to be solved: Whether there
is any change in the syntactic behavior of the modified instrument 
object; for example, with the base-verb shape and with the bene­
factive extended shape of the verb, the instrument object could not 
commonly occur as fronted, grammatical subject (except in the instru­
mental clausal affiliation in which only one verb occurs); whether 
fronting is now possible in the modified shape; what type of object 
the new shape of the instrument object is--OP, locS, or nominal 
only; in which--if any--affiliations it occurs (sequential, mixed, 
clausal, others); types of verbs occurring in this extension 
(descriptive, agentive, entailing, stative); what--if any--con- 
straints are imposed upon uninominal verbs in this extension; 
nominals which now occur obligatorily and/or optionally; the syn­
tactic behavior of the subject; any changes in clause types; 
constraints which now obtain with multi-nominal verbs; which clause 
types occur; whether or not verb classes are further subdivided-- 
if so, how; positions of object NP's if/when more than one occur, 
and so on.
These, and possibly other, questions will need to be answered 
in this chapter. The same plan as was followed in the preceding 
chapter of presenting the behavior of extended forms of the verbs 
will be continued for all extensions.
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6.1. Descriptive Verbs in Instrumental Extended Shape 
6.11. Syntactic Pattern A ^
6.111. Grammatical Component
The core elements required for this pattern are as follows: 
subject + instrument verb + object #1.
Sample Sentences:
Class 1
Omusaakhulu asinjiliile amaanike omwene.
Old man he-stood up by his own strength.
Only one uni-nominal verb occurs in this pattern, but some 
multivalent verbs may also occur. The benefactive object may not 
occur in this extension, and the instrument NP--occurring now as 
NPj and not as PNP-j.--is obligatory. There is, then, one NP less 
in this extension than in the benefactive. Whereas the benefactive 
NP is animate and occurs obligatorily in a position immediately 
following the benefactive extended form of the verb, the instrument 
object is obligatorily inanimate and usually occurs in a position 
immediately following the fixed object (when a fixed object occurs) 
although some Bashisa say it may follow the verb immediately, they 
always gave the referent sentences with this object following the 
fixed object--when a fixed object occurred in a syntactic pattern. 
Pronominal affiliations
The instrument object can occur as OP in the sequential af­
filiation with descriptive instrument extended shapes of verbs.
Akasinjiliile. - He stood up by means of it (his strength). 
Passive affiliations
It also has the capacity to occur in a passive sentence as 
fronted grammatical subject (although, in general, among the
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informants there was a reluctance to employ the passive construction 
at any time). The grammatical subject of the referent sentence 
occurs obligatorily as a prepositional phrase in a position to the 
right of the passive extended shape whereas with base verbs it is 
optional.
Amaani kasinjiliilwe nende omUsaakhulu.
Strength it-was stood up by means of it by old man.
The following sketch indicates the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules to be added to the grammatical component.
0.0 Simple Instrumental Shape -*■
/Actor-Subject Instrumental Shape 
(All Classes)
Strictly Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1
^Instrument of the Actionj animatej +#
Simple Instrumental Shape 4- _____ + #
^ i
Formal Realization of Instrument-Extension Object
1.1 Instrument-Extension Object -»
(object Prefix'\
(Nominal ^ J
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.2 Object #1
^Instrument of Action^ || ^ Actor Subject^ ^Class 1^ + 
Instrumental Shape + ____  + #
6,112. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-slnjilil- 'stand up by means of 
-home1- 'smear (mud) with'
-teeshel- 'cook with'
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-reebel- 'ask with (orally)'
-huliilil- 'hear with'
-boolel- 'say with'
-henjel- 1 look at with'
-lolel- 'see with'
-soome1- 'read with' II. Des. A^ . 1. [Act ______ I (L)]
6.2. Agentive Verbs in Instrumental Extended Shape
Entailing and stative verbs do not occur in the instrumental 
shape. Only a few descriptive verbs occur, and the rest are 
agentive; also, agentive verbs which are not associated with PNPj 
do not occur in this extension. In these clauses, the fixed object 
is in a position immediately following the verb (usually), followed 
by the obligatory instrument NP.
6.21. Syntactic Pattern A
6.211. Grammatical Component 
Syntactic pattern A provides the following core elements: 
subject + instrument verb 4- object #1 + object #2.
Sample Sentences:
Class 1_
Awinja afunjila omuliango olufungwo.
Awinja she-locks door with key.
Class 2_
a* Qmukhaana aboyela omwana omukoye.
Girl she-ties child with rope.
k* Qmukhaana aboyela tsikhwi omukoye.
Girl she-ties firewood with rope.
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Class 3
Papa asinvila abandu amakhuwake.
Father he-irritates people with his words.
Class 4
a. Asila aniinila khupunda orautunga.
Asila he-climbs on donkey with supporting stick.
b. As£la aniinila khushikulu omutunga.
Asila he-climbs mountain with supporting stick.
Class 5_
Omukhaina asaabila amakhonoke isaabuuni.
Girl she-washes her hands with soap.
Class 6_
Omusiani aratsila tsimbasi eshilenie eshilavi.
Boy he-kicks kicks with good foot.
Class 7.
Omulesi ahomela obutoyi olusaala.
Nursegirl she-smears mud with stick.
All subjects are agentive and animate. Object #1 is the fixed 
object receiver of the action of base verbs with classes 1-5. 
Object #2 is the inanimate instrument object of the instrument 
extension shape, i.e. it will be so termed in this study. The 
following constraints obtain for object #1 of syntactic pattern A:
Class 1: - animate, fixed receiver^ object of action identified
by the verb
Class 2: + animate, fixed receiver2 object of action
Class 1' + animate, fixed receiver^ object of action
Class 4: + animate, fixed locative receiver of action
Class 5: - animate, possessed (IP^ ) object of action
Class 6: - animate, co-ordinate object of action
Class ]_: - animate, object of material used in action indicated
by the verb
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Pronominal affiliations
Object #2, the instrument object, may occur alone as the sole 
object in the sequential affiliation with all classes of verbs, for 
example:
Alufunjila. - She locks up with it.
These verbs in classes 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 may also occur with their 
two object nominals in mixed affiliations:
I---------------- j
She f1* <d°°r> 7 locks J"lth ke57
/with it (key)J )door r
Class 4 occurs in a mixed sequential affiliation:;
Akuniini1akhwo. - He with it (supporting stick) climbs
it (mountain).
Passive affiliations
Either object may occur as fronted grammatical subject in 
passive affiliations. However, passive affiliations in this exten­
sion are not highly acceptable. The occurrence of possessive 
adjectives and locatives provide variations in the passive patterns. 
The following patterns occur:
Class 2_, 7_ i________ _
Olufungwo lufunjilwa
Oluffingwo lufunjilwa omuliango
A  ^^
(nende Awin.ja)
Omuliango kufunjilwa olufungwo ]Cnende Awinja).
L___
"^key it-is being locked-up-with 
Key it-is being locked-with door (by Awinja)
JDoor it-is being locked with key 
Sentences in which possessive adjectives occur:
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Class 3
Abandu basinyilwa amakhuwa kaP&pa.
People are being irritated by Father's words
Class 5
CAmafchono kftmukhaSna ka*} , Cisaabuuni c
p E b S E i  il j saabllwa ^omukhaana amakhonoj •
Girl's hands they-are being washed with soap.
Again, two ways of saying the same thing.
Sentences in which locative object occurs:
Class 4
omutunga kuniinilwakhwo ""N
Khushikulu khd") C. »
Eshikulu shl I inifwakhwo omutunga 7^ (nende Asila).
stick it-is being climbed with it on itl
LOn mountain it? ciimbed on it with stick r (by Asila).
Mountain it\ ° J
The following sketch illustrates the rules governing the system 
which is operative in these extended verb forms.
0.0 Simple Instrumental Shapes -*
Agentive-Subject Instrumental ShapeJ 
(Classes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7)
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1
t* ^  rReceiver-^  of the Action I I - animate 
Receiver2 of the Action # 1+ animate
Receiverg of the Action J 1+ animate
< Receiver-^ oc of the Action >< + animate > + #
ReceiverpS(j of the Action \ bodyEpar1
Co-ordinate Object of Actioil - animate
Material used in the Action L
2.0 Object #2 -+
^Instrument of the Action^
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General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.1 Object #1 -+
iReceiver-^  of Action Receive^ of Action Re 
Re
Receiver^s  ^of Action 
Co-ordinate object of A< 
Material used in Action
ceiver^ of Action 
ceiver^oc of Action
Class "l^  
Class 2 
Class 3r I 
nAgentive Subjectf< l
L i\ciass 4 >
I Class 5 
Class 6
Class 7J
4- Instrument Shape •+-
2.1 Object #2
+ object #2 + #
C
Class 1 
Class 2 
Class 3
^Instrument of Action^ || ^Agentive Sub ject| Class 4
jClass 5 
I Class 6 
VClass 7
+ Instrument Shape + object #1 + + $
6.212. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-malil- 'finish with'
-rechel- 'set (trap) with1 
-homel- 'smear (mud) with1 
-funachil- 'break with1 
-chetel- 'strain with1 
-funjil- 'lock (up) with'
-fumbil- 'fold with'
-khuulil- 'pull out with'
-s&6mel- 'read with'
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-ilushil- 'run with’
-boolel- 'speak/talk with'
-chaachil- 'begin with'
-teeshe1- 'cook with'
-buulil- 'tell with'
-onoonel- 'spoil with' II. Ag. A. 1. [Ag
2. Verbs of Class 2
-ratsil- 'kick with'
-lolel- 'see with1 
-kulll- 'buy with'
-remel- 'chop/slash with'
-boyel" 'tie with'
-meetel- 'add with'
-khupil- 'strike with'
-enyel- 'desire/want with'
-lbndel- 'follow with'
-nyalil- 'be able with'
-khaabil- 'hunt with'
-tsomel- 'insert with'
-fuubil- 'throw with'
-bambil- 1 stretch with'
-manyll- 'know with'
-lindil- 'watch over with1 
-buulil- 'tell with'
-huliilll- 'hear with'
-henjel- 'look at with'
-onoonel- 'spoil with'
-sambil- 'burn with'
0 I (L)]
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-khavil- 'refuse with1 
-nyoolel- 'find with'
II. Ag. A. 2. [Ag ____  (D J( 0) I (L)]
3. Verbs of Class 3
-sinvil- 'irritate/annoy with'
-fwalil- 'dress with'
-r||bel- 'ask with' II. Ag. A. 3. [Ag   D I (L)]
4. Verbs of Class 4
-niinil- 'climb with'
-hunyil- 'smell with' II. Ag. A, 4. [Ag   L I (L)]
5. Verbs of Class 5
-saabil- 'wash (body part) with'
-remel- 'chop/slash with'
-ratsil- 'kick with'
-boyel- 'tie with'
-henjel- 'look at with'
-khupil- 'strike with'
-tsomel- 'insert with'
-lolel- 'see with'
-huliill.1- 'hear with'
-slmbil- ' bum with'
-khuulil- 'pull out with' II. Ag. A. 5. [G   0 I (L)]
6. Verbs of Class 6
-fwalil- 'dress with'
-ratsil- 'kick with'
-remel- 'chop/slash with'
-khupil- 'strike with'
-reebel- 'ask with'
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-soomel- 'read with'
-ilushil- 'run with' IX. Ag. A. 6. [Ag ____  C I (L)]
7. Verbs of Class 7
-homel- 'smear (mud) with' II. Ag, A. 7. [Ag  m M I (L)]
The verb -h- 'give' was the only obligatorily three-nominal 
base verb, its first object NP being the benefactive object. This 
verb does not occur in the instrumental extended shape.
6.22. Syntactic Pattern B
6.221. Grammatical Component 
Core elements of syntactic pattern B are as follows: subject 
+ instrument verb 4- object #1 + object #2 + object #3.
Sample Sentences:
Class 1_
a. Omusiani aniinila omwana khumusaala omukoye.
Boy he-climbs tree with rope (to get) child.
b. Qmusiani aniinila tsilchwi khumusaala omukoye.
Boy he-climbs tree with rope (to get) firewood.
c* Qmus £ani aniinila omwana khupunda omukoye.
Boy he-climbs on donkey with rope (to get) child.
d. Qmusiani aniinila tsikhw:T khupunda omukoye.
Boy he-climbs on donkey with rope (to get) firewood.
Class 2_
Omuremi arernela omundu omukhono olupanga.
Chopper he-chops man's hand with machete.
Class 3_
Omftdches fa areebela abeechi amareebo omunwa.
Teacher he-asks pupils questions with mouth (orally).
Class 4
Omukhadna ahomela indubi obutoyi/nobutoyi amakhono.
Girl she-smears basket with mud with her hands.
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All subjects are animate and agentive. Objects #1 and #2 are 
fixed objects, and object #3 is the instrumental NF, which is 
inanimate.
Again it should be asserted that while the Bashisa do employ
sentences like these, they are not so common as those with two
objects. However, the fact that they do use them shows them to be
a part of the syntactic structure of the language. It is more
common, for example, to state the event expressed in sentence b
above like this:
Qmus iani aniinila khumusaala omukoye, lchulwa okhureenya.
Boy he-climbs in tree with rope, in order to gather firewood.
But this is not a uni-clause, univerbal sentence and is, therefore,
outside these terms of reference.
The following constraints obtain for object #1 of syntactic
pattern A:
Class + animate, object of the purpose of the action identified 
by the verb
Class 2
Class 3
+ animate, possessor of object #2 of the action
+ animate, fixed object receiver-^  of the action
Class 4: - animate, fixed object receive^ of the action indicated
by the verb
These constraints obtain for object #2 of syntactic pattern A: 
Class 1_: + animate, locative fixed receiver-object of the action
identified by the verb
Z.' ^odyHp a r ’ possessed receiver-object of the action 
Class 3: - animate, co-ordinate object of the action
Class 4: - animate, object of material used in the action
Pronominal affiliations
The following mixed affiliations may occur:
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Class !L
a. A niinilakhwo omukoye. - He for climbs with rope.
b. Akuniinilakhwo . - He with it (rope) climbs in
/ tsikhwij
it (tree) (to get) V * ild ( ,
£firewoodj
In affiliations, the instrument object is in the shape of 
a NP, and the other two NP's occur in the form of OP, the affilia­
tion pattern being OP-locS-NP, In affiliation sentence b the
instrument object occurs as OP and the others as NP's, the af­
filiation pattern being again OP-locS-NP.
Class 2_, 3, 4:
i ----------—   ^i a ^
CQm") Comukhono olupanga
* t* erne la Aomundu olupanga 
|lu | /jjmundu omukhono
Aiis (man's) hand cuts with machete}
He 4 it (hand) man's cuts with machete r.
(with it cuts man's hand )
It can now be seen that any nominal has the capacity to occur
as OP, except the locative nominal, which occurs as' locS.
Passive affiliations
These verbs occur in various patterns in the passive affilia­
tion:
Omukoye kuniinilwa omwana khumusaala "\
Omwana aniinilwa khumusaala omukoye / t
khumusaala khu) A w  T Ca^misiani).
Omusaala ku T niinilwakhwo omwana omukoye \
(Rope it-is being climbed with (to get) child in tree ]
\ Child he-is being climbed for in tree with rope /
In-tree") . V 0>7 b°y) ■
| Tree\ *'t ds ^eing climbed in it with rope (to get) i 
J child )
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Class 2
"bmundu aremelwa omukhono olupHnga }
Omukhono kwomundu kuremelwa olup&nga r (nende omusiani). 
Olupanga luremelwa omundu omukh6 no \
[Man his hand is being slashed with machete }
■(Hand of man it-is being slashed with macheteV (by boy). 
(Machete with it is being slashed man’s hand J
Class 3
'’Ab&dchi bareebelwa amar£&bo omunwa")
Amareebo kareebelwa abeechi omunwa r (nende omwechesia).
Omunwa kureebelwa ab&&chi amar£Sboj
[Pupils they are being asked questions with mouth (orally)/ 
t Questions they are being asked pupils with mouth r
(With mouth is being asked (of) pupils questions
(by teacher).
Class 4
Indubi ylhomelwa obutoyi/nobutoyi amakhono }
■Obutoyi buhomelwa mundubi amakhono v (nomukhaana).
'Amakhono kahomelwa indub i obutoyi/nbbutoyi J
(Basket it-is being smeared with mud with hands} 
rMud it-is being smeared in basket with hands V (by girl). 
[Hands they-are being smeared mud with J
It can be seen that there are differences in behavior between 
any two sentences. Class 1 treats of the behavior of the locative- 
object sentence. Class 2 shows the behavior of the objects of 
inalienable possession. The only difference between the behavior 
of the constituents of Class 3 and Class 4 is that the fixed 
receiver of the object occurs as a locative shape NP when the 
object of material used occurs as fronted grammatical subject.
The PNPag does not commonly occur, but it may.
The following schema indicates the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules to be added to the grammatical component.
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iReceiver^  of the Action 
.Receiver2 of the Action
4- animate
+ animate
animate
+ animate
body partj #
- animate
- animate
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -*
{object of Purpose of the Action*
I Possessor of Object #2
tI s
2.0 Object #2 -*■
IReceiver^oc of the Action 
/Receiver , of the Actiony  psd
A Co-ordinate object of the Action 
^Material Used in the Action
3.0 Object #3 -*
^Instrument of the Action*^
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.1 Object #1 -*■
Object of Purpose of Actio 
Possessor of Object #2 
Receiver^ of Action 
Receive^ of Action
+ Instrumental Shape +
+ object #3 + #
2.1 Object #2 -*
+ #
Agentive Subject^
Class 1
Class 2
Class 3
Class 4
+ object # 2
( Receiver., „ of Action 
1 loc
( m
ReceiverpS(j of Action
Tciass 1
r J Class 2
^Agentive SubjectV/
3  j c i
k
Co-ordinate object of Action 
Material Used in Action
+ Instrumental Shape + object #1 -f 
+ object # 3  + #
Class 3 
Class 4
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3,1 Object #3 -+
fciass 1  
jClass 2  
Class 3|
Class 4
+ Instrumental Shape + object #1 4- object #2 + _____ + #
£Instrument of Action^ Jj ^Agentive Subject^ ^
[I
6.222. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-niinil- ’climb with* II. Ag. B. 1 [Ag   P L I (L) ]
2. Verbs of Class 2
-sambil- 'burn withf 
-khupil- ’strike with’
-ratsil- ’kick with’
-remel- ’chop/slash with*
-boyel- ’tie with’
-khuulil- ’pull out with1 
-saabil- ’wash with1 
-tsomel- ’insert with’
-^henjel- ’look at with’
-lolel- ’see with’
-huliilil- ’hear with’ II. Ag. B. 2. [Ag  _____ G 0 I (L)]
3. Verbs of Class 3
-fwalil- ’put on garment with’
-reebel- ’ask with’ II. Ag. B. 3. [Ag   D C I (t)]
4. Verbs of Class 4
-homel- ’smear with’ II, Ag. B. 4. [Ag   0 M I (L)]
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6.3. Ergative Clauses in Instrumental Extended Shape
Only the ergative affiliation in which occurs the agentive 
grammatical subject can occur in the instrumental extended form.
6.31. Syntactic Pattern A
Core elements provided by agentive-ergative syntactic pattern 
are these: Agentive subject + ergative verb (-teekh-) + instrument
object.
Sample Sentence:
Class 1_
Qmukhasi ateeshelanga omulilo omukali.
Woman she-is cooking with hot fire.
Pronominal affiliation
This sentence may occur in sequential affiliation:
Akutee shelanga. - She it is cooking with.
But it does not occur in the passive affiliation
The following schema illustrates the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules to be added to the grammatical component. 
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -+
llnstrument of the Actionf animate I + #
6.311. Grammatical Component
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.1 Object #1 -*
Instrument of Action
+ Instrument Shape + + #
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6.312. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-teeshel- 'cook with1 XI. Erg. A. 1. [Ag ____  I (L)]
6.4. Conclusion
The instrumental extended shape of the verb requires a co­
occurring instrumental object NP--not PNP, commonly increasing by 
one the number of OP- or locS-type objects with which the verb can be 
associated. For example, descriptive base verbs occurring in the 
instrumental extended shape are obligatorily associated with the 
subject NP of the base verb and with the instrumental object NP.
Although PNFj in base-verb sentences, or with other extended 
forms of verbs, never occurs as grammatical subject or as an OP-type 
object, this object, now in the shape of NP^ ., may occur as OP-type 
and may occur in the sequential affiliation. It may also occur as 
fronted grammatical subject in a modified passive affiliation, the 
modification being that the subject of the referent sentence occurs 
obligatorily as PNP in a position to the right of the instrumental 
extended shape of the verb.
The principal difference in agentive clauses is that the number 
of OP- or locS-type object NP's is increased by one--the now 
obligatory NPy--with the instrumental shape. No object is added, 
but the shape is different--PNP-j. to NP^-making an OP-type object 
capable of sequential or mixed affiliational behavior. Pronominal 
and passive affiliations are increased accordingly.
Nine descriptive verbs (some of them multivalent) occur in 
this extension, and most agentive verbs do. One ergative verb 
(-teeshel- 'cook with') does, but stative and entailing verbs do not.
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Agentive base verbs not associated with PNP^ do not occur in 
this extended form, and are, therefore, not associated with NP^ 
either.
Descriptive verbs occurring in this shape are associated with 
actor subjects and occur in one syntactic pattern. Agentive verbs 
occur in two syntactic patterns, and one ergative verb occurs in 
one syntactic pattern. Both the agentive and ergative verbs are 
associated with agentive subjects.
6.41. Summary of Facts of the Instrumental Extension
A. Kinds of verbs
1. Nine verbs which occur in descriptive base-verb clauses 
occur in the instrumental extension.
2. Forty-two agentive verbs occur, but some are multivalent or 
polysemous, having the capacity to occur in more than one 
type of syntactic pattern or in more than one verb class.
One (agentive) ergative verb (-teeshel- 'cook with’) 
occurs.
3. IP.^  and IP^ constructions may both occur in this extension, 
whenever NP,^ 0(jy part ® ^ 1  occurs (whether with any ex­
tended or base shape of the verb), it must co-occur with 
the possessive adjective of the genitive possessor NP and
be in agreement in number and class number with the body-part 
object NP, for example:
G 0 Adj.poss.
Awfnia akhupile eshilenie sh^e
Awinja she-struck her leg. (i.e. 'her own leg')
B, Syntactic patterns
1. Only one syntactic pattern occurs with descriptive verbs in
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the instrumental extension:
S - NP + instr V + NPT act
2. Agentive verbs occur in two syntactic patterns. IP objects 
are associated with verb classes in these two patterns:
a. S - NPgg + instr V + NP + NPj
b. S -* NP + instr V + NP - - + NP . . - n + NPTag obj.fx.l obj.fx.2 I
c. One ergative verb (-teesheli 'coolt with1) occurs in one 
syntactic pattern: S -*■ NPgg + instr V + NPj
The instrumental NP commonly follows the fixed object(s)
although it may precede it.
Case functions
No new case functions were identified, but it was observed 
that the shape of the instrument NP was altered from PN^ to 
NPj in association with the instrumental extended form of the verb.
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CHAPTER 7 
THE LOCATIVE EXTENSION
7.0. Introduction
All verbs were found to occur in their base forms with an 
optional locative NP. But whether there are verbs which, or con­
texts in which, verbs may not occur with locative NP's in the -il-/ 
-el- extended shapes remains to be investigated. The problem at 
this point is to ascertain the circumstances in which the -il-/-el- 
extension and a locative NP can co-occur and when they cannot. The 
following are examples of co-occurrence and non-occurrence of these 
two constituents. The starred forms may not occur.
A. 1• Abaana bachoonyile (khushifumbi).
Children they-have become tired (on chair).
 ^+ A A
*2. Abaana bachoonyile khushifumbi munzu.
Children they-have become tired on chair in house.
% * * \
*3. Abaana bachoonyeele.
Children they-have become tired.
Abaana bachoonyeele khushifumbi.
Children they-have become tired on chair.
5. Abaana bachoonyeele khushifumbi (munzu).
Children they-have become tired on chair (in house).
B. la.*0mukhas_i ayilila tsifwa khushiiro.
Woman she-takes greens to market.
b .^ Omukhasi ayilila tsingokho khushiiro.
Woman she-talces chickens to market.
2a. Omukhasi ayilila tsifwa mushikapo.
Woman she-takes greens in basket.
b. Omukhasi ayilila tsingokho mushikapo.
Woman she-takes chickens in basket.
c. Omukhasi ayilila tsifwa mushikapo khushiiro.
Woman she-takes greens in basket to market.
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d. Omukhasi ayilila tsingokho mushikapo khushiiro.
Woman she-takes chickens in basket to market.
3a. Omukhasi ayila tsifwa (khushiiro).
Woman she-takes greens (to market).
b. Omukhasi ayila tsingokhS (khushiiro).
Woman she-takes chickens (to market),
Sentence A. 1. is a base-verb sentence acceptable to the 
Bashisa; the locative NP is optional; the verb is unaffected. Sen­
tence A. 2. is unacceptable with two obligatory locNP's and a 
base-verb shape. But A. 4. with a locational locative NP and 
locative verb shape is acceptable. (If two locNP's co-occur, at 
least one is locational locative, and both may be.) Locational 
locNP is the only kind of locative NP capable of occurring with 
this extended verb shape, however, because the verb is locational.
Sentence A. 3. is unacceptable, having a locative extended 
verb shape and no co-occurring locational locative NP--or its 
equivalent. (see p. 73.) In sentence A. 4. the locNP and the 
locative extension (-il-/-el-) co-occur. This sentence is accept­
able to the Bashisa, as is also sentence A, 5. with two locational 
locNP's, one of them optional, and the other obligatory.
The verb in the group of sentences under B is a verb of 
direction: -yil- 'take (to a place).' In sentences under B. 1.,
the extended form of the verb cannot co-occur with only the 
directional locative khushiiro 'to market,'
In sentences under B, features of animacy do not obstruct the 
relationship, as sentences B. 1. a/b illustrate. But the extended 
form co-occurring with the locational locNP (mushikapo 'in basket') 
is acceptable. Sentences B. 2. c/d also show that a directional 
locative (khushiiro 'to market') may co-occur with a locational
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locNP--which is obligatory. Therefore, the following conclusions 
can be made: If a verb is directional, a directional locNP is
obligatory. If it occurs in the locative extended shape, a second 
locNP, a locational locNP, is also obligatory. With directional 
verbs in the locative extended form we conclude, then, that two 
locNP's are obligatory: a directional and a locational. If the
extended form of the verb is locational, only a locational locNP is 
obligatory.
Neither NP-j. nor benefactive objects may co-occur with obligatory 
locational locNP with -il-/-el- extended form of the verb. If a 
benefactive object co-occurs, the extension is benefactive, and any 
co-occurring locNP would only be optional. An animate fixed 
object #1 may co-occur, but not the benefactive object. The same 
is true of NPj (but not of PNP-j.) . If a fixed object co-occurs with 
the base verb, it may remain with the extended form. PNP3; may co­
occur with locative extended verb forms together with co-occurring 
locNP('s).
Observations will now be made of verbs in the locative extended 
shape and their behavior in the various types of clauses.
7.1. Descriptive Verbs in the Locative Extended Shape
7.11. Syntactic Pattern A-^
7.111. Grammatical Component
Syntactic pattern A-^ provides for these core elements: subject
+ locative verb + object #1 .
Sample Sentences:
Class 1^
a. Omulwale usiniiliile khumundu.
Sick person he-is standing leaning on man.
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b* Omulwale usinjiliile khumutunga.
Sick person he-is standing leaning on stick.
Class 2l
*
Qmus iani yeelushila lthun jlla.
Boy he-runs on road.
With class 1 verbs, the subject is obligatorily animate, and 
locational locNP object may be animate or inanimate. With class 2 
verbs, the subject is also obligatorily animate, but locational 
locNP is obligatorily inanimate. Verbs in both classes are loca­
tional, requiring only one locNP. These are some of the verbs which 
imperativize.
Pronominal affiliations
Locational locNP object may occur as locS in sequential af­
filiation.
Usiniiliilekhwft. - He is standing leaning on him/it.
Clausal affiliations
Loc^NP of the verb -sinjilil- also occurs as fronted grammatical 
subject in the passive affiliations subject NP occurring as PNP 
(optionally) in a position to the right of the verb: 
f Khumutunga khu*")
« C sinjiliilwekhwo (nende omulwale).
Omut&nga ku \
fon-stickl
a it is being leaned on it (by sick person) in standing
(Stick J position.
The unusual behavior of -sinjil-/-sinjilil- was discussed on 
pp. 87-88. In the passive affiliation it follows the same pattern 
as do agentive verbs. But a different affiliation pattern occurs 
with other descriptive verbs: The object #1 locNP may occur as a
fronted NP, either as grammatical subject or simply as a fronted NP. 
No change in the verb radical occurs, but the locS co-occurs. The
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following example illustrates this affiliation which in this study- 
wili be termed the 'locative affiliation.' The following is an 
example:
f khw i lu s h i 1 akhw o 
Khunjila <
lOmusiani yeelushilakhwo
/""it-is running on it boy)
On-road J
(boy he-is running on it'
The following sketch shows the semantic/syntactic subcategori­
zation rules to be added to the grammatical component.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
0.0 Subjects of Locative Shapes ■*
jActor-Subject Locative Shape! C+ animater + #
"J (Class 1, 2) J \ nima 6J
1.0 Object #1
(Locational LocusQ of the Action) f + animate }
V V 4 I + #
(Locational Locus^ of the Action) - animate)
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 “*■ 
rLocational^oc Locusa of Action
(Locational^oc Locus^ of Action) ^
Actor Subject^
+ Locative Shape +
Class 1
Class 2
7.112. Lexical Entries 
(Starred forms are multivalent. Forms marked x are polysemous 
in that they may indicate subjective physical ability, as in this 
classification, or objective capacity as, for example, with agentive 
verbs.
1. Verbs of Class 1
-sinjilil- 'stand up at/on,' etc.
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-khamil- 'disappear in/from, 1 etc.
-itsil- 'come on,' etc. XIX. Des. A^ . 1. [Act ____
2, Verbs of Class 2
x-lolel- 'see in,' etc. 
x-huliilil- 'hear in,' etc. 
x-onoonel- 'sin in,' etc. 
x-konel- 'sleep/lie on, 1 etc. 
x-boolel- 'speak in,' etc.
•ft-soomel- 'read in/at,' etc.
*-reebel- 'ask in,' etc.
*-homel- 'smear (mud) in/on,' etc,
*-ilushil- ' run in/on,' etc.
III. Des. Ax 2. [Act ____  Lj]
1.VI. Syntactic Pattern A2
Verbs occurring in this pattern do not imperativize and are 
associated with process subjects in base-verb referent sentences.
7.121. Grammatical Component
Syntactic pattern A2 with locative extended verb shapes pro­
vides for these core elements: subject + locative verb 4- object #1.
Sample Sentences:
Class _1
% + A
a' Abaana bachoonyeele khushifumbi.
Children they-have become tired on chair,
b. Abaana bachoonyeele khupunda,
Children they-have become tired on donkey.
Class 2_
Inyama yihunyilanga khushifulia.
Meat it-smells bad in cooking pot.
Verbs of syntactic pattern A2  are of the non-imperativizing
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group, having process subjects. Subjects of class 1 verbs may be 
animate or inanimate, but those of class 2 are obligatorily inanimate. 
The locative NP is locational. Object #1 of class 1 verbs may be 
either animate or inanimate; all others are obligatorily inanimate. 
Pronominal
LocS sequential affiliation may occur:
Bachoonyeelekhwo. - They-have become tired on it (chair).
Passive affiliation
One verb only (-choonyel- 'become tired on/in', etc.) occurs 
in the passive affiliation;,. There does not seem to be any satis­
factory explanation for this phenomenon unless it is semantic:
Eshifumbi shlno shichoonyeeIwekhwo abaana.
This chair it-has been got tired of on it children.
This passive pattern is like the referent sentence of 
class 2 verbs of syntactic pattern Ap in which object # 1  becomes 
fronted grammatical subject.
In the examples on page 187, It was seen that an optional loca­
tive may also occur with a base verb. In this case, it could be 
stated generally that the stronger the locative environment of a 
verb (i.e. locational NP), the more likely is the locative extended 
shape to occur. It occurs quite commonly in relative clauses in 
which the locative NP precedes the verb of the main clause, in which 
case the locS that is in concordial agreement with the locative NP 
is affixed to the locative verb, for example:
Hano nahabundu aha abandu banyooleeleho omwibi.
This is the place where people found at it thief.
A sentence of a different pattern, in which the preceding locative 
may be directional, contains a locative verb if the locS is loca­
tional, for example:
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Ereele tsinyaanya hano, ne tsiboleeleho.
I put tomatoes here, and they spoiled here.
The following sketch delineates the necessary semantic/syntactic 
rules to be added to the grammatical component.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
0.0 Subjects of Simple Locative Shapes
("Process-Subject.. Locative Shape") (+ animate")
1 H f +#
(Process-Subject2 Locative Shape) animatej
1.0 Object #1
(Locational- Locus of Action) (+ animate") ) loc a
j  i  v + #(Locational! Locus. of Action\ I- animate \ loc i -/ ** J
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1
(Locational- Locus of Action"\ loc a
(jJocational^QC Locus^ of Action 
Class l)
+ Locative Shape +   + #
L ) /*
V ^Process Subiectc 
l j ^
.Class 2
7.122. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-choonyel- 'become tired on,' etc.
-khulil- 'grow in,' etc.
*-lwalil- 'be/become ill in,' etc.
III. Des. A2, 1. CPc ____  Lj]
2. Verbs of Class 2
-fubil- 'spoil in' 
x-hunyil- 'smell bad in,' etc.
-bolel- 'rot in/on,' etc.
-saalil- 'sizzle in' III. Des. A^. 2. CPc ____  L^ ]
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7.13. Syntactic Pattern B
7.131. Grammatical Component
Some descriptive verbs of syntactic pattern of base verbs 
are (or may be) directional verbs. Therefore, they require two 
locNP's--a directional and a locational. This fact demands that 
these verbs occur in a different syntactic pattern from the loca­
tional verbs. Nevertheless, the subjects are still actor subjects 
of imperativizing verbs. This type of sentence will be "syntactic 
pattern B." This pattern provides for these core elements: subject
+ locative verb + object # 1  + object #2 .
Sample Sentences:
Class _1
al. Qmundu ukhamiile mumukanda mushiiro.
Man he-disappeared in crowd in the market.
2 • Qmundu ukhamiile mumutsuru hashiiro.
Man he-disappeared in forest near market.
kl- Omutokei kukhamiile mumukanda mushiiro.
Motorcar it-disappeared in crowd in the market.
2 . Omutolca kukhamiile mumutsuru hashiiro.
Motorcar it-disappeared in forest near market.
These are also of the imperatival group of descriptive verbs. 
Subject may be animate or inanimate, and so may object #1, but 
object # 2  is obligatorily inanimate and in these sentences is the 
locational locNP, locative object #1 being directional. The verb 
is directional and in the locative extended shape. For these 
reasons, two locNP's are obligatory, one being obligatorily capable 
of being a directional locNP and the other a locational locNP, 
Pronominal affiliations
These sentences may occur in mixed affiliations ln which
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locational locNP occurs as locNP and directional as locS, or vice 
versa:
Ukhamiileho mumutsuru. - He disappeared there into forest.
or,
Ukhamiilemwo hashiiro. - He disappeared into it near market.
Clausal affiliations
v
On page 187, it was shown that— except for the verb -sinjilil- 
'stand in,' etc,--descriptive verbs do not tolerate the locative 
prefix on object #1, i.e. directional locNP, when it occurs as 
fronted grammatical subject. But they do tolerate object #2 as a 
locative HP in that position provided object # 1  occurs in its object 
position and the subject of the referent sentence occurs con­
currently as NP, rather than PNP, in a position immediately to the 
right of the verb--the verb is not in the passive extended form:
COmutsuru ku) f tnwo) (hashiiro }
^Hashiiro haj ^ho J ” uudu |mumutsuruj •
(Forest 7 lt_has disappeared f into-it? a man (near market? 
^Near-marketj (jiear-it^  Tinto forest^
The following schema indicates the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules to be added to the grammatical component.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
0.0 Subjects of Locative Shapes -*■
\Actor-Subject Locative Shape") f . 1 „
| (Class 1) j  j± + #
1.0 Object #1 -*■
|l)irectionalloc Locus of the Action^ animate^ + #
2.0 Object #2 -*•
pLocational^oc Locus of the Action^ animate^ + #
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General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -*
j|Directional^oc Locus of Action^ jj ^Actor Subject^
|ciass llj + Locative Shape + ____ + object #2 + #
2.0 Object #2 *•*
<|Locational^ oc Locus of Action^ || ^ Actor Subject^ 
jciass l| + Locative Shape + object #1 +  *f #
7.132. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-khamil- 'disappear at/near,' etc.
-itsil- 'come on,' etc.
-ilushil- 'run on, 1 etc.
III. Des. B. 1. [Act ____  L2 L^ ]
7.2. Agentive Verbs in the Locative Extended Shape 
Agentive verbs were classified according to number, kinds and 
combinations of NP's with which they could be associated. This 
classification will be continued as a point of reference for observ­
ing differences occurring in locative extended form with additional 
consideration given to locational and directional locative factors. 
Variations or subdivisions will be noted and added.
The co-occurrence of the instrument phrase is not common but 
may occur with some verbs. The occurrence of the locative NP could, 
then, with some patterns increase the object OP- or locS-type 
nominals by one; or, in the case of the occurrence of both a loca­
tional and a directional locative, by two.
It should be stated that the occurrence of one locative NP 
theoretically presupposes the potentiality for the occurrence of a
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theoretically unlimited string of locative NP's, for example:
Qmusiani aniinila mumutoka khunjila hamwalo heshikulu mushialo 
Boy he-climbs in motorcar on road near river by hill in the
shioMwihila hekulu wa- etc., etc.
country of Mwihila (i.e. in grass patch)above . . .
The first two locative NP's have, in this instance, syntactic 
distinctiveness, but the others do not. Therefore, such strings 
will not be considered here. Sentences containing more than two 
locative NP's are not included in the corpus of material.
The various syntactic patterns will now be presented, but the 
format will be altered to accommodate the occurrences of locational 
and directional. It should be stated that, where the area indicated 
by the locative is large enough, directional verbs may also occur 
as locational locative verbs, but locational verbs do not occur as 
directional.
For the sake of clarity, verbs will be presented in two broad 
categories: (1 ) locational, in which all verbs may occur, and (2 )
directional. The first to be presented will be the locational.
7.21. Locational Verbs
7.211. Syntactic Pattern A
7.2111. Grammatical Component
Core elements for syntactic pattern A are these: subject +
locative verb + object # 1  + object #2 .
Sample Sentences:
Class _1
a. Omukhasi abisiile ingokho mubulimo.
Woman she-hid chicken in grass/bushy area.
b. Omukhasi abisiile islongo mubulimo.
Woman she-hid waterpot in bushy area.
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Class 2
+ \ + A
a* Omukhasi achlnjlile omwana khumukongo.
Woman she-carried child on back.
/ t + % f-
b. Omukhas i achinjiile amatuuma khumurwe.
Woman she-carried maize on her head.
c* OmutokH kuchinjiile abandu mukari.
Motorcar it-carried people inside.
d. Omutok£ kuchinjiile amatuuma mukart.
Motorcar it-carried maize inside.
All subjects are agentive. With class 1 verbs they are obliga­
torily animate; with class 2 they may be animate or inanimate.
The following constraints obtain for object #1:
Class 1^: + animate, receiver^ of the action identified by the verb
Class 2/. + animate, receive^ of the action indicated by the verb
The following constraints obtain for object #2:
Class 1_, 2} " animate, locational locus of action of verb
Pronominal affiliations
Both classes of verbs have the capacity to occur in the OP-locS 
sequential affiliation.
A
Achibisiilemwo. - She hides it (chicken) in it (bush).
Passive affiliations.
Both classes of verbs may occur in the following patterns of
passive affiliations,
a. Ingokho yibisiilwe mubulimo (nende omukhasi).
Chicken it-was hidden in bush by woman.
Mubulimo mu') , , . . „ « . ,,«  bisnlwemwo ingokhoObulimo buT------ S   ^(nende omukhasi) .
Mubulimo ingokho yibisiilwemwo
Ln it chicken)
(by woman).
jIn GrassJ it: iS beins hidden in it chicken^ 
[in-grass chicken it-is being hidden in it f
When the locNP is fronted, whether with or without the locative, 
its concordial suffix occurs on the verb.
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The following sketch delineates the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules to be added to the grammatical component. 
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
0.0 Subjects of Simple Locative Shape
{Agentive-Sub ject Locative Shape ) (+ animate ) (Class 1) 1
Agentive-Subject Locative Shape \
„ (Class 2 ) J
r +  #
+ animate \
1.0 Object #1 “*■
■^ Receiver of the Action^ animate"^  4- #
2.0 Object #2
|^Locational^oc Locus of the Action^ animate^ 4- #
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.1 Object #1
•^ Receiver of Action^ || ^ Agentive Subject^ ^Class 1, 2^
+ Locative Shape 4- _____ + object #2 4- #
2 .1 Object #2 -*
L^ocational-^ oc Locus of Actionj || j^ Agentive Subject^ ^Class 1, 2\ 
4- Locative Shape 4- object #1 + ____  4- #
7.2112. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-bisil- 'hide in/under,' etc.
-nyoolel- 'find in,' etc.
-lindil- 'wait for in,' etc.
-konel- 'lie on,' etc.
III. Ag. A. 1. [Ag ____  (D 5 0) Lt]
2. Verbs of Class 2
-chinjil- 'carry in/on,' etc.
-yilil- 'take in/on,' etc.
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-leerel- 'bring in/on,' etc.
III. Ag. A. 2. [Ag ____  (D j 0) Lj]
7.212. Syntactic Pattern B
7.2121. Grammatical Component
Syntactic pattern B provides for these core elements: subject 
4- locative verb + object #1 + object #2 + object #3.
Sample Sentences:
Class 1_
Omundu asinyila abandu mumutoka (namakhuwake.
Man he-annoys people in motorcar (with his words).
Class 2_
Abatilyi bamaliile emilimo elwanyi (nelnyundo).
Workmen they-finished work outside (with hammer).
Class _3
a• Abaayi bakhupiile ing1ombe khunjila (netsisaala).
Herdboys they-beat cow on road (with sticks).
k• Abaayi bakhupiile ing'oma khunjila (netsisaala).
Herdboys they-beat drum on road (with sticks).
Class 4
Omukhaana asaabila amakhonoke munzu (neisaabuuni).
Girl she-washes her hands in house (with soap).
Class 5_
Omwayi aratsila tsimbasi mushikuuri (nebilenje bibill).
Herdboy he-kicks kicks in pasture (with both feet).
Class 6_
Omukhaana ahomela obutoyi/nobutoyi munzu (namakhono).
Girl she-smears mud/with mud in house (with hands).
Class 7_
a. Ndiili aniinila omwana mumutsuru (nomukoye).
Ndiili he-climbs (to get) child in forest (with rope).
k• Ndiili aniinila tsikhwx mumutsuru (nomukoye).
Ndiili he-climbs (to get) firewood in forest (with rope).
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All subjects are animate and agentive. Since the areas indi­
cated by the PNP's are great enough to encompass the action 
indicated by the verb, all locative NP's are locational and in­
animate. The instrument PNP is optional and inanimate. For object 
# 1  the following constraints obtain:
Class 1_: + animate, receiver^ of the action identified by the verb
- animate, receive^ of the action
+ animate, receiver^ of the action
- animate, -f body part, possessed receiver of the action
indicated by the verb
Class 2 
Class 3 
Class 4
Class 5
Class 6
Class 7
- animate, co-ordinate object of the action
- animate, material used in the action
+ animate, object of purpose of the action identified by 
the verb
Pronominal affiliations
All sentences may occur in the OP-locS affiliations for example: 
Abasinyilamwo (ninako).
He annoys them (people) in it (motorcar) (with them--his words), 
Passive affiliations
These sentences may occur in passive affiliations as follows: 
Class 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 , 7:
a. Abandu basinyilwa mumutoka (nende J omundu)  ^ /
) amakhuwa komundu)j
People they-are being annoyed (^ y man)
(with man's words)
b. T^Vh-qH  fmusinyilwamwo abandu*! {(nende omundu) ")
(abandu basinyilwamwot 1 (namakhuwa kSmundu)f *
In-motorcar people they-are being annoyed in it
\(by man)
J(with man's words)\'»}
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Class 4:
a. Amakhono komukhaana kasaabilwa munzu (neisaabuuni).
Hands of girl they-are being washed in house (with soap).
The possessive phrase may not be separated in passive commuta­
tions .
* fmus aab iIwamwo amakhono komukhaana0  w  ^  vb. Munzu 4 ttt ;---< r~rx-- ;----rr;----*• r (neisaabuuni).  f amakhono komukhaana kasaabiIwamwo V ----------
In-house girl’s hands they—are being washed in it (with
soap).
Verbs of class 4 occur in the passive affiliation without the
PNP , but this particular PNP does occur in the passive affiliation ag
with the other classes of verbs in this syntactic pattern.
The following schema illustrates the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules to be added to the grammatical component.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -*■
/Receiver^ of the Action 
I Receive^ of the Action 
iReceiverg of the Action
Receiver . of the Action psd
Co-ordinate Object of the Action! 
Material used in the Action 
^Object of Purpose in the Action
2.0 Object #2 
^Locational^oc Locus of the Action
3.0 Object #3 
^Instrument of the Actionjj
+ animate
- animate
+ animate
- animate 
body part
- animate
- animate 
+ animate
a>
\
H - animate*^ + #
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General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1. Object #1 -*■
^Receiver^ of Action
Receiver2 of Action 
Receiver^ of Action 
Receiverpgcj of Action
Class 1
Class 2 
Class 3
^Agentive Subject^ ^Class 4
Class 5 
Class 6  
Class 7
+ object # 2  + object # 3  + #
Co-ordinate Object of Action 
Material used in Action 
Object of Purpose of Action 
+ Locative Shape 4-
2.1 Object #2 -*■
■j\ocational^oc Locus of Action^ j ^Agentive Subject^
£ciass 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 , ^  + Locational Shape + object #1
+ _____ + object #3 + #
7.2122. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-ninxl- ’scold in,’ etc.
-sinyil- 1 annoy/irritate in,' etc.
-fwalil- ’dress in,' etc.
-reebel- 'ask in,' etc.
-konel- 'sleep with in,' etc.
III. Ag. B. 1. [Ag _____ D LX (I)]
2. Verbs of Class 2
% *
-chaachil- 'begin under,' etc.
“funachil- 'break in,' etc.
-malil- 'finish in, 1 etc.
-buulil- 'tell in,' etc.
-fumbil- 'fold in,' etc.
-khuulil- 'pull out in,' etc.
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-soomel- 'read in,' etc,
-ilushil- 'run on/in, 1 etc.
-teeshe1 - 'cook in,' etc.
-boolel- 'speak in,' etc.
-rechel- 'set (trap) in,' etc.
-funjil- 'lock in,' etc.
-chetel- 'strain in,' etc.
III. Ag. B. 2. [Ag ____  0  (I)]
3. Verbs of Class 3
-fuubil- 'throw in,' etc.
-boyel- 'tie in,' etc.
-sdmbil- 'burn in, 1 etc.
-enyel- 'want in,' etc.
-khupil- 'strike in,' etc.
-kulil- 'buy in,' etc.
-remel- 'chop/slash in,' etc.
-ratsil- 'kick in,' etc.
-manyil- 'know in,' etc.
-huliilll- ' hear in,' etc.
-lolel- 'see in,' etc,
-onoonel- 'spoil in,' etc.
-lindil- 'watch over in,' etc.
-khaabil- 'seek in,' etc.
-tsomel- 'insert in,' etc.
-bambil- 'stretch in,' etc.
-meetel- 'add in,' etc.
-nyoolel- 'find in,' etc.
-hen.jel- 'look at in,' etc.
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-nyalil- 'be able in, 1 etc.
-londel- 'follow in,' etc.
III. Ag. B. 3. C(Ag ____  (D $ 0) (I)]
4. Verbs of Class 4
-saabil- 'wash (body part) in,' etc.
-sambil- 'bum in,' etc.
-boyel- 'tie in,' etc.
-khupil- 'strike in,' etc.
-remel- 'chop/slash in,' etc.
-ratsil- 'kick in,' etc.
-lolel- 'see in,' etc.
-khuulil- 'pull out in,' etc.
-henjel- 'look at through,' etc.
-tsomel- 'insert in,' etc.
III. Ag. B. 4. [G   0 Lx (I)]
5. Verbs of Class 5
-ratsxl- 'kick in,' etc.
-fwalil- 'dress in,' etc.
-reebel- 'ask in,' etc.
-khupil- 'strike in,' etc.
-remel- 'chop/slash in,' etc.
-onoonel- 'sin in,' etc.
-soomel- 'read in,' etc,
-ilushil- 'run in,' etc.
III. Ag, B. 5. [Ag ____  C Li (I)]
6 . Verbs of Class 6
-homel- 'smear in,' etc.
III. Ag. B. 6 . [Ag ____  M Lx (I)]
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7. Verbs of Class 7
-niinil- 'climb (to get s. th.) in,' etc.
III. Ag. B. 7. [Ag ____  P Lt (I)]
7.213. Syntactic Pattern C
7.2131. Grammatical Component
Core elements of syntactic pattern C are these: subject +
locative verb + object #1 + object #2 + object #3 + object #4 + # 
Sample Sentences:
Class 1.
a• Omwayi aratsila ing1ombe tsimbasi mushikuuri (neshilenje). 
Herdboy he-kicks cow kicks in pasture (with one foot).
b. Omwayi aratsila omupllla tsimbasi mushikuuri (neshilenje). 
Herdboy he-kicks ball kicks in pasture (with one foot).
Class 2
Omwechesia areebela abeechi amareebo mwisoomelo (nomunwa). 
Teacher he-asks pupils questions in school (with mouth--orally)
Class 3
Omulesi asaabila omwana amakhono munzu (neisaabuuni).
Nursegirl she washes child's hands in house (with soap).
Class 4
Sara ahomela indubi obutoyi/nobutoyi munzu (nolusaala).
Sara she-smears basket with mud in house (with stick).
All subjects are animate and agentive. Object #3 is inanimate
locational locNP; and object #4 is optional, inanimate instrument
PNP. Object #1 and #2 vary in their semantic/syntactic roles. The
following constraints obtain for object #1 .
Class 1_: + animate, receiver-^  of the action indicated by the verb
Class 2; 4- animate, receive^ of the action
Class 2.: + animate, possessor of object #2 of the action
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Class 4: - animate, receiver^ of the action indicated by the verb
The following constraints obtain for object #2:
Class 1.: - animate, co-ordinate object of the action
Class 2_: - animate, co-ordinate object of the action
Class 3: - animate, + body part, possessed receiver of the action
Class 4: - animate, material used in the action identified by the
verb
Pronominal affiliations
All sentences may occur in mixed affiliations as follows:
Class 1, 2: OP-locS-NP-PSCP
A (chi') _ J a ftsimbasi*) , . . * .
15 1 J ^ ■^ amwo 1 H 5 eE J  (BHiashio).
fit (cow) 2  , . 1 . . , v f kicks) ,
: [them (kicks)? klcks in xt (pasture) 1 cow ( (with it-
U ***/ U J  fnrtioot).
Class 3: OP-locS-NP-PSCP
Amus aab i1amwo amakhono (ninayo).
She (nursegirl) washes his (child's) hands (with it— soap).
Class 4: OP-locS-NP/PNP-PSCP
r
r^*!
A {% }  (Si-lwo) -
fit (mudf0 ] smears in “  (house> fbasketUd] (With/ ^ r
** ^ / SlXCKJ »
She
Passive affiliations.
Several variations of passive affiliations are possible with 
the fronting of the various objects, as follows:
Class 1_, 2:
a. Abeechi bareebelwa amareebo mwisoomelo j(nomunwa) # f
1 (n5mwechesia)\
Pupils they-are being asked questions in school f(by
J teacher)L 
^  (orally)J ‘
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0 ^  % r 1 ( rvmtvrQ/‘■TlA fll \ m
b. Amareebo kareebelwa abeechi mwisoomelo
C nd wechesia)7 
j(nSmunwa) J
Questions they-are being asked pupils in school
"(by 1
(with mouth)v *
J ^ .11
f(by teacher)^
l<
c. Mwisoomelo
fmureebeIwamwo abeechi amareebo) C v - 7
J ab&dchi bareebelwamwS amareebo L J(nomunwa)  ^ 4  ^
^ amareebo kareebe Iwamwo abeechi J |( AQ.^^pbe sia)^
In-school
Class 3:
v Omwana asaabilwa amakhono 0 * ((nende omulesi)
I Amakhdno kdmwana kasaabilwaY 1 (nende isMbdxhii'
Child's hands are being washed in house f(by nursegirl)]
Kwith soap) j
Class 4:
a* Indubi yihomelwa obutoyi/nobutoyi munzu lusf.'!l a *
Basket it-is being smeared mud in house <9^ nursegirl))
|(with stick) C
b. Obutoyi buhomelwa mundubi munzu J v
|(nolusaalaa  *
Mud it-is being smeared in basket in house ) (ky Sara) 7
£(with stick)C
(indub i y{homeIwamwo obutoyi/nobutoyi*^ C ,
c. Munzu J  muhome Iwamwo indub i obu t oy i / nSbu toy i C M  - — f  ^ v
/ obutoyi buhomeIwamwo mundubi ^  Yll°iitsaala)\^
(basket it-is being smeared with mud 1
In-house 7 it-is being smeared in it basket with mud 
(mud it-is being smeared in it in basket J
C(by Sara) *7 
/(with stickH*
When locNP occurs as fronted grammatical subject, its concordial 
verbal suffix co-occurs obligatorily. This locNP may be fronted, 
and either of the non-locative objects may also be fronted con­
currently. In such instances, the non-locative NP is the subject 
with the SP in concordial agreement with it. If object #2 occurs 
as fronted grammatical subject, object # 1  occurs in the shape of
a locNP with class 4 verbs and is directional.
The following sketch indicates the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules to be added to the grammatical component. 
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -*■
(Receiver^ of the Action*! /-f animate! 
JReceiver0 of the Action | }+ animate/
r(?Possessor of Object #2
 
+ animate
[Receiver^ of the Action — animatej
2.0 Object #2
Co-ordinate Object^ of the Action*
TV!
Co-ordinate 0bject2 of the Action
Receiverpgtj of the Action
iMaterial used in the Action 
3. 0 Object #3
it1
- animate
- animate
£ r^ mate M  + #(+ body pary[
- animate
^Locationalloc Locus of the Action7 f-animate J  +  #
4.0 Object #4
Instrument of the Action 
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.1 Object #1 -»
/Receiverof Action
:V®
+ Locative Shape +
+ object #4 + #
Receiver2 of Action 
Possessor of Object #2j
Receiver^ of Action
/class V. 
Jclass 21 
JClass 3 
talas s 4 
+ object #2 + object #3
^Agentive Subject^
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2.1 Object #2 -
fCo-ordinate Object^ of Action 
JCo-ordinate 0bject2 of Action
rReceiverpsd of Action L
 Class 2
Agentive SubjectV ^
J lClass 3
Class 4
+ object #3 + object #4
^Material used in Action
+ Locative Shape + object #1' +
+ #
3.1 Object #3 -*
^Locational^oc Locus of Action^ | ^ Agentive Subject ^
C^lass 1, 2, 3, 4^ + Locative Shape + object #1 + object #2 
+ ___ _ + object #4 4- #
7.2132. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-ratsil- 'kick in,' etc.
-khupil- 'strike in,' etc.
-remel- 'chop/slash in,' etc.
III. Ag. C. 1. [Ag ____  (D 5 0) C Lx (I)]
2. Verbs of Class 2
-fwalil- 'dress in,' etc.
-reebel- 'ask in,1 etc.
III. Ag. C. 2. [Ag ____  D C L-l (1)3
3. Verbs of Class 3
-s&mbil- 'burn in,' etc.
-saabil- 'wash in,' etc.
-khupil- 'strike in,' etc.
-ratsil- 'kick in,' etc,
-remel- 'chop/slash in,' etc.
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-boyel- 'tie at,' etc.
-lchuulil- 'pull out in,' etc.
-heniel- 'look at in,’ etc.
-lolel- 'see in,' etc.
-tsomel- 'insert in,' etc.
III. Ag. C. 3. CAg ____  G 0 Lx (I)]
4. Verbs of Class 4
-hoinel- 'smear in,' etc.
III. Ag. C. 4. [Ag 0 M Lx (I)]
7.22. Directional Verbs
7,221. Syntactic Pattern D
7.2211. Grammatical Component
Core elements provided by syntactic pattern D are as follows: 
subject 4- locative verb + object #1 + object #2 + object #3.
Sample Sentences:
Class JL
a• Dobi aniiniile khumusaala hamuchela (nomukoye).
Dobi he-climbed in tree near river (with rope).
b. Dobi aniiniile khupunda hamuchela (nomukoye).
Dobi he-climbed on donkey near river (with rope).
The subjects are animate and agentive, and the PNPj is inanimate
and optional. Object #1 and #2 are locative nominals. Object #3 is
optional PNP-p The following constraints obtain for object #1:
Class 1/. + animate, directional locative receiver of the action
described by the verb
Constraints which obtain for object #2 are as follows:
Class 1_: - animate, locational locative NP indicating the locus of
the action described by the verb
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Verbs in this syntactic pattern are those which, in base-verb 
sentences, were associated with a locative fixed object as the 
receiver of the action identified by the verb. This same object 
occurs here and it can now be seen that it is directional, the second 
locative NP being locational.
Pronominal affiliations
Either object #1 or object #2 may occur in a mixed affiliation 
of the locS-locNP combination--a combination not occurring with 
base-verb shapes nor with other extension shapes thus far investi­
gated.
Aniiniilelchwo hamuchela (ninalcwo).
He climbed it (tree) near it (river) (with it--rope).
Passive affiliations
Either object #1 or object #2 may occur as fronted grammatical
subject in the following passive pattern:
(Khumusaala khu*) ........a , , f(naDobi) *)
■|~ ~Omusaala ~ku\ hmuchela ■
^  Tree| lt_is belnS climbed in it near river ■
The following sketch delineates the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules to be added to the grammatical component.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1
jDirectionaljoc Receiver of the Action^ animatejj + #
2 .0 Object #2 -+
^Locational^oc Locus in the Action^ animate^ + #
3.0 Object #3 -*■
^Instrument in the Action^
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General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.1 Object #1 -*
^Dlrectional^oc Receiver of Action 
^Class lj + Locative Shape + ____  + object #2 + object #3 + #
2.1 Object #2 -+f
Locative Shape + object #1 4- _____+ object #3 + #
7.2212, Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-niinil- ’climb on,’ etc.
-khayil- 'refuse in,’ etc.
-hunyil- 'take whiff of in,’ etc.
III. Ag. D. 1. [Ag ____  L2 Lx (I)]
7.222. Syntactic Pattern E
7.2221. Grammatical Component
Core elements of syntactic pattern E are these: subject 4-
locative verb + object #1 4- object #2 4 object #3.
Sample Sentences:
Class _1
a. Omukhasi abisiile ingokho mubulimo hamuchela.
Woman she-hid chicken in grass near river.
b. Omukhasi abisiile isiongo mubulimo hamuchela.
Woman she-hid waterpot in grass near river.
Class _2
a. Omukhasi achinjiile omwana khumukongo khushiiro.
Woman she-carried child on back to market.
b. Omukhasi achinjiile am^tuuma khumurwe khushiiro.
Woman she-carried maize on her head to market.
Lonal^ oc Locus in Action^ Jj ^ Agentive Subject^ ^Class 1^
^ I ^Agentive Subject^
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c. Omutoka kuchinjllle abandu mukari khushiiro.
Motorcar it-carried people inside to market,
d. Omutoka kuchinjiile amatuuma mukari khushiiro.
Motorcar it-carried maize inside to market.
All subjects are agentive. Subjects of class 1 verbs are 
obligatorily animate, and of class 2 they may be animate or inani­
mate. These are verbs of the group which, in their base shapes do 
not co-occur with instrument PNP, and in the locative extended form 
they retain this characteristic.
The following constraints obtain for object #1:
Class JL: + animate, receiver^ of the action indicated by the verb
Class 1_\ + animate, receiver2 of the action
These constraints obtain for object #2:
Class 1_: - animate, directional locative object of the action
identified by the verb 
Class - animate, locational locative object of the action
For object #3, these constraints obtain:
Class 1.: - animate, locational locative object of the action
described by the verb 
Class 2: - animate, directional locative object of the action
identified by the verb 
The determination of which of the two locative objects is 
directional and which locational can not be made syntactically. It 
is a matter of meaning. Scotton (op. cit., pp. 252) termed it 
'world view.1 Two types of locatives are interchangeable in their 
positions.
Pronominal affiliations
All sentences may occur in mixed affiliations of this pattern: 
OP-locS-locNP:
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Achibisiilemwo hamuchela. - She it (chicken) hid in it (grass)
near it (river).
Passive affiliations
Any of the objects may occur as fronted grammatical subject
concurrently with the other two NP's co-occurring as objects in
passive affiliations as follows:
With fronted object #1:
a. Omwana achinjiilwe khumukongo kwanyinawe khushiiro.
Child he-was carried on back of his mother to market.
In the case of objects of possession, the possessor NP is in­
cluded in the object phrase involved and not as NPag.
b* Ingokho yibisiilwe mubulimo hamuchela (nomukhasi).
Chicken it-was hidden in grass near river (by woman).
This is the usual pattern when receiver, non-locative objects
occur as fronted grammatical subjects and are not a part of
expressions of possession.
lS-Pft.S.9. 7 chiniiilwekhwo omwana khushiiro (nomukhasi). \ Omukongo ku \  J------------------------ N y
On-back it-was carried on it child to market (by woman),
The following schema indicates the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules to be added to the grammatical component.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -*
^Receiver of the Action^ a ni m at e+ #
2.0 Object #2 -►
[ Directional-, Locus of the Action") [ - animate")‘loc
/Locational^oc Locus of the Action
O f "  j 
\ I - animate \
+ #
3.0 Object #3 -*
r Locationalloc Locus of the Action‘d f- animate^
+ #
/ Directional.^^ Locus of the Action' ■ Xn) animate \
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General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.1 Object #1 -►
^Receiver of the Action^ | £Agentive Subject^ ^Class 1, 2^
+ Locative Shape + _____ + object #2 + object #3 + #
2.1 Object #2 -*
n)irectional^oc Locus of Action) 
^Locational^oc Locus of Action J
^gentive Subject^
Tciass l") 
jclass
3.1 Object #3
+ Locative Shape -+• object #1 + _____ + object #3 + #
rLocational^oc Locus of Action
|pirectional^oc Locus of Action1
3n *) I C 7V jAgentive Subject r 
j j( ^ J
^Class 1*}
[class 2\
•+• Locative Shape 4- object #1 + object #2 
+ object #3 + #
7.2222. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-bisil- 'hide in,' etc.
III. Ag. E. 1, [Ag ____  (D $ 0) L2 L]]
2. Verbs of Class 2
-chlnjil- 'carry in,' etc.
-yilil- 'take in,' etc.
-leerel- 'bring in, etc.
III. Ag. E. 2. [Ag __ (D & 0) Lx L2]
7.223. Syntactic Pattern F
7.2231. Grammatical Component
Core elements of syntactic pattern F are these: subject +
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locative verb + object #1 + object #2 + object #3 + object #4. 
Sample Sentences:
Class 1
MulSmbo afuubila omupilla mushimwelo hamuche la (nomulch on o). 
Mulembo he-throws ball into basket near river (with one hand).
Class 2
a. Ndiili atsomela lihwa mwipaka munzu (nebitere),
Ndiili he-inserts thorn in cat in house (with fingers).
k• Ndiili atsomela lihwa mwisiisi munzu (nebitere).
Ndiili he-inserts thorn in wall in house (with fingers)
Class 3
a. Abandu babambila Yesu khumusalaba haYerusalemu (nemisumaari). 
People they-crucified Jesus on cross near Jerusalem (with
nails).
b. Abandu babambila amaseelo khutsimbaho hamuchela (nemisumaari) 
People they-stretch hides on boards near river (with nails).
Class 4
a■ Dobi aniinila omwana khumusaala hamuchela (nomukoye).
Dobi he-climbs tree near river (with rope) (to get) child.
b, Dobi aniinila tsilchwi khumusaala hamuchela (nbmukoye).
Dobi he-climbs tree near river (with rope) (to get) child.
c. Dobi aniinila omwana khupunda hamuchela (nbmukoye).
Dobi he-climbs on donkey near river (with rope) (to get)
child.
d• Dobi aniinila tsikhwi khupunda hamuchela (nomukoye).
Dobi he-climbs on donkey near river (with rope) (to get)
f irewood,
All subjects are animate and agentive. The instrument object 
(PNPj) occurs optionally and is inanimate.
The following constraints obtain for object #1:
Class 1_: - animate, receiver^ of the action indicated by the verb
- animate, receive^ of the action
+ animate, receiver^ of the action
Class 4: + animate, object of purpose of the action
Class 2
Class 3
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The following constraints obtain for object #2:
Class !L, _3: - animate, directional locative locus of the action
described by the verb 
Class 2_, 4_: + animate, directional locative locus of the action
For object #3 these constraints obtain:
Class 1_, ;3, 4: - animate, locational locative locus of the action
identified by the verb 
Pronominal affiliations
All sentences occur in these mixed affiliation ■ patterns : 0P-
locS-locNP-PSCP:
Amuniiniilekhwo hamuchela (ninakwo) ,
He (to get) him (child) climbed it (tree) near river (with
it--rope).
Passive affiliations
Any object of the first three (i.e. object #1, object #2, or 
object #3) may occur as grammatical subject concurrently with the 
remaining two obligatory objects (+ the PNPT or PNP ) in the follow- 
ing passive affiliations.
a. Omupilla kufuubilwa mushimwelo mulwanyi C(noMulembo) ^
1 (nomukhono omukhas in
Ball it-is being thrown in basket in yard A .j.J ] (with right hand)J
I o^upnia kufuubiIwamwo **) v A
b. J Mushimwelo mu _ . A V hamuchela/ \
JEshimwelo shi fuubi Iwamwo omupiilaj f •%(nomukhono
Hamuchela hafuubilwaho omupilla mushimwelo \ [
i
In-basket ball it-is being thrown in it near river
C(by Mulembo) 
‘nwith left hand)J/
This schema delineates the semantic/syntactic subcategorization
rules to be added to the grammatical component.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -♦
[ Receiver^ of the Action - animate"^
+ animate > + # 
+ animate
•f Receiver2 of the Action 
O^bject of Purpose of the Action
2.0 Object #2 -*■
( Directional^oc Locus^ of the Action^ J- animate J 
I Directional^oc L0 CUS2 of the Actionj /+ animate V
3.0 Object #3 -*
^JLocational^ oc Locus of the Action^ animate^ 4-
4.0 Object #4 -*■
^Instrument of the Action j*
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorizational Rules
1.1 Object #1 ->
+ #
Receiver^ of Actionj
Receiver^ of Action^*
Purpose of Action
Locative Shape + 
+ object #4 + #
2.1 Object #2 -»
f Di.rectional^ oc Locus-, of Action
5 Class 1, 2 Class 3 
Class 4
  + object #2 + object #3
I Directional.. Locus V* loc
^ }
T Y
2 of Action \
Agentive Subject
Pciass 1, 3*) 
^Class 2, 4j
+ Locative Shape + object #1 + +
object #3 + object #4 + #
3.1 Object #3
^Locationalloc Locus of Action^ || ^Agentive Subject^ 
^Class 1, 2, 3, 4^ + Locative Shape 4- object #1 + 
object #2 + _____ + object #4 + #
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7.2232. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-chetel- 'strain in,' etc.
III. Ag. F. 1. [Ag ____  0 L2 L-l (I)]
2. Verbs of Class 2
-tsomel- 'insert in,' etc.
III. Ag. F. 2. [Ag _____ 0* L2a/. Lx (I).!
3. Verbs of Class 3
-fmibil- 'throw in,' etc.
-bambil- 'stretch in,' etc.
-meetel- 'add in,' etc.
-nyoolel- 'find in,' etc.
-londel- 'follow in,' etc.
III. Ag. F. 3. [Ag _____ (D I 0) L2 L1 (I)]
4. Verbs of Class 4
-niinil- 'climb in,' etc.
III. Ag. F. 4. [Ag _____ P L2a/i Li (I)]
*Note: When a locative noun-~either locational or directional--is
either animate or inanimate, it will be marked a/i_; other­
wise, it is inanimate.
7.23. Clauses of Subgroups of Agentive Verbs
7.231. Ergative Verbs in Locative Extended Shape
7.2311. Syntactic Pattern A
7.23111. Grammatical Component 
Core elements for syntactic pattern A are these: subject +
locative ergative verb + object #1. For convenience of reference
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and comparison, agentive non-ergativized clauses will be presented 
first:
1. Omwami achaachiile omuse mumusaala (namashleesi).
Chief he-began council meeting under tree (with greetings).
2. Omukhasi ateeshela amapwoni muchiik^bni (nomulilo omukali). 
Woman she-cooks potatoes in kitchen (with hot fire).
Ergative clauses of syntactic pattern A are as follows:
Sample Sentences:
Class 1_
Omuse kuchaachiile mumusaala.
Council meeting it-began under tree.
The subject here is inanimate, nominative (N) NP. This type of 
sentence is possible too with -teeshe1- 'cook in,' etc. But -teeshe1- 
is also capable of occurring in an ergative clause with no nomina­
tive NP, but with the agentive subject and a locational locative 
object, for example:
Class 2
Omukhasi ateeshela muchlikooni.
Woman she-is cooking in kitchen. Note by contrast:
Amapwoni lcateeshela muchixkooni. _ ,
Potatoes they-are cooking in kitchen. as 1X1 c^ass a ove-
In the ergative affiliations then, the subject of class 1 verbs
is inanimate, nominative NP. Of class 2 verbs, the subject is the
animate, agentive subject. The locational locative object NP is
inanimate.
Pronominal affiliations
These sentences may occur in the locS sequential affiliations 
Kuchaachiilemv/h. - It (council meeting) began under it (tree). 
Passive affiliations
Ergative locative extended verb shapes do not occur in passive
affiliations in syntactic pattern A.
The following sketch indicates the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules to be added to the grammatical component. 
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1
^Locational^oc Locus of the Action^ animate ^  + #
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.1 Object #1 *+
(
j--------------- ~ —  ------%
Nominative Subject 7 jClass 
Agentiveerg Subject} [class
+ Locative Ergative Shape + ____  + #
7.23112. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
"chaachil- 'begin in,' etc.
-teeshe1- 'cook in,' etc.
III. Erg. A, 1. [N ____  Lx]
2. Verbs of Class 2
-teeshel- 'cook in,' etc.
III. Erg. A. 2. [Ag ____  L1]
7.2312. Syntactic Pattern B
7.23121. Grammatical Component 
The class 2 verb of syntactic pattern A above (i.e. -teeshel-) 
also has the capacity to occur as a three-nominal verb in the 
syntactic pattern B, whose core elements are as follows: subject +
locative ergative verb + object #1 + object #2.
Sample Sentences:
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Class 1_
* % * * % *
Omukhasi ateeshela muchiikooni (nomulilo omukali).
Woman she-cooks in kitchen (with hot fire).
The subject is animate and agentive. The locative NP is loca­
tional and inanimate, and the optional PNP is the optional instrument 
phrase. Although it is here obligatory in order to form a sentence 
different from that of syntactic pattern A, for the sake of identi­
fication it is given the usual marks of optionality.
Pronominal affiliations
Pronominal affiliation is of the pattern: locS-PSCP.
Ateeshelamwfi (ninakwd). - She cooks in it (kitchen) (with it--
hot fire).
The following schema indicates the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules to be added to the grammatical component.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1
•Jl,ocationalloc Locus of the Action^ £- animate J + #
2.0 Object #2 -+
^Instrument of the ActionJ
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.1 Object #1 -*■
^Locational^oc Locus of Action^ ^Agentive^ Subject^
£ Class 1^  4- Locative Ergative Shape +   + object #2
+ #
7.23122. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-teeshel  ^ 'cook in,' etc.
III. Erg. B, 1. [Ag ____  Lx (I)]
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7.232. Instrumental Verbs in Locative Extended Shape 
The one verb which occurs in the instrumental affiliation 
retains its characteristic multivalence in the locative extended 
form also, as will be seen by the following syntactic patterns.
7,2321. Syntactic Pattern A
7.23211. Grammatical Component
Core elements provided for in syntactic pattern A are subject
+ locative instrument verb 4- object #1 + object #2. As was done
with the ergative verbs, the agentive clause will be given first for
the sake of comparison:
Omusiani asambila J .Q.^l^ y aas:^ t hanzu (nomulilo).
1 omwana ^
Boy he-burns \ Srass I (W house) (with fire).
/ child ^
Sample Sentences:
Class 1_
a. Omulilo kusambila ortrwana hanzu.
Fire it-burns child by house.
b. Omulilo kusambila obunyaasi hanzu.
Fire it-burns grass by house.
The grammatical subject in these sentences is the fronted
instrumental NP--not PNP. Object #2 is an obligatory locational
locative NP. Object #1 is the fixed object receiver of the action
indicated by the verb. These fixed objects may be either animate
or inanimate.
Pronominal affilia-tions.
Sequential affiliations may occur:
Ku .T™ v sambilaho.{a
It (fire) [ h L ((chil.d)i1 burns there‘
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Passive affiliations.
The instrumental affiliation may also occur in a passive 
affiliation.
fOmwana a *Obunyaasi bu f gambilwa hanzu (nomulilo).
^Grass it i is being burned near- house (with fire).
fomwana 
*i obunvaas i r
Hanzu omwana a y  sambilwaho (nende omulilo).
obunya^s i bu
*child ) 
grass V 
* ^ (withBy-house *(child he- v is being burned there
/grass it J fire).
The following sketch shows the semantic/syntactic rules to be
added to the grammatical component for syntactic pattern A.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
0.0 Subject of Simple Instrumental Commutation Shapes -*
^Instrumental-Subject Locative ShapeJ animate^ + #
1.0 Object #1 ->
^Receiver of the Action^ ^ + animate J + #
2.0 Object #2 -*
^Locational^oc Locus of the Action^ £- animate^ + #
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -+
[Receiver of the Action] [class l\ +
Locative Shape + _____ + Object #2 + #
2.0 Object #2
^Locational^oc Locus of Action^ JJ ^Instrumental^ ^class 1^ + 
Locative Shape + Object #1 + _____ + #
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7.23212. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-sambil- 'burn at,' etc.
III. Instr. A 1. [I ____  (D * 0) L ]
7.2322. Syntactic Pattern B
7.23221. Grammatical Component
Core elements are subject + locative instrument verb + object
#1 + object #2 + object #3. Again for comparison the agentive
clause will be given first:
Qmusiani asambila amakhono hanzu (nomulilo).
Boy he-burns his hands by house (with fire).
Sample Sentence:
Class 1_
Omulilo kusambila omusiani amakhono hanzu.
Fire it-burns boy’s hands by house.
With class 1 verbs, fixed object #1 is the animate possessor
of the fixed object #2, which is obligatorily a part of the body 
and, therefore, inanimate. Thus it will be observed that class 1 
verb is associated with NP's of inalienable possession 2. In the 
agentive referent clause the animate possessor is the grammatical 
subject, but in the instrumental affiliation this animate possessor 
NP occurs as object #1 and the 'possessed' body part, which was
object #1 in the agentive clause, now occurs as object #2. Whereas
in the agentive clause the IP^  combination occurs (i.e. possessor 
subject + V + possessed object #1), in the instrumentalaffiliations 
the IP2 combination (i.e. possessor object #1 4- possessed object #2) 
occurs simply by a shifting of positions of certain NP's. Object #3 
is locational locNP.
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Pronominal aff-f 1 -f af--inrtfi
Mixed pronominal affiliations may occur of the pattern OP-NP- 
locNP:
„ (mu") , * (amakhono") ,Ku 4;— V sambilaho -^--r— r» hanzu.
—  („ J --------  |omusianij----
It (fire) ^ burns near it (house) ihan<*s 7 .
/them (hands)) /boy's I
Passive affiliations
The same combinations may occur in the passive affiliations as
in other clauses in agentive passive affiliations in which IP object
NP's are involved.
The following schema delineates the semantic/syntactic rules
to be added to the grammatical component for syntactic pattern B of
the instrumental affiliation.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
0.0 Subject of Simple Instrumental Commutation Shapes -»
^Instrumental-Subject Locative Shape^ animate J + #
1.0 Object #1 -+
^Possessor of Object #2 of the Action^ 4^- animate j + #
2.0 Object #2
^Receiver^g^ of the Action^ animate | + #
3.0 Object #3 -*■
^Locational^oc Locus of the Action^ animate| + #
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -*
^Possessor of Object #2 of Action^ || ^nstrumental^ £class 1^
+ Locative Shape + ____  + object #2 4- object #3 4- #
2.0 Object #2 -*
Action^ | ^Class 1 j + Locative^Receiverpg(j of
Shape 4- Object #1 4- ____  4- Object #3 4- #
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7.23222. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-sambil- 'burn at,' etc.
III. Xnstr. B. 1. Cl _____ G 0 L.^
7.3. Entailing Verbs in Locative Extended Shape
7.31. Syntactic Pattern A
7.311. Grammatical Component
Syntactic pattern A provides these core elements: subject +
locative verb + object #1.
Sample Sentences:
Class 1^
a* Omundu araatsila munzu.
Man he-is bleeding in house.
b. Isiongo yiraatsila munzu.
Waterpot it-is leaking in house.
Class 2l
Liloba liatishila mushimiyu.
Ground it-cracks in dry season.
Subjects of class 1 verbs may be either animate or inanimate 
and will be termed 'entailing subjects.' Subjects of class 2 verbs 
may be only inanimate and will also be termed 'entailing subjects.' 
Locative NP's of both classes are locational and inanimate, and 
both are obligatory.
Pronominal affiliations
These sentences may occur in the locS sequential affiliations: 
Araatsilamwo. - He bleeds in it (house).
Clausal affiliations
These verbs of syntactic pattern A may not occur in what (in 
this study) has been termed 'entailing affiliations.' (See p. 53)
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The following schema delineates the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules to be added to the grammatical component. 
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -*■
^Locational1 Locus of the Action! £- animate J + #i loc \ I \
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.1 Object #1 -»
^Locational^oc Locus of Action^ j| ^Entailing Subject^ "^class 1^ 
+ Locative Shape + object #1 + #
7.312. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-raatsil- 'bleed in,' etc,
III. Ent. A. 1. [L2 ____  L1]
Note: Until there is proof that NP-^  is a noun other than directional
--as was shown on page 229— it will continue to be termed
such.
2. Verbs of Class 2
-atishil- 'crack in,' etc.
III. Ent. A. 2. [L^  ____  L^  ]
7.32. Syntactic Pattern B
7.321. Grammatical Component 
Core elements in syntactic pattern B are these: subject +
locative verb + object #1 + object #2.
Sample Sentences:
Class _1
a. Omundu araatsila amatsayi munzu.
Han he-is bleeding blood in house.
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b* Islongo yiraatsila amatsi munzu.
Waterpot it-leaks water in house.
Class 2_
Liloha liatishila tsinzafwa mushimiyu.
Ground it-cracks cracks in dry season.
The subjects for class 1 verbs may be animate or inanimate, 
and for class 2 they are obligatorily inanimate. Both will be 
termed 'entailing subjects.'
The following constraints obtain for object #1:
Class 1_: - animate, 'doer' of the action identified by the verb,
a co-ordinate object 
Class 2: - animate, co-ordinate object of the process indicated
by the verb 
These constraints obtain for object #2:
Class _1: - animate, locational locative locus of the action 
Class 2: - animate, location in time or space locative in the 
action indicated by the verb
Pronominal affiliations
These sentences are capable of one type of pronominal affilia­
tion, the mixed locS-NP type.
Araatsilamwo amatsayi. - He bleeds in it (house) blood. 
Entailing affiliations
Either object may occur as fronted grammatical subject con­
currently with the other object occurring in object position to the 
right of the verb. The verb radical does not change in shape by 
this arrangement, but the concordial SP does.
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Class 1_
a. Amatsayi karaatsila khumundu munzu.
Blood it-is flowing from man in house.
b. Munzu muraatsilamwo amatsayi khumundu.
In-house it is flowing in it blood from man.
For class 2 verbs the behavior is the same. It is now clear 
that object #1 is the doer of the action or process identified by 
the verb. The subject of the referent sentence in its position to 
the right of the verb occurs in the shape of a directional locative 
NP with class 1 verbs and as a second locational locative with 
class 2 verbs. Also, object #1 of class 1 verbs is a co-ordinate 
NP, performing a mixed case function of an actor-co-ordinate (Act^ ) 
with class 1 and of a process-co-ordinate (Pcq) of class 2 verbs, 
as they will be termed here.
The following sketch indicates the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules to be added to the grammatical component. 
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
0.0 Simple Entailing Verb Shapes -*•
Entailing Subject Base-Verb Shape 
(Class 1, 2)
+ #
1.0 Object #1 -»
Co-ordinate Doer of the Action ") animate"! 
Co-ordinate Result of the Process]) 1 - animate \
2.0 Object #2 -+
|-*Locational^ oc Locus^of the Action^ ^ - animate^ + #
1.1 Subject of Class 1
^Directional-^oc Locus of the Action^ £+ animate^ + #
2.1 Subject of Class 2 -*■
^Locational^oc L0 CUS2 of the Action^ animate^ 4- #
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General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.2 Object #1 -*•
fbo-ordinate Doer of Action ") II - - /Class 1 J
A r I j A Entailing Subject/ A r
(Co-ordinate Result of ProcessJ * (Class 2 j
+ Locative Shape + ____   + object #2 + #
1.3 Object #2 -*>
^Locational^0c Locus of Action^ || ^ Entailing SubjectJ
j| Class 1, 2^ + Locative Shape + object #1 + object #2 + #
7.322. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-raatsil- 'bleed/flow in,1 etc.
III. Ent. B. 1. [L2 ____  Actc L13
2. Verbs of Class 2
-atishil- ’crack in,' etc.
XII. Ent. B. 2. [L-l ____  Pcc L-^ ]
7.4. Stative Verbs in the Locative Extended Shape
The verb -bul- 'not be/not have' does not occur in the locative
extended form.
7.41. Syntactic Pattern A
7.411. Grammatical Component 
The core elements in syntactic pattern A are these: subject +
locative verb + object #1 + object #2.
Sample Sentences:
Class 1
Omwana akonela tsindoolo munzu.
Child he-sleeps sleep in house.
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Verbs in this class have the capacity to be associated with 
one nominal only as base verbs and as two-nominal verbs in the loca­
tive extended form of descriptive verbs and have been treated
extended shape they are associated with three nominals obligatorily, 
the first being the process-stative subject (Pcst), the second a co- 
ordinate-stative object (Cgt) in the process, and the third a 
locational locative NP.
These constraints obtain for object #1:
Class 1_: - animate, co-ordinate-stative receiver in the process
identified by the verb 
These constraints obtain for object #2:
Class 1^: - animate, locational locative locus in the process
indicated by the verb 
Pronominal affiliations
Object #1 does not occur in pronominal form, but the two objects 
may co-occur in the locS-NP mixed affiliation:
Akonelamwo tsindoolo. - He sleeps in it (house) sleep.
Clausal affiliations
Object #1 may not occur as fronted grammatical subject in any 
clausal affiliation, but object #2 (the locational locative NP) may 
occur as a fronted NP both as grammatical subject or as an adverb of 
place in the following patterns:
In-house sleeping in it child sleep}
1 child he-is sleeping in it sleepS*
The verb root does not change, but the fronted locative NP co­
occurs, as usual, with a concordial locative verbal suffix. This
as such on pp. 189-192. As stative verbs in the locative
Munzu mukonelamwo omwana tsindoolo' 
omwana akonelamwo tsindoolo
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behavior is the same as that of descriptive verbs described on 
p. 190 and will, therefore, be termed the 1 locative affiliation ,' as 
it was on that page. The two will be considered the same type of 
a ffilia tion.
The following sketch delineates additional semantic/syntactic 
subcategorization rules to be included in the grammatical component. 
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
0.0 Simple Locative Shapes -*
^Stative-Subject Locative Shape^ animate | + #
1.0 Object #1 -*
{Co -ordinategt Receiver in the Process^ animate^ + #
2.0 Object #2 -*
^Locational^oc Locus of the Processj> animate^ + #
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.1 Object #1 -*
^Co-ordinategt Receiver in Process^ || ^ Processgt Subject^
£ Class 1^  + Locative Shape + ____ + object #2 + #
2.1 Object #2 -*•
^Locationalloc Locus of Processj || ^Processgt,Subject^ ^Class 1^ 
+ Locative Shape + object #1 + ____  + #
7.412. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-konel- 'sleep in,' etc.
-lwalil- 'be/become ill in,' etc.
III. St. A. 1. [Pcst ____  Cgt L1]
7.5. Conclusion 
All verbs except -bul- 'not be/not have' and -h- 'give' may
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occur in the -il-/-el- locative extended form. A locational locNP 
co-occurs obligatorily with the locative extended shape of the verb. 
If a verb is directional, it co-occurs with one locational and one 
directional locNP.
Benefactive objects do not co-occur with the obligatory 
locational locNP associated with -il-/-el- extended verb shapes-- 
although an animate fixed object may. If the instrument NP does co­
occur, it must occur in the shape of PNP^ . If a fixed object 
co-occurs obligatorily with a base verb, it remains when the verb 
occurs in the locative extended shape, or in some cases the verb 
may shift to an entirely different verb classification.
Since, theoretically, an unlimited sequence of locatives may 
co-occur in a sentence, sample referent sentences were limited to 
no more than two locative NP's in the case of a directional use of 
the verb (one a directional locative NP and one locational NP), and 
only one locNP--a locational locative NP— in the case of a loca­
tional use.
Syntactic patterns of base verbs are not constant; that is, 
there are some conditions under which verbs in the -il-/-el- 
extended shape require re-classification, occurring in syntactic 
patterns other than those in which they may occur with base verbs 
and modified in number of objects, i.e. they may be associated with 
more NP's or with fewer.
All pronominal shapes of locative NP's are locS if they are 
objects.
No new case functions were identified, but there are some 
modifications of existing case functions, for example (D $ 0)xOc •
By the co-occurrence of the locative extended verb shape and
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the locational locNP certain changes in syntactic behavior within 
the various clause types occur:
7.51. Descriptive Clauses
-sinjilil- 'stand up in,1 etc., is the exceptional verb. See 
pp. 87-90 and 190 for descriptions of its behavior.
In the other descriptive clauses, the following constraints 
obtain:
Pronominal affiliations
In syntactic patterns and A2  the sequential affiliation 
locS occurs, and in syntactic pattern B the mixed affiliation of 
the locS-locNP type occurs.
Clausal affiliations
In syntactic pattern A^ a passive affiliation pattern of S -*■ 
locNP + passive verb + PNPgu j^ for -sinjilil- may occur, but not 
with other verbs in this group. Only one verb -choonyel- 'become 
tired in,' etc., occurs in the passive affiliation in the pattern 
of A^ above. Some other verbs occur in the locative affiliation.
In syntactic pattern B these constraints obtain: Representa­
tions of both locNP's concurrently are obligatory. Directional 
locNP occurs as fronted grammatical subject without the locative 
prefix, the verb root does not change in shape, and the subject of 
the referent sentence occurs as NP only in a position to the right 
of the verb. Locational locNP may occur as fronted grammatical 
subject as locNP. Concordial locative verbal suffix is obligatory.
7.52. Agentive Clauses
A re-grouping into various syntactic patterns occurs with 
agentive verbs. The verb -h- 'give' does not occur in this extended
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form. The fixed OP-type objects may remain, occurring sometimes in 
mixed, sometimes in sequential affiliations. Because of the addi­
tional locative object(s) the locS pronominal form always is one 
constituent of any pronominal affiliations.
Base verbs associated with two or three NP's may occur with 
the additional locative object NP, but base verbs associated with 
0 to 3 objects (i.e. with four NP's) commonly drop one or two 
object NP's. In fact, there is a reluctance to use a verb in a 
sentence with more than three NP's, although this is sometimes so 
used.
All verbs occurring in this extended shape may occur with only 
the locational locative NP, which in this extension is obligatory. 
Some verbs may be directional. When they are, two locNP's are 
obligatory--a directional and a locational. For this reason the 
agentive verbs were divided into two general classes: Locational
verbs and directional verbs, locational verbs occurring with only 
one locNP (the locational locNP), and directional verbs with two 
(the locational locative NP and the directional). This division 
required more syntactic patterns and a splintering of verb classi­
fications. Agentive clauses may be summarized as follows:
Locational verbs occur in three agentive-type syntactic 
patterns, all capable of occurring in mixed pronominal affiliations, 
and in passive affiliations of various patterns depending upon kinds 
and how many NP's are involved.
Syntactic pattern A includes the obligatorily only two-nominal 
verbs, which now occur as obligatorily three-nominal, the locNP 
object being one. Optional PNP-j- does not co-occur with these verbs.
Syntactic pattern B is obligatorily three-nominal and
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optionally four-nominal, the fourth NP being the optional PNPj*
Syntactic pattern C is obligatorily four-nominal, and option­
ally five-nominal, the fifth being the optional PNPj. This type of 
pattern is not common.
Directional verbs occur in syntactic patterns D, E, F. With 
these, two locNP’s are obligatory--one directional and the other 
locational.
Mixed pronominal affiliations of various types occur with all 
syntactic patterns, such as locS-locNP-PSCP; OP-locS-locNP; 0P- 
locS-locNP-PSCP.
All syntactic patterns also occur in passive affiliations of 
various patterns, depending upon the number and kinds of NP's 
occurring in them. PNP-j- still may not occur as grammatical subject, 
but all other NP's may. The PNPag and PNP^ may still occur option­
ally, but not concurrently, in a position to the right of object 
NP's.
7.53. Entailing Clauses
In the locative extended shape, entailing verbs occur in two 
syntactic patterns, syntactic pattern A and B. Pattern A: NP^ +
locative verb + locNP. Pattern B: NP^ + locative verb + NP2 +
locNP.
Pronominal affiliations
In pattern A the locS sequential affiliation occurs; in pattern 
B the locS-NP mixed affiliation occurs.
Clausal affiliations
No clausal affiliation occurs with syntactic pattern A, but 
with syntactic pattern B these constraints obtain for clausal 
affiliations:
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Fronting of either object NP may occur, but when it does, the 
remaining NP occurs obligatorily. The verb radical does not change. 
With the fronting of the locNP, a concordial locative verbal suffix 
co-occurs, as well as a concordial SP when the locNP is the gram­
matical subject. The subject of the referent sentence occurs in 
this affiliation, as a locNP in a position to the right of the verb. 
This position is the same as the referent-sentence position of the 
fronted NP.
Also in syntactic pattern B object #1 of class 1 verbs is a co­
ordinate object and the 'doer' of the action indicated by the verb. 
With class 2 verbs, it is the co-ordinate result of the process 
identified by the verb. Object #2 of both classes of verbs is the 
locational locative NP.
Only two verbs occur in this extended form: -raatsil- 'bleed/
flow in,' etc., and -atishxl- 'crack in,' etc.
7.54. Stative Clauses
The verb -bul- 'not be/not have' does not occur in the locative 
extended shape. Only one syntactic pattern occurs and only one 
class of verbs in that pattern. The pattern is as follows:
S -* NP-^  + locative verb + (co-ordinate) object #1 + 
(locative) object #2 
Subjects: + animate, stative-process
Pronominal affiliations
Only the mixed affiliation locS-NP occurs.
Clausal affiliations
Only the locNP may occur as fronted NP, and in this position 
it may occur as grammatical subject with a corresponding SP in
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concordial agreement or as an adverb of place with the subject of 
the referent sentence remaining. But in either case the corres­
ponding concordial locative verbal suffix is obligatory. There is 
no change in VR. This type of behavior will be termed the 'locative 
affiliation.'
7.6 Summary of Facts of the Locative Extension
Most verbs occur in the locative extended form. No benefactive 
object may co-occur, and if the instrumental phrase should co-occur, 
it does so as PNPj.
A. Kinds of verbs
1. Nineteen descriptive verbs (some of them multivalent and some 
polysemous) occur and are obligatorily two-nominal.
2. Two-nominal agentive base verbs which occur in this extension 
occur as obligatorily three-nominal. The two verbs associated 
with locative fixed objects (i.e. -niinil- 'climb in/on, etc. 
by means of1 and -hunyil- 'smell of in/at,' etc.) occur in 
this extended form requiring the second (a locational) loca­
tive NP. The verb -khav^l- 'refuse' occurs with its fixed 
object in the shape of a directional locative and requires an 
additional locational locative NP. The verb -rats jfl- 'kick 
in,' etc. assumes an increased multivalence in this form. 
Forty-nine agentive verbs occur in this extended shape, 
among them the ergative (i.e. -cha/chil- 'begin in,' etc.
and -teeshel- 'cook in,' etc.) and the instrumental (i.e. 
-s^mbil- 'burn in,1 etc.) verbs in their affiliations.
3. Both entailing verbs, -raatsil- 'bleed/leak in,' etc., and 
-atishil- 'crack in,' etc., occur.
4. Two stative verbs. -lwalil- 'be/become ill in,1 etc., and 
-konel- 'sleep in,' etc., also occur.
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B. Syntactic patterns
1. Descriptive verbs occur in one syntactic pattern with the
usual variations and a second three-nominal pattern with two 
locNP’s, as follows:
A^ (imperativizing):
2. Agentive verbs were dividediinto two general classifications: 
locational, in which all verbs occurring in this shape may 
occur, and directional. Each classification occurs in 
three syntactic patterns:
Locational:
S NP + loc V + locNP.
act
&2 (non-imperativizing):
S NP + loc V + locNPL
Ll
B
S NP + loc V + 1oc9NP + loc.NP act 2 1
a. S NP + loc V + NPag obj.fx + locNP
b. S NP + loc V + NPag iobj.fx, 1 + locNP + PNPj
c. S NP 4- loc Vag + locNP
Directional
d. S NP + loc V + locoNP + loc-,NP + PNPTag 2 1 - I
e. S NPgg + loc V + NPobj>fx  ^+ locjNP + loc2NP/loc2NP
+ loc NP
f. S NPgg + loc V + NPobj>fx> + 1oc2NP + loc-jNP + PNP-j-
Subgroups of agentive verbs occur in syntactic patterns as
follows
a. Ergative verbs (two syntactic patterns):
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(1) S NP + loc V + lociNPN nom J-
S Npag + loc v lociNP
(2) S NPgg _ loc V + loc-jNP + PNPX
b. Instrumental verbs (two syntactic patterns):
(1) S NPj + loc V + ^ pobj # fx. + loclNP
(2) S NPj + loc V + NPgen + NPq + loc ^NP
3. Entailing verbs occur in two syntactic patterns:
a. S ^PL2 poc ^ locbNP/NPpC + loc V + loc^NP
b. S NPL2 + loc V + NP0bj.fx. + loc-^ NP/NPl  ^+ loc V
+ NPobj.fx- + loclHP
4. Of the stative verbs, ^bulil- 'not be/not have' does not occur,
but -konel- 'sleep in,' etc., and -lwalil- 'be/beome ill in,'
etc., do in the following syntactic pattern:
S NP + loc V + NP ■> . + lociNPpc.st obj.rx. i
The Np0bj.fx. is a co-ordinate-type object, and the 
locative objects are of the type L-^ s _^
C. Case functions
No new case functions were identified. There were, however, 
some modifications. For example, one locational licNP occurs 
obligatorily in these sentences.
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CHAPTER 8 
THE RECIPROCAL EXTENSION
8.0, Introduction
In English, certain verbs occur in sets of sentences which can 
be formulaically described like this:
a. X hits Y,
b. and Y hits X.
c. Therefore, X and Y hit each other.
Sentence c represents the reciprocal concept and the pronominal
realization 'each other,' a 'reciprocal pronoun.'
In Shisa, the same concept obtains, but it is realized by an 
extended form of the verb:
a. X akhupa Y, - X he-hits Y,
*
k* £§. X akhupa X, - and Y he-hits X.
c* Kho X nende Y bakhupana. - Therefore, X and Y they-hit
each other.
In these sentences X and Y are nouns of the same noun class 
(i.e. Class 1) in this instance and may interchange positions with­
out altering the syntactic pattern or the verb shape. Either NP 
may occur as grammatical subject or as object of the verb without 
any change in the verb root in sentences a and b. Or both may 
occur concurrently (as in sentence c) as a compound grammatical 
subject, in which case the SP must be plural and in concordial 
agreement with the subject NP's,1 and the verbal extension -an- co­
occurs. This -an- extension of such verbs will here be considered 
to possess the semantic equivalence of the English reciprocal
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pronoun ’each other,' and verbs behaving in such a manner will be 
termed 'reciprocal extended verbs,' or verbs in the 'reciprocal 
extension.1
In this chapter, it will be necessary to ascertain the differ­
ent syntactic patterns: How many, if any, other object NP's
co-occur and if so, what kinds. It will also be necessary to 
determine whether such objects can occur in transposed forms and 
whether the same multivalence and/or polysemy of some base verbs 
obtains here, or whether additional multivalence is possible, and 
so on.
8.1. Descriptive Verbs in the Reciprocal Extended Shape 
Descriptive verbs are zero in the reciprocal extended shape.
8.2. Agentive Verbs in the Reciprocal Extended Shape 
Some points to ascertain in the agentive-clause section is 
whether the fixed object(s) of the base verbs remain or whether 
they are subsumed in the reciprocal object-- -an-, whether any new 
objects occur or whether there is a re-arrangement of the fixed 
objects; whether any objects are of the OP/locS type, and whether 
or not the verb occurs in the passive affiliations. The following 
syntactic patterns should indicate such facts.
8.21. Syntactic Pattern A
8.211. Grammatical Component 
These are the core elements provided by syntactic pattern A: 
plural subject + reciprocal verb.
Sample Sentences:
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Class _1
Abaslani balindana. - Boys they-wait for each other.
Class 2_
a. Abandu balondana. - People they-follow each other (in a
line).
b* Emitoka chilondana. - Motorcars they-follow each other.
No object NP occurs. The plural grammatical subject of class 1
verbs is obligatorily animate, but of class 2 verbs it may be either
animate or inanimate. Verbs are those which in their base forms are
associated with only one object, and it is obligatory. Since here
the reciprocal extension is considered the object of the verb,
o
these verbs remain two-nominal, i.e. subject NP and the reciprocal 
object, which in this analysis will be considered to be a pronominal 
object form and, therefore, a substitute for a nominal. The minimal 
reciprocal verb, then, in the simple present tense in a declarative 
sentence is composed of SP + VR + RecExt + Ts, the RecExt being 
regarded in this analysis as object #1.
The following schema shows the semantic/syntactic subcategori­
zation rules to be added to the grammatical component.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
0.0 Simple Reciprocal Shapes -*■
f Agentive-Subject^ Reciprocal Shape] f f+ animate) jC  t- | ] (Class 1) Lj J/Agentive-Subject2 Reciprocal Shape! ]f+ animate)] 
^  (Class 2) \ / jj+ plural jJ
1.0 Object #1
(^ Reciprocal Receiver-^  of the Action^ plural^
(Reciprocal Receiver,, of the Action\ / (+ animate)ll+ Plural S
+ #
+ $
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General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 •*'
^Pronominal Reciprocal Receiver of Action^ ^gentlve^ SubjectJ 
Cclass l")
1 ciass 2\ + ReciPr°cal shape + #
8.212. Lexical Entries 
Since the reciprocal extension is considered the representation 
of the reciprocal pronoun, the case function it represents (i.e. 
'reciprocal' R) will be entered in the case frame on the under­
lined verb space at the end, thus:  R.
1. Verbs of Class 1
-bisan- 'hide each other'
-chingan- 'carry each other'
-konan- 'sleep with each other (sexually)'
-yilan- 'take each other'
-lindan- 'wait for each other'
IV. Ag. A. 1. [Ag  R (L)]
2. Verbs of Class 2
-londan- 'follow each other (one behind the other)'
IV. Ag. A. 2. [Ag  R (L)3
8.22. Syntactic Pattern B
8.221. Grammatical Component 
Core elements provided by syntactic pattern B are subject + 
reciprocal verb + object #2.
Sample Sentence:
Class 1_
Abobofu banyoolana (nende tsisaala).
Blind people they-find each other (with sticks).
At a glance, one can see that object #2 is the optional, inanimate
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instrumental object, object #1 being represented by the reciprocal 
extension. It may also be noted that the reciprocal object is the 
pronominal representation of the nominal subject, for in reciprocal 
extension clauses the subject and object #1 are the same persons or 
things performing different syntactic functions--those of subject 
and object, the latter occurring in pronominal shape (-an-) and the 
former in either nominal (NP) and pronominal (SP) or in pronominal 
only (SP).
Only a few of the agentive base verbs occur in syntactic 
pattern B of agentive reciprocal verbs; most of them occur in other 
patterns. None of these NP’s or verbs occur in sequential or 
clausal affiliations, except the SP sequential affiliation common 
to all.
The following sketch delineates the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules to be added to the grammatical component for 
syntactic pattern B of reciprocal extended verbs.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -*■
■^ Reciprocal Receiver of Action? miniate/ + ^
L J ^+ plural ^
2.0 Object #2 -*•
^Instrument of the Action"? an m^ate 2 q. #
** 1 + plural ^
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 —
^Reciprocal Receiver of Action^ || ^Agentivep  ^Subject^ ^Class 1 1 
+ Reciprocal Shape + Object #2 + #
2.0 Object #2 -*■
^Instrument of ActionJ || ^Agentivepl SubjectJ ^Class 1^
+ Reciprocal Shape + ____  + #
8.222, Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-nyoolan- 'find each other1 
-sinyan- 'annoy each other'
-khaaban- 'seek each other'
-tsoman- 'stick in each other'
-ratsan- 'kick each other'
-hunyan- 'take whiff of each other1 
-bohan- 'tie each other*
-reman- 'chop/slash each other1 
-ninan- 'scold each other1 
-manyan- 'know each other'
-khayan- 'refuse each other'
-hulilan- 'hear each other'
-nyalan- 'be equal for each other'
-boolan- 'talk about each other'
-enyan- 'want each other'
-lolan- 'see each other'
-onoonan- 'spoil each other'
-fwalan- 'dress each other'
~hengan- 'look at each other'
-khupan- 'strike each other'
-samban- 'burn each other'
-saaban- 'wash each other'
-Iffndan- 'follow each other'
-relcan- 'set (trap) for each other'
IV, Ag. B. 1. [Ag  R (I) (L)]
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8.23. Syntactic Pattern C
8.231. Grammatical Component 
Core elements provided by syntactic pattern C are subject + 
reciprocal verb + object #2 + object #3.
Sample Sentences:
Cl.ass _1
Abaana balolana ebilenje (nende tsimoni etsihulca) .
Children they-see each other's feet (with amazed eyes).
Class 2_
Abeechi bareebana amareebo (nende omunwa).
Pupils they-aslc each other questions (orally— with mouth).
Class 3_
Ts imbwa tsihunyana khumishira (nende amoolu).
Dogs they-smell each other's tails (with noses).
Class 4
a. Abacheni bameetana ebiliibwa (nende amakhono).
Guests they add each other food (with hands).
b. Abacheni bameetana tsisindu (nende amakhono).
Guests they add each other quail (with hands).
The subjects are all animate and plural. Object #1 is repre­
sented by the reciprocal extension shape -an- 'each other.' Object 
#2 is represented by a NP. With class 1 verbs, object #2 is a body 
part--also with class 3 verbs--a person's voice, or name. This 
object preceded by the animate reciprocal pronoun representation 
-an- forms a pronominal possessor of object #2, an object of in­
alienable possession. The difference between class 1 verbs and 
those of class 3 is that class 3 verbs require a locNP as object #2.
With class 2 verbs, object #2 is an inanimate co-ordinate 
object, the reciprocal shape representing animate object #1. Class 
4 verbs have the capacity to be associated with animate or
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inanimate objects, and the reciprocal object here seems to be a 
benefactive object. See below for further explanation. Object #3 
is optional instrument object.
Pronominal affiliations
PNPj may occur in sequential affiliations, as PSCP^. Object #2 
may occur as OP (or as locS in class 3) in sequential affiliations 
or with PNPj/PSCP-£ in mixed/sequential a-f filiations.
Class 1_
Babilolana ninatsio. - They (children) see each other's (feet)
with them (eyes).
Class 3_
Tsihunyanalchwo ninako. - They (dogs) take sniff of each other's
(tails) with them (noses).
Class 4
Babimeetana ninako. - They (guests) add them for each other
them (hands).
The reciprocal pronominal extension object -an- fulfills 
certain criteria for benefactive object: It is animate, precedes
the fixed object #2, which is the receiver of the action and which 
may be either animate or inanimate. The benefactive reciprocal 
object, like others of its kind, does not occur as OP or locS, nor 
as fronted grammatical subject in the passive affiliations. However, 
even though these factors are absent (apparently because of the 
shape of this object and because of the fact that it is an integral 
part of the verb itself), this type of object will be termed the 
'reciprocal-benefactive' object.
Clausal affiliations
No clausal affiliations occur with any of these verbs, a feature 
common to reciprocal extended verb forms.
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The following schema shows the semantic/syntactic subcategori­
zation rules to be added to the grammatical component.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -*
{Reciprocal Possessor of Object #2 |Reciprocal Receiver of the Action r £+ animate 
Benefactive Receiver of the Action)
2.0 Object #2 -*
+ #
/Receiverpg^ of the Action
4 Co­ordinate Receiver of the Action
[Receiver of the Action
- animate
+ animate \
3.0 Object #3 -*
Instrument of the Action
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -*■
( Reciprocal Possessor of Object #2
■s Reciprocal Receiver of Action
1 Benefactive Receiver of Action
£Agentive Subject^
C Class 1, 3
Class 2 + Reciprocal Shape + object #2 + object #3 + #
I Class 4
2.0 Object #2
CReceiverpg(j of Action
Loc Receiverps<j of Action {Agentive Subject\Co-ordinate Receiver of Actiony
[ Receiver of Action
+ Reciprocal Shape + ____  + object #3 + #
j
/^ Class 1 
J Class 2, 
J Class 3 
/ Class 4
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8.232. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-khupan- 1 strike each other1s1
-khuulan- 'pull each other's1
-funakan- 'break each other's'
-fumban- 'fold each other's1
-malan- 'finish each other's'
 ^¥
-saaban- 'wash each other's1
-hensan- 'look at each other's'
-manyan- 'know each other's1
-samban- 'burn each other's'
¥
-tsoman- 'insert in each other's'
-lolan- 'see each other's1
-bohan- 'tie each other's1
-khaaban- 'seek each other's'
-reman- 'chop each other's'
¥
-hulilan- 'hear each other's'
-ratsan- 'kick each other's'
-reeban- ’ask each other's'
-onoonan- 'spoil each other's'
IV. Ag. C. 1, [Ag  Kq 0 (I) (L)]
2. Verbs of Class 2
% *
-reeban- 'ask each other'
-fwalan- 'dress each other'
¥
-ratsan- 'kick each other'
-khupan- 'strike each other'
-reman- 'slash each other'
IV. Ag. C. 2. [Ag  R C (I) (L)]
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Verbs of Class 3
-hunyan- 'take whiff of each other's'
IV. Ag. C. 3. [Ag  Rq 01qc (I) (L)]
4. Verbs of Class 4
-meetan- 'add for each other'
IV. Ag. C.‘ 4. [Ag  Rb (D } 0) (I) (L)]
8.24. Syntactic Pattern I)
8.241. Grammatical Component 
Core elements of syntactic pattern D are: subject + reciprocal
verb + object #2 + object #3 + object #4.
Sample Sentence:
Class
Abasiani baremana ebilenje amaremache (netsimbanga).
Boys they-slash each other's legs slashes (with machetes).
Reciprocal object #1 is the animate possessor of object #2 (a
body part), and object #3 is a co-ordinate object. Object #4 is
the inanimate instrument NP. The relationship, then, is that of
inalienable possession between object #1 and object #2.
This sketch indicates the grammatical rules to be added to the
grammar component.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -+
^Reciprocal Possessor of Object #2^  ^  animate^ + ^
2.0 Object #2 -*■
|Veceiverpsd of the Action^ animate^ + #
3.0 Object #3 -*
^Co-ordinate Receiver of the Action^ animate^ + #
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4.0 Object #4 -*
^Instrument Object of the Action 
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -*
^Reciprocal Possessor of Object #2j| || ^Agentive Subject^
^Class 1^ + Reciprocal Shape + object #2 + object #3
+ object #4 + #
2.0 Object #2 -*
^Receiver^^ of Action^ |j ^ Agent ive Subject^ ^Class 1^ + 
Reciprocal Shape +  + object #3 + object #4 + #
3.0 Object #3 **
^Co-ordinate Receiver of ActionJ | ^Agentive Subject^
^Class 1^ + Reciprocal Shape + object #2 + _____ +
object #4 + #
8.242. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-khupan- ’strike each other's'
-reman- 'slash each other's'
-ratsan- 'kick each other's'
IV. Ag. D. 1. [Ag  Kg 0 C (I) (L)]
8.3. Conclusion
Only agentive verbs occur in the reciprocal extended form, and 
these occur in four syntactic patterns:
A: Subject + reciprocal verb
Subject 4- reciprocal verb + PNP-j.
Subject + reciprocal verb + object #2 + PNPi
Subject + reciprocal verb + object #2 + object #3 + PNP-j.
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The subject of this extended form is plural. The object intro­
duced by the reciprocal verbal extension -an- is here given the 
'umbrella' term 'reciprocal object.' It is object #1 and is capable 
of a variety of semantic interpretations. However, these interpre­
tations are conditioned by the number, kinds, and syntactic behavior 
of the other object NP's with which it may be associated in a 
syntactic pattern.
In syntactic pattern A, object #1 is the reciprocal object of 
the verb representing the pronominal object equivalent of English 
'each other.' It is the fixed object in this pattern. With class 1 
verbs, the subject is obligatorily animate and, because the subject 
and object are the same individuals (as is always true of reciprocal 
verbs), the object is also obligatorily animate. With class 2 verbs, 
the subject may be either animate or inanimate and the -an- object 
also*
In syntactic pattern B, object #1 is reciprocal fixed object, 
and object #2 is optional PNP^ .
In syntactic pattern C, all object #l's are animate, but their 
semantic/syntactic role in the sentence is determined by the kinds 
of NP's object #2 is. For example, if object #2 is an object of 
inalienable possession, reciprocal object #1 is the possessor 
object. If object #2 is a co-ordinate object, it is the fixed 
object of the verb. But if object #2 may be either animate or In­
animate and is neither a co-ordinate object nor an IP object, 
reciprocal object #1 is here considered to be the benefactive 
object.
In syntactic pattern D, reciprocal object is in the role of 
possessor of IP2 object #2 (the possessed), and object #3 occurs 
as co-ordinate object.
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In the reciprocal extended form, some verbs manifest multi­
valence in new areas, particulary in association with IP-type 
objects, with which several more verbs are associated.
8.31. Summary of Facts of the Reciprocal Extension
All subjects and reciprocal extension-shape objects are plural.
A. Kinds of verbs
Only agentive verbs occur in the reciprocal extended shape.
B. Syntactic patterns (four types)
1. S NP + rec V
2. S NP + rec V + PNPTag - I
3. S NP + rec V + NP + PNPj (IP2)
O
4. S NPag + rec V + NPQbj _ fx_ + NPobj#fx. ± PNPj- <IP2 + C)
C. Case functions
The reciprocal (R) case function was identified, being 
represented by the reciprocal shape -an- as object # 1. Depend­
ing upon the kinds and combinations of following NP's (if and 
when they co-occur), this reciprocal extension shape was 
variously identified as (1) reciprocal pronoun object of the 
verb ('each other'), (2) genitive possessor object in comgina- 
tions forming objects of inalienable possession, (3) benefactive 
object, or (4) objects of inalienable possession plus co-ordinate 
object.
When object # 2 occurs, it does so as one of the objects of 
inalienable possession (i.e. if it represents a body part or 
inalienable part of a living object--or an inanimate object in 
personification); it may represent a co-ordinate object; or it 
may represent the animate or inanimate fixed object (i.e. D or 
0) in combination with the benefactive aspect of the reciprocal 
extension shape.
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CHAPTER 9 
THE BACK-AND-FORTH EXTENSION
9.0. Introduction
In the extension shape "an- three verbs occur, for example:
* * Aa. Omwana yeelukhananga.
Child he-is running back and forth.
b. Abaana beelukhananga.
Children they-are running back and forth.
The subject, unlike that of a reciprocal verb, may be either 
singular or plural. The semantic interpretation does not indicate 
the occurrence of an object (except for a recent extension of mean­
ing to be discussed later) associated with these verbs. However, 
semantically a 'back-and-forth' action is indicated. These facts, 
therefore, support the notion that these verbs occur in an extended 
shape homophonous with that of the reciprocal extended shape and 
the comitative shape, but that syntactically and semantically they 
represent another type of extension which will here be termed the 
'back-and-forth' extension and will be given this extension 
symbol: V.
9.1. Descriptive Verbs in the Back-and-Forth Extended Shape
9.11. Syntactic Pattern A
9.111, Grammatical Component
Syntactic pattern A provides these core elements: subject +
back-and-forth verb. Actually, this type of clause is descriptive, 
but in order to distinguish the two, this one will be termed the
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’back-and-forth descriptive1 clause (B-F Des.).
Sample Sentences:
Class 1,
a. Omwana yeelukhananga.
Child he-is running back and forth.
b. Abaana beelukhananga.
Children they-are running back and forth.
The subject is animate, may be singular or plural, and is an 
actor subject, for this verb imperativizes:
Yilukh^nal - Run back and forth! (singular)
Yilukhane! - Run back and forth! (plural)
Affiliations
In this extended form as a descriptive verb, no pronominal or 
clausal affiliations occur, except SP sequential affiliation.
The base verb -rats- ’kick' is agentive, but it occurs in a 
new area of multivalence in this extended shape in a descriptive 
syntactic pattern: subject + back-and-forth verb:
a. Omwana aratsananga.
Baby he-is waving his arms and legs back and forth.
b. Abaana baratsananga.
Babies they-are waving their arms and legs back and forth.
The following schema describes the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules to be added to the grammatical component. 
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
0.0 Simple Back-and-Forth Shapes -*■
CActor-Subject Back-and-Forth Shapep } + animate! + ^
■i (Class 1) 3 IA plural J
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
0.0 Actor Subject -►
fActor Subject } f Class 1? + Simple Back-and-Forth Shape + #
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9.112. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1 
*
-ilukhan- 'run back and forth1
-ratsan- 'wave arms and legs back and forth'
V. B-F Des. A. 1. [Act ____  (L)]
9.2. Agentive Verbs in Back-and-Forth Extended Shape
9.21. Syntactic Pattern A
9.211. Grammatical Component
Core elements for syntactic pattern A are subject + back-and-
forth verb + object #1.
Sample Sentence:
Class _1
Abaana beelukhana tsimbilo.
Children they-run relay race.
Only the multivalent agentive base verb -ilukh- 'run' occurs
in this extended form, and it occurs in an expanded semantic inter-
*
pretation of -ilukhan-. This interpretation has come about with 
the racing competitions among the schools. Originally tsimbilo 
meant 'fast,' but now its meaning has been extended to include the 
meaning of a 'race,' and as such, the verb occurs in the agentive 
syntactic pattern: Subject + verb + object #1.
The subject is both obligatorily animate and obligatorily 
plural. The verb in this extended form, together with tsimbilo 
'fast/race' indicates running a relay type of race. (The object 
with the base-verb form indicates an ordinary race.)
Pronominal affiliations
The object may occur as OP in the sequential affiliation.
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% / f
Batsiilukhana. - They it (relay race) run.
Clausal affiliations.
It may occur as a fronted grammatical subject in the passive
affiliations,with the agentive NP occurring optionally as PNP in
a8
a position to the right of the passive verb:
Tsimbilo tsiilukhanwa (nende abaana).
Relay race it is being run (by children).
This object will be termed a co-ordinate object.
No ergative or instrumental verbs occur in the back-and-forth
extended shape.
The following sketch delineates the semantic/syntactic sub- 
categorization rules to be added to the grammatical component.
S trict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
0.0 Simple Back-and-Forth Shapes *♦
(Agentive-Subject Back-and-Forth Shape"! animate*) + #
■j (Class 1) J 1 +  Plural j
1.0 Object #1 “*
^Co-ordinate Receiver of Action m Agentive Subject] ^Class 1' 
+ Simple Back-and-Forth Shape + ____  + #
9.212. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-ilukhan- 'run in relay1
V. Ag. A. 1. [Ag ____  C (L)]
9.3. Entailing Verbs in Back-and-Forth Extended Shape
9.31. Syntactic Pattern A
9.311. Grammatical Component 
Core elements for syntactic pattern A are these: subject +
back-and-for th verb.
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Sample Sentences:
Class JL
a. Islongo yatilchana.
Waterpot it-is cracking back and forth.
b. Tsisiongo tsiatikhana.
Waterpots they-are cracking back and forth.
Subjects are obligatorily inanimate and may be singular or 
plural. There are no objects and, therefore, no affiliation except 
the SP sequential affiliation: Yatikhana. - It is cracking back and
forth. The Lq subject will be termed an 'entailing1 subject.
The following sketch indicates the semantic-syntactic sub­
categorization rules to be added to the grammatical component.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
0.0 Simple Back-and-Forth Shapes -*
\Entailing-Subject Back-and-Forth Shaped f- animates + # 
(Class 1) j L j
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Subject -*
•^Entailing Subject^ ^Class 1^ + Back-and-Forth Shape + #
9.312. Lexical Entries
1, Verbs of Class 1
-atikhan- 'crack back and forth1
V. Erg. A. 1. [(L1 _  (L)]
9.32. Syntactic Pattern B
9.321. Grammatical Component 
Core elements for syntactic pattern B are subject + back-and- 
forth verb + object #1.
Sample Sentences:
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Class 1
a. Islongo yatilchana tsinzafwa.
Waterpot it-craclcs back and forth all over cracks.
# *
b. Tsisiongo tsiatikhana tsinzafwa.
Waterpots they-crack back and forth all over cracks.
Class 2
a. Is{pngo yatikhana mubitonye.
Waterpot it breaks into pieces.
b. Tsisiongo tsiatikhana mubitonye. 
Waterpots they-break into pieces.
The subject is obligatorily inanimate and may be singular or 
plural. Object #1 may be in a locative shape NP or in an ordinary 
NP shape, but it is obligatory and obligatorily plural. The 
association of the back-and-forth verb form with an ordinary NP 
shape indicates semantically 'to crack.1 The association of the 
back-and-forth shape of the verb with the locative NP shape indi­
cates, semantically, 'to break into pieces.' 
affiliations.
Next to be determined is whether the syntactic behavior of 
both classes of verbs is the same with the two types of NP's with 
which it can be associated. Object #1 of class 1 verbs occurs 
neither in a sequential (except SP sequential) nor in a clausal 
affiliations but locative object #1 of class 2 verbs may occur as 
locS in a sequential affiliation:
Object #1 of class 1 verbs will be termed a co-ordinate object, 
but of class 2 verbs it will be termed the 'object of result' (Rt). 
Thus it was observed that -atikh- in the back-and-forth extended
Semantic/syntactic subcategorization rules to be added to the 
grammatical component are delineated by the following sketch.
atikhanamwo break into them (pieces).
form (i.e. -atikhan-) is multivalent in its syntactic behavior.
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Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
0.0 Simple Back-and-Forth Shapes -*
*^Locative^-Subject of Back-and-Forth Sliape^  plural^ + ^
1.0 Object #1 -*
CSo-ordinate Receiver of the Action"! C „ animate*)
r ] + plural { + ^
|Result of the Action J v *
General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1. 0 Object #1
-  -  ■>
f Co-ordinate Receiver of Action/ II r ~) I Class 1{  / (r* i Locative-^  Subjectr J Result of Action J II (. J jjClass 2 u j
+ Simple Back-and-Forth Shape 4- ____  4- #
*Note: Although the entailing affiliation does not occur with verbs
in this shape, the subject of these verbs will still be regarded as 
performing the case function of locational locative since it is still
the locational locus of the action indicated by the verb.
9.322. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-atikhan- 'crack back and forth all over'
V. Ent. B 1. ____  C (L)]
2. Verbs of Class 2
-atikhan- 'break (into pieces)'
V. Ent. B 2. CL1 ____  Rt (L)]
9.4. Stative verbs are zero in this extended shape.
9.5. Conclusion
Very few verbs occur in the back-and-forth shape of extended 
verbs. Some verbs in this extended shape do not remain in the same
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classifications as in the base-verb forms. For example, the agentive 
verb -rats- 'kick' may now occur as a descriptive verb in a descrip­
tive syntactic pattern of subject + back-and-forth verb. The verb 
-ilukhan- 'run back and forth/run a relay' retains its base-verb 
syntactic multivalence, the difference between the two forms being 
semantic.
No ergative or instrumental verbs occur in this extended form, 
nor do any stative verbs occur in it. But one entailing verb 
-atikhan- 'crack back and forth/break into pieces' may occur with a 
new type of multivalence in that, in addition to association with 
an optional co-ordinate object, it may now be associated with a 
locative object of result, which can occur as locS in a sequential 
affiliations.
The entailing affiliations does not occur with -’atikhan-. nor 
does any other clausal affiliation.
9.6. Summary of Facts of the Back-and-Forth Extension
The subject of this extension may be singular or plural. Semantic 
ally, a back-and-forth action of the verb is indicated.
A. Kinds of verbs
1. One multivalent verb, i.e. -ilukh- 'run,' occurring as 
descriptive or agentive base verb, occurs also in the back- 
and-forth extension shape: -ilukhan- 'run back and forth,'
and one verb originally classified as an agentive base verb 
now occurs with the semantic interpretation of 'waving (arms 
and legs) back and forth.' This second verb with this 
added multivalence (and possible polysemy) is -ratsan-.
2. One multivalent verb occurs in agentive clauses: -ilukhan- 
'run relay race.'
3. One entailing verb (-atikhan- 'crack back and forth all over/
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break into pieces') occurs in this extended form, the semantic 
interpretation being 'crack all over1 if object #1 is an ordi­
nary NP, and 'break in pieces' if object #1 is in the shape 
of locNP.
B. Syntactic patterns
1. Descriptive verbs occur in one syntactic pattern in this ex­
tension:
S NP + back-and-forth Vact
2. The agentive verbs occur in this syntactic pattern:
S NPag + back-and-forth V + NPobj#fXj
3. The entailing verb occurs in two syntactic patterns:
a. S NPl  ^+ back-and-forth V
b. S NP + back-and-forth V + NP , . , (of locative orobj.fx.
of regular noun shape--a co-ordinate object or and object 
of result, respectively.)
C. Case functions
One new case function was identified: The object of 'result' (Kt).
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CHAPTER 10 
THE COMITATIVE EXTENSION
10.0. Introduction
*
Three verbs (-yil- 'take,1 -leer- 'bring,' and -its- 'come') 
occur in an -an- extended shape: -yilan-, -leeran-, and -itsan-
with the semantic interpretations of 'take along' (i.e. when you go 
for another reason), 'bring along' (i.e. when you come for another 
reason), respectively. When these forms occur, it is understood 
that the principal purpose of the subject is to 'go1 or 'come' for 
some reason other than that of going, or coming, along with someone 
or something. Often this main purpose is expressed in a dependent 
clause:
Niwitsa okhungoonya. oleerane omukaate.
When you come to visit me, bring along some bread.
If the main purpose is not overtly expressed, as often happens, the 
use of this verb form in association with subject and object NP's 
indicates another activity, which is the principal purpose of any 
action, and that the expressed action is concomitant with it. It 
will, therefore, be termed the 'comitative' extension.
Only the independent clauses, in which the comitative extended 
form of the verb occurs, will be analyzed here. It will be noted 
that -leer- and -yil- are agentive base verbs, and -its- is 
descriptive.
10.1. Descriptive Verbs in the Comitative Extended Shape
10.11. Syntactic Pattern A
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10.111. Grammatical Component 
Core elements of syntactic pattern A are subject + comitative 
verb + object #1.
Sample Sentences:
Class 1
a. Omukhasi yeetsana nende omwana.
Woman she-comes along with/brings along child.
k* Abakhasi beetsana nende abaana.
Women they-come along with/bring along children.
c. Omukhasi yeetsana nende eshimwelo.
Woman she-comes along with/brings along basket.
Abakhasi beetsana nende ebimwelo.
Women they-come along with/bring along baskets.
The subject is obligatorily animate but may be either singular 
or plural. The object may be animate or inanimate and either 
singular or plural.
The object of this verb form is obligatorily of the shape PNP,
the preposition being na or nende 'with' preceding NP's.
Pronominal affiliation
This object prepositional phrase may occur in the shape of a 
prepositional sequential affiliation, phrase (PSCP), the preposition 
being nina- and its pronominal object being an absolute pronoun:
Yeetsana ninabo. - She is coming along with/bringing them along. 
Clausal affiliation
The form of the verb of this class is not associated with 
these NP's in any clausal affiliation, but the verb imperativizes: 
Yitsana ninabo. - Come along with them/bring them along.
The subject, then, will still be termed 'actor' subject.
The object is represented in syntactic pattern A by PNP when
nominal forms occur. This object will be termed 'comitative object
a' (CMa).
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The following sketch shows the semantic/syntactic subcategori 
zation rules to be added to the grammatical component.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 -*■
{Comitative Receiver,, of the Action^ J i. + #J 1i plural jGeneral Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1
^Comitative Receiver^ of Action^ | ^ Actor Subject^ ^Class 1^ 
+ Simple Comitative Shape + _____ + #
10.112. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-its^n- 1 come along with/bring along'
VI. Des. A. 1. [Act ____  CMa (L)]
10.2. Agentive Verbs in the Comitative Extended Shape
10.21. Syntactic Pattern A
10,211. Grammatical Component 
Core elements provided by syntactic pattern A are subject + 
comitative verb + object #1.
Sample Sentences:
Class 1
a. Omukhasi ayilana ingokho.
Woman she-takes along chicken.
b. Abakhasi bayilana tsingokho.
Women they-take along chickens.
c. Omukhas i ayilana lihondo.
Woman she-takes along squash.
d. Abakhasi bayilana amahondo.
Women they-take along squashes.
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The subject is obligatorily animate and may be either singular 
or plural. The object may be animate or inanimate and either 
singular or plural.
The application of further criteria yielded these results. 
Pronominal affiliation
The object may occur in the sequential affiliation as OP:
A
Atsiyilana. - She them (chickens) takes along.
Clausal affiliation
The object may occur as fronted grammatical subject in the
passive affiliation with the subject of the referent sentence
occurring obligatorily as PNP:
Ingokho yilanwa nende omukhas i.
Chicken it-is being taken along by woman.
In these independent clauses, these verbs, in association with
their subject and object NP's, behave syntactically in the same way
as agentive verbs in their base forms (except for the obligatory
PNP in the passive affiliation), the principal difference here being
in the semantic interpretation and in the ability of these verbs to
occur in these independent clauses concurrently with dependent
clauses in which the principal purpose of the action of the subject
is expressed. The subject of the referent sentence would seem, in
the passive sentence, to be playing the role of a modified agentive
prepositional phrase and will here be considered to be a PNP , and
ag
the object will here be termed the ’comitative’ object b (CMb):
The following schema delineates the semantic/syntactic sub­
categorization rules to be added to the grammatical component.
Strict Semantic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 “*■
Comitative Receiver^ of the Action*) f + animate/ 
J 1 ± plural j + #
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General Semantic/Syntactic Subcategorization Rules
1.0 Object #1 *-*■
^Comitative Receiver^ of Action^ | Agentive Subject^ ^Class l^1 
+ Simple Comitative Shape + _____ + #
10.212. Lexical Entries
1. Verbs of Class 1
-yilan- 'take along with*
-leeran- ’bring along with1
VI. Ag. B. 1. CAg _____ CMb (L)]
10.3. The Verb -h-
One verb, -h- ’give,’ which so far has occurred only in the 
base form, also occurs in the shape of -haan- ’give/offer/provide.’ 
In its base shape, it is obligatorily a three-nominal verb with an 
optional PNP-j-: subject + verb -f object #1 (benefactive) + object
#2 (receiver of action) + object #3 (instrumental). In the shape 
of -haan- it is two-nominal, obligatorily, with an optional instru­
mental object. Its meaning and syntactic behavior place it neither 
in the reciprocal, back-and-forth, nor comitative category. It 
behaves syntactically as an obligatorily two-nominal agentive verb 
with an optional third NP:
Omundu ahaana amapeesa (nende amakhono amasiro).
Man he-gives money (generously— with heavy hands).
It occurs in sequential affiliation with OP:
Akahaana (ninako).
He it (money) gives (with them--heavy hands).
It occurs also in the passive clausal affiliation:
Amapeesa kahaanwa (nende omundu/nende amakhono amasiro).
Money it-is given (by man/with heavy hands--generously).
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No benefactive object can occur with this shape. Since the 
syntactic behavior is the same as that of agentive verbs, -haan- 
will be considered an agentive base verb with a different semantic 
interpretation from that of -h-.
10.4. Conclusion
Three verbs occur in the comitative extended shape; two of 
them are of the semantic oppositions -yilan- 'take along' and 
-leeran- 'bring along'; the other one is -itsan- 'come along with/ 
bring along.' The action performed by the subject of the verb is 
secondary to the principal, purposeful action, hence the term 
'comitative.1
Comitative verbs occur in two syntactic patterns. In syntactic 
pattern A the constituents are subject + verb 4- object. This object 
may occur as OP in sequential affiliation or as fronted grammatical 
subject in the passive affiliation, with the subject of the refer­
ent sentence occurring obligatorily as TNPag in a position to the 
right of the verb. With the exception of the modified agentive PNP 
(i.e. now obligatory) in the passive affiliation, the syntactic 
behavior is the same as agentive base verbs. The syntactic differ­
ence consists in the capacity of clauses with such verbs to co-occur 
with yet another clause indicating a primary purpose of action.
The semantic interpretation of these verbs occurring in the comita­
tive extended shape is not the same as that of their base shapes. 
Therefore, the term 'comitative' will be applied to them.
Syntactic pattern A of descriptive verbs differs from A of 
agentive verbs in the types of object with which they are associated 
and, consequently, in their syntactic behavior: Syntactic pattern A
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of descriptive verbs contains PSAP-type object, and no clausal 
affiliations occur.
The verb -haan- rgive/provide1 appears to be an extended -an- 
shape verb, a base verb of the obligatorily two- and optionally three- 
nominal class of agentive verbs.
10.5. Summary of Facts of the Comitative Extension 
Three verbs (-yilan- ‘take along,' -leeran- 'bring along,' and 
-itsan- 'come along (with)') occur in the comitative extension shape 
which, as considered in this study, is homophonous with the reciprocal 
and back-and-forth shape, the characterizing features of this extension 
being semantic, that of 'bringing or taking along' as one comes, or 
goes, somewhere for another purpose, plus its ability to co-occur in 
an independent clause in connection with a dependent clause expressing 
the main purpose of the 'going' or 'coming.'
A. Kinds of verbs
1. One descriptive verb (-itsan- 'bring along/come with') occurs.
2. Two agentive verbs (-yilan- 'take along1 and -leeran- 'bring 
along' occur.
3. The verb -haan- 1 provide/offer' occurs in this shape but seems 
to have the meaning and syntactic behavior of a base verb.
B. Syntactic patterns
1. The descriptive verb occurs in one syntactic pattern:
8 NPact + com V + PNP
2, The agentive verbs occur also in only one syntactic pattern:
S NPag + com V + NPobJ # fx>
C. Case functions
Two new types of one case function were identified: Comi­
tative .a and Jb (CMa, CMb). CMa represents the semantic/syntactic
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role of the PNP object of -itsan- 'come along with1, and CMb 
represents the case function of the NP objects of the verbs 
-yilan- 'take along1 and -leeran- 'bring along,' the two agentive 
verbs. No other case functions were identified.
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CHAPTER 11 
CONCLUSIONS
11.0. Introduction
In this analysis, the attempt has been made to show (1) that 
there is a set of case functions operative in the Shisa language,
(2) that these functions can be discovered by means of observing 
surface syntactic behavior (as opposed to deep-structure analysis), 
plus the employment of certain semantic features, such as animacy, 
inanimacy, number, meaning, and so on. An attempt was also made (3) 
to establish a code for indicating the grammatical context for 
lexical entries of verbs and their extensions.
11.1. Levels of Classification
Verbs in their base forms were observed at first through six 
levels of classification:
1. They were first classified as uni-nominal and/or multinominal 
verbs, according to the number of nominals with which they 
were capable of being associated within syntactic patterns 
(the optional locNP being excepted).
2. They were then classified according to the minimum and
maximum number of nominals with which they have the
capacity to be associated (pp. 33-34).
3. Next they were classified according to their separate
abilities to occur in affiliations of various types: (1) 
Pronominal: sequential and mixed; and (2) clausal.
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4. The foregoing three classifications led to a fourth, that 
of four distinct types of contrastive clauses in which 
verbs in their base forms may occur: (1) Descriptive, (2) 
Agentive--with two subgroups (a) ergative and (b) instrumental,
(3) Entailing, and (4) Stative.
5. The fifth classification was according to the range of 
syntactic patterns in which each verb may participate.
6. The sixth level was semantic, with such features as animacy 
or inanimacy, number, and meaning of NP's with which the 
verbs were capable of occurring--and occasionally movement, 
liquid, and so on--providing bases for more delicate classi­
fications .
Each of these six classifications produced a grouping of ever 
greater refinement, but a further level of delicacy was necessary to 
make the lexical entries adequately descriptive. The description 
of the semantic/syntactic roles of NP's in association with verbs 
within clauses was needed. The answer was found in a seventh level 
of classification:
7. By further classifying NP's according to their case 
functions (i.e. their semantic/syntactic roles) within 
clauses, was found an adequate context of the grammatical 
component for the lexical entries.
Once the verbs were classified according to the types of clauses 
in which they could occur, it was not necessary to include the first 
three levels of description in the remainder of this study— although 
terms of those levels were often used. All subsequent classifications 
were based on that of the four clause types and two subtypes in 
which verbs may occur.
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Some clause types, particularly the agentive, were found to 
have several syntactic pattern variations, others only a few. For 
example, there were three agentive-clause syntactic patterns with 
three verbs in subgroups, capable of occurring in five syntactic 
patterns. On the other hand, descriptive verbs occur in only one 
syntactic pattern with two variations. The other verbs fall in 
between these two extremes in their ability to occur in various 
syntactic patterns.
Determining case functions of NP's was accomplished by testing 
to see if NP's in their relationships with the verbs could occur in 
pronominal and/or clausal affiliations,, by interchanging positions of 
NP's for varying behavior patterns, and by the ability of the verb to 
be associated with animate or inanimate subjects or objects, or with 
singular and/or plural subjects and objects, by meaning, and a few 
other semantic features,
11.2. Verbs Occurring in Verbal Extensions
After the base verbs observed in their various behavior 
patterns in the four constrastive clause types (i.e. Descriptive, 
Agentive, Entailing, and Stative), their behavior in six extended 
forms was investigated: Benefactive, instrumental, locative,
reciprocal, back-and-forth, and comitative--in that order.
In the benefactive and instrumental extensions, most verbs 
remained in rather consistent groupings, so much so that it seemed 
they could be placed in clusters, all those within a cluster being 
characterized by the same behavior and thus capable of being given 
cluster symbolizations, which situation would greatly simplify 
lexical entries— perhaps something similar to Whiteley's 'case 
complexes' (March, 1972). However, occurrences in the locative 
extension (in which all but two verbs occurred, -h- 'give' and
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-bul- 'not be/not have1) brought about a splintering of these groupings. 
Further divisions occurred in the last three extensions until only 
parts of two of the original clusters remained, and of these clusters 
a mere two, three, of four verbs remained to a cluster. By far the 
greater majority fell finally into individual classifications. Perhaps 
if thousands of verbs were tested, there might conceivably be more to 
a cluster.
Nevertheless, some broad, general classifications were possible.
These classifications were as follows:
1. Descriptive verbs only, termed here ’pure' descriptive verbs
2. Agentive verbs only (termed 'pure1 agentive verbs)--plus the 
instrument subgroup -samb- 'burn'
3. Entailing verbs only (i.e. 'pure' entailing verbs)
4. Stative verbs only (’pure*) statives)
Such verbs never crossed the classification lines, i.e. through­
out the testing for behavior as base verbs, and in the extended 
forms, some agentive verbs remained agentive throughout, one stative 
verb remained stative, and so on, thus remaining in their original 
verb-type classification. Other verbs occurred in more than one 
type of clause in the following combinations:
1. Descriptive-Agentive
-hunv- 'smell/take whiff of'
-hulil- 'hear' Subgroup 1— Ergative: -chaak- 'begin1
~lol- 'see' -teekh- 'cook'
“Saab- 'wash'
-reeb- 'ask/question'
-soom- 'read'
-ilukh- 'run'
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-bool- 'say/speak'
-onoon- 'spoil/sin'
-horn- 'smear (mud)'
2. Agentive-Back-and-Forth 
-rats- 1 kick'
3. Descriptive-Comitative 
-its- 'come'
4. Agentive-Comitative 
-leer- 'bring'
-vil- 'take (to a place)'
5. Descriptive-Agentive-Stative
-kon- 'sleep/lie down/sleep with (sexually)'
6. Descriptive-Stative 
-lwal- 'be/become ill'
7. Descriptive-Agentive--Back-and-Forth 
-ilukh- 'run'
11.3. Summary of Case Functions
The following case functions for all base and extended verb 
sentences were identified:
Actor (Act), process (Pc), agentive (Ag), dative (D), objective
(0), optional locative (L)--occurring in parentheses always, and 
obligatory locatives: locational (L^ ) and directional (1*2 ), also
locative fixed object (L), instrumental (I)--in both PNP and NP 
shapes--genitive (G) possessor of possessed (0) objects of inalienable 
possession (i.e. IP^ and ? benefactive (B), purpose (P), material
used (M), nominative (N), stative (St), co-ordinate (C), reciprocal 
(R), result (Rt) , comitative _a (CMa) , and comitative b (CMb) .
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Some functions seem to be compound case functions, i.e. they 
appear to occur in a combination of two case functions as one, for 
example, stative-locative (Lst), stative-process (Pc.st), stative- 
dative (Dst), stative-objective (Ost), reciprocal-genitive (Rq), and 
reciprocal-benefactive (^), also stative-co-ordinate (Cst).
11.4. Lexical Entries
At the beginning of this study (when it had been decided to seek 
a means of making adequate lexical entries for verbs and verbal ex­
tensions of the Shisa dialet), this stance was adopted: Lexical
entries should provide the grammatical context of an item.
For verbs the Standard English dictionaries employ the terms 
'transitive' (v._t.) and 'intransitive' (v.ji.) but make no further use 
of them. That is, they give no sentences or other examples to illus­
trate these facts, and the user of a 'foreign' language is forced to 
rely upon his English intuitions to discover the nature of the foreign 
language with which he is working.
Some bilingual dictionaries of standard languages (e.g., English- 
German) list a verb as v.a_. (i.e. transitive) or v.n. (i.e. intransi­
tive), and if the verb is irregular, an jLr. precedes and v.a,. or v.n. 
followed by meanings and then idiomatic expressions. Where it obtains, 
a list of compounds with their meanings is given.
In some Standard Swahili-English dictionaries (Johnson's, 1969, 
is considered the best at present) only the fact that an entry is a 
verb (v.) is indicated with no indication as to whether it is transi­
tive or intransitive, irregular, or whether— if it is transitive— an 
object may or may not be the 0P-, locS?, or some other type. Also, 
although extended forms of verbs are often included in a verb entry,
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this is not always the case. They do not show whether the absence of 
a particular extended form means that it does not occur in the language 
whether the verb has been inadequately researched, or whether it is so 
seldom used that it is not considered important enough to enter.
If lexical entries should provide the grammatical context of an 
item, present grammars are woefully lacking in this respect, and it 
was imperative to find a new and adequate means of making proper verbal 
entries. This fact was the reason for this study.
Through several levels of classification, a basis was established 
for classifying verbs into four types of clauses in which they may 
occur: Descriptive, Agentive--with subgroups ergative and instrumental
Entailing, and Stative. It was also determined in what specific types 
of syntactic patterns these verbs could occur and which semantic 
features, such as animacy, inanimacy, plurality, and so on were neces­
sary to a further classification. Then they were classified according 
to the case function(s) (in which Fillmore, 1968, was loosely followed) 
which they might perform. Thus, it is believed that an adequate gram­
matical context for verb lexical entries has been found. A description 
of the type of verb entry recommended by this analysis follows.
When a base verb is entered in the dictionary, it introduces a 
verbal hierarchy, consisting of the base verb with its clause type(s) 
or classification(s); the type(s) of syntactic pattern(s) in which it 
can occur; its classification according to the semantic features of 
animacy, inanimacy, meaning, and so on with which it may be associated 
in its relationships to nominals with which it co-occurs in clauses; 
and the case functions which the various NP's perform within given 
syntactic patterns. Case function descriptions were given in what 
was termed by Fillmore (1968) 'case frames.'
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In addition to case frames, other symbols were used to represent 
the grammatical element treated of. For example, Roman numerals 
were used to represent the particular extended form in which a verb 
may occur; capital letters represented syntactic patterns; Arabic 
numerals^represented the semantic features,jof animacy, and so on; and 
the abbreviations of the various types of clauses were employed to 
indicate the type(s) of clause(s) in which a verb might occur: Des./
Ag./Erg./instr./Ent./St. Each verb together with its extension(s) and 
their sets of grammatical symbols and case frames form a part of the 
verbal hierarchy.
In Appendix IV is a listing of the suggested lexical entries to 
be made for each verb investigated in this study. (See pp. 327-352)
11.5. Final Conclusions
The seven levels of description of the verbs observed for this 
analysis have proven to be adequate for the rules of the grammatical 
component and for the grammatical context of the lexical entries. 
Perhaps if thousands, or even hundreds, of verbs were observed, a 
grouping of clusters of verbs, each cluster being grouped under one 
'umbrella title', might be found possible, but not with this small 
sampling.
With this descriptive approach, it will be necessary to rewrite 
the grammars and revise the word lists gathered for dictionaries, 
but these items have long needed revising.
It has been shown that the category of case is operative in 
the Shisa dialect, that there is a set of case functions in the 
language, and that an adequate description of Shisa must include a 
description of these functions.
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It has also been shown that semantic features, such as animacy, 
meaning, and number are also necessary to an adequate description.
More research needs to be done on the other verbal extensions 
of Shisa, but that would have been too extensive for this study. 
However, the method employed in this analysis could be used for any 
further research into the syntactic behavior of other types of 
Shisa sentences, or of more of the same types.
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ABBREVIATIONS
(a) = animate
(a/i) = anima te/inanimate
Abs Pron = absolute pronoun
adj = adjective
adv = adverb
Ag/ag = agentive
BVR = base-verb root/radical
CC = noun-class concord
Cl. = clause/class
els = class
dem = demonstrative
Des = descriptive
Ent = entailing
Erg/erg = ergative
Ext = extension
ExtS = extension suffix
(i) = inanimate
Instr/I = instrumental
inten = intensifier
IP = inalienable possession
loc = locative
locNP = locative noun phrase
locS = locative suffix
NP = uioun/noun phrase
NPj = instrumental noun phrase
Norn = nominative
OP = object prefix
Pc = process
PNP = prepositional noun phrase
PNP = agentive prepositional 
noun phrase
PNP^ = prepositional instrument 
noun phrase
poss = possessive
ppf = pre-prefix
FPj = instrumental prepositional 
phrase
PPrPj = instrumental prepositional 
pronoun phrase
PS = passive sentence
ps/pass = passive
PSAP = prepositional sequential 
affiliation phrase
PSAPj = instrumental prepositional 
sequential affiliation 
phrase
psd = possessed (object)
psr = possessor
S = sentence
SA(P) = sequential affiliation 
(phrase)
SP = subject prefix
St/st = stative
TP = tense prefix
TS = tense sign
V = verb
VR = verb root/radical
Act - actor 
Acte = actor-coordinate 
Ag = agentive 
B = benefactive 
C = co-ordinate 
CMa = comitative a_
CMb = comitative b 
Cst = stative co-ordinate 
D = animate (dative) object 
Dst = stative-dative object 
G = genitive
Ggt = stative-genitive (i.e. of 
verb -bul- 'not have')
I = instrumental
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1>2 = directional locative 
Lgt = stative-locative 
M = material used 
N = nominative
0 = inanimate (objective) object
0 = 'possessed' body part, etc.
 ^ of inalienable possession
0 = stative-objective
P = purpose
Pc = process (subject)
Pc = process-coordinate
Li
R = reciprocal
Rg = reciprocal-benefactive
Abbreviations for Gase Functions^
= locational locative
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CONVENTIONS
I. For Grammatical Component and Lexical Items
(  X )
()
+
+ or ( )
/
+
#
( > ~K )
err
Matching pairs. Used where ambiguity might 
be possible.
Either may occur, one must, but not both.
Optional!ty
Obligatoriness
Optionality
Alternative or 'and' ('and1/'or')
Indicates one form is 'to be rewritten as' 
possessor of the feature in question.
Indicates 'unacceptable' before Shisa 
words or sentences. Indicates an 
explanatory note follows below.
Indicates a paradigmatic choice:
One member in the brackets must be 
chosen. Also, its choise is cor­
related with the choice of the element 
in the same position in an identical set 
of brackets which is a part of the same 
rule.
Indicates that the environment in which the 
process takes place is that set of gram­
matical features which follows.
Indicates the position of the syntactic 
pattern of the item to be rewritten.
Indicates item on left of symbol becomes 
item on the right.
At the end of a rule indicates the end of 
a sentence, at least as far as the appear­
ance of other objects/subjects is con­
cerned. Also indicates the term 'number.'
Indicates that either one, or both, may occur, 
but one must occur.
Indicates that the clause at the top where 
the upper part of arrow begins can occur 
in the commuted clause to which the lower 
arrow(s) is/are pointing.
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II. For Phonology 
/ /
n
/--/
Internal set of brackets within a set 
of larger brackets indicates that 
the items enclosed in the left- 
facing brackets pertain to items on 
the left, outside the larger bracket. 
Those items enclosed in brackets 
pointing to the right pertain to 
items on the right outside the larger 
bracket, which item(s) may also be 
enclosed in brackets.
Where there is danger of ambiguity, the 
horizontal square brackets are used 
to indicate that top items co-occur, 
and bottom items co-occur, likewise 
the center items if these occur.
Frame for phoneme
Frame for allophone and case frame
Element under consideration
Note: Some of these conventions were used by Scotton (1967).
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Notes on Chapters
Chapter 1
1-3: A base-verb root (BVR) can be identified according to the fol­
lowing criteria: All verb roots are either minimal or extended.
If a verb cannot be contracted, i.e. if no prefixes or suffixes 
can be subtracted from it, it is a minimal root; if it can be, 
it is an extended form. It is possible to suffix certain 
particles to Shisa minimal verb roots, whereby the meaning, and 
often the syntactic behavior, of the verb is altered or 
'extended.' Such verb forms are termed extended verb roots, 
and the suffixes are themselves termed extensions or extension 
suffixes (ExtS). Unextended verb forms are, in this analysis, 
termed base-verb roots. A synonym for 'verb root’ in this 
study is 'verb radical.'
A base-verb root has a characteristic shape, meaning, and 
syntactical function, all of which are usually modified with 
the addition of an extension. Resultant differences in shape, 
meaning, and/or syntactic behavior must, therefore, be attri­
buted to the functions of the extension.
The surface shape of some roots is identical with that of 
an extended shape but cannot be contracted. Neither do these 
roots have the additional meaning commonly associated with 
such shapes. For example, -osi- ’wash1 is in a shape identical 
with the causative shape, but the meaning is not 'cause to 
wash.' These same roots can be extended and are associated 
with the semantic interpretations■characteristic of such exten­
sions, For example, -osx- occurs in the benefactive (i.e.
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-osili-), instrumental, and locative extensions, all three of 
which are isomorphic: -osill- 'wash for/with/in/etc.,'
respectively. Such roots are also classed as base-verb roots.
The shape of another type of root is identical both in 
shape and meaning with an extended root, but this type of root 
cannot be contracted. For example, -rimbulul- 'unravel/unbraid' 
occurs in the reversive extended shape and has the character­
istic meaning of the reversive extended form, but it cannot be 
contracted. It may, however, occur in other extension shapes: 
-r¥mbulusi- 'cause to unravel'--the causative extended form of 
-rimbulul-; or -rYmbulukh- 'come unraveled'— the neuter shape 
of -rimbulul-. Such roots will also be termed 'base-verb roots.'
A third type occurs with both a base and an extended shape, 
but the meaning is the same for both. For example, -rek- 'set 
(as a trap)' is a base shape, and -rechi- is the causative.
The meanings are the same, but the two are not always employed 
as alternates. Both are used for the idiom -rek-/ -rechi- 
-amarwi- 'set ears' (i.e. listen); -rek- omubero 'set trap' 
can be said, but not *-rechi- omubero (the causative shape). 
Other extensions with their characteristic meanings may be 
added to -rek-, but not to -rechi-. Such roots in their ex­
tended shapes will be considered to be extended, even though 
they lack the characteristic meaning commonly associated with 
them.
Structurally, the base verb can be said to consist of a 
base root + affixes. For a complete description of these 
affixes see Appendix III, pp. 317-326.
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This description indicates the constituent members of a verb 
in a declarative or interrogative sentence. The imperative verb is 
composed of a different set of constituents. See p. 62
The most basic shapes of base-verb roots are consonant-(vowel)
(-C(V)-) in monosyllabic verbs and consonant-vowel-(vowel)-consonant 
(-CV(V)C-) in dissyllabic verbs.
Chapter 2
1. The pronominal form of noun objects occurs as a prefix im­
mediately preceding the verb root or, in the case of a 
locative NP, as a locative suffix. These particles are 
here termed 'object prefix' (OP) and^locative suffix1(locS), 
respectively.
2. SP = 'subject prefix,' a particle in concordial agreement 
with the subject and obligatorily prefixed to the verb in 
all except imperative sentences. This particle is in the 
system of control.
Chapter 3
1. In the Journal of African Languages, Vol. 6, Part 3, 1967, 
an article by Carol M. M. Scotton was published (pp. 249- 
267). It was from this article that I borrowed the sketch 
as a means of summarizing each of my syntactic patterns.
For this I have given recognition to Dr. Scotton on pp. 84- 
-85 and on p. 88. I gave her credit for some of her con­
ventions which I have used, most if not all of them being 
from her sketch.
It has been suggested that I mention some ways in 
which Dr. Scotton's article and my thesis are similar. This 
I wish to do at this time.
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When first I decided to find the case functions of 
Shisa by means of surface behavior of verbs and the NP's 
with which they can be associated, I began grouping my 
referent sentences which I had collected during my 9% 
months of research among the Shisa people of Kenya, East 
Africa. I grouped these sentences according to syntactic 
patterns, i.e. verbs associated with one NP into one group, 
then those with two, then three, and so on.
When this was done, I had a number of syntactic 
patterns with sample sentences for each. Then I decided 
to divide my presentation into two parts: the grammatical
component and the lexical entries. This dual division had 
to be made for each syntactic pattern. The grammatical 
component needed to be organized according to the material 
at hand and the purpose of the study. Certain criteria were 
set up for testings to locate exact differences between or 
among the various NP's and the verbs which were associated 
with them in syntactic patterns. The format for all 
this was worked out.
The preparation of the format was a slow, painstaking 
matter. Each of those different syntactic patterns had to 
be labelled. At first I labelled them Syntactic Pattern T, 
Syntactic Pattern II, and so on. But later it occurred to 
me that I needed the Roman numerals for extension labels 
in the lexical entries. I changed the Roman numerals to 
Arabic numerals, but these latter numerals seemed necessary 
for lexical entries in the classification of verbs accord­
ing to the semantic features employed at that level. Then 
I adopted the terms Syntactic Pattern A, B, C, and so on.
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Examples of each pattern were needed in the format.
I placed them under the title of the syntactic pattern in 
question, for example Syntactic Pattern A and then the 
sample sentences. Then I added the heading 'Grammatical 
Component.' (See Lyons, 1969, pp. 167-68) Under it I 
gave a resum^ of the core elements of the syntactic pattern 
in question. I used various formulae for these resumes 
for the sake of variety, among them the one which now 
occurs again in my thesis presentations. After this^the 
testing criteria were applied: semantic features, ability
or inability of the NP's to occur in pronominal forms and 
what kinds, clausal transpositions possible, and such. Prom 
the results of testing of surface behavior, case functions 
were assigned. Then the division of lexical entries was 
presented.
X worked out the reciprocal extension according to this 
format and took it to Professor Whiteley, who was my tutor 
at that time. Professor Whiteley went over the material 
with me. He approved the titles for syntactic patterns,
i.e. Syntactic Pattern A, B, and so forth, and made the 
following suggestions for changes:
1. The resum^ of the syntactic pattern should be under the 
title: Syntactic Pattern A, B, and so on. He also
suggested that I keep one standard wording for the 
resume-~and for other terms I should not use synonymns.
2. Change the term Example 1_, Example and so on, for 
referent sentences to Class 1^, Class 2^, and so forth.
3. Place the heading 'Grammatical Component' under the 
sample sentences, for in that way there would be better 
balance with the section on lexical entries.
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The result? The pattern of presentation ever recurring in 
my thesis. However, it has been brought to my attention 
that much of ray thesis is like Scotton's article. Searching 
out her article, I studied it carefully. Yes, in several 
ways mine seems to resemble hers: Titles of syntactic
patterns, wording of resumes of syntactic patterns, and 
presentation of the sample sentences. Both of us have em­
ployed the same terms, and yet they are terms which many 
other linguists have used.
I would like to relate what I believe has happened.
When I was ready to leave London to travel to Kenya for my 
research, Professor Whiteley told me about Dr. Scotton, gave 
me her name and address (Makerere University College,
Kampala, Uganda, where she was on teaching and research 
assignment for one year), and told me to look her up and 
let her help me. X had never seen nor heard of her before.
After arriving in Kenya, I contacted her, and she gave 
me a date when I could come to see her--in May, 1970. I 
went to Kampala for one week, and she gave me generously of 
her time everyday but one during that week. She taught me 
much about transformational grammar, told me about Fillmore's 
case theory, and sold me her book Universals of Linguistic 
Theory by Bach and Harms, in which is found Fillmore's 
article on case.
With all this influence and working with Dr. Scotton, 
it is highly probable that I picked up some of her expres­
sions, for I was very eager to build up my linguistic 
terminology. Also, she was a student of Professor Whiteley's 
when he was visiting scholar on campus at the University of
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Wisconsin in the U.S.A. one year. Three students who studied 
under him that year did their doctoral dissertations in the 
verbal extensions of Swahili, each doing a different aspect 
of the extensions. Since Dr. Scotton and I were both students 
of Professor Whiteley, we naturally picked up many of his ex­
pressions and terms as well as many of his views on language.
I have given acknowledgement in my preface for Dr. 
Scotton's help, but here I would like to recognize again and 
express my thankfulness for all I have received from her 
consciously and unconsciously, particularly for her sketch 
and possibly for her form of presentation of the syntactic 
patterns, their resumes, and the sample sentences.
But from these points on, our analyses differ. Her 
analysis is intuitive, i.e. from deep structure, while mine 
is done according to criteria set up for surface behavior.
She did no case study, neither did she divide her descrip­
tions into the two areas of grammatical component and lexi­
cal entries. My work led to the identification of grammatical 
functions and lexical entries. She only suggested that 
these two areas should be included in a descriptive analysis.
Her hypothesis had to do with problems related to form 
and meaning of verbal extensions, and she said, "...a deep 
structure semantic and/or syntactic subcategorization is a 
necessary feature of any adequate description of the verb 
system" (p. 249). My hypothesis states that there is a 
set of case functions in Shisa and that this set can be 
found by means of surface behavior. One level of my re­
search requires the semantic features of animacy and meaning,
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but that is very limited.
She sought to prove that there is a system underlying 
explicit knowledge of language use. I sought to identify 
case functions and to provide a suitable vehicle for making 
lexical entries.
Scotton treated of deep structure semantic factors.
I treated of surface factors--which can also be found in 
deep structure but are not considered to be identical with 
surface semantic features. She stated, "Therefore, in this 
paper, a feature such as that which divides verbs according 
to the meaning of their subjects as actors or directors, 
for example, will be called a general semantic feature"
(p. 251). Many linguists have employed these terms (i.e. 
initiator, actor, benefactive, and so on), for example 
Fillmore, Lyons, Halliday, Hockett, and many others. I, 
therefore, did not feel it necessary to give Scotton special 
credit in this area. Rather I have given Fillmore the 
credit, for I have borrowed more from him in this area.
I did use what she termed 'strict semantic features, 
such as plus and minus animate in reference to a verb 
object' (p. 251). But so have many others. What is unique 
about mine is that, under Professor WhiteleyTs guidance,
I kept to surface structure.
Scotton stated, "The verbs are placed in groups one 
through four according to the relationship of the subject 
to the action-meaning signified by the verb root" (p. 252), 
Her syntactic patterns were not always uniform. For 
example, in Group JL she has a verb + object; but in Group 2_ 
she has some sentences with verb + object and some with
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verb -f object + object. My syntactic patterns are uniform 
within thems e lve s .
But the point to keep in mind is that her analysis is 
intuitive whereas mine is based upon criteria which were 
set up for surface, mainly syntactic, behavior: Pronominal
and clausal affiliations, imperativization, and the semantic 
features of meaning and plus/minus animate.
Scotton made rather much of her 'Real World Picture'
idea as a means of explaining some problem areas (pp. 252,
257, 261, 266, 267). This is an easy way out, but I used 
no such criterion.
She seems to consider that when two objects are present,
one is always the indirect or benefactive object (p. 265).
I have proven that these may be objects of inalienable
possession or a direct object paired with the object of
material used or simply an animate object followed by an
* /
inanimate object (e.g., -reeb- 'ask pupils questions,' 
where either object may be used as a direct object or both 
together may be two direct objects) or an indirect/benefactive 
object plus a direct object. I believe several such objects 
also exist in Swahili.
She stated in her conclusion (p. 266), (c), as follows: 
"Thus it seems that this study fails to support any distinc­
tion between syntax and semantics, in terms of levels of 
representation." I believe my study does support a distinc­
tion in levels. For one classification of verb levels is 
semantic, symbolized in the lexical entries by Arabic 
numerals. This Arabic numeral represents, however, only
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the features of plus/minus animacy and meaning, and in the 
reciprocal extension--plural number. Furthermore, I do 
not believe that my use of semantic factors and Scotton's 
use have been the same.
In conclusion I would state that some of our termin­
ology and form of presentation may be the same or similar, 
but others have used the same terminology and in some way 
have presented sample sentences with a discussion following 
The fact that both of us have been students of the same 
professor, who has had something to do in guiding both of 
us in our research and planning of our theses, and that 
both of us have treated languages belonging to the same 
language family, in the same part of the world (i.e. Kenya) 
and in the same area of those languages (namely, verbal 
extensions), would not cause anyone to be surprised if we 
employed some of the same terminology and have some results 
which are similar, even though we arrived at these results 
independently, by different methods, and at different times
2. See pp. 284-85 for meanings of abbreviations.
3. See pp. 286-87 for interpretations of conventions.
4. With the possible exception of -sinjil- 'stand up' to be 
explained and/or discussed under Syntactic Pattern of 
descriptive clauses, pp. 88-89. See p. 288 for explanation 
of base verbs.
Chapter 8
1. If the subject NP's are of different noun classes, e.g.,
Cl.3 and Cl.5, the SP bi-, the concordial SP for Cl.7--
the plural of the 'things' class— is used.
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2. The position taken in this analysis is that a two-nominal 
verb is so termed because of its capacity to be associated 
with two nominals. The fact that only one, or both, of 
these nominals may be represented in pronominal form does 
not alter the classification of the verb. What is obliga­
tory is that these constituents must occur in some form.
If one NP is optional, when it is represented, it may be in 
the shape of a noun or of a pronominal affiliation, a 
phenomenon which obtains with all verb class ifications-- 
whether two-, three-, or four-nominal.
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APPENDIX I 
Chapter 2. 2.21. I. Uni-Nominal
Base verbs of the uni-nominal variety can be classified into 
two groups: (1) those always associated with only one NP and (2)
those sometimes associated with only one.
One-nominal
Always--only 2. Sometimes
-sxniil- 'stand up1 • > -161- 'see'
-khul - 'grow' -hulil- 'hear'
-kham- 'disapnear' -onoon- 'sin'
-its- ' come' -ilukh- 'run'
-choonv- 'become tired' -hunv- 'small (bad)'
-bol- 'rot/decay1 -atikh- 'crack'
-fub- 'spoil (in cooking)' -raats- 'bleed/flow'
-saal- 'sizzle' -kon- 'sleep/lie down'
-lwal- 'be/become ill'
w  t r-reeb- ask
-soom- 'read'
-horn- 'smear (mud)'
-chaak- 'begin/start'
-teekh- 'cook'
-bool- 'sav/talk/sneak
II. Multi-Nominal
Base verbs of the multi-nominal variety can be classified 
into three general groups and two special sets of multivalent groups. 
The three general groups are (1) two-nominal (sometimes, always), (2) 
three-nominal (always at least three, sometimes three), and (3)
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four-nominal (sometimes). The following lists show these groupings
A. Two-nominal
1. Always--only 
-bis- 'hide1 
-chine- 'carry'
-bul- 'not have1
-Vil- 'take (to a place)'
-leer- 'bring'
-lind- ' wait for'
-kon- 'sleep with (sexually)’
2. Sometimes
-nyool- 'find'
v  - .
-samb- burn 
-mal- 'finish'
-rek- 'set (trap)'
-funak- 'break/snap'
-fwal- 'dress/put on' 
garment1 
-huny- 'take whiff of' 
-saab- 'wash (body part)1 
-chet- 's tra in1 
-fumb- 'fold/roll up' 
-Ichuul-- 'pull out'
* * I t-soom-• 'read
-bool- 'say/speak/talk'
-rats- 'kick'
-kul- 'buy/exchange for' 
-rem- 'chop/slash1 
-boh- 'tie/bind'
-meet- 'add'
-khup- 'strike'
-eny- 'want/need/desire' 
-lond- 'follow'
-nyal- 'be able/equal for1 
-khaab- 'seek/hunt'
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- tsom- 
-fuub- 
-bamb- 
-many- 
-buul- 
-lind-
1nsert1 
throw' 
stretch1 
know1
tell/guess 1 
watch over* 
look at'
"Sxny- 
-nlln- 
-khay- 
-fung-
All of the group of verbs under _2 of the one-nominal group above 
are included with verbs of this group.
B. Three nominal
-heng- 
-nin- 'scold harshly'
1annoy/irritate' 
climb/climb for' 
refuse1 
lock1
1,“ • Always--at least three 
-h- 1 give1
C. Four-nominal
1. Always--only 
0
2. Sometimes three
The group of verbs under 
1Two-nominal--2' are included 
in this set, except -atikh-. 
-raats-. -kon-, and -lwal-, 
These last four are of the 
'one-nominal--2' set, which is 
included also in the 'two- 
nominal— 2' set.
2. Sometimes
-tsom- 'insert1
-heng- 'look at'
-fwal- 'dress/put on garment' 
-rats- 1 kick1 
-saab- 'wash (body part)' 
-horn- 'smear (mud)'
-h- 'give'
-many- 'know/recognize 1 
-samb- 'burn1 
-khup- 's trike'
-rem- 'chop/slash'
-boh- 'tie/bind'
-khuul- 'pull out (tooth)' 
-niin- 'climb/climb for'
2.221. Classification according to univalence 
obligatorily one nominal only 
-siniil- 'stand up1 
-khul- 'grow'
-kham- 'disappear'
-its- 'come'
-choony- 'be/become tired'
-bol- 'rot/decay'
-fub- 'spoil (in cooking)'
-saal- 'sizzle'
obligatorily only two nominals 
-bis- 'hide'
-ching- 'carry'
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-bul- 'not have1
-vil- 1 take (to a place)'
-leer- 'bring1 
-lind- 'wait for'
-kon- 'sleep with (sexually)'
2,222, Classification according to multivalence 
Verbs can be classified according to the minimum number of 
nominals with which they must be associated and the maximum number 
with which they may be associated. The following lists show these 
classifications.
a. Minimum 1--Maximum 2 
-raats- 'bleed/flow'
-kon- 'sleep/lie down'
-Iwal- 'be/become ill'
-atikh- 'crack'
b. Minimum 1--Maximum 3 
-161- 'see'
-hulil- 1hear'
-onoon- 'sin/spoil1 
-ilukh- 'run'
-hunv- 'smell (bad) take whiffudf'
-chaak- 'begin/start'
-teekh- ’cook'
-bool- 'say/speak/talk'
-soom- 'read/attend school'
c. Minimum 1--Maximum 4 
-reeb- 'ask/question'
Minimum 2--Maximum 3 
-lb.nd- 'watch over/wait for' 
-maJL- 'finish1 
-rek- 'set (trap)'
-funak- 'break/snap'
-chet- 1s tra in£
-fung- 'lock'
-fumb- 'fold/roll up1
-nval- 'be able for/be equal to'
-kul- 'buy/exchange for'
-sinv- 'annoy/irritate/vex' 
-meet- 'add'
-khav- 'refuse1
-env- 'want/need/desire'
-lond- 'follow1 
-khaab- 'hunt/seek'
-nvool- 1 find'
-fuub- 'throw'
-bamb- 'stretch'
-many- 'know'
-buul- 'tell/guess'
-lind- 'watch over*
-nin- 'scold harshly'
Minimum 2--Maximum 4 
-tsom- 'insert/stick in'
-samb- 'burn'
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-rats- 'kick1
-niin- 'climb/climb for'
-rem- 'chop/slash'
-boh- 'tie/bind'
-khup- 's trike'
-fwal- 'dress/put on garment'
-saab- 'wash (body part)'
-khuul- 'pull out (teeth)1 
-heng- 'look a t'
f. Minimum 3--Maximum 4 
-h- 'give'
From 2.414. Affiliation classification according to univalence
a. obligatorily only one nominal
No OP or locS occurs with this group, for the one 
nominal is the subject. Only object nouns can occur 
as OP or locS. But the SP affiliation may occur.
Verbs of this class are as follows, 
ssin.iil- 'stand up'
-khul- 'grow'
/ *
-kham- disappear
-its- ' come'
-choonv- 'become-tiredi 
-bol- 'rot/decay'
-fub- 'spoil (in cooking)'
-saal- 'sizzle'
b. Obligatorily only two nominals
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Seven verbs can be associated with the representation 
of NP^ (See p. 34) as OP. The verb -bul- ’not have1 cannot 
be so associated.
-bis- 'hide1 
-chine- 'carry'
-vl1- 'take (to a place)'
-leer- 'bring'
-nvool- 'find'
-lind- 'wait for'
-kon- 'sleep with (sexually)'
2.415. Affiliation classification according to multivalence
a. Minimum 1— Maximum 2
No sequential affiliations occur, except the SP sequential 
affiliation.
-raats- 'bleed/flow/leak'
-kon- 'sleep/lie down'
-lwal- 'be/become ill'
-atikh- 'crack'
b. Minimum 1— Maximum 3
(1) One verb may be associated with locS and optional 
PP^: -hunv- 'smell (bad)/take whiff of'
(2) These verbs may be associated with OP and with 
optional PP^ :
-181- 'see'
-hulil- 'see'
-onoon- 'spoil (someting)/sin'
-ilukh- 'run'
-chaak- 'begin/start*
-teekh- 'cook'
-bool- 'say/speak/talk'
-soom- 'read/attend school1 
Minimum 1--Maximum 4
One OP may occur at a time, and PP^ . is optional. If a 
second fixed object co-occurs, it is in the shape of NP 
-reeb- 'ask/question1 
-lol- 'see'
-horn- 'smear (mud)'
Minimum 2--Maximum 3
Only one OP occurs (and it is obligatory in a pronominal 
affiliation); PP^ is optional.
-mal- 'finish'
-rek- 'set (trap)'
-funak- 'break/snap'
-chet- 'strain'
-fung- 'lock'
-fumb- 'fold/roll up1
-nval- 'be able for/be equal to'
-kul- 'buy/exchange for'
-sinv- 'annoy/vex/irritate1 
-meet- 'add 
-khay- 're fus e'
-eny- 'want/need/desire'
-lcfad- 'follow'
-khaab- 'seek/hunt'
-fuub- 'throw'
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-bamb- 'stretch'
-many- 1know'
-lind- 'watch over/wait for1 
-buul- 'tell/guess'
-nin- 'scold harshly'
e. Minimum 2--Maximum 4 
-niin- 'climb for/climb'
-samb- 'burn'
-rats- 'kick'
-rem- 'chop/slash*
-boh- 'tie/bind'
-khun- 'strike
-fwal- 'dress/put on garment(s)'
-tsom- 'insert'
-saab- 'wash (body part)'
-khuul- 'pull out (tooth, etc.)1 
-heng- 'look a t'
f. Minimum 3— Maximum 4 
-Ji- ' give'
g. Minimum 1 4 locS
-bul- 'not be (present)'
2.42. Polysemous verbs
a. Minimum 1 + locS--Maximum 2 
-bul- 'not be (present)/not have'
b. Minimum 1--Maximum 2
-kon- 'lie down/sleep/sleep with (sexually)'
c. Minimum 1--Maximum 3
-161- 'see' (i.e. be able to see/see something)
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-hulil- 'hear' (i.e. be able to hear/hear something)
-onoon- 'sin/spoil (something)1 
-lind- 'wait for/watch over'
-hunv- 'smell (bad)/take whiff of'
d. Minimum 2--Maximum 4
-niin- 'climb for/climb'
-relc- 'set (trap)'
2.43. Mixed Affiliations
These are verbs which may be associated with two objects of the 
OP-type or of the locS-type or a combination of both, but two OP's 
may not co-occur although an OP-locS combination may co-occur.
2.431. Classification according to univalence
i.e. obligatorily one nominal only, two nominals only
Mixed affiliations are zero.
2.432. Classifications according to multivalence
(1) Minimum 1--Maximum 2
Mixed affiliations do not occur.
(2) Minimum 1— Maximum 3
(a) One verb: locS + SCP^
-hunv- 'smell (bad)/take whiff of'
(b) Verbs associated with OP and SCP^ .
-lol- 'see'
-hulil- 'hear/feel/taste/understand'
-onoon- 'spoil'
-ilukh- 1 run1
% / *
-chaak- begin/start
-teekh- 'cook*
-bool- 1 say/speak/talk1
^ # 1 t-soom- read
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(3) Minimum 1--Maximum 4
OP-NP mixed affiliation and PSAP^ . in maximum structures 
occur with this group.
-reeb- ask1
-horn- ' smear'
-lol- ’see1
(4) Minimum 2--Maximum 3
Affiliations in this group are OP and PSAP^
-mal- ’finish'
-rek- ’set (trap)'
(5) Minimum 2--Maximum 4
(a) One verb only, -niin- 'climb for/climb-, occurs 
with OP-locS— HPSAP-j-
(b) The verb -bul- does not occur with this group,
(c) Other verbs in this class are associated with mixed 
affiliations OP-NP + PSAPj.
-samb- 'burn'
-khup- 'strike'
Verbs under _e, p. 10 also occur in this group.
(6) Minimum 3--Maximum 4
-h- 'give' (OP-NP + PSAPj)
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A P P E N D I X  II
PHONOLOGY NOTES 
Since the major emphasis of this research was syntactic, 
no attempt was made to do a detailed study of the phonological 
system. These notes are intended only as aids to the reader 
in translating the orthography used in this study into sound.
VOWEL PHONEMES
In Shisa the following vowel phonemes are used:
Front Back.
Unrounded Rounded
High Close ii uu
*For the open *i *u
Mid e, ee 0 , 0 0
Low a, aa
*Note: The short variant has a more open qualify than the long
phones, i.e. than ii and uu.
As the following examples show, there is an apparent
contrast between long and short vowels.
Verbs:
Short Long
wash (body part)1 
love1
say/speak/talk1 
climb1 
jump'
-sab" 'ask/request' -saab-
-hel" 'be equal to' -heel-
-bol- 'rot/decay' -bool-
-nin- 'scold harshly' -niin-
-rum- 1 send 1 -ruum-
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NominaIs:
Short Long
-rumi 'messenger' (1/2)* -ruumi 'jumper/one who jumps' (1/2)
-bolo 'penis' (10/11) -boolo 'saying'(5/6)
-bele 'millet' (5/6) -beele 'milk' (5/6)
-nvali 'power' (14) -nvaali 'line' (10/11)
*Note: Numbers in parentheses indicate noun classes.
Some principles of vowel sequence are operative in Shisa 
as follows:
Coalescence. Such changes and sequences are formed from 
low, front, unrounded phoneme /a/ which is the vowel final of 
one part of a word (i.e. prefix, root) followed by the initial 
vowel of another part, e.g., aba + ana = abaana 'children.'
The following dissimilar, contiguous vowel sequences were 
found in which a. + dissimilar V occurs.
ba + ina? = beena? 'who?' Sequence of a + i = ee.
ba + ula = boola they arrive' _a + u = oo
This type of sequence will be termed coalescence, for these 
contiguous vowels coalesce to form a completely new dound.
Vowels in this sort of sequence are always double.
Assimilation. A second type of sequence of the a + V 
(similar and/or dissimilar) sort was also found:
% r
aba + ana = abaana 'children' (1/2) Sequence of a + a = aa,
/v
ba + eka = beeka 'they study' ja + je = jae
ba + ora = boora 'they warm (themselves)' a. + o = on
In these sequences a preceding a, is assimiliated into the sound 
of the same quality of the following a,, e, or o. These sounds 
are pronounced long and may or may not be uttered on the same 
tone.
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There was found a third set of sequences, a subgroup of
the above type of assimilation. In this set the a. of the possessive
adjective particle ending in -a_ (e.g., ba-) and of the possessive 
pronoun particle, which ends in -a. (e.g., aba-) , and the particle 
na- 1 and/by/with' is assimilated into the following initial vowel 
sound as follows:
ba abakhasi = babakhasi 'of the women' Sequence of a + a = a
aba + ehale - abehale 'persons from afar' .£ + e = e
na- + omundu = nomundu 'and/by/with person' a. + o = 6
It was noted that the resultant short assimilated vowel is 
spoken on a low-rising tone.
VOWEL HARMONY
A final set of vowel sequences pertinent to this study should be 
considered, that of vowel harmony. There are two sets of vowel harmony, 
both of them between the extremities: (1) between high, unrounded,
front vowel /i/; high, rounded, back vowel /u/; and low, unrounded, 
front vowel /a/; and (2) between mid, unrounded, froit vowel /e/; and 
mid, rounded, back vowel /o/. These sets of vowels co-occur in the 
following sequences with verbal suffixes.
1. If final radical vowel is a., i_, or u, suffix vowel (where 
it pertains) is i_.
Examples:
Verb Radical Benefactive Ext. Persisfive Ext.
“Saab- 'wash (body part)1 -il- -ilil-
-sinv- 'irritate/annoy' -il- -ilil-
-fuub- 'throw' -il- -ilil-
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2. If final radical vowel is e. or _o, suffix vowel (where it 
pertains) is je.
Examples:
Verb Radical Benefactive Ext. Persistive Ext,
-kon- 'sleep' -el- -elel-
-teekh- 'cook' -el- -elel-
3. A third type of vowel harmony, one with which this thesis is 
not concerned, exists in the reversive extension. If the final 
radical vowel is o., the suffix vowels are _o. All other co-occurrences 
in this extension are with suffix vowel u.
CONSONANT PHONEMES
The following table illustrates the consonant phonemes of Shisa.
Type of
CD•rl
Phoneme ^
rH
pq  ^L
ab
io
de
nt
al
1 A
lv
eo
la
r
1 A
lv
eo
pa
la
 
ta
l
Ve
la
r
j G
lo
tt
al
Voiceless: Stops p t k
Affricates ts
V
c (eh)*
Fricatives f x(kh)
Grooved V
fricatives s s (sh)
Voiced: Fricatives B(b) fi(h)
Affricate j CD
Lateral 1
Nasals m n n y g(ng ')
Semi-vowels w y
Trill r (r)
*Note: The present orthography for Shisa has been employed in this 
thesis. Therefore, forms in parentheses are the forms used in the 
spelling to represent the phoneme symbols.
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Laterals. At the phonetic level, the phoneme /l/ has three 
allophones: lateral Ll3, flapped C]G, and a one-tap _r (whose allo-
phonic symbol here will be Crll, They are in complementary distribution 
as follows:
a./o/u(w) + CjG + a/o/u(w) — > Cl3 e.g., amalwa 'beer'
jL/&, + _1 -> Op ®.g., lileesi 'cloud'
ja/.o/u 4- j. + ±/e -* £13 e.g., ama lee si 'clouds'
Homorganic nasal. The phonotactic rules of Shisa permit only 
homorganic sequences of nasal + consonant(s), Nasals do not occur 
before fricatives (except/&) or before semi-vowel or other nasals.
Across morpheme boundaries the nasal /n/ assimilates in point of articu­
lation as illustrated in the following table.
Examples
J2^/b mb en + para = embara 'I think'
en + boha = emboha ’’I tie /bind' 
jt/r/JL -> nd _^a + n + teema = yandeema 'He tried/tested me'
ya + n + reeba = yandeeba 'He asked me'
ya + n + lola = yandola 'He saw me'
*But: *en + lima = enlma '1 dig'
k -*■ ng. tsin + kalamu = tsingalamu 'pencils'
ts -> nz in + tsu - inzu 'house'
ch -> nj_ en + chama = eniama 'X like'
*Note: This combination seems to be the only part of Meinhof's rule
(van Warmelo's translation, pp. 183-84), called the Ganda Law, opera­
tive in Shisa, i.e. n + JL + vowel + nasal is realized as n + vowel 
+ nasal.
Palatalization. In the environment of a following i or e the 
voiceless, velar stop /k/ is realized as voiceless, alveopalatal
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affricate /c/ (ch); voiceless, velar fricative /x/ (kh) is realized as 
alveopalatal, grooved fricative /s/ (sh): the voiced, glottal fricative 
/fi/ (h) is realized as voiced, alveopalatal semi-vowel /y/; and the 
voiced, nasalized, velar stop /ng/ is realized as voiced, alveopalatal 
affricate /nj/.
TONE
Tonal Phonemes
Two tonal phonemes may be set up: (1) high ( ) and (2) low
(unmarked). High-falling or low-rising variants of these also occur. 
They are marked ( ) and (v), respectively, in the text.
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A P P E N D I X  I I I  
NOTES ON WORDS AND PHRASES
In this section the morphological elements of some word and 
phrase structures will he examined and exemplified. Only those word 
categories occurring in the corpus chosen for this thesis are dis­
cussed here.
One of the characteristics inherent in both word and phrase 
structures is stability. Within a sentence certain permutations of 
single words or of phrases are possible, but under all the permuta­
tions certain pairs or triples, and so on, of morphemes or words 
behave as 'blocks,1 not only occurring always together, but also in 
the same order relative to one another. The word tends to be in­
ternally stable, and so does a phrase within its own type, in terms 
of the order of their components. Positionally, one phrase may be 
permutable with another, and likewise one word with another, but 
the internal cohesion remains.
Word Structures
Bloomfield (1933, pp. 177-8) defines a word as being a 
structure which is 'part of a larger form' (a phrase or a sentence 
being the larger form referred to). He contrasts 'bound forms' 
(linguistic forms which convey meanings but which can never stand 
alone as linguistic units) with 'free forms,' (i.e. forms which 'can 
be isolated in actual speech'). He terms the word a 'minimum free 
form.' He adds, "For the purposes of ordinary life, the word is 
the smallest unit of speech."
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What Bloomfield was saying amounts to this: forms which never
occur alone as whole utterances in ordinary speech are 'bound' forms; 
forms which may occur alone are 'free' forms. By his definition, 
then, any free form no part of which is itself a free form is a 
word.
One could define a word as a unit of speech having a particular 
meaning with a particular complex of sounds and capable of a parti­
cular grammatical employment. Other units of speech could fit this 
description. To differentiate, it will be necessary to concentrate 
upon the grammatical structure, or employment, of a word, for herein 
lie the characterizing differences.
For the purpose of this analysis, words are characterized as 
being of two general types of structures: (1) variable and (2) in­
variable. Variable words are polymorphemic (i.e. a 'unit' consisting 
of a 'complex' of morphemes), comprising 'bound forms'; and in­
variable words are monomorphemic, termed 'free forms' by Bloomfield 
(Ibid.)
Invariable words. Five categories of invariable words occur 
in the corpus: (1) Connectors and/or prepositions, (2) adverbials,
(3) intensifiers, (4) interjections, and (5) negators. (I am 
indebted to Professor Whiteley--1966, pp. 69-75--for the terms 
'connectors,' 'intensifiers,' and 'negators.')
Connector and/or Preposition
The connector/preposition, nende 1 and/by/with' serves as either 
a connector or a preposition, depending upon its environment and 
function in a sentence. Variants of this element are the prefixes 
na-/nina-. Both these forms follow the vowel sequence rules of 
coalescence or assimilation, as the case may be, and are not free
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forms in Shisa. (See pp. 312-313.) Na- occurs with nouns, and 
nina- with absolute pronouns (Abs. Pron), for example: 
na + omundu = nomundu ’and/by/with person1 
nina + ye = ninaye 1 and/by/with him/her1 
Adverbials
Adverbials often follow adjectives in NP^, but more commonly 
they co-occur with and follow verbs. The shapes of adverbials vary
1. Some shapes are homophonous with those of noun shapes:
(i) three morphemes:
pre-prefix + prefix + stem (e.g., o-bu-layi ‘well1) 
(ii) two morphemes:
prefix + stem (e.g., ma-fumama 1 prone1)
2. Another shape is identical with that of the infinitive: 
*infinitive prefix + verb radical + -a
(e.g., olchu-shil-a 'very/very much1)
* Note: The infinitive pre-prefix and prefix are o-lchu- 1 to 
before consonant and u- vowel verb roots and o-khw- before 
verb roots having dissimilar initial vowels.
3. Locative adverbials are of this shape:
locative prefix + prefix + stem 
/ %
(e.g., ha-mi-saala !at place of trees1)
The following diagram illustrates these types:
Adv
± ppf/ + pf + stem
loc
4. A few shapes cannot be related to polymorphemic analogues, 
for example:
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(i) time adverbials
e.g., tsuli ’early (in the morning)'
khale 'long ago/early (i.e. earlier than ex­
pected) 1
(ii) manner adverbials
e.g., leal aha 'carefully/slowly/softly1 
muno 'very much'
Intensifiers
Two words 'okhushila and muno 'very/very much,' occur either
as adverbials or as intensifiers. If either follows a verb or an
adjective, it will be termed an adverbial. If it follows an adverb,
it will be considered an intensifier. The okhushila here is not to
*
be confused with the infinitive okhushila 'to exceed,1 which occurs
in constructions for forming the comparison of adjectives (e.g.,
Uno nomulayi okhushila oyo - "This person is better than--i.e. good
*
to exceed— that one.') and in verbal phrases (e.g., Uno anyala 
okhwilulcha bwangu okhushila oyo - "This one is able to run faster 
than--i.e. fast to exceed-~that one.'). When okhushila and muno 
co-occur, okhushila precedes, whether as adverbial or intensifier. 
Interjections
Interjections may be monomorphemic, commonly of the vocative 
type, and occur initially in the sentence, e.g., wale! 'see there!1 
Negators
Except for marked sentences, double negators are employed in 
Shisa sentences, one a negative verbal prefix and the other a 'free' 
form (ta/tawe 'no/not,' variations of the same form), at the end 
of the clause.
Variable words. Variable words in Shisa are those which co­
occur within the system of grammatical control. They are shapes
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in which "ordered and regular series of grammatically different word 
forms are found, wherein parts remain relatively constant and the 
variations in the other parts are matched by similar variations in 
other words" (Robins, 1964, pp. 196-7). In Shisa sentences, series 
of regular, but variable, co-occurrences are distinguishable, parti­
cularly in specific elements of words, i.e. in prefixes and suffixes. 
These recurring and co-occurring morphemes are a characteristic of 
Bantu languages. At least one of the morphemes, in each category 
in which they occur, is a concordial prefix. These concordial 
elements co-occur in sentences and thus constitute relationships of 
control.
Word categories in which such regular variations occur in 
Shisa are (1) nouns, (2) possessives, (3) adjectives, (4) demonstra­
tives, and (5) verbs, the structures of which are explained and 
illustrated as follows:
Nouns
Constituent morphemes are these:
(i) pre-prefix + prefix + stem
(e.g., o-mu-khaana ’girl'
ftli-ramwa 'banana')
ftNote: With some nouns the surface realization of the pre-prefix
is zero, except when preceded by a morpheme whose final vowel is -a, 
requiring coalescence or assimilation with a following initial 
vowel (e.g., likhoba lieliramwa--i.e. likhoba + lia- + (e) + 
liramwa--'peel of a banana').
(ii) locative prefix + prefix + stem
(e.g., ha-mi-saala 'place near trees')
Noun prefixes are the concordial elements in this word cate­
gory. The structures of the nouns can be illustrated as follows:
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N
i fpf/ -t- pf + s J
loc
Possessives
Go-occurring morphemes are these:
possessive concord + noun/absolute pronoun
(e.g., wa- + omukhasi = womukhasi 'of woman' 
wa 4- ifwe = weefwe 'our')
Coalescence or assimilation is operative with all nouns, 
adjectives, and with absolute pronouns possessing initial vowels. 
The possessive morpheme is the concordial element in the structure, 
which is illustrated below:
Poss
pass. + N/
conc. Abs Pron
Adjectives
The structure of adjectives and nouns are identical, but the 
privilege of occurrence of adjective prefixes is larger than that 
of nouns. Adjective stems usually differ from noun stems; but when 
they are homophonous, they do not co-occur, e.g., -cheni 'visitor'-- 
-cheni 'new/strange' do not co-occur in constructions like this:
*Omu cheni omu-cheni witsile leelo - 'A strange stranger/visitor came 
today.'
Demonstratives
Demonstratives have the following constituent morphemes. (Note 
that the noun-class concord is represented as CC.)
(i) CC + -no 'this/these' (near speaker) (kuno)
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(ii) ya-/yi- + CC 'this/that-these/those1 (equidistant from
speakers) (yako, yino)
(iii) noun ppf + CC + -o_ 'that/those' (near one spoken to)
(eshio)
(iv) CC + -lia 'that/those yonder1 (away from both speakers)
The verbs are the most complex of all variable words. Consti­
tuent morphemes vary greatly, both in number and kind; but they 
may be divided into two general classes: (1) a 'base-verb root*
(defined below) (BVR--as opposed to VR 'verb root/radical') and
(2) affixes. The verb minus all affixes is termed a base-verb root/ 
radical. ('Root' and 'radical' are here used as synonyms.) The 
affixes may be subdivided into two groups: (a) pre-radical, termed
here 'prefixes,' and (b) post-radical, termed 'suffixes.'
Not all possible prefixes and suffixes occur concurrently, 
but when they do co-occur, they are in the following sequences 
relative to each other:
I + na- + SP + -ra- + + op- + BVR + -ExtS + -TS
The meaning of each component is as follows: (Capitalized
items are obligatory in all declarative sentences.)
shi- = negative prefix in all declarative and interrogative 
independent clauses 
ni- = modal prefix ('if/when/and') 
na- = near-future tense prefix (FTP)
SP = subject prefix (within the system of control)
-ra- = negative prefix
-lcha-/-la-/-li- = tense prefixes (TP)
(kulia)
Verbs
+ -locS
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-op- = object prefix (within the system of control)
BVR = base-verb root/radical 
-ExtS = extension suffix 
-TS - tense suffix
-locS = locative suffix (within the system of control)
The minimal structure of the verb in a declarative or inter­
rogative sentence is characterized by the following co-occurrences.
V - SP + TP + BVR + TS 
SP, ’subject prefix,1 is that verbal prefix which, in unmarked 
sentences, is in controlled relationship with the grammatical noun­
subject, the NP to the left of the verb radical. i.e. SP is pre­
fixed to the verb radical, i.e. when no other prefixes co-occur between 
SP and VR. Here it should also be stated that in some tenses the 
tense prefix (TP) is zero.
Since the imperatival form is used as a criterion for classi­
fying some verbs, its structure was explained in Chapter 2, p. 63.
Phrase Structures
Traditionally, a phrase is considered to be any group of words 
which is grammatically equivalent to a single word and which does 
not have its own subject and predicate. It is an intermediate 
grammatical unit between the word and the clause.
Structurally, a phrase consists of a head and modifier(s).
Lyons (1969, p. 233) defines the term ’head’ in this manner: "The
constituent whose distribution is the same as that of the resultant 
construction is called the head; the other constituent is the 
modifier." These words define the stance taken in this analysis.
Nouns have the capacity to co-occur as the phrase head with 
certain other word categories, thus forming a higher level of
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structure— a phrase. Adverbs have the same capacity. Each of 
these types of heads are different types of words and, consequently, 
have different kinds of modifiers. Since in this thesis the 
principal concern is the verb in sentence structures, that category 
has been treated in the sections in the thesis devoted to verbs.
The three other types of phrases which occur in the sample or 
referent sentences will be explained here: Noun phrases, preposi­
tional noun phrases/connector phrases, and adverbial phrases.
Noun Phrases
A noun-phrase structure may consist only of a nominal, or of 
a nominal and one or more of these word categories: possessives,
adjectives, demonstratives, or intensifiers in any of the following 
sequences of co-occurrence.
NP
‘^poss.’l / fdem. + adj. + inten.
N + 4 dem. V / ^adj. + inten.
tjadj. (/ |jf-dj. + dem.
poss. +
Examples:
rweefwe uyoI omulayi
w££,fwe.
dem. 
adj. + inten. 
adj. + dem.
uyo omulayi okhushila 
omulayi okhushila 
omul&yi Ayo
‘uyo ^
omulayi okhushila 
omulayi uyo
Wife
our
that C
r that very good 
J very good 
J that good
f that 
our j very good
J that good
Connector/Prepositional Phrases (PNP)
The constituent members of these phrases are listed here:
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(i) “nende 1 and/by/with'
+ NP
na- 'and/by/with'
m
(ii) nina- 'and/by/with' + Abs Pron 
Examples:
"nende omundu 'and/by/with person'
1nomundu 'and/by/with person' 
ninaye 'and/by/with him/her'
Adverbial Phrases
Adverbial phrases may consist of a single adverbial or of an 
adverbial + one or two intensifiers:
A J %  * *Adv. Omwana alilanga obutinyu.
Child he-is crying hard.
Adv. + one inten. Omwana alilanga obutinyu muno.
Child he-is crying very hard.
Adv. + two inten. Omwana alilanga obutinyu okhushila muno.
Child he-is crying very, very hard.
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A P P E N D I X  I V
LEXICAL ENTRIES OF VERBS
Lexical entries will here be presented in this order: (1)
pure descriptive verbs, (2) pure agentive, (3) pure entailing, (4) 
pure stative, (5) descriptive-agentive (with ergative and instru­
mental subgroups), (6) agentive-back-and-forth, (7) descriptive- 
comitative, (8) agentive-comitative, (9) descriptive-agentive- 
stative, (10) descriptive-stative, and (11) descriptive-back-and- 
forth.
Pure Descriptive Verbs 
1, Actor subjects
-sinjil- 'stand up' Des. A-j_. 1. [Act_____  (L)]
-sinjilil- 'stand in for' I. Des. A^ . 1. [Act _____  B (L)]
-sinjilil- 'stand up by means of'
II. Des. Ar  1. [Act _____  I (L)]
-sinjilil- 'stand up in,' etc.
III. Des. Ap 1. [Act _____  L-j]
-kh&i- 'disappear' Des. A-^. 2. [Act_____  (L)]
-khamil- 'disappear in,' etc.
III. Des. A^. 1. [Act ____  L^ ]
2. Process Subjects 
-bol- decay/rot'
-fub- 'spoil (in cooking)' 
-saal- 'sizzle
-bolel- 'rot in,' etc.
-fubil- 'spoil (in cooking) in,1 etc.
Des. A2. 2. [Pc ____  (L)]
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-saalil- 'sizzle in,' etc.
Ill, Des. A2. 2. [pc _____ L^ l
-khul- 'grow' Des. Ag. 1. CPc   (L)]
-khulil- 'grow in,' etc.
III. Des. A2. 1. [Pc _____ Lj]
-choony- 'become tired' Des. A2. 1. [Pc _____ (L)]
-choonyel- 'become tired of'
I. Des. A2- 1. [Pc ____  B (L)]
-chhfanyel- 'become tired in,' etc.
III. Des. A2. 1. [Pc _____ Lj
Pure Agentive Verbs
1. Two-nominal 
-bis- 'hide'
-ching- 'carry' Ag. A. 1. [Ag ____  D & 0) (L)]
-bisil- 'hide for'
-chinjil- 'carry for'
I. Ag. A. 1. [Ag _____ B (D $ 0) (L)]
-bisil- 'hide in,' etc.
III. Ag. A. 1. [Ag _____ (D $ 0) L-j]
III. Ag. E. 1. [Ag _____ (D I 0) L2
-chinjil- 'carry in,' etc.
III. Ag. A. 2. [Ag _____ (D I 0) L-j]
III. Ag. E. 2. [Ag _____ (D X 0) Lx L2]
-bisan- 'hide each other'
-chingan- 'carry each other'
IV, Ag. A. 1. [Ag  R (L)]
2. Polysemous two-nominal
-lXnd- 'wait for' Ag. A. 1. [Ag _____ (D X 0) (L)3
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-lindil- 'wait for in,' etc.
XII. Ag. A. 1. CAg ____  (D $ 0) Lx3
-lindan- 'wait for each other'
IV. Ag. A. 1. [Ag  R (L)l
-lind- 'watch over' Ag. B. 3. [Ag   (D X 0) (I) (L)]
-lindil- 'watch over for'
I. Ag. B. 2. [Ag B CD
-lindil- 'watch over with'
II. Ag. A. 1. [Ag (D f
-itndil- 'watch over in,' etc.
III. Ag. B. 3. [Ag (D X
Obligatorily two-nominal, optionally three1-nominal
-lond- 'follow' Ah . A. 1. [Ag _ . (D I
Ag, B, 3. [Ag CD 5
-lbndel- 'follow for' I. Ah . B. 2. [Ag B (D
-londel- 'follow with'
II. Ag. A. 2. [Ag (D X
-londel- 'follow on,' etc.
III. Ag. A. 2. [Ag . (D X
III. Ag. F. 3. [Ag (D X
-londan- 'follow each other
IV. Ag. B. 1. [Ag R (I) i
-chet- 'strain' Ah . B. 1. [Ag o ci:
-chetel- 'strain for' I. Ah . B 1. [Ag B 0 i
-chetel- 'strain with' II. Ah . A. 1. [Ag 0 1 i
-chetel- 'strain in,' etc.
III. Ag. B. 2. [Ag . 0 L1
III. Ag. F. 1. [Ag 0 L„
-fumb- 'fold'
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-funak- 'break/snap'
-mal- 'finish' Ag. B. 1. [Ag ____  0 (I) (L)3
-fumbil- 'fold for'
-funachil- 'break for1
-malil- 'finish for' I. Ag. B 1. [Ag ____  B 0 (I) (L)3
-fumbil- 'fold with1 
-funachil- 'break’
-malil- 'finish with'
II. Ag. A. 1. [Ag   0 I (L)]
-fumbil- 'fold in,' etc.
-funachil- 'break in,' etc.
-malil- 'finish in,' etc.
III. Ag. B. 2, [Ag   0 (I)]
-fumban- 'fold each other's*
-funakan- 'break each other's1 
-malan- 'finish each other's'
IV. Ag. C. 1. [Ag _ Be 0 (I) (L)3
-funs- flock' Ag. B. i—
i > 09 1 0 (I) (L)]
-funiil- 'lock for' I. Ag. B. 1. [Ag B 0 (i) <l)3
-fun.iil- 'lock with'
II. Ag. A. 1- [Ag 0 I <L)D
-funiil- 'lock in,' etc.
III. Ag. B. 2. [Ag 0 Lx (I)]
-rek- 'set (trap)' Ag. B. 1. [Ag 0 (I) <L)3
-rechel- 'set for' I. Ag. B. 1. [Ag B o (I) (L)3
-rechel- 1 set with' II. Ag. A. 1. [Ag 0 I (L)3
-rechel- 'set in,' etc.
III. Ag. B. 2. [Ag 0 LX (X)]
-relcan- ’trap each other'
IV. Ag. B 1. CAg R (I) (L)]
•bamb- 1stretch' Ag. B. 3. [Ag (D f 0) (I) (L)]
■bambil- 'stretch for'
I. Ag. B. 2. [Ag B (J I  0) (I) (L)]
■bambil- 'stretch with'
II. Ag. A. 2. [Ag (D { 0) I (L)]
•bambil- 'stretch in, 1 etc.
III. Ag. B. 3. [Ag (D 5 0) Lx (I)]
III. Ag. F 3. [Ag _ (Pi 0 ) Lx (X)]
•buul- 1tell' Ag. B. 1. [Ag 0 (I) (L)3
■buulil- 'tell to/for'
I. Ag. B. 1. [Ag B 0 (I) (L)3
■buulil- 'tell with'
II. Ag. A. 1. [Ag 0 I (L)]
■eny- ’want/desire/need'
Ag. B. 3. [Ag (D I  0) ( I )  (L)]
■enyel- 'want/desire for1
I. Ag. B. 2. [Ag .. B (D I  0) (I) (L)]
■enyel- 'want/desire with’i
II. Ag. A. 2. [Ag (B 1 0 )  I (L)]
•enyel- 'want in, 1 etc.
III. Ag. B. 3. [Ag (D } 0) ^  (I)]
■enyan- 'want/desire each o ther'
IV. Ag. B. 1. [Ag R (I) (L)]
■fuub- 'throw' Ag. B. 3. [Ag (D 5 0) (I) (I)]
■ftmbil- 'throw to/for1
I. Ag. B. 2. [Ag B (B I  0 ) ( I )  ( L ) ]
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-fuubil- 1 throw with'
II. Ag. A. 2. [Ag _____ (D I 0) (I) (L)]
-fuubil- 'throw in,' etc.
III. Ag. B. 3. [Ag _____ (D J 0) Lx (I)]
III. Ag. F. 3. [Ag _____ (D S 0) L2  Lx (I)]
-khaab- 'seek' Ag. B. 3, [Ag_ ___  (D $ 0) (I) (L)]
-khaabil- 'hunt for' I Ag. B 2. [Ag ____ _ B (D J 0) (I) (L)]
-khaabil- 'hunt with'
II. Ag. A. 2. [Ag _____ (D $ 0) I (L)]
-khaabil- 'hunt in,' etc.
III. Ag. B. 3. [Ag ____  (D I 0) (I)]
-khaaban- 'hunt each other'
IV. Ag. B. 1. [Ag  R (I) (L)]
-khaaban- 'hunt each other's'
IV. Ag. C. 1. [Ag ____^  0 (I) (L)]
"khay- 'refuse' Ag. B. 3. [Ag_ ___  (D I 0) (I) (L)]
-khayil- 'refuse for'
I. Ag. B. 2. [Ag _____ B (D I 0) (I) (L)]
-khayil- 'refuse with'
II. Ag. A. 2. [Ag _____ (D I 0) I (L)]
-khayil- 'refuse in,' etc.
III. Ag. D 1. [Ag  L2 Lx (I)]
-khayan- 'refuse each other'
IV. Ag. B. 1. [Ag  R (I) (L)]
-kul- 'buy/exchange' Ag. B. 3. [Ag_ ___  (D $ 0) (I) (L)]
-kulil- 'buy for' I. Ag. B. 2. [Ag ____ _ B (D j 0) (I) (L)]
-kulil- 'buy with' II. Ag. A. 2. [Ag (D J 0) I (L)]
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-kulil- 'buv at.' etc.
III. Ag. B. 3. [Ag (D I 0) Lx (I)]
-meet- 'add Ag. B. 3. [Ag cd if o) ci) c m
-meetel- 'add for' I. Ag. B 2 . [Ag B CD ¥ 0 ) CI) CL)]
-meetel- 'add with' II. Ag. A. 2 . [Ag CD ¥ 0 ) I CL)3
-meetel- 'add in,' etc.
III. Ag. B 3. [Ag (D J 0) Lx (I)]
III. Ag. F. 3. [Ag CD J o) l2 lx (I)]
-meetan- 'add to each other'
IV. Ag. C. 4. [Ag Rb (D ¥ 0) (I) CL)3
-ny4l- 'be able' Ag. B. 3. [Ag CD ¥ 0) CI) CL)]
-nyalil- 'be able for'
I. Ag. B. 2 . [Ag B (D ¥ 0) CD (L)]
-nyalan- 'be able for/equal to each other'
IV. Ag. B 1. [Ag R (I) <L)3
-nyool- 'find' Ae. B. 3. [Ag (D ¥ 0) (I) (L)]
-nyoolel- 'find for' I. Ag. B. 2 . [Ag B CD ¥ 0 ) CD (L)]
-nyoolel- 'find with'
II. Ag. A. 2. [Ag _____ (D * 0) I (L)]
"nyoolel- 'find in,' etc.
III. Ag. B. 3. [Ag _____ (D X 0) LX (I)]
-nvoolan- ’find each other'
IV. Ag. B. 1. [Ag  R (I) (L)]
-nin- 'scold' Ag. B. 2. [Ag _____ D (I) (L)]
-ninil- 'scold in' III. Ag. B. 1. [Ag _____ D L-^ (I)]
-ninan- 'scold each other harshly*
IV. Ag. B. 1. [Ag  R (I) (L)]
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-siny- ’annoy/irritate1
Ag. B. 2. CAg ____  D (I) (L)J
-sinyil- ' annoy with'
II. Ag. A. 3. [Ag _^____  D I (L)3
-sinyil- 'annoy in,' etc.
III. Ag. B. I. [Ag _____ D Lx (I)]
-sinvan- ’irritate each other’
IV. Ag. B. 1. [Ag  R (I) (L)3
4. Obligatorily three-nominal, optionally four-nominal
-h- ’give’ Ag. C. 1. [Ag_ ___  B (D * 0) (I) (L)3
5. Obligatorily two-nominal, optionally three- or four-nominal
-khuul- ’pull out’ Ag. B. 1. [Ag_ ___  0 (I) (L)]
-khuulil- ’pull out for1
I. Ag. B. 1. [Ag B 0 (I) (L)3
I. Ag. B. 5. [G B 0 (I) (L)3
I. Ag. C. 3. [Ag B G 0 (I) (L)3
-khuulil- ’pull out with’
II. Ag. A. 1. [Ag   0 I (L)]
II. Ag. A. 5. [G   0 I (L)]
II. Ag. B. 2. [Ag   G 0 I (L)]
-khuulil- ’pull out in,’ etc.
III. Ag. B. 2. [Ag 0 (1)3
III. Ag. B. 4. [G 0 (1)3
III. Ag. C. 3. [Ag ____ G 0 L-, (1)3
-khuulan- ’pull each other’s 1
IV. Ag. G. 1. [Ag  ^  o (I) (L)]
-boh- ’tie/bind’ Ag. B. 3. [Ag   (D | 0) (I) (L)]
AS- B- 5. [G   0 (I) (L)]
Ag. C. 3. [Ag    G 0 (I) (L)]
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“  yel tle £°r l m Ag‘ B* 2* ^Ag _____  B (D )[ 0) (I) (L)]
I. Ag. B. 5. [G ___ B 0 (I) (L)]
I* Ag- C. 3. [Ag  ____  B G 0 (I) (L)]
-bsffil- 'tie with' n .  Ag. A. 2. [Ag _____ (D * 0) I (L)3
II- Ag. A. 5._[G _____ _ 0 I (L)]
II- Ag. B. 2._[Ag _____ G 0 I (L)]
-boyel- 'tie in,1 etc.
III. Ag. B. 3._CAg _____  (D j 0) ^  (I)]
III. Ag. B. 4. [g ______  0 (1)3
III. Ag. C 3. [Ag  ______ G 0 L1
-bohan- 'tie each other’
IV. Ag. B. 1. [Ag  r  (j) (L)-j
’tie each other’s'
IV. Ag. C. 1. [Ag ____0 (I) (l )]
"fwal- ’dress/put on garment'
Ag- B. 2. [Ag _____ (D) (I) (L)-j
Ag. B. 6. [Ag _____ C (I) (l )3
Ag. C. 5. [Ag  _____  D C (I) (l )]
-fwalil- ’dress for' I Ah R 7 r^ rvs * * • [Ag _____ _ B D (I) (l)]
I. Ag. B. 8. [Ag    b G (I) (l )]
I. Ag. C. 5. [Ag  _____ _ B D C (I) (L)]
-fwalil- ’dress with1
II. Ag. A. 3. [Ag ______ D I (L)]
II. Ag. A. 6. [Ag    c i
II- Ag. B. 3. [Ag _ D C  I (L)3
-fwaiil- 'dress in,’ etc.
III. Ag. B. 1. [Ag __ D (I)]
HI. Ag. B. 5. [Ag _ C Lx (I)]
HI. Ag. C. 2. [Ag _____  D C (1)3
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“Lens.- ’look at' Ag. B. 3. [Ag ____  (D J 0) (I) (L)]
Ag. B. 5. [G _____ 0 (I) (L)]
Ag. C. 3. [Ag _____ G 0 (I) (L)]
-henjel- ’look for' I. Ag. B. 2. [Ag _____ B (D )( 0) (I) (L)]
I. Ag. B. 5. [G ____  B 0 (I) (L)]
I. Ag. C. 3. [Ag ____  B G 0 (I) (L)3
-henjel- 'look with1
II. Ag. A. 2. [Ag ____  (D I 0) I (L)]
II. Ag. A. 5. [G ____  0  I (L)]
II. Ag. B 2. [Ag ____  G 0  I (L)3
-henjel- 'look in, 1 etc.
III. Ag. B. 3. [Ag _____  (D \ 0) Lx (I)]
III. Ag. B. 4. [G _____  0 L± (I)]
III. Ag. C. 3. [Ag _____ G 0  L 1 (1)3
-hengan- ’look at each other'
IV. Ag. B. 1. [Ag  R (I) (l )]
'look at each other's'
IV. Ag. C. 1. [Ag ___ ^  0 (I) (L)3
-khu£- 'strike' Ag. B. 3. [Ag ____  (D $ 0) (I) (L)]
Ag. B. 5. [G _____ 0 (I) (L)]
Ag. B. 6 . [Ag _____ C (I) (L)]
Ag. C. 3. [Ag ____  G 0 (I) (L)]
Ag. C. 4. [Ag ____  (D X 0) C (I) (L)]
-khupil- 'strike for1
I. Ag. B. 2. [Ag _____  B (D { 0) (I) (L)]
I. Ag. B. 5. [G _____ B 0 (I) (L)]
I. Ag. C. 1. [Ag _____  B (D X 0) C (I) (L)]
I. Ag. C. 3. [Ag _____ B G 0 (I) (L)]
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- M m p i l -  ‘ s t r i k e  w i t h ‘
II. Ag. A. 2. CAg ______ (D J 0) I (l )3
II. Ag. A. 5. Cg _____  0 I (L)]
II. Ag. A. 6. CAg _____  C I (L)]
II* AS* B- 2. CAg    G O  I (L)]
"Mwpil- 'strike in,' etc.
III. Ag. B. 3. CAg  (D X 0) (I)]
III. Ag. B. 4. CG_____  0 j, (j)]
H I .  Ag. B 5. CAg ,  C Lx (I)]
H I .  Ag. C. 1. CAg   (D \ 0) C Lx (I)]
III. Ag, G, 3. CAg ______ G 0 Lj (1)3
-khupan- 'strike each other'
IV. Ag. B. 1. CAg  R (i) (L)]
IV. Ag. c. 2. CAg  JR c (I) (l)3
's tr ike each o ther's1
!V. Ag* C‘ l - A^g  o (I) (L)]
IV. Ag. D. 1. CAg Rc 0 C (I) (L)]
- m a n y -  ' k n o w / l e a r n ’ A p - -r  -5 t a  ,Ag' B- 3‘ CA8 _____ (D IS 0) (I) (j,)]
Ag. C. 3. [Ag _____  G 0 (I) (t)]
-rnan^il- 'know with (memory)'
II. Ag. A. 2. [Ag _____  (D I 0) I (L)]
- m a n y i l -  ' k n o w  i n , ’ e t c .
III. Ag. B. 3. [Ag _____  (D } 0) ^  (I)]
-manyan- 'know each other'
IV. Ag. B. 1. [Ag  r (i) (L)]
'know each other's'
IV. Ag. c. 1. CAg _ Rg o (I) (l)]
-rem-
remel
-remel
remel-
reman--
-tsom- '
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'chop/slash' Ag. B. 3. [Ag _____ (D \ 0) (I) (L)3
AS* B- 5. [G ______ 0 (I) (L)]
Ag. B. 6. CAg _____  c (I) (L)]
Ag. C. 3. CAg _____  G 0 (I) (L)3
Ag. C. 4. CAg _____  (D j( 0) C (I) (L)]
** 1 chop/slash for'
I. Ag. B. 2. CAg ______ B (D Jf 0) (I) (L)]
I. Ag. C. 1. CAg ______ B (D | 0) C (I) (L)]
I. Ag. C. 3. CAg _____  B G 0 (I) (L)3
- 'chop/slash with1
II. Ag. A. 2. CAg ____  (D I 0) I (L)]
II. Ag. A. 5. CG _____  0 I (L)]
II. Ag. A. 6. CAg _____  c I (L)]
II. Ag. B. 2. CAg _____  G 0 I (L)]
'chop/slash in,1 etc.
III. Ag. B. 3. CAg _____  (d I 0) Lx (I)]
III. Ag. B. 4. CG _____  0 Lx (I)]
III. Ag. B. 5. CAg _____  c Lx (I)]
III. Ag. C. 1. CAg _____  (D | 0) C Lx (I)]
III. Ag. C. 3. CAg _____ G 0 Li (I)^
'slash each other'
IV. Ag. B. 1. CAg  R (i) (l )]
IV. Ag. G. 2. CAg  R C (I) (L)]
'slash each other's'
IV. Ag. C. 1._CAg ____ ^  o (I) (L)]
IV. Ag. D. 1._CAg ____^  o C (I) (L)3
insert' Ag. B. 3. [Ag _____ (D * 0) (I) (L)]
Ag. C. 3. [Ag ______ G 0 (I) (J,)]
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- t a W l -  'insert for' I. Ag. B. 2. [Ag _____  B (D J 0> (I) (L)]
I* Ag. B. 5. [G    B 0 (I) (L)]
I. Ag. C. 3. [Ag ______ B G 0 (I) (L)]
-tsomel- * inser t with *
II. Ag. A. 2. [Ag    (D X 0) I (L)J
II. Ag. A. 5. [G _____ 0 I (L)3
II. Ag. B. 2. [Ag _____  G 0 I (L)]
-tsomel- 'insert in'
III. Ag. B. 3. [Ag _   (D J 0) Lx (I)]
III. Ag. B 4. CG _____  0 Lx (1)3
III. Ag. C. 3. [Ag . G 0 L1 (I)^
HI. Ag. p. 2. [Ag _ _ _  0 L2a/i Lx (I)]
“tsoman- ’insert in each other'
IV. Ag. B. I. CAg __ R  (i) (l)3
'insert in each other's'
IV. Ag. C. 1, [Ag  R o (I) (L)]
% f-saab- 'wash (body part)'
A®* B * 5 - CG_____ _ 0 (I) (L)]
Ag. C. 3. [Ag  g 0 (I) (L)]
-saabil- 'wash for' i. Ag. B- 5 . [G _____ Q (I) (L)]
I- Ag. C. 3. [Ag  ____  B G 0 (I) (L)]
-saabil- 'wash with'
-saabil- 'wash in'
II. Ag. A. 5. [G _____ 0 I (L)]
II. Ag. B. 2. [Ag  G 0 I (L)]
III. Ag. B. 4. [G _____  0 Lx (1)3
III. Ag. C. 3. [Ag _____  G 0 Lx (I)]
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-saaban- ’wash each other'
IV. Ag. B. 1. [Ag  R (I) (L)3
'wash each other's'
IV. Ag. C 1. [Ag __ ^ 0 (I) (L)3
-niin- 'climb' Ag. B. 7. [Ag _ _P (I) (L)U
Ag. B. 4. [Ag __  L (I) (L)3
Ag. C. 2. [Ag __  P L (I) (L)3
-niinil- 'climb for' I. Ag. B. 3. [Ag _____ B L (I) (L)3
I. Ag. C. 2. [Ag __  B P L (I) (L)3
'climb (to get) for’
I. Ag. B. 4. [Ag __  B P (I) (L)3
-niinil- 'climb with'
II. Ag. A. 4. [Ag __  L I (L)3
II. Ag. B. 1. [Ag _ __ P L I (L)3
-niinil- 'climb in,' etc.
III. Ag. B. 7. [Ag __  P Lx (1)3
III. Ag. D. 1. [Ag __  L2 Lx (1)3
III. Ag. F. 4. [Ag __  P L2a/i Lx (1)3
6. Subgroups of agentive verbs 
a. Ergative verbs
-chaak- 'begin' Erg. Ag. A. 1. [Ag __  N (I) (L)]
Erg. A. 1. [N __  (L)3
-chaachil- 'begin for'
I. Ag. B. 1. [Ag __  B 0 (I) <L)3
-chaachil- 'begin with'
II. Ag. A. 1. [Ag __  0 I (L)3
-chaachil- 'begin under,1 etc.
III. Ag. B. 2. [Ag __  0 Lx (1)3
III. Erg. A. 1. [N  Lx3
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-teekh- 'cook* Erg. Ag. A, 1. [Ag  N (I) (L)]
Erg. 1. A. 1. [N _____  (L)]
Erg. 2. B. 1. [Ag ____  (1) (L)]
-teeshel- 'cook for'
_ B 0 (I) (L)] 
fi ____  B (I) (L)]
I. Ag. B. 1. [Ag
I. Erg . Ag. jk. 1 .
-teeshel- ’cook with'
11. Ag, A. 1. [Ag ,
II. Erg.A. 1. [Ag
-teeshel- ’cook In,' etc.
III. Ag. B. 2. [Ag
III. Erg,. A. 1. [N
III. Erg . A. 2. [Ag
III. Erg,, B. 1• [Ag
Instrumental verb
-s3mb- 'burn' Ag. B. 3. [Ag
Ag. B. 5. [g
Ag. C. 3. [Ag
Instr. A. 1. [I
Instr. B. 1. [I
v
-sambil- 'burn for1
I. Ag. B. 2. [Ag
I. Ag. C. 3. [Ag
-sambil- 'burn with’
II. Ag. A. 2. [Ag
II. Ag. A. 5. [G
II. Ag. B. 2. [Ag
0 I (L)]
1 (L)]
0 Lx (I)] 
Lx]
( I ) ]
(D I 0) (I) (L)]
0 (I) (L)]
G 0 (I) (L)]
(D J 0) (L)]
G 0 (L)]
B (» I 0) (I) (L)3 
B G 0 (I) (L)]
(D J 0) I (L)]
0 I (L)]
G 0 I (L)]
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-sambil- 'bum in,' etc.
XII. Ag. B. 3. [Ag ____  (D X 0) Lx (I)]
XII. Ag. B. 4. Cg _____ 0  (I)]
III. Ag. C. 3. [Ag ____  G 0 Lj (1)3
III. Instr. A. 1 . [I _____ (D j 0) L ]
III. Instr. B. 1 . [I ____  G 0
-samban- 'burn each other'
IV. Ag. B. 1. CAg  R (i) (L)3
IV. Ag. C. 1. CAg  o (I) (L)]
Pure Entailing Verbs
-raats- 'bleed/leak' Ent. B, 2. C^ (L)3
Ent. A. 2. CL2  Actc (L)]
-raatsil- 'bleed/lead in,' etc,
III. Ent. A. 1. CL2 _____  lx3
III. Ent. B. 1. CL2 _____  Actc L^ ]
-atilch- 'crack' Ent. B. 1. CLX _____ (L)3
Ent. A. 1. CL1 _____ Pcc (L)3
-atishil- 'crack in,' etc.
III. Ent. A. 2. C^ _____  Lx3
III. Ent. B. 2. Cl*i _____  PcG 1^ 3
-atikhan- 'crack all over/in pieces'
V. Ent. A. 1, C^ i _____ (L)3
V. Ent. B. 1. [1^  _____  G (L)3
V. Ent. B. 2. Clx _____ Rt (L)]
Pure Stative Verb
-bul- 'not be/not have'
St. A. X. C s t   Lgt (L)]
St- B- 1- CSt ____  (Dgt I 0st) (l)3
De s cr ip tive-Agentive Verbs
-reeb- 'ask/quest ion' Des. A^ . 1. [Act _____  (L)H
Ag. B. 2. [Ag  D (I) (L)]
Ag. B. 6 . [Ag   C (I) (L)]
Ag. C. 5. [Ag   D C (I) (L)]
-reebel- 1 ask on behalf of’
I. Ag. B. 1. [Ag _____ B 0 (I) (L)]
I. Ag. B. 7. [Ag _____ B D (I) (L)]
I. Ag. B. 8 . [Ag _____ B C (I) (L)]
I. Ag. C. 5. [Ag _____ B D C (I) (L)]
-reebel- 'ask with (mouth, i.e. orally)'
II. Des. Ar  1. [Act _____  I (L)3
II. Ag. A. 3. [Ag __  D I (L)3
II. Ag. A. 6 . [Ag _____ C I (L)]
II. Ag. B. 3. [Ag _____ D G I (L)3
* *
-reebel- 1 ask/question in, 1 etc*
III. Des. Ax. 2. [Act _____  L ]
III. Ag. B. 1. [Ag _____  D Lx (1)3
III. Ag. B. 5. [Ag _____ C Lx (I)]
III. Ag. C. 2. [Ag ____  D C (1)3
-r&eban- 'ask each other's'
IV. Ag. C. 1. [Ag  Rq 0 (I) (L)3
'ask each other'
IV. Ag. C. 2. [Ag  R C (I) (L)3
-horn- 'smear (mud)' Des. A^ . 1. [Act _____ (L)]
Ag. B. 1. [Ag   0 (I) (L)3
Ag. B. 8 . [Ag  M (I) (L)3
Ag. C. 6 . [Ag ____  0 M (I) (L)3
•homel-
■homel
■homel
-onoon-
-onoonel
-onoonel-
-onoonel-
-onoonan-
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’smear for1 I. Des. . 1. [Act   B (L)]
I. Ag. B. 1. [Ag _____ B 0  (I) (L)]
I. Ag. B. 6 . [Ag _____ B M (I) (L)]
I. Ag. C. 4. [Ag _____ B 0 M (I) (L)3
’smear with1
II. Des. A^ . I. [Act _____ I (L)^
II. Ag. A. 1. [Ag _____ 0 1 (L)3
II. Ag. A. 7. [Ag  M I  (L)3
II. Ag. B. 4. [Ag _____0 M I (L)]
'smear in, 1 etc.
III. Des. A^ . 2. [Act ____  1^3
III. Ag. B. 6 . [Ag  M Lx (I)]
III. Ag. C. 4. [Ag ____  0 M Li (I)]
'sin/spoil' Des. A^ I. [Act _____ (L)3
Ag. B. 3. [Ag _____  (D X 0) (I) (L)3
Ag. B. 6 . [Ag _____ C (I) (L)]
• 'spoil for1
I. Ag. B. 1._[Ag _____ B 0 (I) (L)]
'spoil with'
II. Ag. A. 1. [Ag _____  0  I (L)3
'spoil in,' etc.
III. Des. Av  2. [Act ____  1^3
III. Ag. B. 3. [Ag _____  (D X 0) Lx (1)3
III. Ag, B. 5. [Ag _____ C Lx (1)3
'spoil each other'
IV. Ag. B. 1. [Ag  R (I) (l)3
'spoil each other's 1
IV. Ag. C. 1. [Ag ___ 0 (I) (L)3
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~bo°I~ ’say/speak/talk1
Des. A^ . 1 . [Act ____  (L)]
Ag. B. 1. [Ag ____  0 (I) (L)]
-boolei- 'speak/say/talk to1
I. Des. I, [Act ____  B (L)H
I. Ag. B. 1. [Ag _____ B 0 (I) (L)]
-boolel- 'say/talk/speak with'
II. Des. A^ . 1 . [Act  ____ I (L)]
II. Ag. A. 1. [Ag ____  0 I (L)J
-boolel- 'say/speak/talk in, 1 etc.
III. Des. A^. 2. [Act l 3^
III. Ag. B. 2. [Ag ______ 0 Lx (I)]
"£o?Ian- 'speak about each other'
IV. Ag. B. 1. [Ag  r (j) (L)j
-lol- -see' Des- Ai> u  [Act ____  L]
Ag. B. 3. [Ag _____ (D X 0) (I) (L)]
lole 1— 'see for' T Ap- r o TaI. Ag. B. 2. [Ag _____  B (D X 0) (I) (L)3
-lol|l- 'see with' ii. Des. Al. 1# Uct   I (L)]
II. Ag. A. 2. [Ag _____ (D X 0) I (l )3
II. Ag. A. 5. [g _____  0  I (L)3
II. Ag. B. 2. [Ag ____ _ G 0  I (L)3
-lolel- 'see in,' etc.
III. Des. Ar  2. [Act ____  1^ 3
HI. Ag. B. 3. CAg  _____ (D X 0) Lj (1)1
HI. Ag, B. 4. CAg _____ 0 (I)]
-lolan- 'see each other'
IV. Ag. B, 1. [Ag _ r (j)
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'see each other's'
IV. Ag. c. 1. [Ag  Rg o (I) (L)]
-so£m- 'read' Des. ^ ^  [Act ____  (L)]
Ag. B. 1. [Ag _____ O (I) (L)]
Ag. B. 6 . [Ag _____ C (I) (L)]
-sSomel- 'read for' I. Des. Ar  1. [Act ____  B (L)]
I- Ag. B. 1. [Ag    b 0 (I) (L)]
I. Ag. B. 8 . [Ag  B C (I) (L)]
-soomel- ’read with'
II. Ag. Des, A^, 1 . [Act  ___  I (l)]
II- AS- A. 1. [Ag   0 I (L)]
II* AS- A- 6 . [Ag    C I (L)]
-soomel- 'read in,’ etc.
III. Des. Ar  2. [Act ____  l 3
III. Ag. B. 2. [Ag  ____ 0 Lx (I)]
III. Ag. B. 5. [Ag   C Lx (1)3
"Imlll" 'hear/feel/understand/taste/smell of'
Des. A-^ . 1 . [Act ___   (l)3
Ag. B. 3. [Ag _____ (D X 0) (I) (L)3
-hnliilil- 'hear for'
I- Ag. B. 2. [Ag ______ B (D X 0) (I) (L)]
-huliilfl- 'hear, etc., with'
II. Des. . 1. [Act ____   I (l)3
II. Ag. A. 2. [Ag ____  (D X 0) I (L)3
II. Ag. A. 5. [g _____ 0  I (L)3
II. Ag. B. 2. [Ag _____  G 0 I (L)3
-hulii1 1 1 - 'hear, etc., in,' etc.
III. Des. Aj. 2. [Act _____ L-j3
in* As* B‘ 3- tAS   (D X 0) Lx (1)3
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-hulilan- 'hear each other'
IV. Ag. B. 1. [Ag R (I) (L)]
'hear each other's'
IV. Ag. C. 1. [Ag Rc 0  (I) (L)]
-huny- 'smell (bad)' Des. A£. 3. [Pp (L)]
'take whiff of' Ag. B. 4. [Ag L (I) (L)]
-hunyil- 'take whiff of for'
I. Ag. B. 3. [Ag B L (I) (L)]
-hunyil- 'take whiff of with*
II. Ag. A. 4. [Ag L I (L)]
-hunyil- 'smell bad in,' etc.
III. Des. A2. 2. [Pc
b ]
\'take whiff of in,' etc.
III. Ag. D. 1. [Ag
L 2  L 1 ( I ) : 1
-hunyan- 'take whiff of each other'
IV. Ag. B. 1. [Ag R (I) (L)]
rtake whiff of each other's'
IV. Ag. C. 3. [Ag -JG 01oc (I) (L)]
Agentive-Baclc-and-Forth (B-F)
-rats- Ag. B. 3. [Ag (D } 0) (I) (L)]
Ag. B. 5. [G 0 (I) (L)]
Ag, B. 6 . [Ag C (I) (L)]
Ag. C. 3. [Ag G 0 (I) (L)]
Ag. C. 4. [Ag (D J 0) C (I) (L)]
-ratsfl- 'kick for'
I. Ag. B. 2. [Ag _____  B (D X 0) (I) (L)]
I. Ag. G. 1, [Ag   B (D $ 0) C (I) (L)]
I. Ag. C. 3. [Ag _____  B G 0 (I) (L)]
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-ratsil- ’kick with1
II. Ag. A. 2. CAg ____  (D X 0 ) I (L)]
II. Ag. A. 5. [G _____  0 I (L)]
II. Ag. A. 6 . [Ag _____  C I (L)]
II. Ag. B. 2. [Ag _____  G 0 I (L)]
-ratsll- 'kick in,' etc.
III. Ag. B. 3. [Ag _____ (D * 0) Lx (1)3
III. Ag. B. 4. [G _____  0 Lx (I)]
III. Ag. B. 5. [Ag _____  G Lx (1)3
III. Ag. C. 1. [Ag    (D X 0) C (I)]
III. Ag. C. 3. [Ag _____ G 0 Lx (1)3
-ratsan- 'kick each other'
IV. Ag. B. 1. [Ag  R (I) (L)3
IV. Ag. C. 2. [Ag  R C (I) (L)3
'kick each other’s'
IV. Ag. C. 1. [Ag  R 0  (I) (L)3
G
IV. Ag. D. 1. [Ag  ^  0 C (I) (L)3
-ratsan- 'Icicle and wave arms back and forth'
V. B-F. Des. A. 1. [Act ____  (L)3
De s cr ip t ive-Comi tat ive
-its- 'come' Des. A-^. 2. [Act_____  (L)3
-itsil- 'come to/for I. Des. A^ . 1. [Act _____  B (L)3
-itsil- 'come in,' etc.
III. Des. A^ , 1. [Act _____ Lj]
III. Des. B. 1. [Act ___  L2 L^3
-itsan- 'come with/bring along'
VI. Des. A. 1. [Act ____  CMa (L)3
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Agentive-Comitative
-leer- ’bring’ Ag. A. 1. [Ag _____ (D \ 0 ) (L)]
-leerel- 'bring to/for'
I. Ag. A. 1. [Ag _____ B (D { 0 ) (L):
-leerel- 'bring in,' etc.
III. Ag. A. 2. [Ag _____ (D J 0) Lj]
III. Ag. E. 2. [Ag _____  (D X 0) Lx L2]
-leeran- 'bring along'
VI. Ag. B. 1. [Ag _____  CMb (L)]
-yil- 'take (to a place)'
Ag. A. 1. [Ag _____  (D I 0) (L)]
-yilil- 'take to/for'
I. Ag. A. 1. [Ag  B (D I 0 ) (L)]
-yilil- 'take in,' etc.
III. Ag. A. 2. [Ag _____  (D X 0) Lj,]
III. Ag. E. 2. [Ag _____  (D X 0) L2]
-yilan- 'take each other'
IV. Ag. A. 1. [Ag  R (L)3
-yilan- 'take along with'
VI. Ag. B. 1. [Ag ____ CMb (L)3
Descriptive-Agentive-Stative 
-Icon- 'lie down/sleep'
Des. A1. 1. [Act ____  (L)]
'sleep with (sexually)'
Ag. A. 2. [Ag _____ D (L)]
'sleep,' St. B, 2. [ Pc C (L)lu st ----  st VWJ
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-leone 1 - ’sleep in,1 etc.
III. Des. Ax. 2. [Act _____  1^3
III. Ag. A. 1. [Ag ____ (D $ 0) LjD
III. Ag. B. 1. [Ag ____  D Lx (I)]
III. St. A. 1. [Pcst ____   Cflt 1^ 3
-konan- ’sleep with each other (sexually)’
IV. Ag. A. 1. [Ag  R (L)3
Descriptive-Agentive-Back-and-Forth
-ilukh- ’run' Des, A^ . 1. [Act _____ (I>)3
Ag. B 1. [Ag ____  0 (I) (L)3
Ag. B. 6 . [Ag ____  C (I) (L)3
-ilushil- ’run to/for’
I, Ag. B. 1. [Ag   B 0 (I) (L)3
I. Ag. B. 8 . [Ag _____ B G (I) (L)3
-ilushil- ’run with’
II. Ag. A. 1. [Ag _____ 0 I (L)3
II. Ag. A. 6 . [Ag _____ G I (L)3
-ilushil- ’run in, etc.
III. Des. A-p 2. [Act ____ 1^ 3
III. Des. B. 1. [Act ____ L2  L-j]
III. Ag. B. 2. [Ag _____  0 Lx (1)3
III. Ag. B. 5. [Ag _____ C Lx (1)3
*
-ilukhan- ’run (relay)’
V. Ag. A, 1. [Ag _____ C (L)3
-ilukhan- ’run back and forth*
V. B-F Des. A. 1. [Act (L)3
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Descrjptive-Stative
-Iwal- 'be/become ill’
Des. A2. 1. [Pc _____  (L)]
St. B. 2. [Pcst _____  Cgt (L)]
-lwalil" 'be/become ill in,1 etc.
III. Des. A2. 1. [Pc _____  1^]
III. St. A. 1. [Pcst -----  C8t Lj]
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